Creator: Smith, Henry A.M.

Description: 24.25 linear ft. (8 boxes + 5 flat file drawers)

Biographical/Historical Note: Charleston, S.C. judge, historian, and plantation owner. He was the son of John Julius Pringle Smith and Elizabeth Middleton Smith (b. 1822), daughter of Henry Augustus Middleton (1793-1887). His historical writings about South Carolina, drawn from manuscript sources, were published in the South Carolina Historical Magazine from 1900 to 1928 and include a series entitled "The Baronies of South Carolina" (April 1910-Jan. 1917). Henry A.M. (Augustus Middleton) Smith was born in 1853 and died in 1924.

Scope and Content: Papers consist of abstracts of property records and other material, research notes, indexes, transcriptions of documents, maps and plats, and other items. Also included are papers (1819-1871) of William H. Lowndes (d. 1865).

Abstracts include typewritten (on half-sheets) abstracts of articles and notices (1731-1793) in the South Carolina Gazette and the Daily Advertiser mainly concerning shipping in Charleston (S.C.) and North Carolina; abstracts (in 4 bound volumes) of property records in the Charleston County Register of Mesne Conveyance office books A-D, with an index; and abstracts of records of the British Public Records Office. There are notes for a history of Goose Creek (S.C.), with related abstracts, as well as other research notes (some on index cards) and related correspondence, and notes on Smith family genealogy.

A small bound volume contains a consolidated index to information (ca. 1680-ca. 1800) on selected geographical locations and Indian tribes in South Carolina as found in the South Carolina Secretary of State land grant books, Smith's copy of land grant books, Journals of the Grand Council of South Carolina, the Shaftsbury Papers, "Warrants for Land, 1671-1711," the Charleston County R.M.C. Office, and other sources. Other items include a (card) index to maps and plats of South Carolina locations including plantations and baronies; transcriptions of wills, grants, and early Colonial government records; and maps and plats (many oversized) of plantations, baronies, Charles Town, and other locations.

Documents (originals and copies) collected by Smith include a list (copy?) of grantees of Charles Town (1725); a conveyance (1766) of Postell family land; Bulloch (or Bullock) and Wilson family property records and wills; a grant (1784) of land in Ninety-Six District (S.C.) to Thomas Lehre; and letters (1810) to Ralph Izard.

Note: Materials in flat drawers are itemized and keyword searchable.

Preferred Citation: Smith, Henry A.M. H.A.M. Smith papers, ca. 1744-1922. (1102.00) South Carolina Historical Society.
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Container listing:

11/402/1-9   Smith, H.A.M., 1853-1924
Newspaper abstracts, 1731-1793

Charleston historian. Chiefly abstracts by HAMS of shipping news between Charleston and NC from the SC Gazette and the Daily Advertiser (1731-1793). Abstracts also regarding boundary questions, Indian troubles, storms, visits to NC officials, pre-revolution news but mostly regarding shipping and port news with NC, especially Cape Fear.

11/402-406A   Smith, H.A.M, 1853-1924
Abstracts of land records & notes, ca. 1900-1922. 2 ¼ ft.

Charleston historian. Abstracts of land records and notes collected by HAMS. Included are abstracts of the Charleston Co. Mesne Conveyance office books (A-D) with several indexes to various land records in city and state depositories. Notes regarding St. Paul’s Parish; Charleston Street descriptions; abstracts of records, conveyances, wills, leases throughout the Lowcountry, lists and notes of 17th century SC Government; records from plat books and land sales records. Notes for a projected history of Goose Creek with abstracts of records for Goose Creek, notes on the Luxembourg claims, some legal notes included material regarding Roper Hospital (1922), a letter regarding 1893 fatalities from a hurricane in the Georgetown area, abstracts from the British Public records office, various SC Colonial records and other misc. notes. Also index cards of misc. land records and index cards from defunct inventory.

11/406B/1-14   Smith, H.A.M., 1853-1924

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
Misc. mss, 1699-1870. 27 items

Charleston historian. Original and some copies of misc. mss (1699-1870) collected by HAMS. Included are Blake family wills, grants, and a plat (1699-1870); British naval order regarding coastal security (1744); receipt and bill for the body of a felon (1765). Postell conveyance for land in St. George’s Berkeley (1765-1766), land papers of A. Bulloch (1766-1767), letter to Peter Manigault (1765-1766) from? Re? (1768), letter of Charles Cantey & Josiah Perry regarding mending of a bridge (1776); Wilson family papers including wills and leases (1788-1822); tract of Thomas Lehre, Ninety-Six district (1784); copy of Stephen Bull sale of plantation (1791); sale of Abraham Markley land in St. George Parish (1798); correspondence of Ralph Izard with navy Secretary Paul Hamilton and RI’s crew regarding RI’s resignation from the Navy (1810); title to land for John Guerard (1823); sale of land by Daniel Heyward to JAS Izard in St. Peter’s Parish, Beaufort District (1846); also grant book (1725) with lists of grants, then dates, titles, pages of books where entered for lots of land in Charleston.

11/406C/1-4 Lowndes, William H.
Papers, 1819-1871. Approx. 35 items

Colleton Co. planter. Conveyances, deeds, and other land papers (1819-1856) regarding WHL’s plantation Hickory Hill, Colleton Co., slave mortgages & lists (1839-1847) agreement to build slave quarters and other building with specification (1843, 1856), land papers regarding land near Pon-Pon River, Colleton Co.; rice account sales (1861-1862), accounts for groceries and sundry items of Mrs. M.E. Lowndes (1866-1867) and estate papers of WHL with letter of Henry A. Middleton.

11/406C/5-27 SC Government, 1717-1780
Colonial & State Documents, 1717-1780. 130 items

Copies and holograph copies of SC Legislative documents collected by HAMS. Documents (1717-1780) mostly between Gov. James Moore and SC Speaker of the House of Commons and others (1717-1720) regarding public funds, Indian disturbances, citizens complaints, state fortifications and public safety, and general legislative business. Later documents (1724-1780) include: expenses for a church at St. Helena (1724); a Wm. Bull letter regarding public safely (1742); letter to Gov. James Glen regarding complaints of two Cherokee chiefs (1745); public accounts (1739-1740); receipt for bodies, 1762, petition for a job 1765; report of Lt. Gov. Wm. Bul regarding state conditions; petitions regarding a ferry (1777); accounts of Ben J. Dart with the state (1780) for military and other public expenditures during the siege of Charleston. Chronologically arranged. Many petitions (1760s) and receipts for bounties for killing wolves and other animals (1786).

Maps, plats, etc. (5 flat file drawers)

Maps, plats, blueprints, tracings of maps of HAMS used for Baronies of SC and other projects. Among the localities represented are St. James, Goose Creek, Ararat Farms, Berkeley Co; Boones Barony, St. Bartholomew Parish, Ashepoo Barony; St. Pauls Parish, Charleston Neck (1757), Raphoe Barony, Woodstock Plantation, 1690; Spring Grove Plantation, plat of village of Washington in Charleston neck (1798); Springfield, St Andrews, Sandy Hill, Colleton; Map of Yemasee War, description of James Island Plantations pre-1860; and many other maps and tracings of plantations or a series of plantations.

Folder: 47/12a/0001
Title: Ten Mile House Tract
Date: unknown

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Size: 430 by 275  
Surveyor: unknown  
Name(s): Robert Howard; Charles Drayton; Andrew (Andre) Michaux;  
Location(s): Turkey Creek  
Parish:  
Types: B  
Reproduction: T, unknown  
Original Page Number in Plat Book:  
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Roads; Ten Mile and Eleven Mile Marker; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0002  
Title: Buck Hill -550 acres  
Date: Original Nov 5, 1767; copy Nov 29 1802  
Size: 610 by 450  
Surveyor: Nathaniel Bradwell  
Name(s): Susannah Perry; Sarah Finley; Samuel Hamlin; James Smith; Andrew Smith; Daniel Blake; William Norman  
Location(s): Road leading to Edisto  
Parish: St. Paul  
Types: A  
Reproduction: T, unknown  
Original Page Number in Plat Book:  
Notes: Some bearings; water and marsh; A true copy from Book L 3 Page 419

Folder: 47/12a/0003  
Title: Sketch of the Swamp and Savanna on the NE branch of Stono River  
Date: unknown  
Size: 450 by 260  
Surveyor: unknown  
Name(s): W Cattell; A Middleton; James Nichols;  
Location(s): Stono River  
Parish:  
Types: A  
Reproduction: T, unknown  
Original Page Number in Plat Book:  
Notes: Scale; Acreage Given for 5 Parcels;

Folder: 47/12a/0004  
Title: Plan of Savanna Plantation on the north sid of Pon Pon or Edisto River  
Date: Nov 1806  
Size: 450 by 350  
Surveyor: unknown  
Name(s): John Champneys; Gabriel Manigault; David Campbell; Mr. Gough  
Location(s): Penny Creek; Pon Pon River; Road to Jacksonboro; Clayhole Tract

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Parish: St. Paul
Types: A
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book:
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Road; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0005
Title: None
Date: unknown
Size: 610 by 450
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Middleton; Callett or Cattell; Ladson; Izard
Location(s):
Parish:
Types: A
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book:
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Plat Book 3 Page 8

Folder: 47/12a/0006
Title: None
Date: Original Dec 12, 1764; copy Mar 6 1795
Size: 415 by 550
Surveyor: Nathaniel Bradwell
Name(s): John Parker; Thomas Elms; Thomas Mills; Capt. John Ainsley
Location(s): Berkeley County
Parish: St. Andrews; St. James;
Types: A
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 12
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0007
Title: Three Tracts in Foresters Creek
Date: Original Feb 21, 1774; copy April 26, 1799
Size: 415 by 550
Surveyor: John F-
Name(s): Mrs. Harriet Horry; Henry Middleton; Alexander Goodlins; Charles Pinckney; T West; Benjamin Smith
Location(s): Path from Goose Creek Church to Red Bank;
Parish: St. James
Types: A
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 11

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0008
Title: 840 acres held by Peter Smith
Date: Original May 1784; copy January 1797
Size: 415 by 550
Surveyor: John Fenwick
Name(s): Peter Smith; Ralph Izard; John Middleton; Thomas Middleton
Location(s): Goose Creek; Road from Dorchester to Goose Creek; Broad Road from Charleston to Wasamsaw (Wassamassaw)
Parish: Types: A
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 9
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0009
Title: Plan of two plantations situate in St. James Parish Charleston District
Date: April 19849
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: R K Payne
Name(s): W A Deas; Mazyck; D A Donnelly
Location(s): Mt Holly Plantation; Spring Field; Public road to Moncks Corner; Back River Road
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 10
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0010
Title: Plantation in St. James Goose Creek claimed by Ralph Izard
Date: copy from June 1796
Size: 555 by 415
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Ralph Izard; Susanah Bee; John Stone; John Parker; Keckley; Benjamin Marion; Mr. Fulmer
Location(s): Rice Fields; Road to the Dorchester Road; Canal; Bridge
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book:
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Lines colored yellow show the lands claimed by Mrs. Bee by virtue of two grants one for 200 acres to John Stone Dated Sept 1, 1697 and the other for 800 acres to John G? Dated July 12, 1690. the lines colored red show the bounds of a
Folder: 47/12a/0011
Title: Plan of Springfield belonging to the estate of Alexander Mazyck 940 acres
Date: Sept 1791
Size: 555 by 410
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Alexander Mazyck; Benjamin Mazyck; James Graham; Aaron Lowek; John Deas
Location(s): Rice Fields; Back River Road; Mount Holly
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 6
Notes: Distance and Bearings;

Folder: 47/12a/0012
Title: Plats North of the Elms
Date: 
Size: 550 by 410
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Ralph Izard; Abraham Dupont; John Filben; Thomas Smith
Location(s): 
Parish: unknown
Types: A
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 7
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Compilation of other Plats

Folder: 47/12a/0013
Title: the Goose Creek Road from the Ten Mile House to Vances Tavern drawn to regulate the cutting of timber for the State Road
Date: 1826
Size: 555 by 415
Surveyor: H Ravenel
Name(s): John Mckee; Henry Izard; Screvin; Dr. McDonald; Joseph Manigault;Gadsden
Location(s): Goose Creek
Parish: unknown
Types: A
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 8
Notes: Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0014
Title: A Plan of Richmond Plantation containing 951 acres belonging to Alexander Moultrie
Date: Feb 1788
Size: 550 by 415
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Surveyor: Joseph Purcell
Name(s): Alexander Moultrie; George Coon Smith; Thomas Singleton; Christopher Gadsden; George Coone
Location(s): Rice Land; Public road to Moncks Corner; Twenty Three Mile House; Dockon Plantation
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 3
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0015
Title: Plan of a body of land in Goose Creek Parish belonging to Sander Glover 1432 acres
Date: 1795
Size: 545 by 420
Surveyor: John Diamond
Name(s): James McCall; Ben P Williams; John onsett; Thomas Singleton; Richard Gough; Sanders Glover
Location(s): Swamp
Parish: St. James
Types: A
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 4
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0016
Title: General plan of tracts at Goose Creek
Date: None
Size: 550 by 415
Surveyor: None
Name(s): Williams; Normans; Swintons
Location(s): Cedar Grove; Chesterfield; Richmond; Grove Hall; 23 Mile House
Parish: unknown
Types: A
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 4.5
Notes:

Folder: 47/12a/0017
Title: Plan of plantation called ___ lying at Home Savanna belonging to John Edwards 635.50 acres
Date: March 1797
Size: 415 by 545
Surveyor: None
Name(s): Benjamin Walker; John Miles; Robert Ladson; Robert Miles
Location(s): Rice Fields; Cemetery

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Parish: St. Pauls
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 2
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0018
Title: Plan exhibits 1651 acres situate on east side of Back River Formerly called Meadway River
Date: May 1792
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Joseph Purcell
Name(s): Samuel Prioleau; Zachariah Villepontoux; Benjamin Mazyck; Benjamin Smith
Location(s): Brick Yard; Dock Landing; Pine Lands; Rice Fields
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 18
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0019
Title: copy of the plan of Elms Plantation belonging to Ralph Izard
Date: unknown
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: John Fenwick
Name(s): Peter Smith; Bullem; Ralph Izard; John Middleton; Thomas Middleton
Location(s): Road from Dorchester to Goose Creek Bridge; Head of Goose Creek;
Parish: unknown
Types: B
Reproduction: T, Resurveyed April 1785
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 14
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0020
Title: Plan of tract on the west side of Goose Creek originally belonging to Alexander Garden called
Otranto containing 535 acres
Date: Nov 12, 1784
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Alexander Garden; Susannah Shubrick; Henry Middleton; Ralph Izard
Location(s): the Elms; Bluehouse Road; Public road to Dorchester; Goose Creek Bridge; Public landing
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 15

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on
architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building
plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0021
Title: Plan of tract the Glebe; school lands and part of the land now belonging to the estate of Charles Pinckney
Date: unknown
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Barnard Schenling; John Herbert; Names Prior Grant Owners; Coachman; Fenwick;
Location(s): Goose Creek;
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, March 1790
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 16
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0022
Title: Spring Grove 1406 acres
Date: March 27, 1793
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: William Sturgis copy by Joseph Purcell
Name(s):
Location(s): Road from 23 Mile House to Strawberry House; Dean Hall; Canal; Swamp; 23 Mile House; Strawberry Ferry; Road to Moncks Corner; Rice Land; Settlement
Parish: St. James and St. John
Types: B
Reproduction: T.
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 17
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0023
Title: Back River Plantation belonging to the estate of John Coming Ball
Date: 1792
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Charles Hately
Name(s): Coat Baugh; John Bee Holmes; B P Williams;
Location(s): Medway; Chicken Creek; Marsh; Road from Goose Creek; Plantation Road; Back River; Cypress Grove; Spring Grove; White Hall; Avenue leading to Charleston; Settlement
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 18
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folders: 47/12a/0024
Title: Copy of an old plat of John Fenwicks
Date: unknown
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: C W Dwight
Names: Miles; Isaac McPherson; James Nichols; Robert Miles
Location: Road; House
Parish: St. Pauls
Types: B
Reproduction: T, June 1867
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 19
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folders: 47/12a/0025
Title: Plan of a plantation situate at Goose Creek belonging to the estate of William Parker, Deceased
Date: July 1785
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Jospeh Purcell
Names: Peter Bacot; John Harleston; John Middleton; William Parker; Isaac Parker; Fulmer; Robert Lowndes;
Location: Crow Field; Public road from Dorchester to Goose Creek Bridge; Remains of French Church
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, 1791
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 20
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folders: 47/12a/0026
Title: Plan of Socialable Hill 630 acres
Date: unknown
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: J P (Joseph Purcell)
Names: Benjamin Paul Williams; Isaac Parker; Hugh Swinton; Maurice Keating; Thomas Drayton;
Location: Road from Cypress Grove; Spring Grove; Rice Fields; Public road to Charleston; 23 Mile House
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, Feb 1788
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 21
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folders: 47/12a/0027
Title: Plan of the Camp Farm belonging to Henry Izard 1209 acres High and 136 acres Rice
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Date: unknown
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Henry Izard; Hannah Bull; William Bellinger; Christopher Williman; Hannah Heyward; Alex Barron
Location(s): Happy Retreat Farm; 8 Mile House from Charleston; Settlement; Negro Houses;
Parish: unknown
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 22
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0028
Title: copy of a plat annexed to a release dated March 30, 1734 William Dry to William Mckenzie for 973 acres
Date: 1736
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: John Bailey
Name(s): William Smith; Thomas Moore; William Dry; William Mckenzie; Benjamin Gibbes; Arthur Middleton; John Moore; Benjamin Schenchingh
Location(s): Goose Creek
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 23
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0029
Title: Plat of Liberty Hill Plantation situate at head of Fosters Creek 3601 acres
Date: March 1854
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: W N Mellard
Name(s): P S Stoney; G S Smith; L Seel; Dr. Charles Desel
Location(s): Recorded in RMC Plat Book B Page 6; Rutherford; Main Landing; Rice Fields
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 24
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0030
Title: Plan of Howhall and Bushamee 1079 acres
Date: March 1775
Size: 555 by 420

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Surveyor: J. P.
Name(s): Benjamin Mazyck; Cc Pinckney; Henry Middleton; John Davis; Benjamin Smith
Location(s): Fosters Creek; Rice Fields; Swamp; Settlement; Goose Creek; Road to the Back River Road
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, April 1790
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 25
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0031
Title: Plan of 700 acres laid out to Bernard Schenking
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555 Each
Surveyor: Matthews
Name(s): Barnard Schenking Major John Herbert; Richard Batten; John Mell; Jonah Lynch; John Maverick; Benjamin Coachman
Location(s): Tracing of plat in two parts; Grant dated July 14, 1780; River
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, June 1799
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 27/27a
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0032
Title: Land on the south side of Foster's Creek 925 13/100 acres belonging to Mrs. Harriet Horry where on a brickyard is established
Date: April 1799
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: Joseph Purcell
Name(s): Mrs. Harriet Horry; John Dupont; Thomas Smith; George Tunno;
Location(s): Red Bank Road; Free School Lands; Brickyard; Bella Vista
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 28
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0033
Title: A Tract on Goose Creek belonging to Thomas Smith - Yeamans Hall containing 1371 acres
Date: Nov 1786
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: J P (Joseph Purcell)
Name(s): Daniel Cannon; Charles Fibbeen; Archar Smith; Thomas Smith; John Glen;
Location(s): Cooper River; Brickyard;

Types: A = simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B = property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 29
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0034
Title: Plan of Dockon
Date: May 22 1776
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Richard Downs
Name(s): Gen. Gadsden; Col. Motte; Jonathan Amory; James Kennedy; Richard Singleton; Thomas Broughton's Land; Edward Trescot; Christopher Gadsden; Joseph Wragg; Gabriel Manigault; John L Gervais; Judith Wragg; William R Payne
Location(s): Pimlico; Mulberry; Spring Grove; Chesterfield Plantation; Mepshew; Colleton
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, August 8 1778
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 30
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0035
Title: Plan of plantation on Goose Creek containing 800 acres belonging to Mr. Withers Now Known As Mount Pleasant
Date:
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: J P (Joseph Purcell)
Name(s): Samuel Morris; Josiah S Brown; James Withers; Nathaniel Bourdeaux;
Location(s): Goose Creek; Red Bank Plantation
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, August 1790
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 31
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0036
Title: Plan of Cow ? Plantation on Foster's Creek belonging to the heirs of Nathaniel Bourdeaux containing 748 acres
Date: Feb 1804
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: John Diamond
Name(s): Nathaniel Bordeaux; John Dupont; John Bowen; Charles Johnston
Location(s): Fosters Creek; Rice Field;
Parish: St. James

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 31.5
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0037
Title: Plan of several tracts the property of Capt. John Dupont
Date: March 1803
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): James W Gadsden; Capt. John Dupont; Charleston Johnson; Mr. Burdeaux; John Bowen; Mrs. Horry
Location(s): Fosters Creek; See Mary Colley Dupont to Catherine Caroline Smith Vol 8 (Page) 218; Church Road
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 32
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0038
Title: Plantation on Goose Creek surveyed for the estate of Mr. Cyprian Bigelow
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Mr. William Inglesby; Robert Howard; Charles Drayton;
Location(s): Turkey Creek; Ten Mile House and Tavern; Eleven Mile; Twelve Mile; Boland Garden; Andrew (Andre) Michaux;
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 33
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0039
Title: Archfield Plantation
Date: Nov 1795
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: John Diamond
Name(s): Susanna Wilkinson; William Young; Mellichamp; Richard Peyton
Location(s): Millers Creek; Wadmalaw River
Parish: St. Pauls
Types: B
Reproduction: T, Sept 1802

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12a/0040
Title: Farrfield Plantation
Date: July 6 1869
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: Louis J Barbot
Name(s): Thomas Fuller; Roger Sanders; Edward Fenwick; B B Smith; John M Baker; Rev. Daniel Doyley; Thomas Farr
Location(s): Savannah and Charleston Rail Road; Ravenel Village
Parish: St. Pauls
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 35
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0041
Title: Untitled
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Gabriel Manigault; Thomas Barker; Joseph Manigault; Thomas Ellis; John Sanders; Benjamin Godin; William Sanders; Villhowers
Location(s): 12 Mile Stone; 13 Mile Stone; Road to Mr. Parkers;
Parish: unknown
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 36
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0042
Title: Fountainbleau Plantation property of Benjamin Guerard
Date: Jan 1786
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Alexander Fraser; Gabriel Manigault; Alexander Garden; John Parker; John Sanders; Joshua Sanders; William Sanders
Location(s): Road; Old Rice Field
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 37
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**Folder:** 47/12a/0043  
**Title:** Whitehall Plantation situate on Medway or Back River belonging to John Ball  
**Date:** unknown  
**Size:** 555 by 420  
**Surveyor:** unknown  
**Name(s):** John Ball;  
**Location(s):** Rice Field; Strawberry Road; Connected to 47/12a/0043  
**Parish:** St. James  
**Types:** B  
**Reproduction:** T, unknown  
**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 39  
**Notes:** Distance and Bearings; Scale

**Folder:** 47/12a/0044  
**Title:** Whitehall Plantation situate on Medway or Back River belonging to John Ball 516.45 acres  
**Date:** May 1796  
**Size:** 555 by 420  
**Surveyor:** unknown  
**Name(s):** John Ball; Major Durham; John Bee Holmes; Mr. Chicken;  
**Location(s):** Defined Rice Fields; Connected to 47/12a/0044; Road to Dean Hall;  
**Parish:** St. James  
**Types:** B  
**Reproduction:** T, unknown  
**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 40  
**Notes:** Distance and Bearings; Scale

**Folder:** 47/12a/0045  
**Title:** Tract of Land on the South Side of the Middle Branch of Stono River called Williamson Garden  
**Date:** Sept 1786  
**Size:** 555 by 420  
**Surveyor:** John Purcell  
**Name(s):** William Williamson; Alexander Bethune;  
**Location(s):** Stono River; Public road to Willtown; Public road to Jacksonborough; Marsh; Detailed garden design  
**Parish:** St. Pauls  
**Types:** C  
**Reproduction:** T, unknown  
**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 43  
**Notes:** Distance and Bearings; Scale

**Folder:** 47/12a/0046  
**Title:** Compilation of Several Tracts Near Pennys Creek  
**Date:** unknown

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Mr. Peters; John Hayse; Major James; W Ferguson; John Penny; Edward Ferguson; James Fulton; Thomas Sacnevesell; Ebenezer Walcoal
Location(s): Penny Creek; Bees Creek; Pon Pon
Parish: St. Pauls
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 44
Notes: Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0047
Title: Two plantations belonging to Saintlo Mellichamp
Date: March 1786
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Christopher Williman; Arthur Hall; Thomas Farr; Richard Downs; George Sommers; George Haig; James Stanyarne; Miss Ann Downs; Miss Elizabeth Downs; Mrs. Frost; Alexander French; Roger Saunders; Nathaniel Farr;
Location(s): Rice Field; South Branch of Middle Swamp; Cemetery; Great Bay
Parish: St. Pauls
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 45
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0048
Title: Savanna Plantation Near Jacksonborough belonging to Gabriel Manigault 1456 acres
Date: Nov 1804
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: John Diamond
Name(s): Gabriel Manigault; John Champneys; Wilmers; David Campbell
Location(s): Pon Pon River; Road to Jacksonborough;
Parish: St. Pauls
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 47
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0049
Title: Plan of the Canal or Drain through the middle of the swamp of the head of the branch of the Stono River as laid out by My Mr. Fenwick
Date: Nov 1804
Size: 420 by 555
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Pendarvis; McQueen; J Miles; R Miles; Est Elliott; Perry Evance; Est Parsons; Est Cattell; McPherson; Wragg; Leitch
Location(s): Walnut Hill; Indian Hill; Road to Dorchester; Connected to 47/12a/0050
Parish: St. Paul
Types: A
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 49
Notes: North Arrow

Folder: 47/12a/0050
Title: Plan of the Canal or Drain through the middle of the swamp of the head of the branch of the Stono River as laid out by My Mr. Fenwick
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Middleton Est; Cattell; Drayton; I Nicholes; Est Parsons; Williamson
Location(s): Connected to 47/12a/0049; Public road to Landing; Stono Bridge
Parish: St. Paul
Types: A
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 49
Notes: North Arrow

Folder: 47/12a/0051
Title: Thomas Osborns Plantation on Jacksonborough Road
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Thomas Osborns; Morton Wilkinson; William Bees; William Sk?; Thomas Ferguson
Location(s): Toogoodoo Road;
Parish: St. Paul
Types: A
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 49
Notes: North Arrow

Folder: 47/12a/0052
Title: Plan of Drayton's Cowpen Plantation belonging to the estate of John Drayton
Date: Feb 1787
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: Joseph Purcell
Name(s): John Drayton; Jacob Stevens; James Pendarvis; Robert Ladson; Col. William Washington;
Location(s): Public road from Parkers Ferry; Defined Rice Fields; Beech Hill Road

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Parish: St. Pauls
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 53
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0053
Title: Compilation east side of Pon Pon on Jacksonboro Road
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): John Bee; Thomas Bee; John Pickens; Alexander Curson; Fabian; William Freeman; Eben Walcot; John Pickon; William Savage; William Beaufort; Owen Baggin; Samuel Davis
Location(s): Road from Jackson Branch to Charleston; Beech Hill; Rice Field; Battlefield; Willtown; Dates of Grants
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 54
Notes: North Arrow

Folder: 47/12a/0054
Title: Plan of a plantation at Bob Savannah belonging to the estate of Adam Ewing
Date: December 1795
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): John Drayton; Howard Blake; James Fisher; Ben Perry; James Shoolbred; M Laughlin; Adam Ewing
Location(s): Old Rice Field; Swamp; Parkers Ferry to Ashley River; Perry's Corner
Parish: St. Pauls
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 55
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/0055
Title: Plat of 2 Tracts of Land belonging to William Clements
Date: May 12, 1808
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Hezekiah Roberts
Name(s): Lewis Gibbes; William Clements; Captain Freer; John Ash; William Elliott; Robert Daniel; James Stobo
Location(s): Pon Pon; Road to Jacksonborough; Wilton; Riceland
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 56
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/0056
Title: Untitled
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Charles E Rowand; James S?;
Location(s): Swamp; Old Settlement
Parish: unknown
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 57
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/0057
Title: Caw Caw Swamp
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): James Ancrum; Stanyarne
Location(s): Wallace Bridge; Stono River; Rice Field
Parish: St. Pauls
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 58
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/0058
Title: Cow Savanna and Villa
Date: unknown
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Walter Izard; Ralph Izard; Henry Izard; Edward Perry; Nathaniel Birdwell; Robert Baker; John McQueen; Palmer Golding; Robert Wright
Location(s): Parkers Ferry to Bacons Bridge
Parish: unknown
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 59
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12a/0059
Title: Mowbrays Plantation
Date: January 1, 1800
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Joseph Purcell
Name(s): Robert Rowand; William Washington; Alexander Fraser; Andrew Johnston; George Haigdec; John Wilson; Thomas Lehre; Hugh Rutledge
Location(s): Ricefield; Public road from Parkers Ferry to Charleston
Parish: St. Pauls
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 60
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0060
Title: Plan of a body of land lying on Stono Swamp belonging to the estate of Thomas Ferguson
Date: April 1777
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: John Fenwick
Name(s): John Fenwick; Thomas Ferguson; William Harvey; John Bailey; William Williamson; John Williamson; John Fitch; Bryan Riley
Location(s): Thomas Ferguson Marriage Settlement; Public road from Pon Pon; Swamp
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T, June 29, 1785
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 61
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/0061
Title: Untitled
Date: unknown
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Mr. Spooler; George Haig; Robert Mackewen; George Logan; Jonathan Fitch; William Ferguson; Charles Elliott; David Graeme; James Berrie; Matthew B; Thomas Sackenerell; William Williamson; James Wrigham; Bryan Ryley; Thomas Drayton; Jacob Ladson
Location(s): Road
Parish: unknown
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 61a
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/0062
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Title: Lands of Isaac Holmes  
Date: September 25, 1790  
Size: 555 by 420  
Surveyor: Thomas Abernethie (Abernathy)  
Name(s): Isaac Holmes; Joseph Ellicotte; Hugh Rutledge; Robert Gibbes; Joseph Stanyarne; Thomas Elliott; John Chapman; Hugh Hersts  
Location(s): Western Branch of Stono River  
Parish: unknown  
Types: B  
Reproduction: T, June 14, 1791  
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 62  
Notes: North Arrow

Folder: 47/12a/0063  
Title: Plan of Laurel Hill and Coats Tract on Stono Swamp  
Date: June 1790  
Size: 555 by 420  
Surveyor: unknown  
Name(s): Hugh Rutledge; James Stanyarne; Thomas Lehre; John Willson; Richard Downs;  
Location(s): S W Branch of Stono Swamp; Rice Fields;  
Parish: unknown  
Types: B  
Reproduction: T, unknown  
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 63  
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/0064  
Title: Richard Downs Land at Stono on Cacaw Swamp  
Date: February 1788  
Size: 555 by 420  
Surveyor: unknown  
Name(s): Richard Downs; Elizabeth Downs; Ann Downs; Mr. Walker; Mrs. Elizabeth Frost; Rev. Thomas Frost; Andrew Johnston; James Stanyarn; andres Swindersine; Archibald Stanyarne  
Location(s): Middle Swamp; Rice Fields; Turkey Hill;  
Parish: St. Pauls  
Types: B  
Reproduction: T, unknown  
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 64  
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/0065  
Title: Chart of the Bar and Harbour of North Edisto  
Date: unknown  
Size: 420 by 555

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surveyor:</th>
<th>unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name(s):</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location(s):</td>
<td>Long Bluff; Leadenwah Creek; Wadmelaw Island; Toogoodoo Creek; Edisto Island; Whippines Island; Slanns Island; Ash's Island; Bear Bluff; Bohicket Creek; Tuckers Island; Watch Cut; Edings Creek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parish:</td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types:</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproduction:</td>
<td>T, unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original Page Number in Plat Book:</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes:</td>
<td>North Arrow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Folder:** 47/12a/0066  
**Title:** Plan of Slanns Island  
**Date:** June 1772  
**Size:** 420 by 555  
**Surveyor:** Mouzon  
**Name(s):** None  
**Location(s):** Back Creek; Wadmelaw River; North Edisto River; Park Island; Long Bluff  
**Parish:** St. Paul  
**Types:** B  
**Reproduction:** T, unknown  
**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 66  
**Notes:** North Arrow; Bearingws

**Folder:** 47/12a/0067  
**Title:** Jericho Tract  
**Date:** April 2 1761  
**Size:** 420 by 555  
**Surveyor:** William Wilkins  
**Name(s):** William Williamson; Thomas Ferguson; C Williamson; John Realy  
**Location(s):** None  
**Parish:** St. Paul  
**Types:** B  
**Reproduction:** T, unknown  
**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 67  
**Notes:** Distance and Bearings;

**Folder:** 47/12a/0068  
**Title:** Plan of A Plantation on Stono River belonging to Seabrook Formerly Algernon Wilson  
**Date:** unknown  
**Size:** 555 by 420  
**Surveyor:** unknown  
**Name(s):** Algernon Wilson; Henry Snybes; Ancrums; John Brailsford; William Ingles;  
**Location(s):** Log Bridge Creek; Stono River

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 68
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/0069
Title: Plan of tract of land belonging to Elliott Edings
Date: March 1790
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: James Cross
Name(s): Elliott Edings; Morton Williamson; Joseph Pendarvis; Joseph Edings; W E Eddings
Location(s): Toogoodoo River; Slanns Island Road; Road to the Landing
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 69
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/0070
Title: Plat of 300 acres granted to Moses Pengrey
Date: April 5 1711
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Moses Pengrey; William Levingston;
Location(s): Willtown; New London; Greens Landing; Edisto River
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 70
Notes: North Arrow

Folder: 47/12a/0071
Title: Plantation called Horse Savanna
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Mrs. Susanna Carns; John Miles; Mr. Leitch; Mr. Parsons; J Pendarvis; William Elliott; Benjamin Steed; Nathaniel Kruger; Henry Nicholls
Location(s): Refers to Dates of Original Grants; Public road to Bacons Bridge
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 71

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A = simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B = property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Date: unknown
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: B C Rutledge Parker
Name(s): Mr. Edward Peronneau; Mr. Tracy; Miss Ferguson; Mr. Logan; Mr. Haig;
Location(s): Road to Charleston
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 75
Notes: Distance and Bearings;

Folder: 47/12a/0076
Title: Stono
Date: June 1788
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Joseph Purcell
Name(s): William Washington; Charles Elliott; Haig and Rutledge; Col. Robert Gibbs; Thomas Elliott; John Chapman; James Stanyarn;
Location(s): Rice Fields; Settlement; Public Road; Laurel Hill; Stono River
Parish: St. Paul
Types: C
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 76
Notes: Distance and Bearings; North Arrow

Folder: 47/12a/0077
Title: Stono
Date: March 1786
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Brailsford, Wilson and Bethune; Algernon Wilson; Alexander Bethune
Location(s): Stono River; Log Bridge Creek;
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 77
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0078
Title: Plantation on Pon Pon belonging to Charles Frier
Date: March 179?
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: John Diamond
Name(s): Morton Wilkinson; Joseph Eddings (Edings); Charles Frier; James Bullard; James Cochran;

Types: A = simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B = property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Col. Morris; William Peters; James Stobo

**Location(s):** Pon Pon River; Public road from Willtown to Stono

**Parish:** unknown

**Types:** B

**Reproduction:** T, unknown

**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 78

**Notes:** Distance and Bearings

---

**Folder:** 47/12a/0079

**Title:** John Kenneway

**Date:** 1803

**Size:** 420 by 555

**Surveyor:** unknown

**Name(s):** John Kenneway; Joseph Holley; Livingston; Joseph Stanyarne; John Roberts; Thomas Roberts; Nathaniel Bradwell; Mary Stanyarne;

**Location(s):**

**Parish:** St. Paul

**Types:** B

**Reproduction:** T, unknown

**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 79

**Notes:** Distance and Bearings

---

**Folder:** 47/12a/0080

**Title:** Untitled

**Date:** unknown

**Size:** 420 by 555

**Surveyor:** unknown

**Name(s):** James Cochran; Joseph Morton;

**Location(s):** Walnut Hill; Toogoodoo Creek; Memorial Book A Vol 1 Part 1 Page 302

**Parish:** unknown

**Types:** B

**Reproduction:** T, unknown

**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 80

**Notes:** Bearing

---

**Folder:** 47/12a/0081

**Title:** The Hut at Horse Savanna

**Date:** January 1802

**Size:** 555 by 420

**Surveyor:** John Diamond

**Name(s):** James Pendarvis; Nicholas Crager; John Miles; Edward Perry; John Miles;

**Location(s):** Rice Fields; Public road to Bacons Bridge

**Parish:** St. Paul

**Types:** B

Types: A = simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B = property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 81
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0082
Title: Buck Hill -550 acres
Date: November 1767
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Nathaniel Bradwell
Name(s): Susannah Perry; Sarah Finley; Samuel Hamlin; James Smith; Andrew Smith; Daniel Blake; William Norman
Location(s): Book L 3 Page 419
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 83
Notes: Bearing

Folder: 47/12a/0083
Title: James Cochran Land
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): James Cochran; Daniel Hendrics;
Location(s): Colleton County Book Page 27
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 84
Notes: Bearing

Folder: 47/12a/0084
Title: Untitled
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Sandford; Peronneau;
Location(s): Dungannon; Farr's Avenue; Rice Fields
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 86a
Notes: Bearing

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12a/0085
Title: Passage of the Charleston and Savannah Railroad
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Williman
Location(s): Log Bridge Creek; Stono River; Jacksonboro Road; Wallace Creek; Wilton (Willtown) Road
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 86
Notes: North Arrow

Folder: 47/12a/0086
Title: Point Pleasant Tract and the Ferry Tract
Date: September 1786
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): William Inglis; William Snipes; Michael Culp; Algernon Willson; George Inglis; Isaac McPherson
Location(s): Log Bridge Creek; Stono River; Fish Pond; Tupelo Swamp; Public road from and to Willtown
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 87
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/0087
Title: William Postell
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Pendarvis; E Taylor; McLaughlin; John James; Isaac Gerardeau; Richard Gerardeau; Benjamin Perry
Location(s): Edisto River
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 89a
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/0088
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Title: William Postell
Date: May 1809
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: John Diamond
Name(s): McLaughlin; Postell; William Elliot William Boone Mitchell; Thomas Waring; Carnes
Location(s): Cain Acre Road
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 89
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/0089
Title: Toogoodoo
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: John Diamond
Name(s):
Location(s): Mauf's Hill; Bay
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 91
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/0090
Title: Untitled
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Benjamin Bailey; James Cochran
Location(s): Water
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 91b
Notes: Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/0091
Title: Untitled
Date: unknown
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): None

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Location(s): None
Parish:
Types: A
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 93a
Notes: None

Folder: 47/12a/0092
Title: Division of the estate of McElhenny
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): McElhenny; Smith
Location(s): None
Parish: St. Paul
Types: A
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 93
Notes: None

Folder: 47/12a/0093
Title: Land of Benjamin Bailey
Date: unknown
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Benjamin Bailey; Price;
Location(s): Woods; Landing; Bedon Tract
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 94
Notes: Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/0094
Title: Price Bailey and Swinton Toogoodoo
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): John Ash; Stobo; Hextt
Location(s): Old Rice Field
Parish: None
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 95

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notes: Distance and Bearings

**Folder:** 47/12a/0095
**Title:** Sketch of Mazyck's Plantation
**Date:** unknown
**Size:** 555 by 420
**Surveyor:** unknown
**Name(s):** Stephen Mazyck; Ben Smith; James Decomar; J. B. Holmes; Benjamin Smith; T. Smith; Samuel Prioleau; Charles Graves;
**Location(s):** Back River Road to Charleston; Foster's Creek; DuPont's Brickyard; Horry's Brick Yard
**Parish:** Goose Creek
**Types:** B
**Reproduction:** T, unknown
**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 96
**Notes:** Distance and Bearings

**Folder:** 47/12a/0096
**Title:** Plat of land belonging to Ralph Izard
**Date:** January 15, 1751
**Size:** 555 by 420
**Surveyor:** William Main
**Name(s):** Walter Izard; Joseph Blake; Joseph Blake; John Dingle; Arthur Middleton; Thomas Izard
**Location(s):** Bug Swamp;
**Parish:** Goose Creek
**Types:** B
**Reproduction:** T, unknown
**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 98
**Notes:** Distance and Bearings

**Folder:** 47/12a/0097
**Title:**
**Date:** 1787
**Size:** 555 by 420
**Surveyor:** John Diamond
**Name(s):** John Ounnalls; Thomas Broughton; Col. Isaac Motte; Alexander Broughton; John Broughton
**Location(s):** Bay
**Parish:** Goose Creek
**Types:** B
**Reproduction:** T, unknown
**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 99
**Notes:** Distance and Bearings

**Folder:** 47/12a/0098
**Title:** Plan of plantation belonging to estates of Peter Tanyslet and Mrs. Mary Tanyslet
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
Date: December 13, 1797
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: John Diamond
Name(s): Hugh Swinton; Mary Tanslet; Peter Tanslet; Nathaniel Bordeaux; Benjamin Gray; John Wotjers
Location(s): Road; Cooper River
Parish: Goose Creek
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 100
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/0099
Title: Plan of plantation on Back River belonging to John Coming Ball
Date: 1775
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Thomas Hamilton
Name(s): John Coming Ball; Henry Smith; Col. Singleton; Miss Judith Wragg; Robert Hume
Location(s): White Hall Land; Back River; Path from the Upper Landing
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 101
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/100
Title: Red Bank
Date: Dec 1810
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: Charles Vignoles
Name(s): Peter Tamplet; Johnston; Peter Fender
Location(s): Marsh; Cooper River; Marsh Island; Church Road
Parish: Goose Creek
Types: A
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 102
Notes: Scale

Folder: 47/12a/101
Title:
Date: March 1786
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Charles Vignoles; John Lewis
Name(s): G Manigault

Types: A = simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B = property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Location(s): Santee Path
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 103
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/102
Title: Parnassus
Date: February 1803
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: John Diamond
Name(s): Samuel Prioleau
Location(s): Dam to Landing; Back River; Fosters Creek; Island; Old Indigo Field; Old Brick Kiln
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 104
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/103
Title: Two tracts belonging to Peter Manigault
Date: May 31, 1759
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: William Wilkins
Name(s): Peter Manigault; Calhoun; Wells; John Moultrie; Isaac Godin
Location(s): Broad Road leading to Charleston; Small Creek leading to Goose Creek; Goose Creek
Parish: Goose Creek
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 105
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/104
Title: Division Line for Charles Tennent
Date: unknown
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): None
Location(s): Rice Land
Parish: Goose Creek
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 106

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale; Acreage Amounts

Folder: 47/12a/105
Title: Lands of James Michie and James Wright
Date: March 30, 1756
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: Thomas Blythe
Name(s): Benjamin Whitaker; John Poyas; James Wright; James Michie; Robert Elliott
Location(s): Broad Road
Parish: Goose Creek
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 111a
Notes: Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/106
Title: Plat of Oak Grove
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor:
Name(s): James Michie; James Wright; Izard;
Location(s): Broad Road; Landing; Fish Pond; Cooper River; Goose Creek Old Path
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 111
Notes: Distance and Bearings;

Folder: 47/12a/107
Title: Red Bank
Date: March 1787
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: James Cross
Name(s): John Withers; Peter Gray; Edward Tanner;
Location(s): Cooper River; Red Bank Road
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,1792
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 107a
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/107
Title: Goose Creek
Date: March 18 1871

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: J O Tennent
Name(s):
Location(s):
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 107b
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/108
Title: Goose Creek
Date: June 1800
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Daniel Cannon; Benjamin Hurst; Mary Smith; Thomas Smith; James Mitchell; William Wilkins; Sarah Somerville; Edward Weekley
Location(s): Goose Creek Road
Parish: St. James Goose Creek
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 108a
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/108
Title: Goose Creek 566 acres
Date: June 1800
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Daniel Cannon; Mary Izard; Thomas Tims; John Glen; John Filbin; Thomas Scriven;
Location(s): Public road from Goose Creek to Charleston; Mr. Howard's Road; Mr. Smith's Road; Bakers Creek; onsaw Creek Landing; Settlement
Parish: St. James Goose Creek
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 108b
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/109
Title: 109 14/100 acres
Date: August 1872
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: Hume
Name(s): James M Ward; Samuel Lynes; Donally;

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Location(s): Road
Parish: St. James Goose Creek
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 109a
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/109
Title: Plan of Tract belonging to Charles Glover
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Charles Glover; Henry Izard; Daniel Cannon
Location(s): Public road from Charleston to Goose Creek; Camps
Parish: St. James Goose Creek
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 109b
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/110
Title: Mr. Cripps Lands
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: Purcell
Name(s): John Glenn
Location(s): Goose Creek; Turkey Creek
Parish: St. James Goose Creek
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 97a
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/110
Title: Wiglon Plantation
Date: 1801
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: Joseph Purcell
Name(s): Joseph Winthrop; Alexander Fraser; Godin; Sanders;
Location(s): Cypress Landing; Yeamans Creek; Goose Creek; Bailes Landing
Parish: St. James Goose Creek
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 97b

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notes: Distance and Bearings;

Folder: 47/12a/111  
Title: Laurel Hill  
Date: unknown  
Size: 420 by 555  
Surveyor: unknown  
Name(s): Nathaniel Farr; Downs; Andrew Smith; Chris Stanyarn; Jane Stanyarn; Thomas Elliott; Robert Capers; William Bellinger; James Scott; Charles Elliott; Col. Washington; Emmes; Alexander Walker; James Ritch; Thomas Rose; Capt. Coats; James Stanyarn  
Location(s): Pon Pon Road;  
Parish:  
Types: B  
Reproduction: T, unknown  
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 82b  
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/111  
Title: Untitled  
Date: 1806  
Size: 420 by 555  
Surveyor: unknown  
Name(s): Abraham Hayne; Henry Livingston; Charles Oddingsell; John Ash; Sarah Oddingsell; John Livingston; Joseph Slann; John Barron  
Location(s): Pon Pon or Edisto River; Toogoodoo Path  
Parish:  
Types: B  
Reproduction: T, unknown  
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 51a  
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12a/112
Title: Several Tracts Near Willtown
Date: 1810
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: John Diamond
Name(s): Charles Freer; John Ash; Gabriel Manigault; William Livingston; Henry Livingston
Location(s): Swamp; Pon Pon River
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 51b
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/113
Title: Two Adjoining Tracts of Land on Toogoodoo Creek
Date: 1798
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): James Cochran; Joseph Bryan; Joseph Bryan; Archibald Stoboe (Stobo);
Location(s): Walnut Hill; Tubedue (Toogoodoo) Creek;
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 52a
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/113
Title: Tract of Land of the Branch of the Toogoodoo
Date: March 15 1821
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: Henry Ravenel
Name(s): Susanna Wilkinson; Wilkinson; Swinton; Ash; Clement; McElhenny
Location(s): Cotton Fields; Willtown Road
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 52b
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/114
Title: Col. Ashe's
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): John Peter; Col. Ashe; Moses Martin; William Mcmain
Location(s):
Parish:
Types: A
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 46a
Notes: Distance

Folder: 47/12a/114
Title: Turkey Hill
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Osborne; Col. Drayton; William Haig; Rowand
Location(s): Plantation Road
Parish: St. Paul
Types: A
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 46b
Notes:

Folder: 47/12a/115
Title: Savanna Plantation belonging to Gabriel Manigault
Date: 1806
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Gabriel Manigault; Gough; John Champney
Location(s): Pon Pon River
Parish: St. Paul
Types: A
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 42a
Notes: Distance

Folder: 47/12a/115
Title: Sketch of the Swamp and Savanna on the NE Branch of Stono River
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): James Nichols; Cattell; Middleton
Location(s):
Parish: St. Paul
Types: A

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 42b
Notes: Distance

Folder: 47/12a/116
Title: Reverend Andrew Flin's Place Adjoining George Rivers
Date: December 1816
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: John Diamond
Name(s): William Simons; George Rivers; John Ramsay; Andrew Flin; Benjamin Stiles; Saintelo Mellichamp
Location(s): Swamp; Willtown Road
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T, November 12, 1828
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 34a
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/116
Title: Two adjoining tracts of Land
Date: July 1825
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: Henry Ravenel
Name(s): George Rivers; Joseph Dejongh; Jenkins; Thomas Smith;
Location(s): Cedar Islands; Salt Marsh
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 34b
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/117
Title: None - Note to See # 42
Date: None
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): B Cattell; J M McPherson; Robert Miles; John Miles; I McQueen; Evans; Parson; R Izard; R Ladson;
Location(s): Public road to Bacons Bridge
Parish: None
Types: B
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 41
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12a/118
Title: Cypress Grove- See # 113
Date: None
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Isaac Parker; John C Ball;
Location(s): Rice Fields; White Hall; Branch of Back River; Spring Grove
Parish: None
Types: C
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 112
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/119
Title: Cypress Grove- See # 112
Date: September 1789
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Joseph Purcell
Name(s): Isaac Parker; John C Ball;
Location(s): Spring Grove; Rice Land; Parker's Cypress Grove Settlement; Canals; Branch of Back River
Parish: St. James
Types: C
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 113
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/120
Title: Cornhill
Date: January 1802
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: John Diamond
Name(s): Thomas Waring; Hamlin
Location(s): Old Rice Fields; Remnants of Settlement; Swamp; Avenue to Crums
Parish: None
Types: B
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 114
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/121
Title: 1380 acres belonging to Ralph Izard
Date: April 1784
Size: 420 by 555

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Surveyor: John Fenwick
Name(s): Ralph Izard; Ligean; Jonathan Fitch; Mr. Sanders;
Location(s): the Elms
Parish: None
Types: B
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 115a
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/121
Title: 420 acres belonging to Ralph Izard
Date: March 1784
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: John Fenwick
Name(s): Captain William Sanders
Location(s):
Parish: St. George
Types: B
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 115b
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/122
Title: 606 acres on the Weside of the Cypress
Date: January 10, 1801
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: Joseph Purcell
Name(s): Richard Walter; Thomas Smith; Samuel Blake; Rev. Thomas Gates; David Deas; Susan Simmons; William Blake
Location(s): Public road to Slanns Bridge; Log Bridge Branch;
Parish: St. George
Types: B
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 116
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/123
Title: Plan of Jack Savana (Savanna) Plantation- See # 117b
Date: 1773 and 1788
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: John Fenwick
Name(s): Robert Ladson; B Cattell; Col. B Elliott; James Parsons; Evance
Location(s): Rice Land;
Parish: St. George

Types: A = simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B = property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: B
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 117a
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/123
Title: Plan of Jack Savana Plantation- See # 117a
Date: 1773 and 1788
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: John Fenwick
Name(s): Evance; Sommers; B Cattell; Wainwright
Location(s): Rice Land
Parish: St. George
Types: B
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 117b
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/124
Title: Jack Savanna in dispute between Izard and Ladson
Date: February 1788
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Jospeh Purcell
Name(s): John Raven; Robert Ladson; Ralph Izard; Thomas Hepworth; Andrew Williamson; Cattle; Francis Ladson; John Sommers
Location(s): Rice Fields; Mr. Ladson's Settlement; Parsons Settlement
Parish: St. George
Types: C
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 118
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/125
Title: Round Savannah
Date: May 1806
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Joseph Purcell
Name(s): Thomas Waring; Ralph Izard; Thomas Lee; Timothy Ford; Thomas Smith; Charles Pinckney
Location(s): Villa Plantation; Savanna Plantation; Public Beach Hill Road; Walnut Hill Road; Rice Fields
Parish: St. George
Types: B
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 119

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/126
Title: the Villa - 511 1/2 acres
Date: March 1786
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Edward Perry; George Evans; Walter Izard; John Simmons
Location(s): Walnut Hill Road; Second Part at 121; Walnut Hill; Round Savana (Savanna)
Parish: St. George
Types: C
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 120
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/127
Title: Cow Savana - 572 1/4 acres
Date: March 1786
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Ralph Izard; John Summers; Jacob Williman; Philip Givhan; Archibald McNeil; Thomas Smith;
Location(s): Road to Givhans; Beach Hill Road; Gouldings;
Parish: St. George
Types: C
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 121
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/128
Title: Part of Shaftsbury Barony
Date: November 25, 1716
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: John Herbert
Name(s): Anthony Earl of Shaftsbury; John Williams; Stevens; Samuel Wragg
Location(s): Cow Savana
Parish: St. George
Types: A
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 122
Notes: North Arrow

Folder: 47/12a/129
Title: Shaftsbury - 12000 acres
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**Date:** November 20, 1716  
**Size:** 420 by 555  
**Surveyor:** John Herbert  
**Name(s):** John Williams; Anthony Earl of Shaftsbury; Samuel Wragg; John Baker; Stevens;  
**Location(s):** Path to Col. Percivall's Plantation; Cow Savana (Savanna); Ashley River; Bridge  
**Parish:**  
**Types:** A  
**Reproduction:** T, None  
**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 124a  
**Notes:** North Arrow

**Folder:** 47/12a/130  
**Title:** Shaftsbury - 12000 acres  
**Date:** November 20, 1716  
**Size:** 420 by 555  
**Surveyor:** John Herbert  
**Name(s):** John Williams; Anthony Earl of Shaftsbury; Samuel Wragg;  
**Location(s):** Path to Col. Percivall's Plantation; Cow Savana (Savanna); Ashley River; Bridge  
**Parish:**  
**Types:** A  
**Reproduction:** T, None  
**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 124  
**Notes:** North Arrow

**Folder:** 47/12a/131  
**Title:** None  
**Date:** unknown  
**Size:** 420 by 555  
**Surveyor:** unknown  
**Name(s):** Burnley; Thomas Bulline; John Bulline; Marion; Capt. Izard  
**Location(s):**  
**Parish:**  
**Types:** A  
**Reproduction:** T, None  
**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 125  
**Notes:** North Arrow

**Folder:** 47/12a/132  
**Title:** Jeny's; Canty's and Cedar Grove  
**Date:** unknown  
**Size:** 555 by 420  
**Surveyor:** unknown  
**Name(s):** Henry Middleton; James and John Wright; Henry Markely; Thomas Young  
**Location(s):** Cedar Grove Avenue; Ashley River; Public road from Charleston to Dorchester; Canty's
Creek
Parish: St. George
Types: C
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 126
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/133
Title: Head branches of the Ashley River between Slans and Bacons Bridge
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): James Kennedy; Mr. Smith; Mr. Izard; Mr. Drake; Mr. Drayton; Dr. Oliphant;
Location(s): Cypress Road; Ashley River; Xxxiv Milepost; Slans Bridge; Bacons Bridge
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 127
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/134
Title: Newington
Date: March 1843
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: T J Mellard
Name(s): Henry A. Middleton; Mr. Limehouse; Mr. Perry; R Limehouse; Thomas Limehouse; Jacob Matthews
Location(s): Rec at RMC Book B Page 78; Road to Bacons Bridge; Saw Mill Creek; Mount Boon; Dorchester Road
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, January 13, 1876
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 128
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/135
Title: Southern division of an island on west side of Cooper River
Date: October 1817
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Charles Parker
Name(s): Edward Harleston; William Harleston; Margaret Corbett; Elizabeth Harleston;
Location(s): Dean Hall; Cooper River; Back River
Parish:
Types: B

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 129
Notes: Scale

Folder: 47/12a/136
Title: Dean Hall Plantation
Date: March 1827
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: Henry Ravenel
Name(s): William A Carson; John Harleston; Dr. Reid; John Ball; John Huger
Location(s): Public road to Strawberry Ferry; Tavern; Chapel; Public road to Bonneau's Ferry; Cooper River; Mill; Rice Fields; Canal
Parish: St. John
Types: C
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 130
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/137
Title: White Hall Plantation
Date: April 8 1837
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Robert Pinckney
Name(s): Col. William A Carson; William Bell; Hugh Swinton Bull
Location(s): Back River Plantation; Dean Hall Plantation; Nisbett Creek; Public Canal
Parish: St. John
Types: B
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 131
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/138
Title: Fairlawn Plantation
Date: unknown
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Robert Pinckney
Name(s): J S Barker; K Simons; B Gaillard; Dr. Prioleau
Location(s): Black Tom's Bay; Fair Lawn; Mitten; Keithfield; Gippy Plantation; Fairfield; Castle Ruin; Moncks Corner
Parish: St. John
Types: B
Reproduction: T, None
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 132
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12a/139
Title: Wadboo Barony under the direction of the Commissioners of Confiscated Property
Date: 1783
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): M Simons; Moultrie; Pinckney
Location(s): the Great Swamp; Road to Murray's Ferry; Church Walls;
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 134a
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/140
Title: Wadboo Barony under the direction of the Commissioners of Confiscated Property
Date: 1783
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: William Evans
Name(s): M Simons; Moultrie; Pinckney
Location(s): Western branch of the Cooper River from the T; Wadboo Creek
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 134
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/141
Title: 993.6 acres of land near Summerville
Date: January 15, 1846
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: T P Cooper
Name(s): Major Hutchinson; Strohecker; Stall; W M Brailsford
Location(s): St. George; Goose Creek; Ladson Road; Railroad
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 135
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/142
Title: Good Hope Plantation
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Mrs. Margaret Williams; Robert Miles; William Flack;
Location(s): Snake Island; Buck Hall; Road to Parkers Ferry
Parish: St. Pauls
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 136
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/143
Title: Copies of two plats of land annexed to conveyance from Alexander Hume to George Saxby on Charles Town Neck
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): H Cartwright; John Colleton; Gov Glen
Location(s): Gateway to the Dwelling House; Broad Path; Rec in Charleston County RMC Book Cc Page 337
Parish: 
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 137
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/144
Title: Untitled
Date: unknown
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Francis Yonge; Blake; Jacob Beamers; Thomas Farr; Thomas Fuller; Joseph Fuller; Margaret Beamer; William Harvey
Location(s): Stono River; Willtown Road to Charles Town;
Parish: 
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 138
Notes: Scale

Folder: 47/12a/145
Title: Plan of several tracts of what was formerly St. Pauls Parish; Buck Hall; Hyde Park; Good Hope
Date: unknown
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: H A M Smith
Name(s): Joseph Bivens; John D Boyle; William Flack; Margaret Williams; James Hartley; Robert

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Miles; Thomas Peeples
Location(s): Public road from Parkers Ferry to; the New Road; Former Parsonage
Parish: St. Pauls
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 139
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/146
Title: Compilation
Date: unknown
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: H A M Smith
Name(s): Jonathan Buttall; Sarah Buttall; Thomas Shubrick; Col. Bull; Samuel Buttall; Mary Buttall; Capt. Edward North; Thomas Ferguson; Silas Wells; John Cattell; Isaac Nichols; Thomas Drayton; John Pendarvis; Charles Elliott
Location(s): Edisto River; Green Savannah; Public road from Parkers Ferry to Stono; Johnston’s; Blue House; Sandy Hill
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 140
Notes: North Arrow

Folder: 47/12a/147
Title: Grove Farm on Charles Town Neck
Date: May 20, 1770
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: William Lame
Name(s): Mr. Hume; Robert Gibbes; John Gibbs
Location(s): High Road; Ashley River; Drawing of House;
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 141
Notes: Distance and Bearings; North Arrow

Folder: 47/12a/148
Title: Belvedere Plantation on south side of Santee River
Date: June 1795
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: James G Weare
Name(s): James McKelvey; Thomas Farr; John Mayrant; James De St. Julian; Ransom Davis; James Sinkler

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
| Location(s): Nelsons Ferry; Orangeburgh; Eutaw Springs  
Parish:  
Types: B  
Reproduction: T, unknown  
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 142  
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale |
|---|---|
| **Folder:** 47/12a/149  
Title: Moss Grove  
Date: 1814  
Size: 555 by 420  
Surveyor: John Diamond  
Name(s): Sir John Colleton  
Location(s): Public Road;  
Parish: St. Johns  
Types: A  
Reproduction: T, unknown  
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 143  
Notes: Distance and Bearings |
| **Folder:** 47/12a/150  
Title: Land of estate of Thomas Middleton  
Date: Jun-01  
Size: 420 by 555  
Surveyor: S Lewis Simons  
Name(s): Thomas Middleton; C O Witte; Ralph Izard  
Location(s): Goose Creek; Bella Vista  
Parish: St. James  
Types: B  
Reproduction: T, unknown  
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 144  
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale |
| **Folder:** 47/12a/151  
Title: Plantation of Henry Ravenel on the north side of Goose Creek  
Date: April 27, 1857  
Size: 420 by 555  
Surveyor: Charles Parker  
Name(s): Mrs. Brown; George Smith; Gadsden; Coachman  
Location(s): Goose Creek;  
Parish: St. James  
Types: B  
Reproduction: T, unknown  
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 145 |

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

**Folder:** 47/12a/152  
**Title:** Plat of two plantations bought by Mrs. Ann Baker  
**Date:** April 27, 1747  
**Size:** 420 by 555  
**Surveyor:** William Main  
**Name(s):** Ann Baker; Mary Walters; John Shool; George Holmes; Barnaby Branford; William Branford; John Brunson; Morton Waring; John Rose  
**Location(s):** Recorded in RMC in Book L 7 Page 2; Bells Corner; Ways Corner  
**Parish:** St. George  
**Types:** B  
**Reproduction:** T, November 11, 1803  
**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 146  
**Notes:** Distance and Bearings; Scale

**Folder:** 47/12a/153  
**Title:** Plantation belonging to the estate of Mr. Seabrook  
**Date:** May 1855  
**Size:** 420 by 555  
**Surveyor:** C Rutledge Parker  
**Name(s):** De Lasterie; Mary Seabrook; Melfis Jenkins; Emma Seabrook;  
**Location(s):** Russells Creek; Private Road; Marsh  
**Parish:** St. John  
**Types:** B  
**Reproduction:** T, unknown  
**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 147  
**Notes:** Distance and Bearings; Scale

**Folder:** 47/12a/154  
**Title:** Elcocks  
**Date:** unknown  
**Size:** 555 by 420  
**Surveyor:** unknown  
**Name(s):** Legare; S Thorne  
**Location(s):** Public road to Edingsville; Salt Marsh  
**Parish:**  
**Types:** B  
**Reproduction:** T, unknown  
**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 148  
**Notes:** Distance and Bearings

**Folder:** 47/12a/155  
**Title:**

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Date: 1856
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: C Rutledge Parker
Name(s): Legare; Seabrook; estate of King
Location(s): Dawho River; Edisto Island; Park Island
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 149
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/156
Title: Camp Plantation belonging to Ralph Izard
Date: 1784
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: John Fenwick
Name(s): Edmund Bellinger; Henry Izard; Col. Scott; Charles Izard; Christopher Smith; Henry English; William Williams; Thomas Rose; John Prowman; Hutchinson; Daniel Cannon; Thomas Pinckney; John Frowman; William Williams; Ebenezer English; Joseph Fitch; Susana Fitc
Location(s): Rice Fields; Road to Goose Creek;
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 150
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/157
Title: Tipseeboo alias Fair Spring
Date: February 1794
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: S Lewis Simons
Name(s): Charles Martin; William Bohun Baker; Thomas Butler; Mary Hyrne; Thomas Nell; William Moultrie
Location(s): Ashley River; Saw Pitt Creek; Cemetery; Meeting House Creek;
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 151
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/158
Title: estate of Barnaby Branford
Date: January 29, 1774
Size: 420 by 555

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Surveyor: Nathaniel Bradwell
Name(s): Barnaby Branford; John Farr; Samuel Hamlin; Henry Smith; Daniel Stewart; Stephen Caten; John Baker; Frances Cobia
Location(s): New Cut Road; Road leading to Dorchester; Recorded in Charleston RMC Book A6 Page 73
Parish: St. George
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 152
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/159
Title: Wragg Smith's Place
Date: unknown
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): John Williams; Alexander Skeins; Peter Cattell
Location(s): Path to Percival's Plantation; Ashley River; Rice Fields
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 153
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/160
Title: Tranquil Hill
Date: October 1800
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor:
Name(s): Robert Dunbar; Mary Langley; Adam Daniel; John Parker; William Logan; William Sanders; Daniel Huger; Richard Waring; Ann Waring; Mathias Hutchinson; Alexander James Wright; Ralph Izard; Lewis Poppingham
Location(s): Eagle Creek; Public Road;
Parish: St. George
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 154
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/161
Title: Plantation belonging to the estate of William Middleton
Date: January 1885
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Frederick Smith

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Name(s): William Middleton; W Cattell; Charleston M and M Co
Location(s): Middleton Place; Ashley River; Public road to Dorchester; Jerry Hill; Ashley Hill
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 155
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/162
Title:
Date: January 6; 1886
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Taylor
Name(s): Middleton
Location(s): Public canal to Stono; Horse Savanna Plantation; Cattel Tract; Salt Hill Tract; Wragg Barony
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 156
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/163
Title: Matthews tract owned by the estate of William Middleton
Date: 1884
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: John K Gourdin
Name(s): Wragg Smith; William Middleton
Location(s): Old R/R; Path
Parish: St. George
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 157
Notes: Distance An Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/164
Title: Continuation of Middleton Place
Date: April 30, 1877
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Simons and Howe
Name(s): Wragg Smith; William Middleton; Ravenel; Unger
Location(s): Recorded in Colleton County; Middleton Place; Ashley River; Newton Creek
Parish: St. George
Types: B

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 158
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/165
Title: Two Tracts of Land of B C Pressley formerly known as the Pepin or Sawmill Tract
Date: December 7, 1869
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: F C Schulz
Name(s): South Carolina Rail Road Company; Dr. B B Smith; Sasportas; estate of Butts; estate Berry Perry
Location(s): Recorded in Charleston County in Plat Book B Page 5; Rail Road;
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 159
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/166
Title: General Plan of Lands Near the Cypress
Date: Sep-03
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: S Lewis Simons
Name(s): Rebecca Postell; James Ford; D Rumph; Joseph Waring; Richard Waring; Aaron Way; Dr. David Oliphant; estate of R Walters; estate of J Drake; Thomas Broughton; Benjamin Coachman; John Miles; Postell; Daniel Blake; Richard Bedon;
Location(s): Edisto Road; the road from Bacons Bridge; Somners Branch; Donning Lake; Middle Lake;
Part Two Is 47/12a/167
Parish: St. George
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 161
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/167
Title: General plan of lands near the Cypress
Date: Sep-03
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: S Lewis Simons
Name(s): Rebecca Postell; James Ford; D Rumph; Joseph Waring; Richard Waring; Aaron Way; Dr. David Oliphant; estate of R Walters; estate of J Drake; Thomas Broughton; Benjamin Coachman; John Miles; Postell; Daniel Blake; Richard Bedon;
Location(s): Edisto Road; the road from Bacons Bridge; Somners Branch; Donning Lake; Middle Lake;
Part one Is 47/12a/166

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Parish: St. George
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 161a
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/168
Title: Land on the Cypress the head of the Ashley River belonging to the heirs of John Dawson
Date: November 1812
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: John Diamond
Name(s): T Flud; A Middleton; John Postell;
Location(s): Settlement; Larkins Branch; Tall Bridge
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 162
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/169
Title: Corn Hill belonging to Dr. Thomas Waraing
Date: January 1802
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: John Diamond
Name(s): Thomas Waring; Crum; Hamlins
Location(s): the Cypress; Old Rice Fields; Old Avenue; Avenue to Crum’s
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 163
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/170
Title: Branford, Walter, Battlefield and King Tract
Date: Mar-00
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: J D Taylor
Name(s): Porter Fleming; Georgia Chemical Works; Tiedeman; Clark; Gavin
Location(s): Parkers Ferry Road; Road to Charleston; Charleston and Savannah Railroad; Edisto River; Goblet Tract
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 164

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/171
Title: Plat annexed to the original grant of 510 acres to Roger Nichols
Date: 1789
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: Roger Nicholls; Joseph West; John Godfrey; Maurice Matthews
Location(s): Ashley River;
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, 1903
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 165
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/172
Title: Plantation of Mr. Thomas Mells now Rev. Thomas Frost
Date: 1795
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: John Diamond
Name(s): Isaac Chandler; the Baptist Church; George Wilkie; James Black; Dr. David Ramsey; William Moultrie
Location(s): Clear Spring; Windsor
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 166
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/173
Title: Compilation of Turkeys
Date: unknown
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: Charles Parker and S Lewis Simons
Name(s): Magwood; Jeremiah Savage; Judge Edward Frost; Alexander A Brown; Gilbert A Geddis
Location(s): Godfrey's Hall; Tiger Swamp; Little Berry; Geddes Hall;
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T, 1903
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 167
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/174
Title: Plan of Schieveling
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Date:
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: S Lewis Simons
Name(s): John Lloyd; John S Cripps; estate of Thomas Middleton; John Fraser; Shem Butler; Thomas Butler; Thomas Fuller; Ralph Izard
Location(s): Savages; Ashley River; Ashley Ferry; Hickory Hill Plantation; Shem Town; Public road to Charleston; Rice Field
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T, 1903
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 168
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/175
Title: the Osborns Tract
Date:
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor:
Name(s): Morton Wilkinson; Thomas Osborn; Thomas Ferguson; Sprye; Abraham Haynes; Robert Cochran Ash
Location(s): Road to Stono; Settlement; Togoodoo; Jacksonboro Road
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T.
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 169
Notes:

Folder: 47/12a/176
Title:
Date:
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor:
Name(s): Walter Roswell; Seth Prior; Joseph Lord; Thomas Waring; Thomas Osgood; Uriah Edwards; George Kecklar; William Marshall; Walter Roswell
Location(s): Parsonage Land; Settlement; Ashley River; Rice Field
Parish: St. George
Types: B
Reproduction: T.
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 170
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/177
Title: Boundaries of the Bracy Tract
Date: Sept 12, 1845
Types: A = simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B = property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Richard H Jones
Name(s): Nathaniel Lawrence; William Bracy; Amelia Nettles; Bunch; William Knight; William Knight; John Knight; William Stall; Henry Middleton; Dr. H Waring; James Nettles; Joseph Inabinet; Shultz; William Matthewes; Mrs. Sweat
Location(s): Cypress Swamp Road; orangeburg Road to Charleston; Hurrican Branch; Rumph's Hill Branch
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T.
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 171
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/178
Title:
Date: Mar-03
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: S Lewis Simons
Name(s): Mary Middleton; Waring; Lewis Popeinheim; estate of Thomas Young; Dr. Tucker
Location(s): Village of Dorchester; Road to Goose Creek; Ashley River; Eagle Creek
Parish:
Types: A
Reproduction: T.
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 172
Notes: North Arrow

Folder: 47/12a/179
Title: Village of Old Summerville
Date: December 1831
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Robert K Payne
Name(s): James Stewart; Thomas Moore; Harry Desaussure; Du Pont; Schulz; Ancrum; Mrs. Firth; Mrs. Smith
Location(s): South Street; Great Thoroughfare; Pine Street; Centre Street; Village of New Summerville; Morgan Street; Railroad Street; Pond; Present Road
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T.
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 173
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/180
Title: Old Town Plantation
Date: 1878
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: T A Huguenin
Name(s): G B Edwards; estate of Lining; estate of Frost
Location(s): Road to Ferry; orchard; Negro Houses; Landing; Site of Residence; Marsh; Ashley River; Tomb Island
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T, 1881
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 174a
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/180
Title: 400 acres Laid Out to Thomas Butler
Date: December 11, 1672
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: John Culpepper
Name(s): Thomas Butler;
Location(s):
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 174b
Notes: North Arrow

Folder: 47/12a/181
Title: East Side of Ashley River belonging to Joseph Fuller
Date: March 1791
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor:
Name(s): estate of William Menhenny; Thomas Hooper; William Bellinger; Ralph Izard; Dr. Alexander Baron; Stephen Bull; Thomas Rose
Location(s): Ashley River; Stony Point; Bridge; Cause Way; Public Road; Camp; Dock; Settlement; Garden
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 175
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/182
Title: Tract on East Side of Ashley River belonging to Henry Lindauer
Date:
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor:
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Name(s): William Brisbane; Rev. Thomas Martyn; John Drayton; Benjamin Woods; John McGaull
Location(s): Ashley River; Public Road;
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 176
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/183
Title: Ryedale Farm at Accabee
Date: March 1805
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: S Lewis Simons
Name(s): John M Davis; Gabriel Manigault; Peter Pyeatt; estate of Hext McCall;
Location(s): Ashley River; Marsh Island; Gardens
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 177
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/184
Title: Original Tract Laid Out to Thomas Rose
Date: 1790
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor:
Name(s): Stephen Bull; Thomas Rose; Benjamin Andrews; Joseph Blake; William Chapman; Jonathan Fitch; Thomas Pinckney; Benjamin Cattell; Roger Saunders; Peter Cattellann Fitch; Ralph Izard; John Filben; Charles Fields; Joseph Fitch
Location(s): Northeast Side of Ashley River;
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 178
Notes: one Bearing; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/184
Title: Col. William Scott's Land on Ashley River - 720 acres
Date: November 25, 1765
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Nathaniel Bradwell
Name(s): Col. William Scott; Nathaniel Bradwell; Col. William Walker; W Williman; John Drayton; William Mowighny; Ralph Izard; Thomas Wright
Location(s): Ashley River; Drawing of A House; Public Road;

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 179
Notes: Distance and Bearings; North Arrow

Folder: 47/12a/185
Title: Farm called Corn Hill - 500 acres
Date:
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: S Lewis Simons
Name(s): Capt. Burnaby Bull; James Moore; Joseph Morton; Edumund Bellinger; John Cockfield;
William Roper; Thomas Gudgerfield
Location(s): Ashley River; House; Grant Dated May 17, 1701; Warrant Dated July 31, 1694
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 180
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/186
Title: Sturgis
Date:
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: S Lewis Simons
Name(s): Robert Collins; Francis Sturgis; Thomas Cater; John Jefford; Madam Elizabeth Sturgis
Location(s): Ashley River; Marsh; Mr. Bishopp's Creek
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 181
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Chain

Folder: 47/12a/187a
Title: Old Waemans Point on NE Side of Ashley River
Date:
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor:
Name(s): Florentia O'sullivan; Mary Benson; John Moore; Maurice Matthews;
Location(s): Ashley River; Great Marsh Near Broken Islands at Ashley River Mouth
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 182

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12a/187b
Title: Old Waemans Point on NE Side of Ashley River
Date: 
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: 
Name(s): Florentia O'sullivan; Mary Benson; John Moore; Maurice Matthews;
Location(s): Ashley River; Great Marsh Near Broken Islands at Ashley River Mouth
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 183
Notes: Scale

Folder: 47/12a/188
Title: Goodrich
Date: 
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: S Lewis Simons
Name(s): Mary Peters; Mrs. Margaret Bethune; Christopher Williman; William Black; Henry Izard; James Simmons
Location(s): Ashley River; Old French Botanical Garden; Landing; Old Avenue; Canal; Private Road
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 184
Notes: Distance and Bearings;

Folder: 47/12a/189
Title: Cedar Grove
Date: 
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: S Lewis Simons
Name(s): Maria Middleton;
Location(s): Ashley River; Swamp; Rice Field
Parish: 
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 185a
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/189
Title: 838.7 acres
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Date: 
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Thomas B Cooper
Name(s): Mr. Somers;
Location(s): Road to Beech Hill
Parish: St. Pauls
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 185b
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/190
Title: Body of Land on West Side of Ashley River belonging to Thomas Fuller; Mr. Boman
Date: 
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: 
Name(s): Thomas Fuller; William Waller; Robert Cattle
Location(s): Ashley River; Club House;
Parish: 
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 186
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/191
Title: 1543 acres
Date: 
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: Nathaniel Bradwell
Name(s): Nathaniel Fuller; Nathaniel Bradwell; William Banfield; Isaac Ladson; Mrs. Boman; William Drayton; Mary Ladson
Location(s): Ashley Ferry; Broad Road
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 187
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/192
Title:
Date: 
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: 
Name(s): J S Cripps; Elias Horry; John S Cripps; Thomas Farr; T Drayton; Dr. Rose; Grimke

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Location(s): Public road from Rantowles to Charleston; Rice Field; Remains of house; Pond
Parish: B
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 188
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/193
Title: Quarter House
Date: November 1769
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: John Goddard
Name(s): Daniel Legare; Peter Manigault; Pilkington; John Creighton; Jacob Jacobs; Samuel Prioleau; Mr. Hare; John Wragg
Location(s): Garden; Quarter House; Road to Goose Creek; Island; 6 Mile Stone
Parish: B
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 189
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/194
Title: Shem Town at Ashley River Ferry
Date: September 3, 1724
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: William Bull
Name(s): Sarah Butler; Shem Butler;
Location(s): Ashley River; Numbered parcels or lots; Ashley River Ferry Path
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 190
Notes: Scale

Folder: 47/12a/195
Title: Fairfield
Date: November 26, 1827
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Robert Pinckney
Name(s): Elias Horry; Horry Frost; Lynch Horry; B Smith; Elias Bennett
Location(s): Old Town Creek; Ferry; Old Rice Fields; Island
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 191
Notes: Distance and Bearings;

Folder: 47/12a/196
Title:
Date: February 18, 1772
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Nathaniel Bradwell
Name(s): Thomas Mell; Henry Pereneau; John Ameley; Thomas Elms; John Wood; Rev. James Martin
Location(s): the Parsonage Land; Swamp
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T.
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 192
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/197
Title: Division Plat of Perry's Land on Ashley River
Date: June 26, 1720
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Robert Godfrey
Name(s): Edward Perry; Joseph Forkingham; William Cattell; Mr. Fuller; Francis Ladson; Joseph Perry; Benjamin Perry
Location(s):
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T.
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 193
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/198
Title: Limerick Plantation on the Eastern Branch of the Cooper River
Date:
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor:
Name(s): Elias Ball; Joseph Brown; John Ball; J C Ball; John Coming; Andrew Hasell
Location(s): Windsor Plantation; Cooper River; Public road to Camhoy; St. James Plantation; Alligator Branch; Road to Wadboo; Little Hell Hole; Public road from Charleston to New Ferry; Rice Fields
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T.
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 194
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**Folder:** 47/12a/199  
**Title:** Terry Hill Plantation belonging to Hugh Rutledge  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 420 by 555  
**Surveyor:**  
**Name(s):** Nathaniel Bradwell; Robert Gibbes; Hugh Rutledge; Thomas Pinckney; William Cattell; John Godfrey; William Wragg; Arthur Middleton; Mr. Fuller; B Cattell;  
**Location(s):** Middleton's Road;  
**Parish:**  
**Types:** B  
**Reproduction:** T,  
**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 195  
**Notes:** Distance and Bearings; Scale

**Folder:** 47/12a/200  
**Title:** Keithfield Purchased by William Kieth  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 420 by 555  
**Surveyor:**  
**Name(s):** John Dawson; Blake L White; James Maxwell; William Simpson;  
**Location(s):** Biggin Bridge; Biggin Creek; Wadboo Barony old Rice Field; Canal  
**Parish:** St. Johns  
**Types:** B  
**Reproduction:** T,  
**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 196  
**Notes:** Distance and Bearings; Scale

**Folder:** 47/12a/201  
**Title:** Batavia or Ashley Hill belonging to Commodor Gillon  
**Date:** October 1785  
**Size:** 555 by 420  
**Surveyor:**  
**Name(s):** Arthur Middleton; Benjamin Elliott; Thomas Wearing  
**Location(s):** Middleton's Creek; Public Road; Ashley River; Landing  
**Parish:**  
**Types:** B  
**Reproduction:** T,  
**Original Page Number in Plat Book:** 197  
**Notes:** Distance and Bearings; Scale

**Folder** 47/12a/202a  
**Title:**  
**Date:** October 7, 1789  
**Size:** 555 by 420  

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Surveyor: Andrew Hall
Name(s): Edward Tonge; William Bull; Stephen Bull; Thomas Smith; Benjamin Smead; John Drayton; William Day
Location(s): Public Road; Tonge's House; Bridge; New road to Beech Hill
Parish: St. Pauls
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 198
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/202b
Title: Dorchester belonging to Mr. H J W Groverman
Date: Jan 1892
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: S Lewis Simons
Name(s): Lee Muckenfuss; Shaw; Stall
Location(s): Dorchester Road; Ashley River
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 200
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/204a
Title: Vicinity of Dorchester Village
Date: March 21 1840
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Johnathan R Stall
Name(s): John Benjamin Bivens
Location(s): Annexed to grant to Bivens recorded in Sec of State office in Book O No 6 Page 466
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 201
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/204b
Title: Grant of 42 acres to Isaac W Waller
Date: March 8 1817
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Nathaniel Lawrence
Name(s): Isaac W Waller; Mrs. Droze
Location(s): Road to Charleston; Ashley River; Parsonage Land; Free School Land; With grant recorded in April 1817 in Sec of State office in Book L No 6 Page 428
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 201
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/204c
Title: Parsonage Land belonging to the Parish of St. George
Date: March 3, 1725
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Johnathan Bayly
Name(s): Mr. Stephen; Aaron Way;
Location(s): Ashley River; Broad Path
Parish: St. George
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 201

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12a/205
Title:
Date:
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: S Lewis Simons
Name(s): Julian Mitchell Jr; W Hampton Perry; E M Mood; B Mood; C Butts; Capt. C Vose; J T Brown; M N Thomason; A Nettles; Daniel Knight; F Sweat
Location(s): Recorded in Dorchester County in Book one Page 121; Near the Town of Summerville
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 202
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/206
Title:
Date:
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: S Lewis Simons
Name(s): Lockwood; Nettles; F W Wagener; W H Perry; estate of Vose
Location(s): Recorded in Dorchester County in Book one Page 333; Near the Town of Summerville
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 203
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/207
Title: Plat of the Rutledge Land on the Mountain Side of the Rowe Valley Land
Date:
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: T P Kennedy
Name(s): Rowe Bell and Partins; A C Smith; Terry Smith
Location(s): East Side of Roark's Cove; Mountain
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 204
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/208
Title: Middleton Place
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Date: May 1838
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: Edwin R Dorrill
Name(s): Charles Manigault; Lewis Poppenheim; Mrs. Ann Waring; Gideon Faucheraud; Hutchinson; W W Ancrum
Location(s): copy of plat annexed to deed from Charles Manigault to South Carolina Canal and Rail Road Company Dated July 11 1838 Recorded in Book V No 10 Page 256
Parish: St. James and St. George
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 206
Notes: Distance and Bearings
Folder: 47/12a/210
Title: Several Tracts Near the Cypress
Date: 1892-1998
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor:
Name(s): Capt. Walter Izard; Ralph Izard; Campbell; Col. Blake; Mrs. Brevent; Benjamin Izard; William Sanders; Isaac Porcher; Thomas Waring
Location(s): Compilation Plat of Several Tracts
Parish: St. George
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 207
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale
Folder: 47/12a/211
Title: Shell House on Edisto Island
Date: 1892-1998
Size: 420 by 555

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Surveyor:
Name(s): James Hutchinson; B Kearsson; T Geddes; Rachel Hutchinson; Heirs of Maria Brown; Heirs of Louis Hutchinson; G Williams; P Brown; A Brown; Heyward; Robinson; Crosby; Jones; Bailey; Flud; Lambert; J Brown; J Wright; Wigg; Tony Geddes
Location(s): Vinegar Hill Tract; Creek; Road to Point of Pines; Recorded in RMC for Charleston County in Plat Book D Page 142
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 208
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/212
Title: Moreland Plantation
Date:
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: T A Coffin
Name(s): Julia H LaRoche; Francis Hopkinson; George L Marsteller; Emma H Coffin; James Hopkinson;
Location(s): Edisto Island; Grimball's Creek;
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 209
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/213
Title:
Date: January 15, 1878
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: T C Schulz
Name(s): estate of M E Boyle; estate of Joseph T Perry; Wacker; John Gelzer; Phimeas Smith; Waring; Gilbert; estate of Susan Perry
Location(s): Recorded in Charleston County in Plat Book C Page 32; Plat referred to in report dated March 10, 1882 in Case Miles Vs Perry; Schoolhouse Lot; Church Lot; Dorchester Street; Colleton County; Branch
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 210
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/214
Title: Plantation called Harrietteville situate on Beach Hill
Date: February 1794

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A = simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B = property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: Nathaniel Bradwell
Name(s): John Pendarvis; Heirs of Benjamin Coachman; John Glaze; William Blake; Tom Smith; Richard Scott
Location(s): Beach Hill Road
Parish: St. Paul and St. George
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 211
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/215
Title: Plantation formerly of Miss Esther Lynch
Date:
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor:
Name(s): A Johnston; James R Pringle; M A H Bowman; E L Bowman; W Mathews; Andrew Johnson; W B Pringle;
Location(s): North Santee River; Cedar Island; Atchinson Creek; Duck Creek; Cork Creek; Meadows Creek; River Road
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 212
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/216
Title:
Date:
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Edmund Petrie
Name(s): Robert Ladson; John Miles; Robert Miles; McPherson; Arthur Middleton; Benjamin Cottell; Andrew Letch; Mrs. Parson; estate of General Andrew Williamson; Thomas Osborn
Location(s): the Public Drain; Annexed to Deed from Thomas Osborn, Sheriff to John Edwards on Deed February 3 1795 Recorded in RMC Charleston County Book M No 6 Page 417
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 213
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/217
Title:
Date: January 1772

Types: A = simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B = property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: Nathaniel Bradwell
Name(s): Mrs. Cattle; Ralph Izard; William Smith; Jacob Geiger; William Wragg; John Walter; Willimans
Location(s): Rice Land; Path
Parish: St. George
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 214
Notes: Distance and Bearings
Folder: 47/12a/218
Title:
Date: 1762 and 1772
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor:
Name(s): John Waring; John Drayton; John Murray; Henry Izard; James Wright; Thomas Smith; Dr. Samuel Stevens; Josiah Smith Jr; Nathaniel Bradwell
Location(s): Ashley River; Public Road;
Parish: St. George
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 215
Notes: Distance and Bearings
Folder: 47/12a/219
Title: the Norman Tract of the estate of Osbourn
Date:
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor:
Name(s): Carnes; Thomas Smith; Joseph Perry; Keilser; William Blake
Location(s):
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 216
Notes: Distance and Bearings
Folder: 47/12a/220
Title: Two Detached Tracts of Land belonging to Benjamin and Isaac Perry
Date: July 1796
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor:
Name(s): J Wilson; Mrs. Waring; Isaac Perry; Jospeh Perry; Major Stephen Lee; Evan Tumbleston; James Kennady; Capt. Isaac Ladson; Rachel Ladson; Abraham Ladson; Benjamin Perry;

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Location(s): Settlement Avenue; Occasional Reservoir; New Beach Hill Road  
Parish: St. Paul  
Types: B  
Reproduction: C,  
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 217  
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale  

Folder: 47/12a/221  
Title: Mary Ann and Oak Forest  
Date:  
Size: 555 by 420  
Surveyor: Simons and Holmes  
Name(s): Gantt; J E Heap; Mensing; Hon B C Pressley  
Location(s): Ashley River; Dorchester Road  
Parish: St. George  
Types: B  
Reproduction: T,  
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 218  
Notes: Distance and Bearings  

Folder: 47/12a/222  
Title: Tract on Johns Island belonging to Edward Fenwicke  
Date: May 29, 1770  
Size: 420 by 555  
Surveyor: William Davis  
Name(s): Mr. Stanyarne; Fenwicke; Gibbes; Stoudenburgh; Robert Gibbes;  
Location(s): Grant to Col. Robert Gibbes November 5 1709; the Old Road; Stono River; Clark Island; Jack Island  
Parish:  
Types: B  
Reproduction: T,  
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 219  
Notes: Distance and Bearings  

Folder: 47/12a/223  
Title: Button Hall  
Date:  
Size: 420 by 555  
Surveyor:  
Name(s): Benjamin Gibbes; Thomas Moore; Arthur Middleton; Benjamin Schenckingh; Col. James Moore; William Smith;  
Location(s): Broad path to town; Savanna; Avenue  
Parish: St. James  
Types: B  

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 220
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/224
Title: 
Date: 
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor:
Name(s): Estate of D Keller; Mrs. Moultrie; Henry Markley; Edward Hughes; Lewis Poppinghan; Alexander James Wright
Location(s):
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 221
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/225
Title: Plan of A Plantation in St. Pauls Parish Near Bob Savanna containing 1100 acres
Date: 
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: John Diamond
Name(s): Carnes; estate of Goff Stevens; D Stevens; John Swift; Jeremiah Miles;
Location(s): P Road; Old Settlement; New Road;
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 222
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/226
Title: Walnut Hill
Date: 
Size: 
Surveyor: 
Name(s): Thomas Lee; Thomas Lee; Edward Perry; C Pinckney; Thomas Waring; Thomas Smith; Izard;
Location(s): Old Rice Fields; Settlement;
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: ,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 223
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12a/227
Title: Plantation at Cane Acre
Date: 
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Joseph Purcell
Name(s): Richard Waring; Charles C Pinckney; James Screven; Thomas Waring; Richard Waring; Mrs. Ann Evans; Joseph H Waring; Ralph Izard; Edward Perry;
Location(s): Road to Bacons Bridge; Rice Field
Parish: St. Paul and St. George
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 224
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/228
Title: Three Plantations contiguous in St. Pauls Parish containing 1587 acres
Date: 
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: 
Name(s): William B Mitchell; Susannah Carnes; R Izard; Ralph Lee; Anne Drayton Perry
Location(s): Public road to Bacons Bridge; Old Rice Fields
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 225
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/229
Title: Plat of Cherry Hill
Date: March 3 1841
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Thomas P Cooper
Name(s): Mrs. Perry; Chalmers Boyles; estate of Miles
Location(s): Edisto River; Beech Hill Road; Parkers Ferry; Cane Acre Road; Recorded in Charleston County in Book F No 11 Page ___
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 226
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/230
Title: 
Date: 

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 230
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/234
Title: Plan of plantation opposite Savanna belonging to Hon. Henry Middleton containing 538 acres
Date: May 1815
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor:
Name(s): Col. John Rutledge; Heirs of David Murray; Gen Daniel E Huger; Henry Middleton
Location(s): Savanna Back R; Hutcheson's Island; Old Rice Field
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 231
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/235
Title:
Date: March 1793
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: John Diamond
Name(s): Alexander Broughton; John Broughton; John Dunsall; William Mitchell; estate of Arthur Middleton; Heirs of Sir John Colleton; estate of Palmer; Chris Gadsden; Captain Gough; Sir Peter Colleton; Edward Trescot; Thomas Broughton; Isaac Motte
Location(s): Mulberry Plantation; Rice Land;
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 232
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/236
Title:
Date:
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: John Diamond
Name(s): John Glover; John Ounsall; Isaac Lewe; Capt. Gough; Bourbridge (Burbage)
Location(s):
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Folder: 47/12a/237
Title: Allen Smith's Plantation containing 888 60/100 acres
Date: December 1835
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Robert Pinckney
Name(s): estate of Jeremiah Miles; Mrs. Singleton;
Location(s): Public Road; Bacons Bridge; Public Canal
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 234
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Chains

Folder: 47/12a/238
Title: Mt Holly
Date: 
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor:
Name(s): William Smith; Ralph Izard; John Deas; Aaron Loocock; Alexander Mazyck;
Location(s): Goose Creek Road; Remains of House; Wassamassaw Road; Thorogood House; Rice Fields
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 235
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/239
Title: Compilation Plan of Charleston's Parishes
Date: 1840
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: Fred A Ford
Name(s):
Location(s): Cooper River; Ashley River; Sullivans Island; Long Island; Stono River; Dorchester Road;
Parish: Christ Church; St. Thomas; St. Stephe; St. James; St. Andrews; St. John
Types: 
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 236
Notes:

Folder: 47/12a/240
Title: Several Tracts belonging to Henry A Middleton
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Date: 1872
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: T J Mellard
Name(s): John Middleton; Dr. Arthur S Gibbes; Rev. Lewis Cannon; Mr. Furman; Robert Austin; Dr. E Geddes; Maj J B Rhame; John F Pepenheims; Henry A Middleton; Mary E Lowndes; Elizabeth M Smith; Isabella Cheves; Harriott Middleton; Anne M Hunter; Alice Middleton
Location(s): Back River Road; Deas Swamp; Crowfield; Ladson Road; Bloomville; Old State Road; Original Recorded in Charleston in Plat Book B Page 40; Devision for Partition Deed Recorded in Berkeley County in Book C No 2 Page 550
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 237
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/241
Title: Plat annexed to grant to Capt. John Godfrey
Date: December 1882
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor:
Name(s): Capt. John Godfrey; Col. Robert Gibbes; Francis Beanshaw
Location(s): Ashley River; Mill Creek; Wappoo Creek; Memorial Book No 2 Page 221
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 239
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/243
Title: Mary Seabrook Plantation on Edisto Island
Date: December 1882
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: J D Taylor
Name(s): H A M Smith; Joseph Gadsden; Moses Pringle; Ferrill; William Campbell; E B Moultrie; Rose Chisolm; Rachel Mcbryde; Jordan Rivers; Samson Parker; Thomas Brown; Tamar Robinson; Alice Washington; Isaac Washington; Warley Brown; Edward Ganett; Nero Dawson; Ro
Location(s): Public Road; Avenue to H A M Smith's Residence
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 240
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/244
Title:
Date:
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor:
Name(s): Ralph Izard; John Deas; Aaron Laroch; Alexander Mazyck; William Smith; Louis Leitarette;
Location(s): Wassamassaw Road; Round Savannah; Remains of House; Raccoon Run; Goose Creek Road; Pond; Thorogood House
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 241
Notes: Distance and Bearings

Folder: 47/12a/245
Title: Peachtree and Bellevue Plantations
Date: May-06
Size: 420 by 55
Surveyor: H T Morrison
Name(s): McMillan; Mazyck; Lucas; Rutledge; Doar
Location(s): Road to Santee; Santee River; 7 Mile Road; Ocean Bay; Bowman Branch; Collins Creek
Parish: St. James
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 242
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/246
Title:
Date: 1836
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor: John Norton

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Name(s): Dr. Thomas Fuller; William Percy Gibbes; William Mckay; John Chaplin; Rev. Richard Fuller; Jenkins; Heyward
Location(s): Road from Gardens (Gardners) Corner to Combahee Ferry; Prime Rice Land; Recorded in Beaufort County in Book No 18 Page 375
Parish: Prince William
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 243
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/247
Title:
Date: March 24 1887
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Roger Pinckney
Name(s): Col. William Elliott; Dr. Desaussure; R Barnwell Fuller; H M Fuller; H B Fuller; Henry M Fuller Jr; Henry M Fuller Sr; George Martin; Talberd Jenkins; Ben Bold; Carolina Slowman; R B Fuller; Ebenezer Williams; Gaillard Grayson; Kit Robinson; William Mckay
Location(s): Combahee and Gardner's Corner Road; Commissioner by Writ of Partition Dated Feb 17 1887;
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 244
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale

Folder: 47/12a/248
Title:
Date:
Size:
Surveyor: Blank
Name(s):
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 245
Notes:

Folder: 47/12a/249a
Title: Sandy Hill Plantation belonging to William Washington
Date: 1775
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Fenwick

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Name(s): M W Hayne; William Smith; William P Smith; John Logan; John Boyle; Thomas Elliott; William Washington; Capt. Shubrick; Silas Wells; John Pendarvis; Capt. Jonathan Fitch; John Logan; Thomas Miles; Jonathan Buttal; Samuel Buttal; John Drayton; Mrs. Perry
Location(s): South Edisto or Pon Pon River; Multiple tracts with original grant information; Hickory Hill; Bulls; Green Savannah;
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 246
Notes: Distance and Bearings
Folder: 47/12a/249b
Title: Sandy Hill Plantation belonging to William Washington
Date: 1775
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Fenwick
Name(s): M W Hayne; William Smith; William P Smith; John Logan; John Boyle; Thomas Elliott; William Washington; Capt. Shubrick; Silas Wells; John Pendarvis; Capt. Jonathan Fitch; John Logan; Thomas Miles; Jonathan Buttal; Samuel Buttal; John Drayton; Mrs. Perry
Location(s): South Edisto or Pon Pon River; Multiple tracts with original grant information; Hickory Hill; Bulls; Green Savannah;
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 247
Notes: Distance and Bearings
Folder: 47/12a/250
Title: Plan of lands belonging to Archibald Brown, Walter Izard, Thomas Hooper and Thomas Waring on the north side of the Ashley River
Date: 1787
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Joseph Purcell
Name(s): Richard Bohum; Thomas Thomason; Daniel Kellar; William Moultrie; Walter Izard; Thomas Hooper; Thomas Waring; Archibald Brown;
Location(s): Cedar Grove; Ashley River; Spring Farm Creek; Road to Moultrie; Grant Information
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 248
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale
Folder: 47/12a/251
Title: Tracts on West Side of Cypress Swamp
Date: March 10 1838
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
Types:  
A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings;  
B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture;  
C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans;  
D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.

Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: Richard H Jones
Name(s): Col. R Perry; Seabrook; estate of Sommers; Blake; Henry Middleton; Stephen M West; Hudson; Jacob Inabinet
Location(s): Droze's Branch; Neighbourhood Road;
Parish: St. George
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 249
Notes: Distance and Bearings; Scale
Folder: 47/12a/252
Title: Three thousand acres of land formerly laid out to Joseph Thorogood
Date: July 1696
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: John Beresford
Name(s): Joseph Thorogood; John Stroud; Robert Stephens; Mr. Gough
Location(s): Medway River; Berkly County
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 250
Notes:

Folder: 47/12a/253
Title: Sir John Colleton's Barony in Granville County
Date:
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor: George Hunter
Name(s):
Location(s): River May; South Branch of Port Royal; Capt. Mackey's Island; Recorded in Memorial Book
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: ,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 251
Notes:

Folder: 47/12a/254
Title: Village of Lincolnville
Date:
Size: 420 by 555
Surveyor:
Name(s): Maria J Edens; Robert A Young
Location(s): Berkeley County; South Carolina Rail Road; Named Streets Forty Feet Wide

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
Parish:  
Types: B  
Reproduction: T,  
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 252  
Notes:  

**Folder:** 47/12a/255  
Title:  
Date:  
Size: 420 by 555  
Surveyor:  
Name(s): John Godfrey; Eliza Godfrey; John Woodward; John Brown  
Location(s): Wappoo Creek; Ashley River Marsh  
Parish:  
Types: B  
Reproduction: T,  
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 253  
Notes:  

**Folder:** 47/12a/256  
Title: Plat annexed to release from Richard Godfrey and wife to John Lining  
Date:  
Size: 420 by 555  
Surveyor:  
Name(s): Richard Godfrey; John Lining; Robert Gibbs; Charles Hill; Peter Lesad; Whittacar  
Location(s): Recorded in Charleston RMC in Book Mm Page 30  
Parish:  
Types: B  
Reproduction: T,  
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 254  
Notes:  

**Folder:** 47/12a/257  
Title: Plat annexed to release from Rev. Crallan Ro Rev. Smith  
Date:  
Size: 555 by 420  
Surveyor:  
Name(s): Rev. James Crallan; Rev. Robert Smith; James Marion; Robert Johnston; Thomas Dearington; John Dearington; Walker  
Location(s): Cooper River; House; Recorded in Charleston RMC Book K No 3 Page 117  
Parish:  
Types: B  
Reproduction: T,  
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 255  

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notes:

Folder: 47/12a/258
Title: Plan annexed to partition between the sons of John Vanderhorst
Date:
Size: 555 by 420
Surveyor:
Name(s): William Vanderhorst; Elias Vanderhorst; Arnold Vanderhorst; James Vanderhorst; Joseph Vanderhorst
Location(s): Meeting House Street; Church Street; Bridge; Recorded in office Historical Commission in Book Marked Grants 1694-1739 Page 274
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original Page Number in Plat Book: 256
Notes:

Folder: 47/12A/259
Title: Plat of 4423 acres granted to Peter Colleton, and of 300 acres conveyed to Thomas Broughton
Date: unknown
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor:
Name(s): Peter Colleton; Thomas Broughton; Sir John Colleton
Location(s): Mulberry; Cooper River
Parish: Colleton County
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original page number in plat book: 257
Notes: 4423 acres granted to Peter Colleton March 5, 1680 and by him conveyed January 20, 1708 to Thomas Broughton. Also 300 acres conveyed to Thomas Broughton by Sir John Colleton, being part of 12,000 acres of the Barony of Sir John Colleton

Folder: 47/12A/260
Title: Plat of parcel containing 3500 acres on Cooper River
Date: unknown
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor:
Name(s): Edward Howard; Michael Mahon; Thomas Colleton; Peter Colleton; John Gough; Mr. Ross
Location(s): Cooper River
Parish: Colleton County
Types: B
Reproduction: T, unknown
Original page number in plat book: 258
Notes: Plat annexed to division of Barony formerly of Thomas Colleton afterwards of Peter Colleton

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
ordered to be divided by special order of Lord Proprietors -- parcel containing 3500 acres allotted to John Gough. Original plan of Barony cert. by M. Matthews No

Folder: 47/12A/261
Title: Plat of the western portion of "Spring Grove" Plantation in Colleton County, S.C. containing 525 acres.
Date:
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor:
Name(s): Thomas Osborn; William Ferguson; David Green; William Washington
Location(s):
Parish: Colleton County
Types: B
Reproduction: C, Nov-09
Original page number in plat book: 259
Notes: from a plat made by Hume & Tennant, Civil Engineers and Surveyors, dated October 9, 1867 "who state thereon that it is made from a survey by Joseph Purcell dated April 1793." the lines in red ink were drawn by J.D. Taylor, October 27, 1884. HAM November

Folder: 47/12A/262
Title: Plat of land belonging to John Coburn containing 1424 acres.
Date: March 1805
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor:
Name(s): John Coburn; Richard Scott; Joseph Perry; James Pendarvis
Location(s): Caesar's Branch
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 260
Notes: from old map in possession of S. Lewis Simons.

Folder: 47/12A/263
Title: Plan of Cedar Hill (176 acres) situated on the eastern branch of Cooper River in Saint Thomas's Parish and belonging to the estate of Henry Laurens.
Date: 1826
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor:
Name(s): John Bryan; Mr. Wilson; Henry Laurens
Location(s): Bonnean's Ferry; Cherry Hill; Blessing Plantation; Cooper River
Parish: Saint Thomas's
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 261

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notes: Original plan done by Henry Ravenel.

Folder: 47/12A/264
Title: copy of Limerick Plantation Original papers in the hands of Elias Ball.
Date: May 23, 1709
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor:
Name(s): John Cuming Ball; John Gough; Richard Mahon; Francis Roche; Daniel Huger; Dominick Anthony; Thomas Hasell; John Nicholson
Location(s): Cooper River
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: C, Jan-10
Original page number in plat book: 262
Notes: 3500 acres (part of Cypress Barony formerly belonging to Peter Colleton and since purchased by John Gough, Dominick Arthur and Michael Mahon). Originally granted to Peter Colleton by Lord Proprietors August 13, 1683. Additional acreage owned by Daniel Hu

Folder: 47/12A/265
Title: Untitled
Date: 
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor:
Name(s): T.R. Stuart; Joseph Blake
Location(s): Cypress Swamp
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 264A
Notes: Plat of land (with "old house").

Folder: 47/12A/266
Title: Plat of five tracts of land owned by Horace Waring
Date: December 1824
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor:
Name(s): William Bracy; Horace Waring; William Landers; T.R. Stuart
Location(s): Cypress Road
Parish: St. George's Dorchester
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 264B
Notes: Five tracts of land situated on the Great Cypress Swamp (2395 6/10 acres).

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12A/267
Title: Untitled
Date: March 30, 1756
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor: Thomas Blythe
Name(s): William Dry; Robert Elliott; Samuel Prioleau; Isaac Dacosta; James Michie; Ben Whitaker; Mr. Golightley; John Poyas
Location(s): Ashley Ferry Road; Broad Road to Goose Creek
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 265
Notes: Land near Charleston belonging to Samuel Prioleau and others.

Folder: 47/12A/268
Title: Untitled
Date:
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor:
Name(s): Benjamin Hurst; Joseph Wragg; Daniel Tharin; Henry Middleton (?); Thomas Smith; James Ferguson; Thomas Hale Thomas; Robert Elliott Prioleau; James Michie; Captain Addie; James Bullock; Thomas Dale
Location(s): Cooper River; Broad Road to Goose Creek; Wasoh Creek
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 266
Notes: Plat of lands owned by various people in the 1700s.

Folder: 47/12A/269
Title: "Savanna" Tract
Date: Jun-02
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor: J.D. Taylor
Name(s): John Cordry; Mrs. Martin; H.A.M. Smith; Prioleau; Joseph Birens; Galloway
Location(s): Claydam Road; Spring Grove Road
Parish: Adams Run Township, Colleton County
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 267
Notes: Plat representing a tract of land containing 403 acres situated in waters of Caw Caw Swamp

Folder: 47/12A/270
Title: Untitled

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Date: March 1829
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor: Robert Pinckney
Name(s): John Ball; Bartholomew Gaillard; Keaton Simons; Isaac Ball; Edward Simons; Samuel Jourdin; Thomas G. Prioleau Smith; Thomas Ashley; Elizabeth Holmes
Location(s): Oldtar Kiln
Parish: St. John's
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 268
Notes: Plan of several tracts of pine land, including Bull Head Tract, Wadboo Barony, Three Mile Head and Tartleberry

Folder: 47/12A/271
Title: Untitled
Date: May 1862
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor: R.A. Looring (?)
Name(s): Walter Steele; John R. Stall; R.A. Pringle; Hutchinson; Dr. Brailsford; E.F. Kinsley; South Carolina Rail Road Company; estate of Cobia; W.H. Schroeder
Location(s):
Parish: St. James Goose Creek; St. Georges Dorchester
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 269
Notes: Plat of 560 acres of land situated partly in St. James Goose Creek Parish and partly in St. Georges Dorchester Colleton District, not far from the Village of Summerville.

Folder: 47/12A/272
Title: Untitled
Date: May 1, 1787
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor: A. Walker and Ephraim Mitchell
Name(s): Benjamin Waring; William Donnings; William Scott; Jane Scott; John Glaze; Andrew Percival
Location(s): "the Ponds;" Cypress Road
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 270
Notes: Plan of tracts of land owned by various people.

Folder: 47/12A/273
Title: Untitled
Date:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.

Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor:
Name(s): estate of Morris; Lewis Morris; "part of Wilton"
Location(s): Old road from Wilton Bluff; Pon Pon River; "Parsonage" lot
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 271
Notes: Plan of tracts of land owned by various people.

Folder: 47/12A/274
Title: Untitled
Date: January 27, 1682
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor: Mar. Matthews
Name(s): Joseph Morton; John Smith; Ann Smith
Location(s): Edisto River
Parish: Colleton County
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 272
Notes: Plat representing the shape and form of 5800 acres of land.

Folder: 47/12A/275
Title: Untitled
Date: January 30, 1695
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor: John Beresford
Name(s): Joseph Blake;
Location(s): Kewaw (Kiawah) Creek; North Edisto River; Bohicot (Bohicket) Creek
Parish: Colleton County
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 273
Notes: Plat attached to grant to Lieut. Gov. Joseph Blake of 2200 acres

Folder: 47/12A/276
Title: A Plan of St. Andrews Town
Date: May 22, 1734
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor: H. Yonge
Name(s): Edmond Bellinger; Charles Jones; William Cattell (?)
Location(s): Ashley River; Crab Point; Back Creek; the High Road
Parish:
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 274
Notes:

Folder: 47/12A/277
Title: Untitled
Date:
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor:
Name(s): Nicholes; McPherson; Middleton; Wainwright; Matthews; Izard; Ladson
Location(s):
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 275
Notes: Plan of properties owned by various people. Disputed land issue.

Folder: 47/12A/278
Title: Map of Moreland Plantation Edisto Island SC
Date:
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor: T.A. Coffin
Name(s): Francis Hopkinson; Julia LaRoche; Emma H. Coffin; James Hopkinson; Julie LaRoche; George Marsteller
Location(s): Grimhalls Creek
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 276
Notes: Shows division of land as made by agreement of February 21, 1898

Folder: 47/12A/279
Title: Untitled
Date:
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor:
Name(s):
Location(s):
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 277
Notes: Outline of unidentified properties.

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12A/280
Title: Hayne Hall and other Plantations
Date:
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor: S. Lewis Simons
Name(s): George Smith; Badger; Cochran; William Smith; Whitmarsh; Robert Oswald; French; Isaac Hayne; Jackson; Nicoles; Godfreys; Izard; John Hayne; C. Gibbes; E. Flaharty; Flowers; Stoner; Mary Bryan; Cants; Fabians
Location(s):
Parish: St. Bartholomews
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 278
Notes:

Folder: 47/12A/281
Title: Plan of Bellevue Plantation
Date: November 10, 1853
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor: Charles Parker
Name(s): Thomas Osborn; John Bellinger; Edward Bellinger; estate of Bernard Elliott
Location(s): Cumbuhee (Combahee) River; Ashepoo River
Parish: St. Bartholomew’s
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 279
Notes:

Folder: 47/12A/282
Title: Plan of Rocky Pond Plantation
Date: January 1789
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor:
Name(s): William Bellinger; William Bull; Ralph Izard; estate of Whitmarsh Fuller; Jacob Valk;
Location(s): Ashley River
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 280
Notes:

Folder: 47/12A/283
Title: Plan Savannah River
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Date: May 10, 1774
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor: George Raspell (?)
Name(s): Samuel Horsey; John Roberts
Location(s): Savannah River; Province of Georgia
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 281
Notes: Plan of four baronies (12,000 acres each) belonging to Colonel Samuel Horsey; plan of three baronies (12,000 acres each) granted to John Roberts.
Folder: 47/12A/284
Title: Plat of Springfield, Property of Mr. W.P. Ingraham; E.R. Ingraham
Date:
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor:
Name(s): John Huger; W.P. Ingraham; John Tienckan (?); B.G. Lucas
Location(s): Benevento; Cherry Hill
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 282
Notes:

Folder: 47/12A/285
Title: Untitled
Date: October 6, 1709
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor: Thomas Broughton
Name(s): Thomas Colleton; Peter Colleton; Dominick Arthur; Michael Mahon; Ebenezer Roche; Robert Quash; Elias Ball; Thomas Atin; Andrew Hasell; Francis Roche
Location(s):
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 283
Notes: Plat of properties owned by various people.

Folder: 47/12A/286
Title: Untitled
Date: May 29, 1711
Size: 55 by 41
Surveyor: Thomas Broughton
Name(s): Thomas Smith; Marion; Hume; Captain Durham
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**Location(s):** Midway River; Black River; Geedes Islands; Cypress Swamp

**Parish:**

**Types:** B

**Reproduction:** T,

**Original page number in plat book:** 284

**Notes:** Plat of properties owned by various people.

---

**Folder:** 47/12A/287

**Title:** Plan of a Plantation belonging to Mrs. Ann Waring

**Date:** October 1800

**Size:** 41 by 32

**Surveyor:** John Diamond

**Name(s):** Robert Dunbar; Mary Langley; Adam Daniel; John Parker; William Logan; William Sanders; Daniel Huger; Richard Waring; William Saunders; Margaret Saunders; Mathias Hutchinson; Ralph Izard; Lewis Poppingham; Alexander James Wright

**Location(s):** Eagle Creek; Public Road;

**Parish:** St. George's Dorchester

**Types:** B

**Reproduction:** C,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** Plan of a plantation belonging to Mrs. Ann Waring containing the whole 517 acres situated in the parish of St. George near Dorchester.

---

**Folder:** 47/12A/288

**Title:** Plan of Allen Smith's Plantation

**Date:** December 1835

**Size:** 53 by 39

**Surveyor:** Robert Pinckney

**Name(s):** Jeremiah Miles; Mrs. Singleton; Allen Smith; Mr. Delgar

**Location(s):** Public Road; Public Canal; Bacons Bridge

**Parish:** St. Paul's

**Types:** B

**Reproduction:** T,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** Plan of Allen Smith's Plantation in St. Paul's Parish, Colleton District, State of South Carolina. 888 acres. Made of the land purchased from the Vestry of St. Paul's Church in St. Paul's Parish. Includes inset of Plat lands belonging to Mr. Delgar.

---

**Folder:** 47/12A/289

**Title:** Plan of a body of land on Ashley River belonging to Mrs. Mary Middleton.

**Date:** 1800?

**Size:** 59 by 37

**Surveyor:**

**Name(s):** Mary Middleton; Henry Middleton; Samuel Wilson; Daniel Keller; estate of Thomas Young;

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Location(s): Ashley River; Public road from Charleston to Dorchester
Parish: St. George's
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Land belonging to Mrs. Mary Middleton now divided into three tracts -- Cedar Grove, Cantys an Jenys (?)

Folder: 47/12A/290
Title: Plan of a body of land in two tracts: one containing 804 acres belonging to Richard Bohan Baker; the other containing 293 acres belonging to William Bohan Baker (which formerly belonged to Richard Bohan Baker).
Date: December 1791
Size: 56 by 50
Surveyor: unknown
Name(s): Richard Bohun Baker; William Bohun Baker; Mary Hyrne (?); Mary Middleton; Thomas Waring; Thomas Mell; William Moultrie; Thomas Butler; Mr. Fuller
Location(s): Public Road; Ashley River; Archdale Hall
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Tract belonging to Richard Bohan Baker (including Archdale Hall) consists of 770 acres. Tract belonging to William Bohan Baker consists of 293 acres

Folder: 47/12A/291
Title: Plan of a tract of land situated on Charleston Neck. Property of Arthur de Bardeleben.
Date: January 1784
Size: 61 by 47
Surveyor: Joseph Purcell
Name(s): Arthur de Bardeleben; Dr. Tucker Harris; Mr. Banfield; John Gibbs
Location(s): "Rat Trap" (property of Dr. Tucker Harris); Broad Road to and from Charleston; Salt Marsh; Ashley River
Parish: St. Phillips
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Property contains 154 1/2 acres of high land and 136 acres of marsh. Divided into two lots.

Folder: 47/12A/292
Title: Plan of the settlements on the Ashley River to accompany an Article on the Ashley River, its seats and settlements.
Date: 1919?
Size: 65 by 45
Surveyor:
Name(s): Peter Manigault; Charles Drayton; Cyprian Bigelow; Charles Jones; Thomas Mell; Thomas Elmes; John Parker
Location(s): Ashley River; Stony Point; Izard's Camp; Springfield; Hickory Hill; Gripps; Savages; Schieveling; Fettersess; Liberty Hall; Vaueluse; the White House; Ashley Wood and Jerico; Drayton Hall; Magnolia; Maryville or Soldier's Retreat; Ashby Bluff; Perry Hill
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Compiled from old maps and deeds by Henry A.M. Smith.

Folder: 47/12A/293
Title: Deed of 1420 acres of land to John Pinny.
Date: January 12, 1699
Size: 80 by 53
Surveyor:
Name(s): James Moore; Edmund Bellinger; Joseph Blake; Robert Daniell; John Pinny; Mr. Simons; John Joyner; William Elliott
Location(s): Port Royall River; large creek out of Port Royall River; Spanish Landing or New Fort; Joyner Smith or Old Fort; "Battary"
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Exact copy of Original deed "was picked up in the garden of Mrs. John Barnwell in Beaufort So. C by an officer of the North Atlantic Squadron during the Civil war in 1861 and was in 1898 returned to the present owner Miss Charlotte Barnswell.

Folder: 47/12A/294
Title: Map of 1590 acres to James Stanyarne (?)
Date: January 23, 1732
Size: 72 by 49
Surveyor:
Name(s): James Stanyarne (?); Isaac Mazyuk (Mazyk) Sert (?)
Location(s): Ashley River; Cheachery (?) Old Town; Tascaggs (?) Old Town
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
Folder: 47/12A/295
Title: Drawing of 12000 acres "Baroney laid out to Robert Thorpe assignee of [illegible]"
Date:  
Size: 63 by 46  
Surveyor: Robert Thorpe  
Location(s): Ocolee Creek; Port Royal River  
Parish:  
Types: B  
Reproduction: T,  
Original page number in plat book:  
Notes:  

Folder: 47/12A/296
Title: Plan of a body of land (6964 acres) belonging to Daniel Ravenel consisting of the Plantations of Wantoot, Somerton and Hog Swamp.  
Date: April 1, "75"  
Size: 84 by 52  
Surveyor: James G. Wians  
Name(s): Daniel Mazcyk; C. Elliott; Charles Johnston; Daniel Ravenel; William Moultrie; Henry Ravenel; B.L. White; Peter St. Juliens; John Dubois; Stephen Mazyuk; Philip Trouillant; John Stewart; Rene Ravenel; Rene Richbourg; William Suiven (?); Humphrey Axell; R  
Location(s): Road to Murrays Ferry; "Woodboo;" "Hanover;" "South Hampton"  
Parish: St. John's  
Types: B  
Reproduction: T,  
Original page number in plat book:  
Notes: Compiled with reference to a survey by Isaac Gaillard.  

Folder: 47/12A/297
Title: Plan of part of "Sandy Hill" Plantation belonging to William Washington  
Date: 1773  
Size: 61 by 40  
Surveyor: J. Fenwick (?)  
Name(s): John Logan; John Boyl; Thomas Elliott; Thomas Broughton; Thomas Jules; Jus. St. John; Capt. Jonathan Fitch; Mrs. Bull; Mr. Brandford; William Washington; Mr. Spoon (?); Samuel Bullade (?); Jonathan Bullade (?); Ben Beryk; Capt. Shubrick; Silas Weber; Joh  
Location(s): South Edisto or Pon Pon River; "Green Savannah;" "Spring Grove;" "Turkey Hill;" Parkers Ferry Road; "Bulls;" Stono Swamp  
Parish: St. Paul's  
Types: B  
Reproduction: O?,  
Original page number in plat book:  
Notes:  

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
Folder: 47/12A/298
Title: Plan of part of "Sandy Hill" Plantation belonging to William Washington.
Date: 1773
Size: 75 by 52
Surveyor:
Name(s): William Washington; John Logan; John Boyl; Thomas Elliott; Thomas Broughton; Thomas Jules; Jus. St. John; Capt. Jonathan Fitch; Mrs. Bull; Mr. Brandford; Mr. Spoon (?); Samuel Bullade (?); Jonathan Bullade (?); Ben Beryk; Capt. Shubrick; Silas Webr; Joh
Location(s): South Edisto or Pon Pon River; "Green Savannah;" "Spring Grove;" "Turkey Hill;" Parkers Ferry Road; "Bulls;" Stono Swamp
Parish: St. Paul's
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: Notes: Tracing of Document 27/12A/297

Folder: 47/12A/299
Title: Plat of 500 acres to Robert Fenwick as husband of Mrs. Sarah Powishuny (?). Inset: Plat of 730 acres marsh land out to John Huger by Joseph Purcell. Inset: Plat of land belonging to John Huger.
Date: 1699; May 1, 1786; March 17, 1786
Size: 72 by 48
Surveyor:
Name(s): James Bellin (?); Josias June (?); Thomas Synch (Lynch?); Robert Fenwick; Sarah Powishuny (?); Theophilus Patz (?); John Boon; John Huger; Joseph Purcell
Location(s): Cooper River; Wampachee Creek; Fresh Run; Cedar Swamp
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: Notes:

Folder: 47/12A/300
Title: Plat represents a tract of land belonging to Robert Dorritt. Includes inset of land on a fork of Baken Creek "paid out to Andrew Reynolds in July 1767" by Gen. Pinckney. Also includes "Solomon Legares Plantation on Wassamassan [?] resurveyed & divided J
Date: June 30, 1808
Size: 95 by 76
Surveyor: Charles Gaillard
Name(s): Robert Dorritt; Gen Pinckney; Thomas Broughton; Edward Trescot; John Colleton; William Mitchell; Arthur Middleton; Landgrave Thomas Smith; Col. Isaac Motte; John Dunsall; Col. Thomas Smith; Robert Hurst; George Flagg; John Wright; Andrew Reynolds; Capt. Gou
Location(s): Mulberry Plantation; Public road to Charleston; rice land; pine land
Parish: Christ Church
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: B
Reproduction: T
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: from a survey made in March 1793 by John Diamond.

Folder: 47/12A/301
Title: Plan of "tracts of land containing eight-hundred and fifty acres situated on Wisamainow (?) [illegible] for the estate of Mr. Rince Senior in 1833 & now for W Silas Rudd last purchaser of this same from this Commissioner in Equity." Robert K. Payne
Date: March 12, 1836
Size: 91 by 74
Surveyor:
Name(s): Major Robert Thornley; Peter Porcher; George Porcher; Benjamin Marion; Paul Manon; Nathaniel Broughton; Gabriel Marion; Frank Marion; Francis Lefase (?); Thomas Smith; Peter Manigault; Elizabeth Dixon; Rebecca Hamilton; Elias London; Mr. Verdithy; George
Location(s): Impassable Bay; swamp
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: from Mr. Manigault's plan.

Folder: 47/12A/302
Title: Plat of land out on Wacamaw River belonging to John Lord Carteret. 13,970 acres.
Date: Resurvey done June 15, 1730.
Size: 55 by 49y
Surveyor: George Pawley
Name(s): John Lord Carteret; George Pawley; Mr. Whitecomb; Samuel Martin
Location(s): Wacamaw River; the Lord Patrick acres of land; North Inlet
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: copy of original plat made for S. Lewi Simmons April 13, 1900.

Folder: 47/12A/303
Title: Plan of lands belonging to Archibald Brown, Walter Izard, Thomas Hooper and Thomas Waring on the north side of the Ashley River.
Date: August 1787
Size: 62 by 44
Surveyor: JP
Name(s): Archibald Brown; Walter Izard; Thomas Hooper; Thomas Waring; Richard Bohun Baker; Thomas Thomason; Matthew English; William Moultrie; Mary Middleton; Samuel Keller
Location(s): Ashley River; Irving Farm; Spring Farm; Spring Farm Creek

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: from survey taken in August 1787 by "JP." (most likely Joseph Purcell)

Folder: 47/12A/304
Title: "This plan exhibits the shape & form of a piece or parcel of land containing 7 acres & a half & is part of a body of land called the Grove belonging to Robert Gibbes Esqr. situated on Charleston Neck on Ashley River."
Date: October 16, 1790
Size:
Surveyor: Joseph Purcell
Name(s): Robert Gibbes; Edward Lightwood; Gabriel Guignard; Thomas Lordes; Samuel Thomas; Danaiel Cannon; Joseph Manigault; John Pouge; Samuel Wragg; Thomas Radcliffe; Catharine Laposhe (?); Benjamin S. Rhett; Jonathan Lucas; Mary Baker; Thomas Gadsden
Location(s): Ashley River; King Street; "Bampfield;" Moultrie Street; Huger Street; Congress Street; Washington Race Course; Orange Garden New Horlbeck's
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Joseph Purcell's description of his Survey of the Guignard Grant." "the Title from Ed. Lightwood to Daniel Cannon with the plat above referred to is recorded in the Mesne Conveyance Charleston in Book C [?] No. 8 p. 244. So much of this plat as relates

Folder: 47/12A/305
Title: "This Plan exhibits the shape and form of a Tract of land called Tipseeboo allias [sic] Fairspring situated on the East side of Ashley River in St. Andrews Parish Charleston district and State of South Carolina containing in the whole 885 acres viz 622 Ac
Date:
Size: 59 by 33 1/2
Surveyor:
Name(s): Mary Hyrne; Thomas Butter; William Bohun Baker; Thomas Mell; William Moultrie; Charles Martin
Location(s): Ashley River; Meeting House Creek; Public road from Dorchester to Charleston; Tipseeboo; Fairspring
Parish: St. Andrews
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: from survey taken February 1794

Folder: 47/12A/306
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Title: Plan of five tracts of land
Date: January 1791
Size: 84 by 65
Surveyor: Joseph Purcell
Name(s): William Parker; George Parker; John Boifsean (?)\; Isaac Porcher; Jonathan Filch; Mr. Fulmer; Gideon Faucheraud; Ralph Izard
Location(s): Crowfield Settlement; Harleston House; Cherry Hill; Bello House; Public road from Dorchester to Goose Creek Bridge
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: "at the request of Isaac Parker Executor to the estate of William Parker--I have divided this body of land into two tracts."

Folder: 47/12A/307
Title: "A Plan of 2 Tracts of Land adjoining containing in the whole 1779 1/2 acres belonging to Capt. James Kennedy: situate on Ashley river in St. Georges Parish District of Charleston and State of South Carolina."
Date: November 1793
Size: 60 by 48
Surveyor: William Sturges
Name(s): John Waring; Ralph Izard; John Glaza; Mr. Scott; Thomas Smith; Capt. James Kennedy; Drake; Drayton
Location(s): Ashley River; Slans Bridge; corn land; pine land; rice fields
Parish: St. Georges
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes:

Folder: 47/12A/308
Title: "5042 acres -- surveyed Mar 1805 by Joseph Palmer, Being the assignee [sic] of property of James Theus the land being part of the landed estate of James McKelvey Esq -- plat of Eubaw (Eutaw?) purchased by James Theus -- a general plan of the whole lands on record in
Date: March 1805
Size: 100 by 68
Surveyor: Joseph Palmer
Name(s): Henry Purkey; Samuel Porcher; James B. Richardson; Charles Sinkley; Mary Theus; Margaret O'Neal; Charles Rogers; William Flud; Elijah Waldes; Samuel Dubose; theodore Gowrstan (?)\; James Theus; James McKelvey
Location(s): River from East Wasaw Spring to Santee Canal; Lightwood Savanna; Cypress Hole
Parish:
Types: B

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**Reproduction:** T,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** "Enlarged and copied from Mr. Palmer's plan July 1805 by Colonel Robert McKelvey and recopied in Sep same year by John Desmond (Diamond?)." "A note by John Desmond says he made a survey of these lands in 1793."

**Folder:** 47/12A/309

**Title:** "A Plan of a Body of Land called Bella Vista belonging to George Tunno Esq - situated in Goose Creek in the Parish of St. James Charleston District -- from a survey February 1797 -- containing in the whole 1888 acres."

**Date:** February 1797

**Size:** 68 by 45

**Surveyor:**

**Name(s):** George Tunno; Ralph Izard; Mrs. Horry; Peter Smith

**Location(s):** Goose Creek; Goose Creek Road; Goose Creek Bridge to Charleston; Back River Road; the "Elms"; St. James Church; Glebe and Free School; Howhall House; Howhall Road; Bay Swamp; pine land

**Parish:** St. James

**Types:** B

**Reproduction:** T,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:**

**Folder:** 47/12A/310

**Title:** Plat containing three plans: (1) "Plan exhibiting the shape & form of a piece or parcel of land containing 8 acres & 9/10 of an Aacre part of the Grove tract situated on Charleston Neck near Ashley River in Charleston District & State of So. Ca. Which s

**Date:** (1) June 19, 1796; (2) April 1826; (3) March 27, 1811

**Size:** 78 1/2 by 52

**Surveyor:** (1) Joseph Purcell; (2) E.B. White; (3) J. Wilson

**Name(s):** (1) Robert Gibbes; Daniel Legare; Jockey Club; Christopher Villiman; (2) Richard Yeadon; Peter Cammer; G. Rose; (3) Nicholson; Mason; Osborne; Bonneau; Curtis; Cox; Mrs. Trescot; Fre Frieze; Hartman

**Location(s):** (1) Moultrie Street; Grove Tract; marsh land; Jockey Club; Washington Race Course; (2) Ashley River; Grove Street; marsh land; (3) Grove Street; Rose’s Farm; Ashley River; King Street; Village of Romney; Simon Street; Frenchman’s Hill

**Parish:**

**Types:** B

**Reproduction:** T,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** Three separate plans on one plat.

**Folder:** 47/12A/311

**Title:** Plat containing three plans: (1) "Plan of tracts of land the property of Henry Bischoff, Esq as

**Types:** A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
divided by himself April 1842 copied from City Surveyors;" (2) "Plan of several lots of land on Meeting & King Street Ward no. 7 City of Charleston the proper

**Date:** (1) 1885; (2) April 1872; (3) 1854

**Size:**

**Surveyor:** (2) Louis J. Barlow

**Name(s):** (1) Henry Bischoff; L.Y. Barbot (?); Blake; (2) Henry Bischoff; Mr. Barbot; (3) L.Y. Barbot (?); C.H. Simonton; Henry Bischoff; George Robertson

**Location(s):** (1) Meeting Street; Land of Blake; Aiken Street; Line Street; (2) Line Street; Meeting Street; Pride of India Street; (3) Bull (now Cooper) Street; Aiken Street; Blake Street

**Parish:**

**Types:** B

**Reproduction:** T,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** Three separate plans on one plat.

**Folder:** 47/12A/312

**Title:** "Plan of a body of Land on Ashley River in St. Georges Parish Charleston Dist: belonging to Mrs. Mary Middleton now divided into three tracts viz Cedar Grove Cantys and Jenny's."

**Date:**

**Size:** 56 by 41

**Surveyor:**

**Name(s):** Mary Middleton; Thomas Diston; James and John Wright; Thomas Young; Robert Collins; Henry Markley; Thomas Cater; John Manley; Daniel Keller; D. Samuel Wilson; Mr. Wragg

**Location(s):** Ashley River; Spring Farm Creek; Public road from Charleston to Dorchester; Cedar Grove; Cants; Jenny's; marshland and cedar swamp

**Parish:** St. Georges

**Types:** B

**Reproduction:** T,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** History of ownership of Cedar Grove, Jenny's and Cantys lands.

**Folder:** 47/12A/313

**Title:** "Plan of [M]agnolia umbra as [r]ut into Lots for a [ ] and divisions made in [ ] 1804."

**Date:** 1804?

**Size:** 95 by 64

**Surveyor:** Joseph Purcell

**Name(s):** Col. Shubrick; William Langstaff

**Location(s):** Magnolia Umbra Farm; Belvedere Farm; King Street; Marsh Creek; Public road to Charleston; Col. Shubrick's Mill; Lee Street; Burrow's Creek; Romney Farm; Romney Village; Meeting Street; Pringle Street; Hopkins Street; Cunningham Street

**Parish:**

**Types:** B

**Reproduction:** T,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** History of ownership of Magnolia umbra as a farm.
Folder: 47/12A/314
Title: "Plan of Two Plantations in one A and B divided by the red line containing in the whole Two Thousand one hundred & seven acres (2107) situate in St. Paul's Parish Colleton Dist on both sides of the Beech Hill Road from Grisham Ferry to Charleston belonging
Date: December 1853
Size: 76 by 64
Surveyor: Robert Payne
Name(s): Joor; Mrs. Evans; J.H. Wharing; Johnson; Tucker; Hutson; Elias R. Sutton; Rev. Mr. Gates; R.S. Beton
Location(s): Dorchester Church; "Banbrick"; Bacon's Bridge; Beech Hill Road; Beech Hill Plantation; Grisham Ferry; cotton fields
Parish: St. Paul's
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: "Land purchased from heirs of Blake-Meiner lines dividing the high and low land old rice & corn fields are taken from Goddard's Survey in 1793."

Folder: 47/12A/315
Title: Plan of 16 properties containing 3600 acres along Cooper River and Jeffers Creek
Date: 
Size: 58 by 43
Surveyor:
Name(s): Thomas and John Farrington; Mary Russell; Robert Johnstone; James Marion; Walker; Jeffers; Thomas Akin;
Location(s): Cooper River; Jeffers Creek
Parish:  
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12A/316
Title: "This Plan exhibits the shape and form of a Plantation or tract of land called [blank] containing in the whole six hundred and thirty-five [blank] situate on Horse (?)-Savannah in the Parish of St. Pauls Charleston District and State of South Carolina --
Date: March 1797
Size: 50 by 37
Surveyor: Joseph Purcell
Name(s): Robert Miles; John Miles; B. Walker; Robert Ladson; Andrew Leitch; John Edwards
Location(s): Swamp land; rice fields
Parish: St. Paul's

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12A/317
Title: "This plan is copied from one drawn by Saml. A. Ruddoch which is annexed from the deed of conveyance from the exors of Col. Shubrick by W.W. Trapier. Mr. Jones who is about to purchase requested me to make a copy of the above (showing more distinctly than
Date: April 21, 1825
Size: 61 1/2 by 52
Surveyor: Charles Parker
Name(s): Jones; M. Pogson; Mrs. W. Shubrick; Fitzsimmons; Col. Cunningham
Location(s): Cooper River; Shipyard Creek; Belvedere Creek; Shubrick Mansion House;
Parish:
Types: B
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12A/318
Title: "Plan of a Tract of Land belonging to Mr. James Wright, situate on the Northeast side of Ashley River in the Paris [sic] of St. Georges Dorchester District of Charleston and State of South Carolina; containing in the whole 1687a 3 R 5P."
Date: April 1795
Size: 94 by 56
Surveyor: W. Sturges
Name(s): James Wright; Thomas Young; Lewis Popinham (Poppinham?); Mary Middleton; Mrs. Waring; Dr. Tucker; G.A. Frenholm; J.E. Heape; H.E. Bissell; B.C. Pressley
Location(s): Eagle Creek; Chavis Road; Meese Creek; Public road to Goose Creek
Parish: St. Georges
Types: ,
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Copied from Sturges original by William McIntosh (April 9, 1811). Tracing made February 1906 from the map of William McIntosh in possession of S. Lewis Simmons.

Folder: 47/12A/319
Title: "This Plan represents three Hundred & forty nine & seven tenths acres of High land and Marsh on Charleston Neck belonging to the Heirs of John Abragg Esquire decd. Resurveyed and divided into fourteen lots in August 1809."
Date: August 1809
Size: 50 by 52
Surveyor: John Diamond

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Name(s): John Abragg; General Hampton; John Clement; Craft
Location(s): Cooper River; Quarter House; Public road to Clements Ferry; Public road to Charleston
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Part of lands near Quarter House belonging to the estate of John Abragg Esq. deceased. Recorded and examined March 25, 1811. Copied November 5, 1890.

Folder: 47/12A/320
Title: "at the request of the Hon. Thomas Bennett Thare (?) [I] surveyed a part of his mill pond in Cannensboro (?) formerly marsh lands now mill flats. the lots into which it has been divided are each bounded with yellow & [illegible]."
Date: July 3, 1855
Size: 46 by 45
Surveyor: Charles Carter
Name(s): Thomas Bennett Thare (?); Crouch (?); Miss S. Rose; Benjamin S. Rhett
Location(s): Calhoun Street; Vanderhorst Street; Smith Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Copied from copy in City plat Bk [illegible] but is not copy of the whole plat."

Folder: 47/12A/321
Date: June 1867
Size: 52 by 39
Surveyor: Charles S. Dwight
Name(s): Isaac M. Dwight
Location(s): Parker Ferry Road; New Road; Middle Canal
Parish: St. Pauls
Types:
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Drawn from a Resurvey made June 1867 by Charles S. Dwight.

Folder: 47/12A/322
Title: "Plan of Four lots of land No. 13, 14, 15 & 22 in J Purcells plan of the Village of Magnolia Umbra in 1804. situate on Charles Neck belonging to the estate of Miss Mary Price. surveyed & divided into eighty one parts or lots at the request of G.L. Patte
Date: October 1854

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Size: 77 by 52
Surveyor: R.K. Payne
Name(s): Mary Price;
Location(s): Magnolia Cemetery; Roman Catholic Cemetery; Lee Street; Cunnington Street; Turpin Street; Lemon Street; Scuvin Street; Price Street; Moultrie Street; Public or State Road
Parish: Types:
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Recorded August 1, 1879. Copied July 18, 1884 by H.A.D.

Folder: 47/12A/323
Title: "Plat of two tracts of lands situated in St. Andrews Parish Charleston County SC  property of St. Andrews Church. Survey made at the request of the Trustees of the Protestant - Episcopal Church of South Carolina."
Date: 1916 August
Size: 58 by 57
Surveyor: McCrady Bros
Name(s): Col. Young; Dotterer
Location(s): Parsons Tract; Chas Mining Co; St. Mathews [sic] Church; Ashley River Road; Old Ramsey Road to Charleston
Parish: Charleston
Types: Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12A/324
Title: "Mary Seabrook Plantation on Edisto Island as surveyed out for Division by J.D. Taylor on December 1882."
Date: December 1882
Size: 83 by 42 1/2
Surveyor: J.D. Taylor
Name(s): E.B. Moultrie; William Campbell; Ferrill; Moses Pringle; Joseph Gooden; Phoenix Jenkins; Rachel McBrayde; Jordan Rivers; Rose Chisolm; Alice Washington; Tamar Robinson; Samson Parkr; Isaac Washington; Thomas Brown; Warley Brown; Edward Ganett; Nero Dawson;
Location(s): Avenue to H.A.M. Smith Residence; Steamboat Landing Road; Public Road
Parish: Types: Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Copied from an Original divisional [illegible] by N.A.M. Smith.

Folder: 47/12A/325A
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Date: October 1876
Size: 80 by 54
Surveyor: A. deCaradeuc
Name(s): William Ravenel; D.H. Heriot; Trenholm; A. Konecke; R. Fordham; G.H. Stevens; C.H. Stevens; R.K. Payne; Fordham
Location(s): Hebrew Cemetery; Right of Way granted to N.E.R.R.; Pacific Guano Co; King Street; South Carolina RR; Hopson Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "the Original is in possession of Wm. Ravenel Pres. N.E.R.R. & Co & was by him loaned to me & copied Augt 1884. the plat was too large to be copied on one sheet & has been copied on two. one showing plat North & the other South of Magnolia Avenue." Pro

Folder: 47/12A/325B
Title: Plan of South of Magnolia Avenue. "This is a copy of a part of Mr. A. deCaradeuc Survey of N.E.R.R. made Oct 1876, the paper was too small & the remainder of the plat -- i.e.: North of Magnolia Avenue is copied on another paper."
Date: October 1876
Size: 80 by 54
Surveyor: A. deCaradeuc
Name(s): William Ravenel; D.H. Heriott; Payne
Location(s): Rumney Street; Meeting Street; Pringle Street; Hopson Street; King Street; Magnolia Avenue; Schulzenplatz Road; Williman Street; Powder Magazine; 4th Brigade; New Cemetery
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Mr. deCaradeuc's plat was loaned me by Mr. Ravenel Pres: N.E.R.R. Co. Augt 1884 & copied then." Property of deSampire & Son. NOTE: Second of two parts.

Folder: 47/12A/326
Title: Map of lands abutting Southern Railroad land.
Date:
Size: 97 by 64
Surveyor:
Name(s): Thomas Frost; Jacob Stiber; Bardin; T.L. Riggs; Mrs. Cravat; Samuel Stoney; Clark; Emerson; H.C. Mensing; Gadsden; Anne Lausen
Location(s): Creekfield Road; Bank Road; Woodstock Road; Tram Road; Blue House Road; Southern Railroad
Parish:
Types:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12A/327
Title: (1) "Plan of Lands in Radcliffe, Coming and Warren Streets divided into 17 Lots. Charleston S.C."
(2) "Plat show[ing] a tract of land, belonging to the estate of Thomas Gadsden deceased, situate on Charleston Neck and adjoining the Lines." (3) "This is
Date: (1) October 1884 (2) October 23, 1884 (3) November 29, 1884
Size: 72 by 47
Surveyor: (1) Lewis Simons (2) John Wilson (3) William B.W. Howe
Name(s): (1) F. Redding; J. Wilson (2) Lionel Kennedy; W. Gadsden; Langdon Cheves
Location(s): (1) Coming Street; Warren Street; Radcliffe Street (2) Pinckney Street; Legare Street; Fishburn Street; Congress Street; President Street; Mount Street; Dam (3) Coming Street; Warren Street; Radcliffe Street; Pinckney Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: (2) "Made out from surveys of Joseph Purcell and J. Diamond by John Wilson." NOTE: one document contains three different plats.

Folder: 47/12A/328
Title: Map of Smith Properties
Date:
Size: 100 by 60
Surveyor:
Name(s):
Location(s): Public road to Charleston; Ashley River; Eagle Creek; Dorchester Creek; Rose Creek Road
Parish:
Types: T
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: (in two pieces)

Folder: 47/12A/329
Title: "Map Perry Tract"
Date:
Size: 69 ny 52
Surveyor:
Name(s):
Location(s): Road to Summerville
Parish:
Types:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: Blueprint of lots

Folder: 47/12A/330
Title: "Map of that part of the Parish of St. Thomas & St. Denis in South Carolina showing the settlements along the Eastern Branch of Cooper River and the section formerly called orange or French Quarter and Quenby the seat of Cassique John Ashby."
Date:
Size: 187 by 96
Surveyor: 
Name(s): Thomas Akin; Peter Dutartre; de la Motte; Samuel Simons; Daniel Lesene; Karwon
Location(s): Cooper River; French Quarter Creek; Wisboo; Coal Baw Bluff; Church of St. Denis; Cedar Hill; Camp Vere; Smoky Hill; Longwood Plantation; Boss's Farmfield; Richmond Villa; Silk Hope; Kensington; Limerick; Huger's Bridge; Pompion Hill Chapel; Middleburg; De
Parish: St. Thomas, St. Denis
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: Blueprint (in four pieces)

Folder: 47/12A/331
Title: "Plan of several adjoining tracts of land in St. Pauls Parish Charleston County on Cam Cam Swamp and Spoon Savannah."
Date: 1914 March
Size: 90 by 84
Surveyor: Henry A.M. Smith
Name(s): Johnston; Jenkins; Cadden; Cordry; Martin; Joseph Birens; Postell; Waring
Location(s): Atlantic Coast Line Railroad; Wilderness; Jerico; Golden Grove; Public road to Charleston; New Ground; Savanna; Cam Cam Swamp; Bristol; Spring Grove; Mount Pleasant; Somers Hall; Buck Hall; Good Hope; Fair Spring; Blue House; Sandy acres; Parker's Ferry t
Parish: St. Pauls
Types: 
Reproduction: T,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes:

Folder: 47/12A/332
Title: "Plan of several adjoining tracts of land situate in the parishes of St. Paul and St. George in Dorchester County."
Date: 1906 July
Size: 70 by 57
Surveyor: 
Name(s): Mary Perry; Ben Perry; Thomas M. Mallheron (?); E.B. Scott; E.W. Brown; Ann Evans;
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Thomas Smith; J.H. Waring; J.L. Waring; Isaac Perry; Joseph Perry; Charles Tumbleston; Major Stephen Lee; Norman; Peter Colburn; T.W. Boon; H.W. Fishburne; Colonel Richard

**Location(s):** Road to Bacon's Bridge; Pine Hill Plantation; Roslyn; Bambrick Plantation; Coachman; Harrietville; St. Paul/St. George Parish Line;

**Parish:** St. Paul, St. George

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** T.

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** "Compiled at the request of Mr. J. Lamb Perry from old plats and deeds." References to N. Bradwell Survey (February 1794); John Diamond Survey (1805); William Sturges Survey (1796).

**Folder:** 47/12A/333

**Title:** "Plan of two Plantations in Dorchester Township Dorchester County (formerly the Parish of St. George Dorchester) on the Ashley River -- viz. 'Oak Forest' belonging to Sarah R. Wescoat and 'Jenys' belonging to Julius J. Wescoat."

**Date:** 1906 January

**Size:** 56 by 42

**Surveyor:**

**Name(s):** Sarah R. Wescoat; Julius J. Wescoat; Varell; G.A. Trenholm; J.E. Heape; C. Presley; Wragg

**Location(s):** Ashley River; Cedar Grove; Jenys; Oak Forest; Tranquil Hill; Eagle Creek; Public road from Dorchester to Charleston

**Parish:** St. Georges

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** T.

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** "Compiled from plans and surveys -- January 1906." References to John Diamond division (1808); Simons & Holmes survey (1804).

**Folder:** 47/12A/334

**Title:** "copy from plat [illegible] in County Surveyor's office, page 40, by [illegible] for H.A. DeSanyanre (?), 23 Broad Street, Charleston, SoCar."

**Date:** December 1880

**Size:**

**Surveyor:**

**Name(s):** John Man; John Dougherty; James Farrel; Jerome Boyce

**Location(s):** Anson Street; George Street

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** ,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** copy of Plat made by Charles Parker. Office copy in possession of Simons & Howe. December 1880.

**Folder:** 47/12A/335

**Types:** A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Title: Map of properties in environs of Ashley River, Saw Mill Branch and Eagle Creek
Date: 1911 August 8
Size: 75 by 51
Surveyor: Henry A.M. Smith
Name(s): John Minott; Henry A.M. Smith; Barbot; LeBleux; W.A. Stall; Dr. C.U. Shepard
Location(s): Summerville; Ashley River; Slan's Bridge; Public road to Charleston; Bacall Bridge (?); Sawmill Branch; Rose Creek Road; Eagle Creek; Muckenfuss; Stallville; Southern Railroad; Chandler's Bridge; Old Fort; Ladson Station
Parish: Types:
Reproduction: B,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Blueprint

Folder: 47/12A/336
Title: "Plan of the grants and settlements on the Ashley River and Cypress Swamp, to accompany an Article in the Upper Ashley River."
Date: 1919
Size: 148 by 107
Surveyor: Henry A.M. Smith
Name(s): Jacob Minus; Pryor; Michael Bacon; Sumner; Robert Miller; Richard Saltus; Henry Smith; John Boloseau; Paul Jenys; Abraham Branson; Francis Cobia; Daniel Stewart; Robert Fenwick; Oliphant; Benjamin Summer; William Way; Aaron Way; Elias Horry; Humphrey Some
Location(s): Ashley River; Ashley Barony; Oak Forest; the Laurels; Eagle's; Tranquil Hill; Oak Grove; Travellers Rest; Barnaby Branford; Malling; Barren Heath; Rose Creek Road; Ministry Tract; Old Tavern; White Meeting; Jenys; Southern Railroad; Old Summerville; Pepin
Parish: Types:
Reproduction: B,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Compiled from old maps and deeds by Henry A.M. Smith, 1919." Blueprint.

Folder: 47/12A/337
Title: "12000 acres Granted to the Right Honoble Anthony Earl of Shaftsbury March 10th 1675."
Resurveyed November 20, 1716 for Samuel Wragg by John Harbert.
Date: 1776
Size: 40 by 31
Surveyor: John Harbert
Location(s): Stevens's land. John Williams land.
Parish: Types:
Reproduction: O,
Original page number in plat book:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notes: "Copied from a plat annexed to the Conveyance from Lord Shaftsbury to Mr. Samuel Wragg dated Nov 20th 1776."

Folder: 47/12A/338
Title: "Plan of a piece or parcel of land containing in the whole 16 18/100 acres situate on Charleston Neck in the Parish of St. Philips Charleston District."
Date: 1806
Size: 40 by 23
Surveyor: Joseph Purcell
Name(s): Gabriel Manigault. Patrick Duncan.
Location(s): Quarter House. Charleston Neck. Land belonging to Gabriel Manigault. Land belonging to Patrick Duncan.
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O.
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Plan of land made pursuant to sale of property in fee simple by Gabriel Manigault to Patrick Duncan. 1805. Fragment.

Folder: 47/12A/339
Title: Map of Purryburgh, including individual plots of land.
Date: 1735?
Size: 70 by 49
Surveyor: Col. William Bull?
Name(s): Col. J. Peters Pury; Oliver May; Bourquin; Vernezobre; James Bulock; Chevilleit; Montaigne; Netman; Gautier; LeGrand; Deleher.
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O.
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Map on cloth.

Folder: 47/12A/340
Title: Map of large plots of land along the Cooper River: [Watboo] Wadboo
Date:
Size: 59 by 45
Surveyor:
Name(s): Walter (?) Burns; John Bee Holmes; Churchwalls; Thomas Simons.
Location(s): Cooper Rivrr; [Watboo] Creek; [Watboo] House. Wadboo?
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O.
Original page number in plat book:
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notes: Map includes the following numbered plots: 27 (500 acres) and 10 (445 acres) owned by John Bee Holmes; 12 (381 acres) owned by Churchwalls; 9 (500 acres) owned by Thomas Simons.

Folder: 47/12A/341
Title: "Map showing the location and boundaries of the Signiory [sic] of Fairlawn commonly called Fairlawn Barony on the West side of the Western branch of Cooper river in South Carolina granted 7th Sept. 1678 for 1200 acres to Sir Peter Colleton."
Date: 
Size: 53 by 50
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)
Name(s): Peter Colleton; John Mitchell; M.W. Smith; John Giles; John White; Keating Simons; Samuel G. Barker; John H. Dawson; Mary Broughlon; Alex. C. Mazyck
Location(s): Cooper River; Biggon Creek; Mulberry House (Mulberry Castle); Moss Grove; Wadboo Barony; Fairlawn Run; Rocky Run; Lewisfield; Black Tom's Bay or Swamp; Keithfield; Gippy Swamp; Old House; Old Monck's Corner; Stony Landing; Monck's Corner; Wadboo Creek; No
Parish: St. James (Goosecreek); St. John's (Berkeley)
Types: 
Reproduction: O.
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes:

Folder: 47/12A/342
Title: "Plan of the grants and settlements on the Ashley River and Cypress Swamp, to accompany an Article on the Upper Ashley River."
Date: 
Size: 150 by 104
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)
Name(s): William Sanders; Joseph Izard; Dr. Isaac Porcher; Wm. Postell; John Guignand; Samuel Hamlin; Arthur Middleton; Moses Marlin; Gersham Hawks
Location(s): Ashley River; Cypress Swamp; Ashley Barony; the Laurels; Eagle's Hill; Eagle Creek; Tranquil Hill; Dorchester Plantation; Wolf's Castle Swamp; Blue House Road; Goose Creek; Dorchester Road; Malling Barony; Traveler's Rest; Oak Grove; Pryor's; Old Tavern;
Parish: St. George's (Dorchester); St. James (Goose Creek)
Types: 
Reproduction: O.
Original page number in plat book: 1919
Notes: Compiled from old maps and deeds by Henry A.M. Smith. "the map of New Summerville is from the map of C.E. Detmold for the South Carolina canal and R.R. Company in 1831. the map [of] old Summerville is from the map of R.K. Payne in December 1831."

Folder: 47/12A/343
Title: "Plan of the grants and settlements on the Ashley River and Cypress Swamp, to accompany an Article on the Upper Ashley River."
Date: 
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Size: 71 by 55
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)
Name(s): William Sanders; Joseph Izard; Dr. Isaac Porcher; Wm. Postell; John Guignand; Samuel Hamlin; Arthur Middleton; Moses Marlin; Gersham Hawks
Location(s): Rumphill Branch; Guignands; Corn Hill; Langleys; Sanders; Izard's Cow Pen; Cobley Tract; Yeomans; Road to orangeburgh; Colley Tract; New Summrville; Sawmill Branch; Old Summerville; Poplin's Sawmill Tract; Pigeon Bay; West Savannah; Fair Spring; Old Hecto
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: Print,
Original page number in plat book: 1919
Notes: Compiled from old maps and deeds by Henry A.M. Smith. Print of 47/12A/342.

Folder: 47/12A/344
Title: "Sketch Plan of the City of Charleston and of Charleston Neck showing the lines of the Original Grants in the City and of the Plantations or settlements along the Neck."
Date:
Size: 92 by 76
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)
Name(s): Wm. Bulls; Barnaby Bulls
Location(s): Charleston; Charleston Neck; Stock Prior; Quarter House; Marshland; Terry Landing Dover; Retreat; U.S. Navy Yard; Burton's Mills; Woosah Creek; Ryedale; Malone; Accabee Flats; Accabee; Corn Hill; Milton Lodge; the Happy Retreat; Perkins; Stony Point; Ashl
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O.
Original page number in plat book: 1917
Notes: "Compiled from old deeds maps and surveys by Henry A.M. Smith 1917."

Folder: 47/12A/345
Title: "Map showing the location and boundaries of the barony called Winnyaw Barony on the South side of Winyah Bay in South Carolina granted 18th June 1711 to Landgrave Robert Daniel for 12,000 acres and by him transferred on 19th June 1711 to Landgrave Thomas
Date:
Size: 36 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)
Name(s): Landgrave Thomas Smith; Landgrave Robert Daniel;
Location(s): Winyaw Barony; Winyah Bay; Frazier's Point; Cat Island; Green Meadows; Annandale; the Marsh; Pleasant Meadows; Mill Dam; Camp main; Rice Hope; the Retreat; Dover; Hopsewee; Fawnhill; White Oak; North Santee River; South Santee River;
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: 
Original page number in plat book: 1912?

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notes: Compiled from old maps and deeds by H.A.M. Smith.

Folder: 47/12A/346
Title: "'The explanation written on this margin of the old map is indecipherable. This endorsed on the back as follows: 'A Plan of Childbury Towne upon the Western Branch of Cooper River in the County of Berkley with the Parsonage and Common laid out in the ye
Date: Size: 42 by 36
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (copyist)
Name(s): James Child
Location(s):
Parish: Berkley
Types: Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Square drawing with 178 plots. Copied from the old map by Henry A.M. Smith. Fragment.

Folder: 47/12A/347
Title: "Map of Childbury being a copy taken from a copy made by Wm. A.G. Rose from an old map in the possession [in 1893] of Elias Ball Esq."
Date: Size: 28 by 25
Surveyor: Name(s): James Child
Location(s): Child's Square; Dixe's Square; Square Street; Forster Street; Market Street; Church Street; Mulberry Street; Bay Street; Colledge Square.
Parish: Berkley
Types: Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Square drawing of streets and squares.

Folder: 47/12A/348
Title: "Map showing the location and boundaries of the barony called HOBCAW BARONY on Waccamaw Neck in the Parish of All Saints in Georgetown City South Carolina, granted 5th December 1718 to John Lord Carteret for 12000 acres but on resurvey in 1736 found to co
Date: Size: 72 by 50
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)
Name(s): John Roberts; John Lord Carteret
Location(s): Winyah Bay; Muddy Bay; North Island; North Inlet; Atlantic Ocean; Peedee River; Black River; Sampit River; Hobcaw Barony; Waccamaw River; Outland Creek; Outland; Brookgreen; Turkey Hill, the Oaks; Kings Highway; Mt. Arena; Sandy Knowl (sp?); Calais; Straw
Parish: All Saints
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types:

Reproduction: O.

Original page number in plat book: 1913

Notes: "NOTE: the barony did not include North Island. Debidue Island was formerly called Yahany or Yauhaney Island, and later Sandy Island and Dubordieu Island. North Island was Originally named Craven Island. Magnolia Beach was formerly called Alston Islan

Folder: 47/12A/348

Title: Plat showing Ashley Barony and other locations and Plantations along Ashley River.

Date:

Size: 106 by 66

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (copyist)

Name(s): James Pandarris; Joseph Elliott; William Elliott; Benjamin Shead; Thomas Drayton; Barnard Elliott; Samuel Wainwright; W.B. Mitchell; Thomas Elliott; Amerinthia Farr; Thomas Waring; Peter Taylor; Wm. Bull; Stephen Bjull; Mrs. Ann Evans; Peter Golding

Location(s): Parkers Ferry; New Road; Cone Acre; Bob's Savannah; Old House; Poplar Hill; Pine Hill; Clay Hill; Round Savannah; Manolons House; Evance; Black Robin; Cow Savannah; Ashley Barony; Slans Bridge; Beech Hill; orangebury; Summersville Bridge;

Parish:

Types:

Reproduction: O.

Original page number in plat book: 1913?

Notes:

Folder: 47/12A/349

Title: Map of Ashley Barony and nearby Plantations and sites.

Date:

Size: 108 by 67

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)

Name(s): Peter Golding; William Elliott; Mrs. Ann Evans; Thomas Elliott; Samuel Wainwright; W.B. Mitchell; William Bull; Stephen Bull; Amerinthia Farr; Benjamin Shead; Joseph Elliott; James Pendarus; Thomas Drayton; Thomas Harris; Peter Taylor

Location(s): Round Savannah; Westo; Summersville Bridge; Walnut Hill; Monolon House; Villa; Evance; Savannah Road; Black Robin; Jack Savannah; Old House; Poplar Hill; Clay Hill; Pinckney Plains; Cane Acre; Public road from Parkers Ferry to Charleston; Bob's Savannah; D

Parish:

Types:

Reproduction: O.

Original page number in plat book: 1913?

Notes:

Folder: 47/12A/350

Title: "Plan of the settlements on the Ashley River to accompany an Article on the Ashley River its seats and settlements." Compiled from old maps and deeds by Henry A.M. Smith 1919.

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Date:  
Size: 198 by 106  
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)  
Name(s): Charles Jones; Francis Fidling; Cyprian Bigelow; Charles Drayton; Peter Manigault; Savage; Cripps; Fuller; Benjamin Wood; Benjamin Godin; George Vilhower; Thomas Elmes; Thomas Mell; John Parker; Conrad Keckeley; John Boisseau; Ralph Izard; Thomas Cater; G  
Location(s): St. Andrew Church; Club House; Springfield; Shemtown; Ashley River; Stony Point; Izard Camp; Fetteressa; Andrews or Liberty Hall; the White House; Ashley Wood and Jerico; Martindale Plantation; French Garde; Ten Mile Hill Tract; Forest Springs; Schievelin  
Parish: St. andrew  
Types:  
Reproduction: O,  
Original page number in plat book: 1919  
Notes:  

Folder: 47/12A/351  
Title: Map of Mulberry Plantation and other sites along the Cooper River  
Date:  
Size: 50 by 33  
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)  
Name(s): Thomas Broughton; John Mitchell; Ellery; A.C. Mazyck; Mary Broughton; John Giles; M.W. (illegible); Keating Simons; Sedgewick Lewis; Charles Colleton  
Location(s): Stony Landing; Lewisfield; Cooper River; Wadboo Barony; Keithfield; Pokers Run; Biggen Creek; Epsom; Congaree Road; Milton; Monck's Corner; Battersea; Santee Creek; Fairlawn River; North Chacher; South Chacher; Willow Grove; Wappoolah Creek  
Parish:  
Types:  
Reproduction: O,  
Original page number in plat book:  
Notes:  

Folder: 47/12A/352  
Title: "A Plan of the Town of Edmundsbury situate on the SW Side of Ashepoo River."  
Date:  
Size: 51 by 39  
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)  
Name(s): Henry Yonge  
Location(s): Edmundsbury; the Commons; Church Street; Ashepoo River; High Road; Georges Street; Back Street; Church Land; Grove Street  
Parish:  
Types:  
Reproduction: ,  
Original page number in plat book: 1740  
Notes: Delineated the 15th October 1740 for Henry Yonge." NOTE: Photograph of Plan in Cities and  

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Folder: 47/12A/353
Title: "A True and Exact Plan of George Town as it is laid out in Craven County South Carolina with its Common and River thereunto annexed. the Town is divided into 230 Lots an 12 Streets containing 174 1/2 acres and the Commons as represented in the above Plan
Date:
Size: 49 by 38
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)
Name(s): Elisha Screven
Location(s): George Town River; Front Street; the Common; Common Street; King Street; orange Street; Screven Street; Queen Street; the Free School; the Presbyterian Meeting; the Church of England; the AnnaBaptist Meeting; the House of Corrections; Duke Street; Broad S
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "surveyed and Delineated by Willliam Swinton."

Folder: 47/12A/354
Title: Map of 'Purryburgh' (Purryburgh).
Date:
Size: 70 by 49
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)
Name(s):
Location(s): Savanna River
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 1740?
Notes: Contains 455 lots along the Savanna River near the Georgia border.

Folder: 47/12A/355
Title: "Plan of the Barony of 12000 acres on Ashley River grantd to the Earl of Shaftsbury on 18th March 1675 and then styled St. Giles or otherwise Cussoe Barony -- and by his son conveyed to the latters [sic] brother Lord Maurice Ashley 20 July 1685 and by the
Date:
Size: 95 by 69
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)
Name(s): Samuel Wragg; William Morgan; Earl of Shaftsbury; Lord Maurice Ashley; Peter Cattel; John Williams; William Wragg; Robert Gibbes; John Wragg; Jacob Waight; John Waller; Alexander Skene; Robert Johnston aka "Black Robin;" Charles Wright; Jacob Williams; Sa
Location(s): Ashley River; Eagle Creek; Road to Dorchester; Middleton Place; Middleton Creek; Jacob's or Waight's Creek; Uxbridge Settlement; St. Giles; Cussoe Barony; Ashley Barony; Jerry Hill;

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Middleton's Savannah Settlement; Road to Salt Hill Settlement; Wampee; Wa

Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O.

Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Compiled from various plats and conveyances showing the location of the subdivision of the Barony and the adjacent settlements." Henry A.M. Smith

Folder: 47/12A/356
Title: "Map showing the location and boundaries of the Signiory [sic] of St. Giles commonly called Ashley Barony on the South side of the Ashley river in South Carolina granted 18th March 1675 for 12000 acres to Anthony Earl of Shaftsbury, with sketch division I

Date:
Size: 99 by 70
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)
Name(s): Anthony Earl of Shaftsbury; Alexander Skene; Samuel Wragg; Jacob Saltar; William Wallace; Thomas Gadsden; Michael Bacon; Samuel Clark; Thomas Baker; Josiah Osgood; Peter Goulding; Benjamin Waring; Dr. David Oliphant
Location(s): Signiory of St. Giles; Ashley Barony; Ashley River; Cedar Grove; Wragg's Settlement; Uxbridge; Jacob's or Wraight's Creek; Middleton Place; Public road from Charleston; Oak Forest; Eagle Creek; Road to Goose Creek; Old Fort; Road to Dorchester; New Skene;
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O.
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Compiled from old maps and deeds by Henry A.M. Smith."

Folder: 47/12A/357
Title: "Sketch map showing the location and shape of the old Township of Purrysburgh. General outline of the map taken from Mills Atlas of 1825. Location and shape of Township taken from the map made by Hugh Bryan in 1735."

Date:
Size: 61 by 50
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)
Name(s):
Location(s): Hilton Head Island; Broad River; Beaufort; Port Royal Island; Royal & Augusta R.R.; Solkehatchie River; Yemassee; Lemon Island; Pineapple Island; Bull's Island; Dowfuskie Island; Turtle Island; Jones Island; Savage Island; May River; Callbogue Sound; Pinc
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O.
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12A/358
Title: Map of Purrysburgh Town showing 455 lots.
Date:
Size: 73 by 51
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)
Name(s):
Location(s): Savanna River; Part of Georgia; W. Oak Creek; "Wht Oak;" Impassible River Swamp
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O.
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12A/359
Title: "Map showing the location and boundaries of the Wadboo Barony at the head of the Western Branch of Cooper river in South Carolina granted 14th August 1683 to Landgrave James Colleton for 12000 acres with sketch [of] division lines showing the subdivisions
Date:
Size: 76 by 50
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)
Name(s): James Colleton
Location(s): Fair Forest Swamp; Parsonage; Public road to Strawberry Ferry; Old Sawmill Road; Wad[ ]house; Fairlawn Barony; Public road to Charleston; Western Branch of Cooper River; Story Landing; Biggon Creek; Old Monck's Corner Village; Epsom Plantation; Keithfield
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O.
Original page number in plat book: 1909
Notes: "Compiled from old maps and deeds in 1909 by Henry A.M. Smith."

Folder: 47/12A/360
Title: "Map showing the site of Old Charles Town or Albemarle Point in South Carolina with some adjoining grants and Plantations and the location on Wappoo Creek where Indigo was cultivated by Miss Eliza Lucas."
Date:
Size: 72 by 53
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)
Name(s): Eliza Lucas; Jeremiah Savage; Col. Lucas; Branford; Rose; Mrs. Woodword; Elliott
Location(s): Stono River; Green Grove Plantation; Silk Hope; Littlebury; Coalprey or Geddes Hall; Tiger Swamp; Hillsboro; [J]estpenny Plantation; Old Town Plantation; Ashley River; Albemarle Point; Accabee Plantation; City of Charleston; West Point Mills; Chisolm's Mil
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O.

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Original page number in plat book: 1915?
Notes: "Compiled from old deeds and plats by Henry A.M. Smith."

Folder: 47/12A/361
Title: "A Platt [sic] of Charles Town" showing 307 lots.
Date:
Size: 50 by 48
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)
Name(s): Captain Hewet; Mrs. Hobson
Location(s): the Old Church Yard; Cooper River; Charles Town; Captn Hewet's Square; Mrs. Hobson's lots
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12A/362
Title: "Map showing the location and boundaries of the tract of land known as Boone's Barony on the West side of the Edisto river in the Parish of St. Bartholomew in South Carolina; donated by the State of South Carolina to Major General Nathaniel Greene; with s
Date:
Size: 56 by 43
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)
Name(s): Nathaniel Greene
Location(s): Boone's Barony; Edisto or PonPon River; Jacksonboro; Site of Old Jacksonboro; Atlantic Coast Line R.R.; Ashepoo Road; Horse Shoe Road; Hayne Hall; "Site of the Chapel of Ease of St. Bartholomew's Parish called Burnt Church;" Green Meadows; Forlorn Hope; W
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Compiled from old maps and deeds by Henry A.M. Smith."

Folder: 47/12A/363
Title: Wiltown Bluff (?)
Date:
Size: 49 by 38
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)
Name(s): William Levingston; James Cochran
Location(s): South Edisto River; Cherry Garden Square; St. Andrews Square; St. Georges Square; Bloomsbury Square; Kings Square; Chelsey; Kensington Square; Marlborough Square; Golden Square; St. James Square; Covent Garden; Market Place; Blenham Square; Salisbury Squa
Parish:
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types:
Reproduction: O
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Note: Scale stated in a memorandum on a copy made by Thaddeus Sobiecki -- Deputy Surveyor made on 8 January 1818."

Folder: 47/12C/1
Title: "A PLAN of a Body of land called the Elms Blue house & composed of sundry tracts the property of Ralph Izard Esq. situated in the parishes of St. James Goose Creek & St. George Dorchester Charleston district."
Date:
Size: 70 by 66
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith (compiler)
Name(s): Susanah Bee; Robert Gibbes; Thomas Middleton; William Smith; Ralph Izard; Peter Smith; George Parker; Jonathan Fitch; Mrs. Elizabeth Prevans; Mathias Hutchinor; Mrs. Ann Waring; John Fenwick; Gideon Faucheraud; M. Fulmer; Peter Bacot; Alexander Garden; Wi
Location(s): the Elms; Blue House Plantation; Otranto; Blue House Tract; Goose Creek Bridge; Goose Creek; Public road to Charleston; estate of Thomas Middleton; Mount Holly tract; Public road to Monks [sic] Corner; Fredericks Tract; Goose Creek Road; Elms Settlement;
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Compiled from plats of Mr. John Tenunch (sp?) & others and Surveys taken by J. Purcell."

Folder: 47/12C/2
Title: Charleston and Vicinity
Date:
Size: 96 by 82
Surveyor: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
Name(s): Landgrave Weal
Location(s): Accabee; Milton Lodge; Oak Grove; Simpson's; Hurst's; Hickory Hill; Baldrick's; Oakland; the Camp; Bujlls; Corn Hill; Stony Point; onsaw or Filben's Creek; Filbens; Glen's; Wapoolaw Creek; Ashley Hall; Panthon (sp?) Creek; Pierpont; Oak Grove Mill; Old T
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 1917
Notes: "NOTE: the lines and writing in black ink represent the lines, places, and Plantations, mentioned in the Article on 'Charleston and Charleston Neck,' published in the South Carolina Historial and Genealogical Magazine for January 1918, and on 'Old Charle

Folder: 47/12C/3
Title: ?
Date:
Size: 106 by 89
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Alex. Moultrie; John Ward; Henry Ravenel (sp?); Ben Smith
Location(s): Mulberry; Hickory Hill; Parnassus; Mt. Pleasant; Cedar Hill
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Original drawing and photographic copy.

Folder: 47/12D/1
Title: Drawing of Charleston Environs
Date:
Size:
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Campmann (sp?); Andrew Johnson; Sutter; Lynch; A. Smith now Withen (sp?); Benjamin Scuder (sp?); Robert Smith; Thomas
Location(s): Bear Hill Creek; Minim or Minion Creek; Mill Dam; the Retreat; Hopsawee; Fawn Hill; Duck Creek; Road to Georgetown
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Original drawing.

Folder: 47/12D/2
Title: Drawing of John's Island. (second page) "[copy of a plat and list in the handwriting of Mr. Kinsey Burden of John's Island -- no date given on the map or list -- but apparently made between 1826 and 1836.]

Date:
Size: 49 by 13
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): T.B. Seabrook; T. Simmons; Gibbes; J. Moore Malkins; Forrester; R. Reynolds; S. Ward; Thomas Legare; Kinsey Burden; Mirah Jenkins; Paul T. Gervais; John Dawson; William Blacklock; Thomas Hanscome; William Whaley; William Robinson; Mrs. A. Slanyarne (sp?);
Location(s): Atlantic Ocean; Wapoo Creek; Church Creek; Mushroom Creek; Ferry Road; Coffon Land; Kiawah Island; Hanscomes Corner; Slno Islet; Slno River; North Edisto Inlet; Tuckers Island; Edisto Island; Slannis Island; Burton Island; Simmon Island; Rock Landing; P
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Population: 190 whites. 2666 negro slaves. 6 free negroes. 1 white to 14 blacks."

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12D/3
Title: Untitled/undated Map showing various sites.
Date:
Size: 78 by 52 1/2
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Langley's; J.S. Guignaud
Location(s): Cornhill
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12D/4
Title: Untitled/undated Map showing various sites.
Date:
Size: 78 by 53
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): theodore Venditte (sp?); Daniel Rumph; John Boisseau; Thomas Singleton; John Lyons; Dawsons; Lawrence Lowdes; Wm. Sanders; John Cunningham; Laurence Sanders; Crum; James Sanders; John Guignaud; Jonathan Warner; W. Postell; Thomas Waring
Location(s): Cornhill
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: NOTE: Many names are illegible.

Folder: 47/12D/5
Title: "This plat represents the form and shape of one thousand and eighty acres of land which said land was formerly [] out to Steph:Bull Esq Dec [?] situate in Berkly County -- lying there on the SW side by Ashley River [illegible] on the land of Henry Samways
Date:
Size: 48 by 41
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Madam Godfrey; Chas. Lesad (sp?); Robt Wilkinson; Thos Weatherby; Wm Branford; H. Samways; Wm O'Conner; Stephen Bull
Location(s): Ashley River
Parish: Berkley
Types:
Reproduction: O,
Original page number in plat book: 1706
Notes:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12D/6
Title: Untitled/undated Map showing various sites along the Ashley River.
Date:
Size: 82 by 56
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Thomas Baker; Isaiah Osgood; Samuel Clarke; Stevens; Peter Wilding; William Walker; Sm. Samuels; John Baker; Peter Catteles (sp?); Ravenel; John Williams; Richard Wainwright
Location(s): Ashley River; Long Savanna; Wampe (sp?) Savanna
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12D/7
Title: Untitled/undated Map showing various sites.
Date:
Size: 78 by 52
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Blake; Waring
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12D/8
Title: Untitled/undated Map showing various sites.
Date:
Size: 80 by 53
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Dr. David Oliphant; Andrew Slann; John Murray; Thos Waring; Wm Scott; John Stevens; Jos Stevens; R. Izard; Wm Norman; Richard Waring; Joseph Waring; James Ford; John Boissieu; John Singleton; theodore Vederly (?); Rebecca Arebel (?); Mr. Boon; R. Lyons; M
Location(s): Ashley River
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12D/9

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Title: Untitled/undated Map showing various sites.

Date:

Size: 77 by 53

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Name(s): Dr. Olyphant; Thos Waring; Mr. Shultz; John Boisseau; Wm Waring; James Ford; Richard Waring; Joseph Waring; Jonathan Guignaud; Rumph; Lawrence [illegible]; Wm Lansden (?); Verody (?); Aaron Waring

Location(s): Cypress Road; Corn Hill

Parish:

Types:

Reproduction: O,

Original page number in plat book:

Notes: NOTE: on reverse side of Map, a small hand-drawn inset of 5000 acres along the Elk River.

Folder: 47/12D/10

Title: Fragment of a "copy of a Plat lodged this 9 February 1859. Henry Trescott." Plat "surveyed & drawn by John A. Michel City Surveyor in Upper Wards of Charleston."

Date:

Size: 47 by 25

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Name(s):

Location(s): Mary Street; America Street; Reid Street; South Court; Owell (?) Piazza

Parish:

Types:

Reproduction: O,

Original page number in plat book:

Notes:

Folder: 47/12D/11

Title: "Endorsed: Plan of a tract of land on Johns Island on Stono River belonging to the estate of Edward Fenwick [illegible]. Sold by a Decree of the Court of Chancery to divers persons."

Date:

Size: 49 by 33

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Name(s): Edward Fenwick; Charles Brown; Abraham Waight; William Nort (?); Butler

Location(s): Johns Island; Stono River

Parish:

Types:

Reproduction: O,

Original page number in plat book:

Notes:

Folder: 47/12D/12


Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Size: 49 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): William Hearvey; Francis Rose; Mrs. Elizabeth River; Charles Alexander; John Drayton
Location(s): Wapoo Creek; Road to James Island
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12D/16
Title: Untitled/undated Map of sites along Wappoo Creek and Ashley River. "Recorded M.C.O. Charleston in Bk M.8. p. 15."
Date:
Size: 49 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Mr. Davis
Location(s): Ashley River; Wappoo Creek; Old Road; Turnpike Road
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12D/17
Date:
Size: 49 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Capt. Edmund Bellinger; Mary Lucia Bellinger; Stephen Bull Esq.; apt. James McPherson; Wm Elliott; Mrs. Eliz Bellinger; Capt. John McPherson; Henry Hyrne (?); William Brisbane
Location(s): Chuly Phinny Creek (?)
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12D/18
Title: "copy plat of Lands allotted to Mrs. Elizabeth Bellinger on division of th lands of her father Shem Butter. Recorded in office Historical Commission in Book N.C. p. 374."
Date:
Size: 49 by 33
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Elizabeth Bellinger; Shem Butter; Mrs. Martha Vincent; Charles Jones; Mrs. Sarah Butter; Mrs. Rebecca Butter; Mr. Dimes; Captain Edmund Bellinger; Mrs. Esther Elliott
Location(s): Ashley River; the Ferry Path
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12D/19
Title: Untitled/undated Map of sites along Stono River and Wapoo Creek.
Date:
Size: 49 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s): Stono River; Wapoo Creek; Wapoo Cut; Lin Creek; Public road from James Island to New Bridge
Parish: St. Andrews
Types:
Reproduction: C
Original page number in plat book:

Folder: 47/12D/20
Title: "copy of a plan of 610 acres or thereabouts on the North side of Stono River 110 acres being part of a larger tract granted to George Nights, 100 [acres] granted to Samuel Jones, 51 acres granted to Dorothy Jones, 61 acres granted to William Bull 103 acr
Date:
Size: 49 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Richard Godfries; William Bull; Stephen Bull; Samuel Jones; Dorothy Jones; Thomas Jones; George Nights; Brown; Benjamin Eliott; Thomas Elet; George Wagner
Location(s): Stono River
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "copy taken from the Original plan December 7th 1799." "Endorsed: copy of a plat of 610 acres of land on the North side of Stono River now belonging to George Wagner 1799."

Folder: 47/12D/21
Title: Untitled/undated map of sites along Wapoo Creek and Colleton Creek.
Date:
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12D/22
Title: Untitled/undated map of sites along Wappoo Creek.
Date:
Size: 49 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Miss Martha Prioleau; Alex H. Brown; W. Sanders; Edward Sebring; John Hanchel
Location(s): Wapoo Creek; Colleton Creek; Shell Road; Old River Road to Ash.
Parish: 
Types:  
Reproduction:  
Original page number in plat book:  
Notes: "Endorsed: Wm. Ravenel. Apr 19, 1860."

Folder: 47/12D/23
Title: "Plan of a Plantation situated on the North side of Stono River State of South Carolina containing in the whole 312 acres more or less belonging to Dr. Air from a Survey made in September 1801 by John Diamond."
Date: 
Size: 49 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): J.H. Steinmeyer; Wm. Burne
Location(s): Wappoo Creek
Parish:  
Types: 
Reproduction:  
Original page number in plat book:  

Folder: 47/12D/24
Title: "at the request of Peter Bocquet I have surveyed a Plantation situate on Stono River and purchased

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
of Thomas Tucker 710 acres High Land 420 acres of Marsh. surveyed this 8 November 1786 by G. Schriber D.S. " [in pencil this is evidently Thos Horry's land

**Date:**
**Size:** 49 by 33
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** ; Polony
**Location(s):** Stono River
**Parish:** St. Andrews
**Types:**
**Reproduction:** C,

**Original page number in plat book:** 1913

**Notes:** "Endorsed: Plan of a Plantation on Stono River in St. Andrews Parish & containing 1220 acres now belonging to George Wagner [in pencil Polony]--copied from the plan drawn by Schriber in 1786."
"Recorded in the Register's office in Book W. No 6 p 87 on th

**Folder:** 47/12D/25

**Title:** "Endorsed: copy of a plan annexed to a Grant for an Island unto Joseph Blake--now called Simmon's Island and now belonging to Francis Simmons Esq--Forming part of Johns Island."

**Date:**
**Size:** 49 by 33
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** Joseph Blake; Francis Simmons; John Archdale; John Beresford; John Anchoate (?); James More; Joseph Morton; Stephen Bull; Thomas Cary
**Location(s):** Colleton County; North Edisto River; the Main Ocean; Boo-hee-cott Creek; Matthews Creek; Simmons Island; Johns Island; the Hallover; Heywaw Creek
**Parish:** St. Andrews
**Types:**
**Reproduction:** C,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** "by virtue of a Speciale Warrant under the hand and seal of the Honble John Archdale Govr hearing date the 18th of November 1695 to me directed I have admeasured and laid out that parcel of land being an Island--containing 2200 acres unto the Honble [ille

**Folder:** 47/12D/26(A)

**Title:** "the above five Plats are copied from the Originals [illegible] laid down as they adjoin each other representing in the whole 2712 acres of Land called Poosheep situate in the Parish of St. Johns Berkley County on the Waters of Cooper River."

**Date:**
**Size:**
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** J.A. Boisseau; Genl Moultrie; Stephen Mazyck; Henry LeNoble; Peter De St. Julien; Peter Trovillant; James Landon; Daniel Ravenel; Rene Ravenel; Paul D. Ravenel; JA Lourdon; Robert Marion; Alex Chataignier; DeCramale (?)
**Location(s):** Poosheep; Cooper River; Berkley County; Wantoot; Fannvilles (?)

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Parish: St. Johns
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 1924
Notes: "No 1--100 acres Granted to Peter De St. Julien on the 5th May 1704. No 2--290 acres purchased by Alex Chalaigner DeCramale of Peter De St. Julien Laid off in Sepr 1711 No 3 one moiety or half part of a Tract Granted to Philip Trovillant on the 18th of Jul

Folder: 47/12D/26(B)
Title: "the above delineated PLAN or exhibits the Shapes marks, Butings [sic] & Boundings of 2712 acres of Land belonging to Rene Ravenel Esquire situate in St. Johns Parish Berkley County. Copied from the Originals [sic] Plats now in his possession with approxi
Date:
Size:
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Rene Ravenel; Peter De St. Julien; Alex DeChataigner DeCramale; Philip Trovillant; Paul D. Ravenel; Henry LeNoble
Location(s): Pooshee; Cooper River; Berkley County
Parish: St. Johns
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 1924
Notes: "Explanations: No 1 called Pooshee was Granted to Peter De St. Julien on the 5th day of May 1704 for 1000 acres No 2 Appears to have been purchased by Alex DeChataigner DeCramale in Sepr 1711 of Peter De St. Julien for 290 No 3--one moiety or half part of

Folder: 47/12D/27
Title: "Endorsed: A plan of a Body of Land or Plantation called Bugby part on John's and part on Wadmalaw Islands belonging to the estate of Dr. James Carson. from a survey taken by C. Heatley in 1787."
Date:
Size: 49 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Dr. James Carson; Dowell
Location(s): Johns Island; Wadmalaw Island; Bugby; Loughton Road; Bohicket Creek; Busby Bridge; Wadmalaw Creek
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "surveyed on the 28th March 1787 the estate of Bugby by Charles Heatley. Copied from the Plat in the possession of Mr. Carson in June 1794."

Folder: 47/12D/28
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Title: "Plan of Several tracts in St. Pauls Colleton--formerly of Jas B. Campbell but conveyed at his death to T.M. Hanchel Master to Henry A. (illegible) Smith by deed dated 22 July 1886 viz."

Date:
Size: 61 by 49
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Jas B. Campbell; T.M. Hanchel Master; Henry A. Smith; Humphrey Somers; Marion
Location(s): Somers Hall; Bay Swamp; Bolton Hall; Savana Plantation; Old Reserve; Blue House; Est. Jones; Spring Grove; Parkrs Farm; Road from Charleston; Public road to Bacons Bridge; Colleton County
Parish: St. Pauls
Types:
Reproduction: O,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12D/29
Title: "Plat of tract of land containing 459 acres viz 421 high and 38 acres marsh per plat by Joseph Purcell March 1791. Formed of part of a grant for 500 acres to Thos Rose 16 June 1677 & of a grant for 70 acres to Stephen Bull 5 Aug. 1680."

Date:
Size: 49 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Dr. Alexr Baron; Thos Rose; Stephen Bull; William Bellinger; Thomas Hooper; Ralph Izard; William Newhanny; Joseph Fuller
Location(s): Strong Point; Ashley River; the Camp
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Recorded M.C.O. Bk C. No 6--p. 143 annexed to Deed from Joseph W. Fuller to Dr. Alexr Baron dated 29 March 1791."

Folder: 47/12D/30
Title: "copy plat annexed to grant to William Bull of 1080 acres dated of which 500 was formerly granted to Stephen Bull and 580 was granted to William Bull recorded off.:Hist [illegible] Memorial Bk vol 1 --p."

Date:
Size: 49 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Stephen Bull; Thos Weatherly; Henry Samways; Wm Branford; Madam Godfrey; Rob Wilkinson; Chas Lesade; William Bull
Location(s): Ashley River
Parish: Berkley
Types:
Reproduction: O,

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Carolina []--This plat represents the form and shape of one thousand and eighty acres of land which said land was formerly run out to Steph:Bull Esq deed--situate in Berkley County lying & being [illegible] on the S.W.t side of Ashley River butting & bou

Folder: 47/12D/31
Title: "This Plan exhibits the shape and form of a Tract of land situated on the North side of Wapoo Creek, in the Parish of St. Andrew Charleston district--and state of South Carolina--containing in the whole Four hundred and forty-five acres viz 408 1/2 acres
Date:
Size:
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Edward Blake; Charles Elliott; Charle Linning; Mrs. Elizabeth Rivers; Thomas Rose
Location(s):
Parish: St. Andrews
Types:
Reproduction: C,C
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Endorsed: Plan of a Tract of land on Wapoo in St. Andrews Parish belonging to Edward Blake and now divided into two Lots or Tracts from a Survey taken in February 1795." "N.B. the lines coloured Blue are now agreed upon by the parties to be the divisio

Folder: 47/12D/32
Title: "copy Map attached to Conveyance dated 25 Dec 1756 from Charles Lowndes Provost Marshal to Charles Mayne of Plantation of 1384 acres in Granville County--Butting and Bounding North and East on Combahee River South partly on Radnor Common and partly on the
Date:
Size: 49 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Charles Lowndes; Charles Mayne; John Mackenzie; Matthew Roche; Ferroll; Bull
Location(s): Combahee River; Radnor Commons; Combahee Bridge; Beaufort; Port Royal; Millryne's Island
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 1917
Notes: "the deed is unrecorded. Copied by me from the Original in the possession of Miss Alicia Middleton--February 1917."

Folder: 47/12D/33
Title: "This plat represents the shape of one hundred and forty four acres of land & marsh formerly laid out and granted unto Mr. Henry Wigginton, situate in Berkley County on the Southwest side of Cooper River, Butting and bounding to the North West on Mr. Charle
Date:
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Size: 49 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Henry Wigginton; Charles Burnham; Gilson Clapp; Robert Johnson; William Craven; Thomas Shubrick (?); Wm Bull; Daniel Smith; Henry Sanssure (?)
Location(s): Cooper River; Broad Path
Parish: 49 by 33
Types:
Reproduction: C,

Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Recorded in Book [?] R. 6 page 558 this 22 day of April 1797 and examined by Danl Smith Reg."  "N.B. there is no Release with this plat, but was affixed in this Book by request of Thomas Shubrick [?] Esq.”  "N.B. by H.A. DeSansurre [?] Copied from Pst [?]

Folder: 47/12D/34
Title: "Plan of 450 acres of high land & a piece of marsh on Ashley river (the number of acres not ascertained) being part of 1886 acres resurveyed by me for Thomas Fuller Esq in January 1804. John Diamont Esq."
Date:
Size: 49 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Thomas Fuller; Joseph Cole; John Julius Pringle; John Bowman; William Cattle
Location(s): Ashley River
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,

Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "copy Plat annexed to conveyance from Thomas Fuller to Joseph Cole dated 28 Dec. 1810. Recorded M.C.O. Reh [?] C. No. 8 p. 222.”

Folder: 47/12D/35
Title: Plat of "Vaucluse the property of Thomas Boston Clarkson containing 431.40 acres viz mixed wooded land 272.13 Fields & 2nd Growth S. Pub R 67.68 Cleared & high land & mar [?] 71.59 Marsh land 20 [totaling] 431.40"
Date:
Size: 49 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Drayton; Thomas Boston Clarkson; Henry A. Middleton; Doctor C. Drayton; Robt Brewton; G. Hunter
Location(s): Vaucluse; Slanyarne's Creek; Ashley River; Drayton Hall
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,

Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "surveyed May 1838 by Robt [] Pinckney from Fenwicke's survey of 1774."  "Recorded M.C.O.  

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Bk A. p 18."

**Folder:** 47/12D/36(A)  
**Title:** "[copy of a plat and list in the handwriting of Mr. Kinsey Burden of John's Island -- no date --  
given on the map or list -- but apparently made between 1826 and 1836]"  
NOTE: Numbered Lots 1-66.  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 49 by 33  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** T.B. Seabrook; T. Simmons; L.L. Gibbes; J. Moore Matthews; estate Forrester; B. Reynolds;  
estate Col. I Ward; James Mair; estate Tho Legare; Kinsey Burden; Micah Jenkins; Rev. Paul T Gervais;  
Paul C Grimball; John Dawson; estate Wm Blocklock; Thomas Hanscom  
**Location(s):** Johns Island; James Island; Newtown Cut; Wappoo Creek; Slono River; Slono Inlet; Ferry  
Road; Coffin Land; Kewah Island; Kewah River; Boguets Road; Lower Public Road; Fenwick New  
Road; Guerens Ferry; Hickory Hill Road; Church Creek; Buby Crossway; Hanscome  
**Parish:**  
**Types:**  
**Reproduction:** C,  
**Original page number in plat book:**  
**Notes:** "Population: 190 whites. 2666 negro slaves. 6 free negroes. 1 white to 14 blacks."  
NOTE: "see next page" [47/12D/36(B)]

**Folder:** 47/12D/36(B)  
**Title:** "[the above list -- and memoranda also in the handwriting of Mr. Kinsey Burden was attached to a  
draft of the map copied on preceding page]" [47/12D/36(A)]  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 49 by 33  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** List of 66 Owners (numbered 1-66) of acres of land and Negro slaves.  
**Location(s):**  
**Parish:**  
**Types:**  
**Reproduction:** C,  
**Original page number in plat book:**  
**Notes:** "St. Johns Island: about 180 whites 2666 slaves" "6058 slaves 14 free Negroes in St. Johns  
Colleton"

**Folder:** 47/12D/37(A)  
**Title:** "the Wragg Family [family tree: Mr. Wragg of Derbyshire; andre DuBose de St. Ambrose en  
Languedoc = Marie LeStoade; Judith Souzmin = Jacques DuGue = Elizabeth Dupuy] - copied by L.C.  
[Lanston Chenes] from a copy made for Henry A Middleton Esqr by Wm W. Sm"  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 49 by 33  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):**
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Footnotes 1-6 provide additional details re Wragg Family. See 47/12D/37(B).

Folder: 47/12D/37(B)
Title: Wragg Family. Footnotes 7-11 (continuation of footnotes on 17/12D/37(A)).
Date:
Size: 49 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Second page of Wragg Family containing footnotes 7-11 (additional details re Wragg Family). See 47/12D/37(A).

Folder: 47/12D/38
Title: "A plan of a body of land being part of a larger body belonging to the estate of the late Edward Fenwick Esq decd sold by a decree of the Honble Court of Chancery etc etc from an archaic survey taken in July 1785." "Endorsed Plan of a Body of Land on J
Date:
Size: 49 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Edward Fenwick; Abraham Wright; William Hart; Major Pierre Butler; Charles Brown; Richard Hudson; Joshua Ward; John Gibbes; Robert Gibbes
Location(s): Johns Island; Stono River
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "A. A tract being part of a larger body belonging to the estate of Edward Fenwick Esq decd sold by order of the Court of Chancery to Richard Hudson Esq containing in the whole Highlands, Swamp and also rice fields & 545 acres -- and 168 acres of Marsh on

Folder: 47/12D/39
Title: "A copy taken from a copy of the Original plats [illegible] in June 1805. [copied from an old plat in Purcells handwriting among S. Lewis Simson plats]" "N.B. on the back of this plat this is taken from is endorsed. John Scat. Mrs. Thomas. James Islan
Date:
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Size: 49 by 33

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Name(s): Martha Bee; Samuel Maverick; James Lesur; Benjamin Stone; Wm Rivers; Benjamin Lamball [?]; Wm Stabo; Samuel Faith; Martha Paley; Daniel Lacey; William Cooke; James Lesner; Edward Paley; John Watkins; Nicholas Birde; Capt. Robt Rivers; Samuel Stent

Location(s): James Island; Ashley River; Wittguhenem [?] Creek; Kuskawah Creek; Kuskawah

Parish:

Types:

Reproduction: C,

Original page number in plat book:

Notes: "A. 25 acres laid off by ordr of Mr. Ree [?] in 1747 to Sm Rivers son of Capt. Robt Rivers being part of 75 acres viz B x X granted to Wm Rivers the 3d Sept 1709 said 25 A was bounded N. on lands of Samuel Stent & Samuel Maverick being the land formerly g

Folder: 47/12D/40

Title: "Plat annexed to conveyance from G.W. Gray Master to Henry B. Toomer [?] Jr dated 26 Decr 1838 Recorded M.C.O. Bk C. No. 11.p.93."

Date:

Size: 49 by 33

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Name(s): G.W. Gray Master; Henry B. Toomer [?]; Mrs. Smiles; Mr. Middleton; Fraser

Location(s): Coppain Creek; Cripps Road to Ashley Land Ferry

Parish: St. Andrews

Types:

Reproduction: C,

Original page number in plat book:

Notes: "Springfield Lands St. Andrews Parish surveyed on May 1812 from survey of John Wilson in Survey of John Peebles."

Folder: 4712D/41

Title: "Pine Land Tract 500 acres Resurveyed May 1774 by Jos. Purcell Part of a Tract Granted to Alexander Delamotte for 800 acres May 15th 1704 Bounded on the North West on Capt. Johnson Lynch on the South on Solomon ____ and on the N.E. & S.W. on vacant Land."

Date:

Size: 49 by 33

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Name(s): Alexander Delamotte; Capt. Johnson Lynch; Thomas Karwon; Blessing; Isaac Lesesne; Thos Akin

Location(s): Cherry Hill

Parish:

Types:

Reproduction: C,

Original page number in plat book:

Notes:
Folder: 47/12D/42
Title: "copy plat recorded M.C.O. Bk. V. NO. 8. p. 126. annexed to Deed from Thomas Hunt Commissioner in Equity to Dr. Henry Richardson dated 11 February 1817."
Date:
Size: 49 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Thomas Hunt; Dr. Henry Richardson; J.S. Cripps; Thos Middleton; J. Wilson
Location(s): Hickory Hill
Parish: St. Andrews
Types:
Reproduction: C.
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Rough draft of land in St. Andrews Parish belonging to estate of J.S. Cripps & Est of decd J. Wilson." "References No. 1 236 acres; No. 2 298 acres; 3 331 acres; G 43 do not know whether it belongs to Est of J.S. Cripps or Est of Thos Middleton."

Folder: 47/12D/43
Title: "500 ac sold to Col. Blake by him to Ralph Izard."
Date:
Size: 52 by 36
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Col. Blake; Ralph Izard; John Izard; John Dawson; Maj John Parlitt ?
Location(s): Vick (?) Spring Branch; North Fork Lan[?] Branch; Pub Rd from Charleston
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O.
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12D/44
Title: Untitled/undated hand drawing of various lots
Date:
Size: 35 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O.
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12D/45
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Title: "Two lots of land known as Nos 1 & 2 East Genl Lewis Ishanks [?] now the property of C.D. Ducker Esq situated on the west side of Hanover Street City of Charleston S.C. & divided into three lots as shown by yellow lines. Charleston March 22 1880. Freder

Date:
Size: 40 by 27
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Genl Lewis Ishanks [?]; C.D. Ducker; Michael Feahan [?]; C.S. Ducker
Location(s): City of Charleston; Hanover Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,

Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "plat referred to in conveyance by C.S. Ducker to Michael Feahan [?] Lot no. 3 being the lot conveyed to Mr. Feahan [?]. Copied Apl 1, 1902 from plat Bk. C. p. 13. R.M.C. H.A.D."

Folder: 47/12D/46
Title: "Plan of 225 lots of land to be sold at auction by T.N. Gadsden Esq drawn from a survey by R.L. Pinckney1842 by R.K. Payne City Surveyor upper Wards. Scale 80 ft. per inch. W. Keenan Eng & Litt. Charleston S.C."
Date:
Size: 99 by 43
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): T.N. Gadsden; R.L. Pinckney; J.W. Gadsden; H. Worthman; Eliza C.K. Flood; B.C. Gadsden
Location(s): City of Charleston; Spring Street; Norman Street; Fludd Street; Pine Street; Chestnut Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,

Original page number in plat book:
Notes: [in black ink] "N.B. All lots from 226-230 were added with Allens Court after sale commenced. R.M.C.O. plat Bk: a.p.k.8. (copied 17 Oct 1896 from City Surveyors plat Bk. 2.p. 181 HAD, being copied in sections & pasted. I'm not sure the lots on South sid

Folder: 47/12D/47
Title: "the above plan exhibits the shape & form of a body of land containing twenty three acres and four tenths of an acre of High land & Marsh part of a tract granted by the Lords Proprietors unto Samuel Wragg Merchant for 25 acres on 21 March 1715. situated
Date:
Size: 51 by 37
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Samuel Wragg; Charlotte Poang [?]; Joseph Manigault; Daniel Carver; Thomas Radcliffe
Location(s): Charleston District; Charleston Neck; Manigault alias Boundary Street; Ashley River; St. Philips Street; Coming Street; Pitt Stret; Smith Street; Comin Creek
Parish: St. Philips
Types:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction: C.

Original page number in plat book:

Notes: "Note: the bounds of the above describe body of land of 23 acres and 4.10 of an acre are distinguished in the above plan by the color blue. and the di-ing line between the lots belonging to Mrs. Poang [?] and those belonging to Manigault are colored yol

Folder: 47/12D/48

Title: "Plan of the Lands on Charleston Neck belonging to estate of J.W. Gadsden ordered to be divided amongst the heirs, under a Write of Partition from the Court of Equity held July Term 1841. the following has been the Allotment under the Writ: [Lots Letter

Date: 

Size: 53 by 41

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Name(s): J.W. Gadsden; Ann J. Gadsden; Benj. C. Gadsden; Jas. W. Gadsden; Mrs. M.S. Bee; Mrs. J.R. Holmes; Thomas N. Gadsden; Alex. McDonald; Wm. Hurne; Robt. L. Pinckney

Location(s): Charleston Neck; Line Street; Thomas Street; Fishburne Street; Pinckney Street (now Ruttledge Avenue); Mount Street; President Street; Bee Street

Parish:

Types:

Reproduction: C.

Original page number in plat book:

Notes: "State of South Carolina Charleston District Pursuant to a Writ of Partition bearing date July 1841 we have to faithfully & impartially divide the landed est.: Jas: W. Gadsden situate on Charleston Neck as expressed by the last Will & Testament of the sai

Folder: 47/12D/49

Title: "A Plat of Charleston containing __ acres and Sixten perches [?] with lots -- Market Place Burying Place wharf & Streets -- for Stephen Bull a true copy Daniel H. Tillinghast Surv Genrl. N.B. the no of acres is obliterated in Original State of South Car

Date: 

Size: 54 by 40

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Name(s): Stephen Bull; S. Lewis Simons; Daniel H. Tillinghast

Location(s): Meeting House Street; Capt. Heriotts Square; Proprietors Archdale Square; the Old Church Yard; the White Point

Parish:

Types:

Reproduction: C.

Original page number in plat book:

Notes: NOTE: on reverse side of plat "office copy S Lewis Simons Old Charleston --191--" [in red ink 156]

Folder: 47/12D/50

Title: "South Carolina. the above plat represents the form and shape of the Northwest part wherein the
number of lots expressed by black lines are inserted according to then certificates in the record book --
each lot containing above one half acre excepting the

**Date:**

**Size:** 70 by 65

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Mr. Hobson; Daniel H. Tillinghast; George Hunter [?];

**Location(s):** Charleston; Meeting House Street; therens [?] Street

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** O.

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** "State of South Carolina office of Sec of State I R M Sims Sec of State do hereby certify that the
foregoing is a true copy of a plat as recorded in this office on page 5 in Book of Plats of towns and
Villages -- Witness my hand and the Great Seal of ths

**Folder:** 47/12D/51

**Title:** "Plan of twenty-two lots of land situated on the South West wide of the Mall, village of Hampstead
Charleston Neck, Known in Beckmans Original plat by the Nos. 41. 42 & 43, now belonging to James M.
Caldwell Esqr. Drawn April 1848 by Robt K. Payne. Rec'

**Date:**

**Size:** 56 by 44

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** James M. Caldwell; Robert K. Payne; Wade Hampton; John Vinyard

**Location(s):** Hampstead; Charleston Neck; America Street; the Mall; Columbus Street; Hanover Street;
Hampton Court

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C.

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** "N.B.*This shows the Original tcts 41.42 & 43 in Hampstead as taken from Beckman plat.
H.A.D."

**Folder:** 47/12D/52

**Title:** "A Plan of Mr. Legare's Lands in the Village of Washington."

**Date:**

**Size:** 58 by 53

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Wm Graham; Jno Baddley; Aiken; T Adams; Austin; Jam Legare; Benj Legare

**Location(s):** Village of Washington; Gadsden Street; Moultrie Street; Pinckney Street; Congress Street

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** O?,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** "N.B. the Lots for sale on Friday the 16th Inst are those Westward of Congress Street and begin at

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on
architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building
plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12D/53
Title: Fragment (pencil drawing); "[pa]rt of large plat [an]nexed to deed [nans] to Price [] 14 March 1805 [] w.7.448"
Date:
Size: 39 by 30
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s): Road from Eutaw Spring to Charleston; road from Eutaw Spring to Santee Canal
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12D/54
Title: Untitled/undated drawing (in pencil) of various lots of land
Date:
Size: 105 by 71
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Arthur Middleton; Paul Jenys; Col. Thomas Broughton; Colonel Johnson; Wm Bond; Col. Samuel Prielow; William Stephen Ball; Robert Thorpe; Hudson; Capt. Bell; William Corkran; James Matthews; Jos Stanyarn; Daniel Crawford; M Waller; Jos Bryan; James Bullock
Location(s): Hutchinson Island; East Branch of Savannah River
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12D/55
Title: Untitled/undated drawing (in pencil) of various lots of land
Date:
Size: 53 by 38
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s): Parsonage; New Hope; Brook [?] Hall
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.

lot Number 56."
NOTE: on reverse side of plat "A Plan of the Village of Washington"
Name(s):
Location(s): New Cornhill; New [illegible]; S.C.R.N.
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12D/59
Title: Untitled/undated drawing (in pencil) of two lots of land
Date:
Size:
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s): Rose Hill; illegible
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12D/60A
Title: Untitled/undated sketch (in pencil) of Crowhill
Date:
Size: 53 by 42
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s): Crowhill
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12D/60B
Title: Untitled/undated sketch (in pencil) of Crowhill
Date:
Size: 36 by 22
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Williamson
Location(s): Crowhill; Williamson Tract; Old [illegible]
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Original page number in plat book:
Notes: smaller version of 47/12D/60A

Folder: 47/12D/61A
Title: Untitled/undated drawing (in pencil)
Date:  
Size: 73 by 50
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):  
Location(s):  
Parish:  
Types:  
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:  
Notes:  

Folder: 47/12D/61B
Title: Untitled/undated drawing (in pencil) of lots and geographical areas
Date:  
Size: 80 by 53
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):  
Location(s):  
Parish:  
Types:  
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:  
Notes:  

Folder: 47/12D/61C
Title: Untitled/undated drawing (in pencil) of lots and geographical areas
Date:  
Size: 107 by 90
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):  
Location(s):  
Parish:  
Types:  
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:  
Notes:  

Folder: 47/12D/62
Title: Untitled/undated drawing (in pencil) of various lots of land and geographical areas
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Title: Inset: "Plan of a lot of land situate on the southeas [sic] corner of Hanover & Line Streets, village of Hampstead, Charleston Neck, now about to be conveyed by Frederick Stall to James Dunning Esqr. Drawn by their request June 1847 by Robert K. Payne.

Date:  
Size: 20 by 23.5  
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection  
Name(s): James Dunning; Frederick Stall; C.A. Duc  
Location(s): Village of Hampstead; Charleston Neck; Hanover Street; Line Street  
Parish:  
Types:  
Reproduction: C,  
Original page number in plat book: 1847  
Notes: "Note: 9 Dec 1898 H.A.D. This is plat of land shown above as subdivided by Hume 1874. Dunning bought from Stall July 1847, but deed described land erroneously & in June 1847 Stall substituted deed recorded Z.11.p.35 with this plat. Stall had purchased..."

Folder: 47/12E/1C  
Date:  
Size: 78 by 53  
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection  
Name(s): Paul Townsend; John F. Gaillard; Ths. Farr; Isaac Huger; William Sinkler (?); G. Kerr; Peter Gaillard; James Sinkler (?); E.G. Shuler; John L. Thomas; Henry H. Richlong; Anne Sinkler (?); T.W. Porcher; John F. Gaillard  
Location(s): Hadon (Heydeb) Hill Plantation; Goose Creek; Sandy River; Brush Pond; St. Johns Parish; St. James Parish  
Parish: St. James;  
Types:  
Reproduction: C,  
Original page number in plat book: 1866  
Notes: "Rough copy of plat in possession of Eugene M. Gaillard Esqr of Plantation known as Heyden Hill in St. Johns Berkley made 17 July 1883 by S.J. Rumph. Note by H.A.D. B&C--constitute Heyden Hill [illegible] 800 acres D--part of Brush Pond tract -- mentioned...

Folder: 47/12E/2(A)  
Title: "Plan of two contiguous tracts of swamp land situate in Sumter District. the eastern tract colored Lake [sic] belonging to the estate Mrs. Margaret Sinkler contains 300 ac the western tract colored yellow the property of Mr. Wm. Sinkler contains 240 ac.  
Date:  
Size: 74 by 50  
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection  
Name(s): Margaret Sinkler; Wm Sinkler; James S. Gibbes; Dr. Palmer; H.J. Morrison; Waring; Warley;  

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
G.S. Straney; R.M. Thomas; Hilton; W.W. Benbow; Genl E.W. Moore; M. Knight; R.L. Simons; Jas B. Richardson; Dr. Tucker Harris; Benj D. Heriot

**Location(s):** Santee River; Clarendon Co; Little River; Buddo Lake

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:**

---

**Folder:** 47/12E/2(B)

**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/2(A): "Plat of two Lots, and ten Sections, divided into lots, situate near the fork of King & Meeting streets, to the west of the South Carolina Rail Road, in the Parish of St. Phillips, District of Charleston, South Carolina, by

**Date:**

**Size:** 90 by 49

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Dr. Tucker Harris; Maj. Benj. D. Heriot; John L. Branch; Dr. David Geiger; Gourdin; Latrobe

**Location(s):** Charleston; King Street; Meeting Street; SCRR; Farm of the Agricultural Society; German Rifle Club

**Parish:** St. Phillips

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** ,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** on reverse side of 47/12E/2(A): "This is copy of plat in possession of Hon C St. Sinkler of Eutaville without note 28 Oct/95."

---

**Folder:** 47/12E/3(A)

**Title:** "Plan of Land belonging to the estate of Blake, surveyed and laid out into 138 building lots in December 1881 by John K. Gourdin."

**Date:**

**Size:** 38 by 35.5

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** David Blake; Jas. Blake Sr; R.K. Payne; F.R. Blake; John K. Gourdin

**Location(s):** Charleston; Meeting Street; Cooper River; New Market Creek; Line Street; Shepherd Street; SCRR; King Street

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C,

**Original page number in plat book:** 1881

**Notes:** "Note by H.A. Ded: there were several suits to partition the 'Blake' land. the first David Blake et al v. Jas. Blake Sr et al in 1841, the partition plat in this suit was made by R.K. Payne & shows 20 lots & a large tract of Marsh between Meeting St. & C"

---

**Folder:** 47/12E/3(B)

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notice of Sale: "these High and Dry Building Lots are now offered for Sale, and can be bought on Easy Terms. Come early and get your choice. Notice the big sign on tree near Magnolia Avenue. for Sale by T.H. Bruning, Jr., 56 Broad Street."

**Title:** Notice of Sale

**Date:**

**Size:** 41 by 36

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** A.F.C. Cramer; T.H. Bruning, Jr.

**Location(s):** Charleston; Price Street; Lemon Street; King Street; Scurvin Street; Magnolia Avenue; Broad Street

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** O.

**Original page number in plat book:** 1892

**Notes:** "Charleston, S.C., Nov. 10th, 1892. H.S. Lamble, Civil Engineer."

---

Folder: 47/12E/3C

**Title:** on the reverse side of 47/12E/3(A): "Part of large plat annexed to deed. 14 Nov. 1805. W.7.448."

**Date:**

**Size:** 43 by 38

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Henry Pankey (?); Benj. Blackman

**Location(s):** Path from Eutaw to Pankeys (?); Public road from Eutwx Spring to Charleston; Charleston; Eutaw Spring

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C.

**Original page number in plat book:** 1805

**Notes:**

---

Folder: 47/12E/3(D)

**Title:** Untitled pencil drawing (fragment): "[pa]rt of large plat [an]nexed to convey[] to Price. 14 Nov. 1805. W.7.448."

**Date:**

**Size:** 39 by 22

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Chas Rogers; theo Gourdin (?)

**Location(s):** Charleston; Nelson Ferry; Road from Nelson Ferry to Charleston; Public road from Eutaw Spring to Charleston; Eutaw Spring; Road from Eutaw Spring to Santee Canal; Santee Canal; Path from Eutaw to Pankeys (?)

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C.

**Original page number in plat book:** 1805

**Notes:**

---

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12E/4(A)
Title: "This is a copy taken from a resurvey plat by Daniel Sheppard D.S. dated in the year of our Lord 1834 being a part of said plat of Lebus [sic] Plantation formerly belonging to Stephen Herren in St. Johns Parish Berkley District in the state of South Caroli
Date: 
Size: 56 by 43
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Daniel Sheppard; Stephen Herren; William Hutson; J.J. Williams; T.J. Hutson; C.P. Hutson; John Hutson; Margaret M. Hutson; Celice Butler; R. McCants; M.G. Desaussure
Location(s): Berkley District; Lebus (LeBois) Plantation; Wadboo Swamp
Parish: St. Johns
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 1834
Notes: "I certify that the above is intended to be attached and annexed to my last will and testament bearing even date, with there present. Showing the manner in which I have distributed my lands among my heirs, reference being had to the will which will more

Folder: 47/12E/4(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/4(A): Notice of Sale: "to be sold at Auction at the Postoffice, at 11 o'clock, Tuesday, May 19, 1885. by H.H. DeLeon."
Date: 
Size: 59 by 43
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): H.H. DeLeon
Location(s): Stewart Street; Johnson Street; Nassau Street
Parish: 
Types:
Reproduction: O,
Original page number in plat book: 1885
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/5(A)
Title: "Copied from City Surveyors plat Bk: p. 86 26 May 1885 being part of a plat having this note 'A Plan of lands on Charleston Neck & St. Phillip's Parish appropriated for fortifications by an Act of the Legislature of So C passed on the [blank] day of 1815,
Date: 
Size: 44 by 32
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Wilson; W.B. Tucker; D & I Blake
Location(s): Charleston Neck; Village of Hampstead; Meeting Street Road; Blake Street; Bull Street; Nassau Street; Cooper River; Ashley River
Parish: St. Phillips
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 1885
Notes: "This plat recorded R.M.C.O. Bk.D.8 p. 255 has nothing to do with the deed recorded immediately before or after it, that is to say recorded on pages 250 to 260, six deeds all recorded between 22 June and 29 July 1816. the plat has no date of record endor

Folder: 47/12E/5(B)
Title: "Copied 26 May 1885 from City Surveyors plat Bk: p. 86 being part of plat bearing this note: 'This plan represents a true copy of the Survey of the lines and the lots as they were lined out by Thadeus [sic] Sobeiski Eng & Sur: represented from his field
Date:
Size: 33 by 26.5
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Thaddeus Sobieski; Rbt K. Payne
Location(s): Charleston; Meeting Street; Nassau Street; Hanover Street; America Street; Blake Street; Nells Rope Yard; Drake Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 1885
Notes: "the above is also copy of same plat recorded in Plat Bk. A. p. 15 R.M.C.O., which has 1823 marked in it in pencil. for part of above plat between Meeting & King & Rutledge Streets see plat Bi. Ded.vs." "This plat referred to in Mr. Smythe's Abstract bu

Folder: 47/12E/5C
Title: "I certify this to be a true copy of plat recorded in Plat Book B. p. 55. S. Lewis Simons. C.E. & S. Plan of eight lots of land situated as above in Ward No. 7 City of Charleston State of South Carolina. the property of Miss S. Harriet Tucker surveyed 27
Date:
Size: 50 by 17
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Jehiel King; John H. Tucker; John Gadsden; Joseph Provost; Clarence Provost; Henry Bischoff; Susan Harriet Tucker; Jacob Grant; Guy Goff; Sarah Mumford; Edgar E. Sell; Reuben B. Garvais; Cecil Coleman; Cecil H. Rollerson; Mary J. Stevens; Miriam H. Valent
Location(s): Charleston; Cooper Street (formerly Bull Street)
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 1896
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/5(D)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/5(A): (page 1) "South Carolina the annexed plan represents the former

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
boundings of the west part of a Plantation in the parish of St. Phillips Charleston formerly known by the name of the Bowling Green belonging to the Hon. Geo A

Date:
Size: 28 by 22
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Sarah Trott; T. Gadsden; Geo Anson; Joseph Wragg; Geo Hunter; Benj Whitaker
Location(s): Bowling Green; Charleston; Anson Street; Broad Road (now King Street); Now Meeting Street; George Street
Parish: St. Phillips
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/5E
Title: "State of South Carolina Charleston District Pursuant to the request of Mr. Isaac Dacosta in behalf of his grand-mother Sarah Dacosta, as heir to her estate, I have surveyed a lot of land situated on the west side of East Bay Street in the State & District
Date:
Size: 35 by 29.5
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Sarah Dacosta; Isaac Dacosta; Joshua Brown; Saml Ruddock
Location(s): Charleston; Broad Street; Elliot Street; Gadsden Alley; East Bay Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 1890
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/6(A)
Title: "in Chancery. Charleston, South Carolina. White & Calder vs. Roper, Et Alias. Plan of Streets,
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Lots and Wharves, bounding to the North on Laurens Straeet and property of A.J. White, Esq. -- to the South on property of Thomas Bennett, Esq. -- to the East

**Date:**

**Size:** 92 by 63

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** E.B. White; A.J. White; Thomas Bennett; James Tupper

**Location(s):** Charleston; Cooper River; East Bay Street; Washington Street; Laurens Street; Vernon Street; Concord Street; Society Street, Wharf Street

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C,

**Original page number in plat book:** 1859

**Notes:** "Laid out under the direction of James Tupper Master in Equity. November 9th, 1859. Drawn by E.B. White, Surveyor." "Printed from the Original by Walker; Evans & Co."

**Folder:** 47/12E/6(B)

**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/6(A): "[Plat] of Twenty Lots of Land situated on the North side of the Old Lines and East of King Street to Town Creek belonging to the Heirs of [blank] Blake, and now to be divided among the same. from a Survey of the outer li

**Date:**

**Size:** 77 by 63

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Blake; Robert K. Payne; J.S. Payne; Thomas Lehre

**Location(s):** Village of Hampstead; Town Creek; Village of Romney; Yardells Creek; Line Street; Old Rope Walk; New Market; Meeting Street; King Street

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** O,

**Original page number in plat book:** 1846

**Notes:** "This Plat is the plat referred to in our Return to the Writ of Petition in this case made this day. Witness our Hands and Seals this Twenty-third day of March Anno Domini 1846. Edw [illegible] Thomas Lehre."

**Folder:** 47/12E/7(A)

**Title:** "This diagram is prepared by me, is not drawn to any scale, but is intended only to show the owners of the lots adjacent to the DeSauer lot no. 14 of census, as the different deeds & conveyances give them, the dimensions of the various lots as above not d

**Date:**

**Size:** 49 by 41

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** J.H. Desauer; H. Balster (?); M. (Julia) Hanik; Mrs. Julius (Anne) Haurn (?); Ballard; Madeline Lewith (?); E.J. Lewith (?); Ballard

**Location(s):** King Street; orange Street; Broad Street; Ballard estate

**Parish:**

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Reproduction: C

Original page number in plat book: 1893

Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/7(B)
Title: "Copied 15 Nov 1893 from plat shown me by J.D. Gervey with muniments of title to lot in Summerville S.C. property of Mrs. Ida M. Gervey, examined for loan of F.P. Church in Charleston. Loan declined she being married woman & having doubt as to validity o

Date:
Size: 49 by 32
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): J.D. Gervey; Ida M. Gervey; F. P. Church; John Gadsden; Mrs. John Gadsden; O'Hearn; C.S. Gadsden
Location(s): Summerville
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 1893
Notes: "the lines (a.b.), (c.d.) (e.f.) in blue hereon are in pencil in Original. All hereon in pencil is so on Original."

Folder: 47/12E/7C
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/7(A): "Plan of a parcel of land lying on Magazine & Mazyck Streets belonging to the Roman Catholic Congregation, Being ten lots formerly of John Vanderhorst numbered in general plan/No 1 & 2 now laid out into five lots. surveyed

Date:
Size: 59 by 54
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Vanerhorst; Jas. Wilkins; William Gibbs; Thos. Elliott; Edward Thomas; Frierson; John Befield Wellen; Lowndes; Draton; Robert Gibbs
Location(s): Magazine Street; Mazyck Street; South Bay Street; Legare Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 1891
Notes: "Copied 10 May 1891 from plat Book p. 82 Simons & Huger."

Folder: 47/12E/7(D)
Title: on reverse side of 17/12E/7(A): "copy of Plat no 10 of Lands on Gibbs Street Deposited in the office of the Secretary of the City Council of Charleston undated."

Date:
Size: 59 by 21
Surveyor:
Name(s): John Gibbes; J. Elliott; J. Wilkins; C. Warham; Wm Hassell Gibbes
Location(s): Charleston; Legare Street; Gibbes Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/8(A)
Title: "Plan of a Lot of land in the City of Charleston lying at the Northeast corner of Mazyck & Magazine Streets in Ward no 12 & by the lot numbered 24 in the plat annexed to a deed of partition between Benjamin Mazyck Esq deceased and is now divided in three
Date:
Size: 50 by 48
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Benjamin Mazyck; Charles Stover; Danl. J. Ravenel; Stephen Mazyck; John H. Stent; John Smith; Michael Muckenfuss; Jas. Nolan; Friederick Wolf; Maria theresa McHugh; F.W. Satters; J.H. White; William G. Whilden; T.W. Malone; Schmidt; T.W. Salter; H.D. Walk
Location(s): Charleston; Mazyck Street; Magazine Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 1891
Notes: "State of SC R.M.C.O. for Charleston District, Recorded in Bk. N. no. 7 p. 301 this 22 Nov. 1804. Compared & Examined by Charles Stover Register." "Above is a copy of plat annexed to conveyance 7 May 1859 by William G. Whilden to Maria theresa McHugh. B.

Folder: 47/12E/8(B)
Title: "Plan of a Body of High land and all Marsh in the City of Charleston situate on the North side of Queen St. & west side of Back Street in Ward no. 12 & laid into 12 lots to be divided among the residuary heirs of Isaac Mazyck Esq dec'd done at request of t
Date:
Size: 50 by 42
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Isaac Mazyck; Dr. Samuel Wilson; Wm Doughty; Rob Quash; Plowden Wester; Thos Simmons; theodore Gaillard
Location(s): Charleston; Queen Street; Back Street; Poor House Wall; Marsh Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "This plat is the plat annexed to by us in the first return and partition annexed to the writ of partition issuing out of the Court of Equity and to us directed and to which this is also annexed. Wm Doughty; Rob Quash; Plowden Wester; Thos Simmons; theod

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**Folder:** 47/12E/8C
**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/8A: "copy plat of two lots corner of King and Shepherd Streets, property of Arthur Blake surveyed December 1875 by Simons & Huger made by E.B. Hallings 1880. Copied 6 July 1892 from copy in possession of L.J. Barbot. City Surv

**Date:**
**Size:** 50 by 47
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** Arthur Blake; L.H. Barbot; J.H. Thiele; E.B. Hallings
**Location(s):** King Street; Shepherd Street; Meeting Street

**Parish:**
**Types:** C
**Reproduction:** C

**Original page number in plat book:** 1892

**Notes:** "Plat annexed to Return of Partition of Blake land 23 March 1846. Robert K. Payne. Copied 6 July 1892 from copy in possession L.J. Barbot City Surveyor." Plat includes inset: "This is small plat on margins of Simons & Howe, & was I presume drawn by E"

**Folder:** 47/12E/8(D)
**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/8A: "Plat of the form and dimensions of a piece of land laid out according to Plan of Simons & Huger, showing land in lot no. 10, conveyed to Miss E.D. Riker, and upon which plan is marked the dimensions of this lot, whish is

**Date:**
**Size:** 50 by 29
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** E.B. Riker; James Simons; Mrs. J.H. Thiele
**Location(s):** Charleston; Shepperd Street

**Parish:**
**Types:**
**Reproduction:**

**Original page number in plat book:** 1892

**Notes:** "Copied from Original lent me by Hon: Jas. Simons Atty Mrs. Thiele 6 July 1892."

**Folder:** 47/12E/9(A)
**Title:** "Plan of Two low water lots of land situate in the village of Hampstead ward no 5 City of Charleston Known in the plan of said village by nos 104 and 105 now about to be divided into ten parts or lots as lettered from A to J surveyed by order of James Tup

**Date:**
**Size:** 50 by 50
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** James Tupper; R. Hunter; Z.B. Dakes; A. Masseau (?); George Thompso; W.J. Keith; Robt K. Payne
**Location(s):** Charleston; Village of Hampstead; Reid Street; South Street; Morrison & Co.

**Parish:**

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "the court record of a Plat Lodged per record 1854 Recd in Plat Book A no 1 page 105 W.J. Keith R.M.C."

Folder: 47/12E/9(B)
Title: "copy Plat of a Lot of land and the buildings thereon, the property of Miss Julia Jugnot and Mrs. Caroline McNulty, situated on the East side of East Bay Street ward no 3 City of Charleston State of South Carolina. surveyed Aug 1st 1873. (signed) Wm Hume
Date:
Size: 50 by 25
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Julia Jugnot; Caroline McNulty; Wm. Hume; C.Lilienthal
Location(s): Charleston; East Bay Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/9C
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/9A: "Mesne Conveyance office Charleston District. I hereby certify the above to be a correct copy of a plat lodged this 9 February 1858. Henry Prescott R.M.C."
Date:
Size: 50 by 36
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Michel; Henry Prescott
Location(s): Charleston; America Street; Mary Street; Reid Street; South Court
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/9(D)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/9(A): "A Lot of Land on South side of Magazine Street and west side of Back Street measuring in width from N. to S. 150 feet & in depth from E to W 175 feet. A lot of marsh lying West of the above lot of an irregular figure, con
Date:
Size: 50 by 40
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): H. Balster; Col. eackman
Location(s): Charleston; Magazine Street; Back Street; Queen Street; Mazyck Street; Short Street;

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Beaufair Street; Pitt Street; Ashley River; Little Comings Creek; Short Street; Broad Street

Parish:

Types:

Reproduction: C,

**Original page number in plat book:** 1891

Notes: "Copied from plat in possession of Messrs Simon & Huger May 1891 when searching title to lot on Magazine Street between Archdale & Mazyck from Mr. H. Balster."

**Folder:** 47/12E/10(A)

**Title:** "copy of Plat annexed to conveyance from Patrick Hinds to Isaac DaCosta dated 8 Feb: 1775.
Book B. no. 15 p. 202-204. All that Lot or Parcel of Land being number (2) two situate in Parish of St. Philip, being part of Parcel of land purchased by him from

Date:

Size: 49 by 19 1/2

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Name(s): Patrick Hinds; Isaac DaCosta; Wm Wragg; Henrietta Wragg

Location(s): Charleston; King Street; Broad Road; Quarter House; the Parsonage Glebe; Wentworth Street; Liberty Street

Parish: St. Philip

Types:

Reproduction: C,

**Original page number in plat book:**

Notes:

**Folder:** 47/12E/10(B)

**Title:** "This is copy of a plat annexed to conveyance from Master in Equity to George Keith recd:
R.M.C.O. Bk.N.No.9 p.112 with following note: 'Sketch of the lot on East Bay belonging to Est: Andrew Hannah. from a survey made 1 June 1822 by John Wilson copied

Date:

Size: 18 by 24

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Name(s): George Keith; Andrew Hannah; Saml Cruickshanks; S.M. Bailey

Location(s): Charleston; East Bay Street; Elliott Street

Parish:

Types:

Reproduction: C,

**Original page number in plat book:**

Notes:

**Folder:** 47/12E/10C

**Title:** "This is partial copy of a plat in the City Assessors [sic] offices made by Henry L. Lamble (who was not a surveyor but had some practical experience in the City surveyors office) from measurements made by him. the purpose of the plats so made being I un

Date:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Folder: 47/12E/10(D)
Title: Referred to in 47/12E/10C: "This plat is copied from Sanborn's Fire Insurance plat (and from the edition in possession of Mr. Daniel Ravenel at this date & reputed to be the latest) only the scale here is double that of the Original, and the scale is not double that of the Original, and the scale is not

Date: 49 by 34
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Daniel Ravenel; A.J. Smythe; A.M. Lee; W.C. Langley; Walker Evans & Cogswell; Etienne Painaigner; Henry A. DeSanpere; Jas Conner; Geo J Cunningham; John W. Alden; Helen Van Eitzen
Location(s): Charleston; East Bay Street; Gadsdens Alley; Broad Street; Caroling Savings Bank; Peoples National Bank; South Carolina Loan & Trust Company; Artisans Building & Loan Association; Elliott Street
Parish: 47/12E/10E
Types: C
Reproduction: C
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/10E
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/10(A): "This is a copy of a plat in the City Assessors office made by measurements taken by Henry L. Lamble about 1884. Lamble was not a surveyor but had some practical experience as assistant in office of Louis J. Barbot City

Date: 29 by 25
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Henry L. Lamble; Louis J. Barbot
Location(s): Charleston; Elliott Street; State Street; Broad Street; Gadsdens Alley
Parish: 47/12E/10(F)
Types: C
Reproduction: C
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: NOTE: Similar to 47/12E/10C.
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/10(A): "A Plat of one hundred and ninety acres & being part of a Tract called the Vacant land Tract. the property of the estate of F. Delaline Richardson being on the Santee Canal & Black Oak Road in St. Johns Parish Berkley cou

Date:
Size: 29 by 25
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): F. Dalaline Richardson; John G. Gaillard; Budd Green; Robert Johnson; Lewis Finley; W.M. Porcher
Location(s): Santee Canal; Black Oak Road; LeQueaux Tract; Hardcastle Tract; Bull Town Council; Hall Plantation estate; Big Camp Tract
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,

Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/10(G)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/10(A): "Plan of a Tract of Two Hundred and Seventy seven acres. the property of the estate of the late F.D. Richardson of Charleston S.C. -- lying on the Santee Canal in St. Stephens Parish -- Berkley County. South Carolina. Su

Date:
Size: 50 by 46
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): F.D. Richardson; John G. Gaillard; Stephen Brown; Jos McRae; Ed McRae; B Green; A. theus (?); W.M. Porcher; Murphy; Brutus Hamilton; Hammond Ravenel; Wright
Location(s): Santee Canal; Old Hardcastle Tract; Santee Canal Company; Murrels Plantation; LeQueaux Tract; Glencampo; Road to Black Oak; Halls Plantation; Susys Reservoir; Frieson Tract; Washington Grant
Parish: Stephens
Types:
Reproduction: ,

Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/11(A)
Title: "the above plat represents lot no. 1 in the division of Irish Town Plantation situate in St. Thomas & c, the property of Edward Harleston Esq: containing 1901 acres 10/100 B&B. As the plat shows, surveyed May 1834 by R.L. Pinckney. Each division has a ri

Date:
Size: 50 by 24
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Edward Harleston; R.L. Pinckney; Langdon Cheves; D.J. Waring
Location(s): Irish Town Plantation; Public Landing; Silk Hope Plantation
Parish: Thomas

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
168

Types:
Reproduction: C,

Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Copied from plat lent me 3 May 1889 by Langdon Cheves. See Abstract Bk: 2, p. 200. R.M.C.O. Bk: G.10 p 413 where title examined; deed & plat recorded."

Folder: 47/12E/11(B)
Title: "the annexed plat represents lot no. 2 in the division of Irish Town, situate in St. Thomas parish Charleston District & State of So Car. the property of the heirs of Wm Harleston decd: containing Two thousand two hundred and ninety three acres four hund

Date:
Size: 50 by 29

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Name(s): Wm Harleston; R.L. Pinckney; C. Rutledge Parker; Andrew Hasell

Location(s): Irish Town Plantation; Brickyard Plantation; Silk Hope Plantation

Parish: Thomas

Types:
Reproduction: C,

Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Copied 3 May 1889 from copy lent me by Langdon Cheves Esq, all the writing hereon underscored in red (--) is written in red on copy from which this is made."

Folder: 47/12E/11C
Title: "This is a copy made 3 May 1889 from one lent me by Langdon Cheves Esq, which I take from its construction of solid __ and broken lines ---- to be a compilation by him to procure a plot of no. 3, by putting nos 1 & 2 together and computing the acres for n

Date:
Size: 50 by 22

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Name(s): Langdon Cheves; Dr. Thos G. Prioleau; DeSanpere & Son; Princkney; Dr. Jno. B. Irving;

Elizabeth Corbett; D. Irving; Andrew Hasell; Chas Manigault; D.J. Waring; John Heart; anderson Philips;

Thos Aiken; Frans M. Barrett; Gregg; Phillips; Dick Sebly; Marshall

Location(s): Irish Town Plantation; Brick Yard Plantation; Silk Hope Plantation; Simons Tract

Parish:

Types:
Reproduction: C,

Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Endorsed on this plat is the following: 'Mr. Gregg here -- he owns all Seblys rights, owns No. 2 which he purchased of Drew [blank] and also the Simons tract which he also bought of them, Drew bought from Toler (?) or some such name -- Sebly sold to Cus

Folder: 47/12E/11(D)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/11(A): "the above Plan exhibits the shape & form of a piece of Land containing one acre and a half, situated on the West side of King Street Road, adjoining the village of

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Washington on Charleston Neck, belonging to Jm Beale Esq

Date:
Size: 50 by 30
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Jm Beale; Joseph Purcell; Robt Gibbs; Mary Baker; Danl Legare; Ann Baker
Location(s): Charleston Neck; Village of Washington; King Street Road; the Grove
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: `
Notes: "Lands formerly belonging to Robt Gibbs Esq: part of the Grove belonging to Mrs: Mary Baker."

Folder: 47/12E/11E
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/11(A): Untitled/undated drawing of lots along Moultrie, Congress, King and Grove Streets.
Date:
Size: 50 by 44
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s): Moultrie Street; Congress Street; King Street; Grove Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/12(A)
Title: "We the Surveyors nominated and appointed by Mr. Adam Tunns (?), in behalf of the estate of the late Mr. John Sommers, and Mr. Thomas Rivers, to ascertain fix and mark out the lines dividing and separating their respective lots of land, in the City of Cha
Date:
Size: 75 by 50
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Adam Tunns (?); James Sommers; Thomas Rivers; Joseph Purcell; John Goddard; Samuel Bickman; Wm Somersall; Wm Turpin; Severen; I. Swan
Location(s): Charleston; Water Street; East Bay Street; Stolls Alley
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/12(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/12(A): Untitled/undated drawing of lots.

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12E/13(A)
Title: "Plan showing buildings and lots of C.W. Crouch and other persons, taken from plat annexed to mortgage of Charles Graves recorded R.M.C.O. Bk. D. no. 11 p [blank] and referred to in other deeds and titles, lettered and having the Butttings and boundings an

Folder: 47/12E/13(B)
Title: "Charleston July 3, 1855 at the request of the Hon. Thomas Bennett I have surveyed a part of his Mill Pond in Commonboro formerly Marshlands now mud flats. the lots into which it has been divided are each bounded with yellow, numbered from 1 to 66. Sig

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12E/13C
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/13(A): Untitled/undated drawing of lots.
Date:  
Size: 75 by 50  
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection  
Name(s):  
Location(s):  
Parish:  
Types:  
Reproduction: ,  
Original page number in plat book:  
Notes:  

Folder: 47/12E/14(A)
Title: "the above plan exhibits the shape & form of a body of land containing Twenty Three acres and four tenths of an acre of High land & Marsh part of a tract granted by the Lords Proprietors unto Samuel Wragg Merchant for 25 acres on 21 March 1715. situated  
Date:  
Size: 75 by 50  
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection  
Name(s): Samuel Wragg; Charlotte Poaug; Jos Manigault; Joseph Purcell; D. Mazyck; Thomas Radcliffe; Mrs. Quill; John Beckley; Patrick O'Neill; Mrs. C.D. Happolds (?); Daniel Bannon; Mrs. Ann Morris; Thomas Gates  
Location(s): Charleston Neck; Manigault Street; Boundary Street; Vanderhorst Street; King Street; Smith Street; Common Street; Hebrew Congregation; Coming Street  
Parish: Phillips  
Types:  
Reproduction: C,  
Original page number in plat book:  
Notes: "Note: the bounds of the above described body of land of 23 acres & 4/10 of an acre are distinguished in the above plan by the codlor blue, and the dividing line between the lots belonging to Mrs. Proug & those belonging to Manigault are colored yellow.  

Folder: 47/12E/14(B)
Title: on the reverse side of 47/12E/14(A): "Plan of Charleston Surveyors and laid out by William Rigby Naylor 1770."
Date:  
Size: 75 by 50  
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection  
Name(s): William Rigby Naylor; William Harleston; Charles Parker; Isaac Harleston; Daniel Cannon; Peter Manigault  
Location(s): Charleston; Ashley River; Manigault Street; Wentworth Street; Montague Street; Pitt Street; Beaufair Street  
Parish:  
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Note: see the petition of William Harleston and Isaac Harleston August 17. 1773 in the office of the clerk of Common Pleas with general plan conforming to this. I have compared the plan with the above on record and found it correct. Charles Parker Jul

Folder: 47/12E/15(A)
Title: "Plan of a Tract of land Terry Trust [illegible] Gaillard."
Date:
Size: 75 by 50
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): J.B. Richardson; John Davis; J.S. Payne; Chisholm
Location(s): W. Sink LRR; Santee River; Eutaw Creek; Broad Street; Savage Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Lots A-M. Total number of acres: 993.

Folder: 47/12E/15(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/15(A): "Plat No. 2: Plat Bk: B page 210. This plat has been made in conformity with the order of the Court of C.P. directing a sale of the property of the late Thomas Bennett, in the case of the Exors: of Thomas Bennett vs. Ja
Date:
Size: 75 by 50
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Thomas Bennett; Jane M. Bennett; Benj Godfrey; Timothy Soyner; Weatherfield (?); byart; Barett; Jno Joyner; John Gainer Sr; Martin; Poland; Blackmun; Parker; Gaillard; Criturier (?); Sinkler; Gourdin; Jackson
Location(s): orangeburg District; Lucas Street; Gadsden Street; West Point Mill Co.; Thompsons Grant
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Note: the road leading from Lucas Street to Gadsden Street to be left open for the use of the West Point Mill Co. and the parties adjoining."

Folder: 47/12E/16(A)
Date:
Size: 75 by 50

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Paul Townsend; John S. Gaillard; Eugene M. Gaillard; Thos. Farr; William Jock (?); Isaac Huger; James Sinkler; William Sinkler; Peter Gaillard; Pelzer Rodgers (?); John L. Thomas; Henry A. Highburg (?); T.W. Porcher; E.G. Shuler; Mrs. Anne L. Sinkler; Cha
Location(s): Haden (Heyden) Hill Plantation; Berkley District; Sandy Run; Thompson Grant
Parish: St. Johns
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Rough copy of plat in possession of Eugene M. Gaillard Esqr: of Plantation known as Heyden Hill in St: Johns Berkley made 17 Feb: 1883 by S.J. Rumph (?) note by H.A.D." "mentioned in partition of Mr. Peter Gaillard est: in 1843 See Eg: lot: Bill 111 of

Folder: 47/12E/16(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/16(A): "Rough copy plat made by Henry Lamble in City Assessors office showing measurements of lots in block bounded by Broad Grange Friend & Tradd sts: made 1883 copied 3 May 1883 H.A.D."
Date:
Size: 50 by 25
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Henry Lamble
Location(s): Broad Street; Grange Street; Friend Street; Tradd Street; Legare Street; orange Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/16C
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/16(A): "copy of part of Wm Humes plat of Moultriesville made 3 July 1871 no scale. Copied 1 Mch: 1881 H.A.D. " [copied] 11 July 1881 W.R.C."
Date:
Size: 50 by 31
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Wm. Hume
Location(s): Moultriesville
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/16(D)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/16(A): "This plan exhibits the shape & form of a piece or parcel of land
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
contg. 7 1/2 acres & is part of a body of land called the Grove (?) belonging to Robt: Gibbs Esq on Charleston Neck on Ashley River & is about 2 miles dist

**Date:**

**Size:** 33 by 17 1/2

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Robt. Gibbs; Real; Mrs. Mary Baker; Bamfield; S. Beal; Jos Purcell

**Location(s):** Charleston; Charleston Neck; the Grove (?); Ashley River; Congress Street

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** ,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:**

**Folder:** 47/12E/17(A)

**Title:** Numbered 1: "Copied from Thomas J. Millards Plat 18 December 1851 of Darby lands on Charleston Neck R.M.C.O. Bk. B n:3."

**Date:**

**Size:** 50 by 42

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** John Bowes; Allen; Capt. Cochran Hand Fanster (?); J.B. Darby; T.J. Gordnyer (?); Dr. A.T. Darby; Miss Charlotte Darby; Dr. H. Darby; F.B. Darby; Bradley; Dr. Carrere; Thomas J. Millard

**Location(s):** Charleston; Charleston Neck; Shipyard Creek; Old Four Mile House; Old Magazine Road; Elliott Street

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:**

**Folder:** 47/12E/17(B)

**Title:** Numbered 2: "Survey made in Sept 1873 by John K. Gourdin Surv."

**Date:**

**Size:** 37 by 17

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** H. Waterman; G. Bart; Jas Cosgrove; M. O'Brien; John K. Gourdin

**Location(s):** Gas Company; Church Street; Market Street

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** ,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** "the dimensions given on the North line are what the parties are in possession of not what they claim."

**Folder:** 47/12E/17C

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Title: Numbered 3: "Plan of the citadel square showing by red lines that portion owned by the City Council of Charleston, being situated in the western side, & bounded on the North by Tobacco Street, on the West by King Street on the south by Calhoun Street & o

Date:
Size: 41 by 15
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): L.J. Barbot
Location(s): Charleston; Citadel Green; Tobacco Street; Calhoun Street; King Street; M.S. Hospital Piazza
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "This portion only of Plat see City plat Bk: p. 92."

Folder: 47/12E/17(D)
Title: Numbered 4: Untitled/undated drawing.
Date:
Size: 50 by 16 1/2
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s): Parade Grounds; Belvedere Creek; Town Creek; New Market Creek; St. Lawrence Cemetery
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/17E
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/17(A): "Plan of five (5) lots of land situated on Nassau & Meeting Streets and adjoining Hampstead, belonging to the estate of [blank] now divided at the request of the executors. by John Wilson. Charleston 31 Dec: 1828."  "Co
Date:
Size: 36 by 30
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Wilson; Neil McViccar; Robert Walker; Henry Shields; Campbell Douglass; Archibald McViccar
Location(s): Charleston; Hampstead; Nassau Street; Meeting Street; Reid Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Plat annexed to Mortgage dated 28 Jan: 1824 by Neil McViccar to Robert Walker, Henry Shields

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
Folder: 47/12E/17(F)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/17(A): "This plat is made partly from Major Huger[illegible] plat of Mount Pleasant in the R.M.C.O. and from the Plat annexed to the conveyance to George F. Kinlick (?), Bk. G. No 12 p. 200. It shows the lots which belong to Mi
Date:
Size: 31 1/2 by 14
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Major Huger; Daniel DuPre; George F. Kinlick (?); Miss Buerhaus (?); Mrs. McNulty; Miss Ingurt (?); Etienne Poincignon (?); Charles Ingurt (?); Venning; Schnell
Location(s): Mount Pleasant; Church Bennette Street; Beach Street
Parish:
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction:
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/17(G)
Date:
Size: 45 by 25
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Ann Morris; Elliott; Col. Morris; Mrs. Thomas; H. Lamble
Location(s): Charleston; King Street; Morris Street; St. Phillips Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/17(H)
Date:
Size: 46 by 24
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Col. Morris; Charles Parker; John Diamond; Wm. Elliott
Location(s): Charleston; South Street; King Street; Morris Street; Bethlehem Congregation; Radcliffe Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Note: Diamonds Original plan having been lost, the sales were made from a copy, the Original being afterwards found by comparing them with the figuring and numbering were found to be correct. Morris Street however is on the copy from which this was tak"

Folder: 47/12E/18(A)
Title: "Plan Body of Land on Charleston Neck the property of William Elliott July 30 1796 (signed) Joseph Purcell sur."
Date:
Size: 50 by 36
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): William Elliott; Joseph Purcell; Radcliffe
Location(s): Charleston; Charleston Neck; Radcliffe Street; King Street; Morris Street; Pitt Street; Coming Street; St. Phillips Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/18(B)
Date:
Size: 50 by 39
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Ann Morris; R.K. Payne; H. Lamble; Henry Lunders; W.C. Dukes; D.E. Johnson; A.S. Stockman; H. Rowan
Location(s): Charleston; Charleston Neck; St. Phillips Street; Morris Street; King Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Copied from plat in City Surv office by H. Lamble 7 Feb: 1876."

Folder: 47/12E/18C
Date:
Size: 70 by 50
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Mrs. Flood; J.W. Gadsden; H. Woltman
Location(s): Chestnut Street; Pine Street; Norman Street; President Street; Spring Street; Lily Court;
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Allway Street; Ashton Street; Cin
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

**Folder:** 47/12E/18(D)
**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/18(A): Numbered 2: Untitled drawing of 64 lots in Charleston.
**Date:**
**Size:** 29 by 26
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):**
**Location(s):** Charleston; Vanderhorst Street; St. Phillips Street; Coming Street; Radcliffe Street; Warren Street; King Street
**Parish:**
**Types:**
**Reproduction:** C,
**Original page number in plat book:**
**Notes:** "Copied from plat in City surveyors office 7 Feb: 1876 see also plat R.M.C.O. Bk. H8 p:239."

**Folder:** 47/12E/19(A)
**Title:** "South Carolina. the above plat represents the form and shape of the North-West part wherein the numbers of the lots expressed by black lines are inserted according to the certificate in the record book each lot containing above one half acre excepting t
**Date:**
**Size:** 74 by 50
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** Hobson
**Location(s):** Charleston; Meeting House Street
**Parish:**
**Types:**
**Reproduction:** ,
**Original page number in plat book:**
**Notes:** "State of South Carolina office Sec: State: R.M. Sims sec of State do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true copy of a plat as recorded in this office on page 5 in Book of Plats of towns and villages. Witness my hand and the Great Seal of the State

**Folder:** 47/12E/19(B)
**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/19(A): "A plan of Mr. Legares land in the village of Washington. N.B. the lots for sale on Friday the 17th inst are those westward of Congress Street and beginning at the Number 5-6. A true copy from the Original Daniel H. Til
**Date:**
**Size:** 57 by 50

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Sam. Legare; Aiken; Wm. Graham; Jm Braddeley; Austin; S. Adams; E. Adams; Ben Legare
Location(s): Village of Washington; Gadsden Street; Pinckney Street; Huger Street; Moultrie Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "State of South Carolina: office of Sec of State. I R.M. Sims, Sec of State, do hereby certify that the above is a true copy of a plat as recorded in this office on page 31 of Book of Plats of Towns & Villages. Witness my hand and the Great Seal of the

Folder: 47/12E/19C
Date:
Size: 50 by 31
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Ann Morris; H. Lamble; Mrs. Curry
Location(s): Charleston; Charleston Neck; Coming Street; Morris Street; St. Phillips Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Copied from plat in City Surveyors office by H. Lamble 7 Feb 1876."

Folder: 47/12E/20(A)
Title: "This is a rough copy of plat annexed to deed fr exors Thos: Shubrick to Thos: Bennett Jr: 14 Feb: 1812. R.M.C.O. Bk. E. p. 204. and also of plat annexed to deed from exors. Shubrick to Jas Cooper E. 8. 206."
Date:
Size: 28 by 22
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Wm. Cunningham; Thos Shubrick; Thos Bennett Jr.; Jas Cooper; Capt. Robt Cochran; Pleassin (?)
Location(s): Mansion House Tract; Meeting Street Road
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/20(B)
Title: "A plan of Fountain Hill Plantation, the property of Louis Gourdin, lying on Eutaw Creek on Santee River in Berkley and orangeburg Counties, South Carolina. the lines A.B and B.C divide this

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Plantation into two tracts, the Southern tract contains Three h

Date:
Size: 24 by 23
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Louis Gourdin; J.G. Gaillard; M. Davis; W. Henry Sinkler
Location(s): Fountain Hill Plantation; Berkley County; orangeburg County; Eutaw Creek; Santee River
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction:
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/20C
Title: "Plan of the western half of the Citadel square Originally divided into 24 lots by Jm Wilson
Surveyor. Red lines show the City property -- City Engineers office. Plat Bk: P.g. 73. Charleston
December 10th 1870. Louis J. Barbot City Engineer."
Date:
Size: 24 by 23
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Louis J. Barbot; Jm Wilson
Location(s): Charleston; Citadel Square; Tobacco Street; King Street; Loundes Street; Lands of the
Fourth Brigade; Picquet Guard House; Calhoun Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction:
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/20(D)
Title: "at the request of Mr. Wm Cummingston I have admeasured and laid off from his Plantation on
Charleston Neck unto Capt: Rob: Eson of Greescock (?) in Eaurop [sic], a tract of land containing three
acres, Butting & bounding Westward in the High road leading
Date:
Size: 42 by 28
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Wm Cummingston; Cap Robt Eson
Location(s): Charleston; Charleston Neck; High Road leading to Charleston
Parish: Phillips
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Copied 11 Mch: 1885 from R.M.C.O. Bk G. No. 6 p. 320. being annexed to Deed of Pressment
(?) from Wm Cummingston & wife to Capt: Robt: Eason [sic]."

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**Folder:** 47/12E/20E  
**Title:** Untitled/undated drawing of various lots between Radcliffe, Coming, Vanderhorst and St. Phillips Streets.  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 27 by 21  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):**  
**Location(s):** Charleston; Radcliffe Street; Coming Street; Vanderhorst Street; St. Phillips Street; Warner Street  
**Parish:**  
**Types:**  
**Reproduction:** ,  
**Original page number in plat book:**  
**Notes:**  

**Folder:** 47/12E/20(F)  
**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/20(A): "This plat represents the shape of one hundred and forty four acres of land & Marsh formerly laid out & granted unto Mr. Henry Wigginston, situated in Berkley County on the South West side of Cooper River, Butting & boundi  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 50 by 42  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** Henry Wigginson; Charles Burnham; Gilson Clapp; Col. Robert Johnson; Wm Lord Craven; Thomas Shubrick; William Bull  
**Location(s):** Charleston; Charleston Neck; Cooper River  
**Parish:**  
**Types:**  
**Reproduction:** ,  
**Original page number in plat book:**  
**Notes:** "South Carolina. Recorded in Bk R. page 558 this 22 day of April 1797 and examined by Dan'l [illegible] Reg: N.B. there is no release with this plat, but was affixed in this Book by request of Thomas Shubrick and copied from book R. N. 6 p. 558 10 Mch: 1  

**Folder:** 47/12E/20(G)  
**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/20(A): "copy of a plat annexed to a Release from Cartwright to Charleston Neck in Berkley County -- Butting & bounding Northward, part on other Land belonging to the said Elizabeth Sindrey (?) part on lands of John Watkins and o  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 34 by 32  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** Cartwright; Elizabeth Sindrey (?); John Watkins; John Lockfield (?); Wm Crook; R.J. Rumpf (?); S.L. Simons  
**Location(s):** Charleston; Charleston Neck; Berkley County; Town Creek; Cooper River  
**Parish:**  

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Reproduction: C,

Original page number in plat book:

Notes: "Copied 26 Jany 1883 by S.J. Rumpf (?) from plat in possession of Mr. S.L. Simons survey as marked." "copy taken from Original plat & extracts from release in Mch: 1801."

Folder: 47/12E/20(H)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/20(A): "at the instance of Mr. Wm Cummington I have admeasured and laid off from his Plantation on Charleton Neck with Mr. Wm McWhassen a tract of land containing 20 9/10 acres Butting & bounding to the Northward on Hopson Stree

Date:
Size: 34 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Nat'l Russell; Wm McWhassen (?); B. Bicknell (?); Wm Cummington
Location(s): Charleston; Charleston Neck; King Street; Hopson Street; Meeting Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,

Original page number in plat book:

Notes: "Copied 11 Mch: 1885 from plat annexed to deed of Pressment (?) by Wm McWhasson (?) dated 21 July 1787. R.M.C.O. Bk y. 5 p. 492."

Folder: 47/12E/21(A)
Title: "A Platt [sic] of Charles Town."

Date:
Size: 50 by 40
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Coming; Wragg
Location(s): Charleston; Cooper River; John Coming Grant; Wragg Pasture Lands; Rhettburg; Amory on Ancrum (?) Lands; the Old Church Yard; Archdale Street; Queen Street or Dock Street; Capt. Hewetts Square; King Street or the Broad Path; Archdale Square; Broad or Coope
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,

Original page number in plat book:

Notes: Lots 1-310. "the names of streets & c hereon in red ink do not appear on the Original. H.A.D."

Folder: 47/12E/21(B)
Title: "copy of Plat annexed to agreement between Thos: Shubrick Jno: Edwards, Harry Grant & Thos Simons relative to Street A.A.A. dated Jany: 1794. R.M.C.O. Bk M No. 6. p. 113."

Date:
Size: 50 by 35
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Mrs. Cunnington; Capt. Cochran; Thomas Simons; Thos Shubrick; Jno Edwards; Harry Grant

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Location(s): the Shipyard; Shipyard Creek; Public road to Charleston
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Copied: 10 Oct./84 H.A.D."

Folder: 47/12E/21C
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/21(A): "This plat is copied from letter Bk L. J. Barbot (20 May 1880) & accompanied Letter to C.H. Sinoritore (?) dated 10 Sept: 1879 relative to encroachment by Lessic (?) from Hy: Bischoff under sales made by him of land Purch
Date:
Size: 28 by 16
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): L.G. Barbot; C.H. Sinoritore (?); Hy Bischoff; Robertson
Location(s): Charleston; Bull (now) Cooper Street; Aiken Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/21(D)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/21(A): "Plan of Several lots of land on Meeting & King Streets ward No. 7 City of Charleston the property of H.A. Duc & others in the division of the Old Rope Walk property of Henry Bischoff known as lots 4.5.6.7.8.9. surveyed A
Date:
Size: 46 by 14
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): H.A. Duc; Henry Bischoff; Louis J. Barbot; H.A. DeSanssire; Boyce
Location(s): Charleston; Meeting Street; King Street; Old Rope Path; Line Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Copied from City Surveyors plat Book p. 83. 20 May 1885. H.A.D. Sanssire

Folder: 47/12E/21E
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/21(A): "Plan of lots of land the property of Henry Bischoff Esqr: as divided by himself. April 1872."
Date:
Size: 46 by 15
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Barbot; Henry Bischoff; Mary L. Boyle; Geo Addison; M.H. Green; H.A. Duc; Mrs. Leseuse

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Location(s): Charleston; Line Street; Meeting Street; Aiken Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Copied from City surveyors plat Bk 1 p. 83. Mr. Barbot says the plat in City Surveyors office is copy made by him from Original in possession of H. Bischoff, at time copy was made. This plat is intended to represent land purchased by H. Bischoff from C

Folder: 47/12E/21(F)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/21(A): "This plat annexed to Conveyance Milward Pogson to Wm Hall 20 July 1816. R.M.C.O. Bk H p. 164. Also to Convey: Wm Hall to Jas: S. Johnson. 19 Sept: 1821. R.M.C.O. H. p. 165."
Date:
Size: 41 by 22
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Milward Pogson; Wm Hall; Jas S. Johnson; Cap Robt Cochran; Mrs. Shubrick; Thomas Bennett, Jr.
Location(s): Mrs. Shubrick’s Mansion House Tract; Capt. Robt Cochran’s Plantation
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/21(G)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/21(A): "Part of Sobieski Plan of the Lines or Fortification, 1873 of Charleston, & the lands on which they were constructed, divided into lots, for sale under A.A. plot Book A. page 15."
Date:
Size: 35 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Sobieski
Location(s): Charleston; Coming Street; St. Phillip Street; Meeting Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/22(A)
Title: "copy of PLAT made by Charles Parker office copy in possession of Simons & Howe Surveyors."
Date:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

**Folder: 47/12E/22(B)**

**Title:** "Copied from City Surveyors plat Bk p. 86. 26 May 1885--being part of a plat having this note 'A plan of lands on Charleston Neck & St. Phillips Parish appropriated for fortifications by an act of the Legislature of So Ca passed on the [blank] day of [blank]

**Date:**

**Size:** 40 by 29

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** John Wilson; Dr. I. Blake

**Location(s):** Charleston; Charleston Neck; St. Phillips; Meeting Street; Blake Street; Village of Hampstead; Bull Street

**Parish:** Phillips

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** "on the plat recorded in R.M.C.O. is this note endorsed on the back. South Carolina. Charleston District. Personally appeared before me John Wilson Esq: who being duly sworn made oath that the within plan is a true and correct representation of all the

**Folder: 47/12E/22C**

**Title:** "This is plat referred to in Mr. Smythes Abstract but I cannot find lot 22 & 23 he" [end of writing]

**Date:**

**Size:** 21 by 20

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):**

**Location(s):** Charleston; Line Street; Nassau Street; Meeting Street; Hanover Street; Est of Nells Rope Yard

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** ,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:**

**Folder: 47/12E/22(D)**
Title: "Copied 26 May 1885 from City surveyors plat Bk p. 86 being part of plot bearing this note 'This plan represents a true copy of the Survey of the lines and the lots as they were laid out by Thaddeus Sobieski Eng & Sur [illegible] from his field notes by R"

Date:
Size:
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Thaddeus Sobieski; Robt K Payne
Location(s): Charleston; America Street; Meeting Street; King Street; Rutledge Street; Blake Street; Drake Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,

Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "the above is also a copy of same plat recorded in Plat book A p. 15 -- R.M.C.O. which has 1823 marked on it in pencil. for part of above plat between Meeting & King & Rutledge Streets see Plat Bk: Des Sur as to lot S.E. corner Meeting & Line: 36 see R.M"

Folder: 47/12E/22E
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/22(A): "Plan of the Lots of Land and wooder buildings situate on the West side of Scarborough or Anson St: City of Charleston Ward No. 3 belonging to the estate of John Carston surveyed by order of the Administratrix Dec 1837."

Date:
Size: 50 by 48
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Carston; John Dougherty; Dinah Jewitt; John Mann; J. Mashburn; Mr. Miles
Location(s): Charleston; Scarborough Street; Anson Street; Boundary Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,

Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "N.B. I can find no data to make Anson St: more than 20 ft: wide at the corner of Boundary St: it measured 20 ft. the boundary lines are shaded yellow. Copied by Jms Nolte sur 20/85."

Folder: 47/12E/23(A)
Title: "Lots at the northwest corner of Anson and George Streets designated by the [plat] of Mrs. Sarah Dehon and subdivided by her order showing a lot proposed for the use of a religious Congregation as sworn [sic] by the yellow boundaries. Also showing a line"

Date:
Size: 48 by 37
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Sarah Dehon; B. White; Isaac M Wilson; George Sireen (?)
Location(s): Charleston; Anson Street; George Street
Parish:
Types:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Copied from R.M.C.O. plat Bk A p: 44."

Folder: 47/12E/23(B)
Title: "Note by Henry A. Des: 8 June 1888. This plat will show the subdivision of lots h & k in plan of Ansonborough which came into possession of Wm Hopton & called the Lanyard which by will of Wm Hopton A.D. 1785 (Will Bk B p. 52) passed to his grandchildren
Date: 
Size: 48 by 37
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Wm Hopton; Jos Purcell; Robert W. Powell; May C Gregorie; William Moultrie; John Calvert; Francis Middleton; John Mathers; Danl Noble
Location(s): Charleston; Ansonborough; the Lanyard; Calhoun Street; Anson Street; George Street; Scarborough Street; Boundary Street; Meeting Street
Parish:
Types: 
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Copied from plat Book No. 2 p: 54. June 7, 1888."

Folder: 47/12E/23C
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/23(A): "the above plan represents the former bounding of the West part of a Plantation in the Parish of St. Phillips Charleston formerly known by the name of the Bowling Green belonging to Hon. Geo: Anson which at the desire of B
Date: 
Size: 74 by 48
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Geo Anson; Benjamin Whitaker; Geo Hunter; Joseph Wragg; Sarah Trutt; Christopher Gadsden; Paul Mazyck; Geo Hunter
Location(s): Bowling Green Plantation; Broad Road from Charleston; Society Street; Anson Street; Meeting Street
Parish: Phillips
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12E/24(A)
Title: "This is a copy of a plat in possession of Mr. John Gadsden (son of Revd: Philip Gadsden) the plat has no surveyors [sic] name, no note or date, but appears to me to be an outline of the lands bought by Revd: Philip Gadsden from the Master in Equity (R.M.
Date: 
Size: 81 by 76
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Gadsden; Rev. Philip Gadsden; Thomas Gadsden; R.K. Payne; H.S. Burden; J.H. Wagener; Murphy; Boyleston; Barnwell; Minott; Mrs. B. Perry; Cooper; J.H. Waring
Location(s): Old Summerville; Charleston County; Colleton County
Parish:
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "All this better be determined by comparison of this with R.K. Payne's plat dated December 1832. See also Payne's plat of Old Summerville dated December 1831. Also a plat made by H.S. Burden in July 1872 for Mr. John Gadsden of part of Revd: Philip Gads

Folder: 47/12E/24(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/24(A): "Plan of the village of Old Summerville, the property of Thomas Moore, Esq. the lots are not marked on the Ground. the Gulleys [sic] and ponds are not laid down by Measurement. the lines shaded Red show the location of
Date:
Size: 74 by 48
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Thomas Moore; Rob K Payne; John Gadsden; James Stewart; Blake; Waring; Mrs. Purcell; Mrs. Firth; J. Schulz; Dr. DuPont; W. Ancrum; Mrs. A.H. Smith
Location(s): Village of Old Summerville; Pine Street; South Street; Centre Street; Railroad Street; Great Thoroughfare
Parish:
Types: C,
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "copy from the Original protraction in my possession. R.K.P." "Copied 26 July 1884 by H.A.D. in possession of Mr. John Gadsden. 'Thomas Moore' is most probably a mistake for Thomas More."

Folder: 47/12E/25(A)
Title: "Plat of a tract of Land situated in Colleton Country, containing two hundred & eighty nine 1/2 (289 1/2) acres, the same, being taken from the Est: of Rev: Phillip Gadsden; surveyed for, and at the request of Mr. & Mrs. Gadsden, July, 1872. Having such Sh
Date:
Size: 54 by 38
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Rev. Phillip Gadsden; S. Burden; J.I. Perry; Miles; C. Vose; T. Brown; H.A. Middleton; J.R. Dukes; Clarke; M. Allston; W. Lockwood; Nelson
Location(s): Colleton County; Rasher Road; Elliot Street; Gadsden Street
Parish:
Types: C,
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notes:

**Folder: 47/12E/25(B)**
**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/25(A): "PLAT of the Old Summerville Pine Land tract containing Seven hundred and Forty Seven acres situate in the Parish of St. George Dorchester Charleston District formerly the property of [blank] Williman deceased by his Heir
**Date:**
**Size:** 55 by 45
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** Williman; Thomas Moore; Robt K Payne; James Stewart; Blake
**Location(s):** Village of Old Summerville; Old Summerville Pine Land Tract; Summer Ville
**Parish:** George
**Types:**
**Reproduction:** C,
**Original page number in plat book:**
**Notes:** "Note: the Figure a.b. was surveyed but excluded in the calculation of quantity, the marks or lines a.b. appear of the same age as Stewarts [sic] other line, whereas the few marks upon a.c. are of a recent date. It Contains 1.3 Ac 2/10. the part marked

**Folder: 47/12E/26(A)**
**Title:** "State of South Carolina to all to whom there Presents shall come, Greeting: Know Ye That for and in consideration of one Pound ten Shillings & 10--sterling money, paid by Daniel Cannon Esquire into the treasury for th use of this state, We have granted
**Date:**
**Size:** 54 by 53
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** Daniel Cannon; Thomas Pinckney; B. Beekman; Peter Freneau; Edward Lightwood; Harleston
**Location(s):** Charleston; Rutledge Street; Pinckney Street; Boundary Street; Commings Creek; Ashley River; Ashley Channel; Bull Street
**Parish:**
**Types:**
**Reproduction:** C,
**Original page number in plat book:**
**Notes:** "Copied from City Surveyors plat Book p. 4. Augt: 1880. H.A.D."

**Folder: 47/12E/26(B)**
**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/26(A): "Plan of new Summerville situate in St. George’s Dorchester Parish and District of Charleston laid out in March 1832 by C.E. Detrude (?)"
**Date:**
**Size:** 55 by 42
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** C.E. Detrude (?)
**Location(s):** Old Summerville; New Summerville; Saw Mill; Walnut Street; Palmetto Street; Hickory Street; Laurel Street; Pine Street; Black Jack Street; Main Street; Magnolia Street; Gum Street; North

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Street: South Street  
Parish: George  
Types:  
Reproduction: C,  
Original page number in plat book:  
Notes: "N.B. by H.A.D. 24 Dec. 1881. This copy does not show the coloring nor is it exactly accurate to the scale of 400 ft: per in: but it gives the lots as numbered & the Streets."

Folder: 47/12E/26C  
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/26(A): "Plan of Saw Mill tract, situated partly in St. George's and St. James Goose Creek Parish. the property of the Rail Road Company containing two thousand and Six hundred and Forty one acres 85/100 surveyed 36th [sic] Januar  
Date:  
Size: 54 by 38  
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection  
Name(s): Robt L Pinckney; Jas W. Gray; Thos W Bacot (?) Jr; Thos W Bacot (?) Sr; Stewart; Williman; Moore; Mrs. Horlbeck; Nettle; Smith  
Location(s): New Summerville; Saw Mill Tract  
Parish: George  
Types:  
Reproduction: C,  
Original page number in plat book:  
Notes: "copy of a plat annexed to Report of Jas W. Gray Master in Equity in the case of Thos: W Bacot (?) Jr & wife vs. Thos: W. Bacot (?) Sr et al: filed 4 May 1832 (in Equity - Charleston District). there is no survey no note or other explanation but it is in

Folder: 47/12E/27(A)  
Title: "Charleston 2 July 1863 (?). at the request of the Hon Thos: Bennett I have surveyed a part of his hill home (?) in Cannonsboro; formerly Marsh land, now a mud flat. the lots into which it has been divided are each bounded with Yellow & numbered from 1 t  
Date:  
Size: 75 by 55  
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection  
Name(s): Charles Parker; Thos Bennett; Thomas G. Simons; Elias Ball; Kultman (?); Capt. Thos Petigrew; Legare; John Cart (?); V.S. Barber; Berry Ireland; A.W. Bagly; Wm Bunnell; C.H. Faber; C. Jones; K.L. Simons  
Location(s): Charleston; Cannonsboro; Calhoun Street; Bull Street; Gadsden Street; Bennett Street; Ashley Street; Smith Street; Rutledge Street  
Parish:  
Types:  
Reproduction: C,  
Original page number in plat book:  
Notes: "Copied 2 June 1880 by H.A.D. from City Surveyors plat Bk [blank] p. 38 (apparently a copy."

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
Folder: 47/12E/27(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/27(A): "Plan of the Lands of the Hon Thomas Bennett situated in Ward no. 4 of Charleston and Cannonsborough Charleston Neck. Drawn from plans of Purcell and other [sic] and from actual Survey by Robert K. Payne."
Date:
Size: 80 by 54
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Robert K. Payne; E.L. Halsey; Townsend; Thomas Bennett; Jonathan Lucas
Location(s): Charleston; Charleston Neck; Cannonsborough; Ashley River; Boundary Street; Pinckney Street; Hudson Street; Lucas Street; Vanderhorst Street; Warren Street; Radcliffe Street; Cannon Street; Bee Street; Doughts Street; Bull Street; Barre Street; Gadsden St
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "A correct copy from the Original Plat now in ou possession June 2th 1868. Hume & Tennent. Civil Engr & Surveyors. Mr. E.L. Halsey who purchased has in his possession a copy of this plat annexed to copy of an agreement of which the following is a copy."

Folder: 47/12E/28(A)
Title: "This Plat has been made in conformity with the order of the Court of Common Pleas directing a sale of the property of the late Thomas Bennett in the case of Executors of Thomas Bennett vs Jane M. Bennett et al. surveyed 12th January 1871. by Wm Hume Surv
Date:
Size: 81 by 53
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Jane M. Bennett; Thomas Bennett; C.G. Memminger; N. Nathan; John L. Branch; Wm Hume
Location(s): Charleston; Ashley River; Gadsden Street; Wentworth Street; Bull Street; Barre Street; West Point Mill
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Copied from Original in possession of Hon: C.G. Memminger Exor: Thos: Bennett. 5 August 1880 by F.G. Cart for H.A.D."

Folder: 47/12E/28(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/28(A): "Plat, of 248 acres of Land situated in Christ Church Parish, near the Sea Shore, now subdivided into Seven Tracts or Farms. from rough surveys made in 1866 1867. Drawn Decb 1867. by John A. Michel. Surveyor."
Date:
Size: 38 by 38
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John A. Michel

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Location(s): Christ Church Parish
Parish: Christ C
Types: A
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/28C
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/28(A): ”21 July 1897 H.A.D. This is a copy of a blue print lent me by Henry Schate, broker, to show lots sold by him for est Michael Kelly to Laurence Duc, 12: lots F & G. the blue print has no note, date or surveyors [sic] name,
Date:
Size: 50 by 32
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Henry Schacte; Michael Kelly; Laurence Duc; S.L. Simon
Location(s): Nassau Street; Columbus Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: ”This plat covers parts of lots 114. 115 & 116 in plan of Hampstead see p. 23 See Abstract prepared March 5 1857 for Mr. Laurence Duc Abstract B: no. 7.”

Folder: 47/12E/29(A)
Title: ”Plat of a Plantation situated on Johns Island State of South Carolina, belonging to the estate of Mrs. M. Angel, & containing one thousand acres more or less: Divided, at the request of the Heirs, as drawn by the Yellow boundaries. (signed) Frederick J. S
Date:
Size: 55 by 53
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Mrs. M. Angel; Frederick J. Smith; Richard Freeman; Isaac W. Angel; William Carsons; L.R. Locke; Josephine H. Angel; Hugh V. Angel; Elizabeth Sherman; theodore E. Newton; Benjamin S. Pelot; Mrs. Martha L.R. Locke
Location(s): Johns Island; Public road to Church; Public road to Ferry
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/29(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/29(A): ”Map of Charleston South Carolina Revised 1879 Published by Walker, Evans & Cogswell, Stationers, Printers & Binders, Nos. 3 Broad & 103 East Bay Streets Charleston, South Carolina.”
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Date: 
Size: 48 by 34
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): 
Location(s): Charleston
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12E/29C
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/29(A): "Plat of a lot of 2.16 acres just outside the limits of the Town of Summerville, Colleton County formerly part of the Gadsden Lands as shown on plat by R.K. Payne, dated December 1832 lately the property of F.C. Schulz and
Date: 
Size: 50 by 27
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Rev. Philip Gadsden; R.K. Payne; F.C. Schulz; J. Henry Wagner; J. Hamilton Freer; S. Lewis Simons; Sheriff Black
Location(s): Summerville; Colleton County
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: "Note--This Plat represents the lot purchased by me from Rev. Philip Gadsden 23 June 1849, and which was in my possession from that date till sold 5th Dec. 1882 by Sheriff Black to J. Hamilton Freer Trustee, under execution in J. Hamilton Freer Trustee vs.

Folder: 47/12E/30(A)
Title: "A combination of two Plats drawn by R.G. Pinckney March 1847. Plat of a Plan on Wadmalaw Island. . . .Resurveyed in March 1847." . . .Plan of two tracts on Wadmalaw Island the property of Charles Bailey Esq. . . .Resurveyed in March 1847 by Robt G. Pinck
Date: 
Size: 76 by 49
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Robt G. Pinckney; Rich Reynolds; Edward Bailey; Charles Bailey; Charles Vignoles; William C. Bailey; Williams; Prioleau Chisolms; Capt. Daniels
Location(s): Wadmalaw Island; Public road to Rockville; Johnson's Creek; Bohicet Creek
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12E/30(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/30(A): "Made up from Two Plats drawn by R.G. Pinckney March 1847."
Date:
Size: 43 by 35
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Robt G. Pinckney; Rich Reynolds; Edward Bailey; Charles Bailey; Charles Vignoles; William C. Bailey; Williams; Prioleau Chisolms; Capt. Daniels
Location(s): Wadmalaw Island; Public road to Rockville; Johnson's Creek; Bohicet Creek
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: NOTE: Appears to be copy of 47/12E/30(A), with some additional handwritten notes.

Folder: 47/12E/30C
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/30(A): "Plat of a tract of land situate in Charleston County on the East end of Cooper River containing Twenty six (26) acres, surveyed for George Clinton at the request of Mr. George Tharin, being a portion of Cedar Grove tract
Date:
Size: 31 by 28
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): George Clinton; Thos B. Flud; William J. McKinley; Tharin; Hannah Wilson; Samuel Clinton
Location(s): Charleston County; Cooper River; Cedar Grove
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction:
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Mesne Conveyance office Charleston County. This Plat is duly recorded in Plat Book B page 73 this 19th January 1876. Fee $2.00. William J. McKinley, R.M.C.O."

Folder: 47/12E/30(D)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/30(A): "Plat showing form and divisions of lot known as No 61 in plan of subdivision of the mud flat of the Hon. Thomas Bennett, laid out by Chas. Parker City Surveyor and dated July 3rd 1855 and located by me May 8th 1880. Louis
Date:
Size: 36 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Thomas Bennett; Chas Parker; Louis J. Barbot; DeSaussere; Mary Riker; John Taylor; Louis J. Barbot
Location(s): South Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "copy of plat annexed to conveyance by [illegible] DeSaussere Trustee of Mary Riker to John Taylor, dated 9th August 1880 by H.A.D."

Folder: 47/12E/31(A)
Title: "Plan of the Lands belonging to the North Saw Mill part of the estate of Danl Cannon, Esq. deceased situated in Cannonsborough on Charleston Neck [illegible] containing in the whole Eighty five acres & Sixty nine Hundred viz 3 acres of high land 71 A of M
Date:
Size: 53 by 42
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Danl Cannon; Joseph R. Purcell; James Gadsden; Henry Muckenfuss; Jervis H. Stevens; William J. McKinley
Location(s): Cannonsborough; Charleston Neck; Charleston; South Mill; North Saw Mill; Ashley River; Elliott Street; Bee Street; President Street; Cannon Street; Mill Pond; Mill Street; Doughty Street; Hudson Street; Boundary Street; Thomas Street; Mill Dam
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Mesne Conveyance office Charleston County. This plat is a true and correct copy of one recorded in this office Book O page 167 on the 27 day of March 1803. William J. McKinley Register M.C."

Folder: 47/12E/31(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/31(A): "This plat was once attached to the Deed of Partition between the Maryck's [sic] recorded in the office of the Register of Mesne Conveyance in Book B. no. 3 p. 468, but has been torn or taken out, it is very much mutilated
Date:
Size: 53 by 40
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Stephen Mazyck; Isaac Mazyck; Benjamin Mazyck; Paul Mazyck; Benjamin Godin; John Gendron; Capt. Cummings
Location(s): Charleston; Broad Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "We the Subscribers do hereby Certify that this is a true and exact Platt copied from the Original Platt annexed to a Deed of Partition made between Isaac Mazyck Paul Mazyck Benjamin Mazcyk Stephen Mazcyk Benjamin Godin and John Gendron dated this Eighteen

Folder: 47/12E/32(A)
Title: "Coburg. the Property of John H. Steinmeyer Esquire situated in St. Andrews Parish Charleston District surveyed by Robt L. Pinckney Depty: Sur:."

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Date:
Size: 40 by 36
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John H. Steinmeyer; John Bellinger; Godan Bailey; J.M. McKinlay; Robt L. Pinckney; Joseph Roberson; William Ravenel; A.H. Brown; W. Crafts; M.J. Keith
Location(s): Charleston County; Wappoo Creek; Coburg; Ashley River Road; Public road from Charleston Bridge Ferry; Gourdin Creek; Colleton Creek; Pompey Cut
Parish: Andrews
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Mesne Conveyance office Charleston County I certify that this is a correct copy of Plat attached to a Ded from John Bellinger to Godan Bailey lodged 15 July 1852. rec'd Book 2. no. 12 page 429 -- Plat recorded Plat Book A. n. 1 p. (79). M.J. Keith. Regis

Folder: 47/12E/32(B)
Title: "Plat showing the location of the Charleston and Savannah Rail Road in relation to the lands of Mr. G.J. Crafts on the West side of Ashley River, in Charleston District of South Carolina. in part surveyed, and in part compiled from copy of plat made by J
Date:
Size: 41 by 39
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): George J. Crafts; John Diamond; Ed. B. White; G. Simmons
Location(s): Charleston and Savannah Rail Road Company; Turnpike Road; Ashley River; Ashley River Road; New Bridge
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:

Folder: 47/12E/32C
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/32(A): "Plat of Land belonging to the Charleston Bridge Company, situated in Ward No. 8 City of Charleston and State of South Carolina, a portion of which is divided into 54 lots. surveyed July 1857 L.S. Branch City Surveyor Upp
Date:
Size: 70 by 22
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): L.S. Branch
Location(s): Charleston; Charleston Bridge Company; Ashley River' Gadsden Creek; Spring Street; Chestnut Street; Pine Street; Ashton Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12E/32(D)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/32(A): "Plan of Mrs. Elizabeth Fludd's land on the North side of Spring (lately Elliott Street)."
Date:
Size: 47 by 26
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Elizabeth Fludd; Thomas N. Gadsden; Susan Johnson; Billy Edings (?)
Location(s): Charleston; Spring Street; Elliott Street; Norman Street; Pine Street; Lilly Court' May Court; Tower Creek; Ashton Street; Allenay Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/33(A)
Title: "Secretary's office Columbia Aug 20th 1814. I do hereby Certify the within to be a true copy from the Original Plot Plan or Map attached to an Act in this office entitled An Act for laying out and establishing Several New Streets in the NorthWest parts of Charleston Green as laid out into Streets by an Act of the Legislature in 1770." "Copied by E.G. Cart for Decd (?) from Original in possession of Messrs Simons & Howe 5 Augt: 1880."
Date:
Size: 54 by 40
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Daniel Cannon; Thomas Pinckney; B. Beekman; Peter Freneau; Edward Lightwood; Harleston
Location(s): Charleston; Manigault Street; Comins Street; Free School; Glebe Land; Parsonage House; Smith Street; Hartledge Street; Lynch Street; Gadsden Street; Barre Street; Beaufair Street; Wentworth Street; Montague Street; Bull Street; Archdale Street; King Stree
Parish: Philips
Types:
Reproduction: C
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/33(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/33(A): Untitled/undated map of various plots of land.
Date:
Size: 65 by 42
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s): Simons Street
Parish:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: NOTE: "Simons Street 25 ft taken from land of KS & Do of T."

Folder: 47/12E/34(A)
Title: "Plantations situate on James Island, St. Andrews Parish, Charleston District belonging to the estate of Mrs. Elizabeth Lightwood Deceased -- contains, including the reclaimed Lagoon I and the Pond J as follows: the Main Body -- 717.20 acres. . . .in the
Date:
Size: 52 by 42
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Elizabeth Lightwood; Charles Parker; Wm M. Parker; Buckner; Minot; Mrs. McCants; Mrs. Rodgers; Maurice Simons Jr.
Location(s): James Island; Charleston Distrit; Branch of Town Creek; Town Creek; Wappoo Creek; Hume's Bluff
Parish: Andrews
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Note: According to instructions I have not surveyed the Marsh Lands belonging to this tract, but nevertheless it is supposed that they will be included in the conveyance with the high land, to Mr. Wm. M. Parker. Charles Parker. the creeks have not been

Folder: 47/12E/34(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/34(A): "Plat of the Lands on Charleston Neck belonging estate of J.W. Gadsden ordered to be divided among the Heirs under a Writ of Partition from the Court of Equity held in July term 1841. . . .This survey and Division was made
Date:
Size: 53 by 37
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): J.W. Gadsden; Robt L Pinckney; Ann E. Gadsden; Benj C. Gadsden; Jas W. Gadsden; Mrs. M.S. Bee; Mrs. J.L. Holmes; Alex McDonald; Wm Hume
Location(s): Charleston Neck; Bee Street; President Street; Elliott Street; Thomas Street; Pinckney Street; Fishburn Street; Mount Street; Congress Street; Lines Street; Legare Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "State of South Carolina Charleston District. in Equity. Pursuant to a Writ of Partition hearing date July 1841 we have to the best of our knowledge and judgement faithfully and Impartially divided the landed Est of Jas W Gadsden situate on Charleston Nec

Folder: 47/12E/35(A)
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Title: "Map of Valuable Building Lots Property of Jno. L. Holmes Esq. to be sold at Auction by Francis Nixson at the North of the Exchange."

Date:
Size: 57 by 31
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Jno. L. Holmes; Francis Nixson; B.C. Gadsden; J.N. Gadsden
Location(s): Charleston; Payne Street; Larn Court; Rutledge Street; the Exchange
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/35(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/35(A): Untitled/undated map of Murridis Island on Atlantic Ocean.
Date:
Size: 46 by 28
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Seigling; Odena; Kingman; Vincent; T.J. Jervey; Lewis; Bonneell; Reed; Birdlo
Location(s): Charleston; Atlantic Ocean; Murridis Island; Light House Inlet; Main Creek
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "about the site proposed for Lazaretts (?)"

Folder: 47/12E/35C
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/35(A): Untitled/undated drawing of various lots in Charleston.
Date:
Size: 40 by 32
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): A. Cunningham; Schnelie; S. Moses; B. Yeadon; M. Cohen; M.A. Gadsden; N. Hart; Cravat; Berkley; Fouveand (?); Mrs. Kelly; John Hunter; Landredth; N. Haut (?); Morzon; Thorn; Jas Calder; Moross (?); Parish Wiley & Co.; Monefeld Strong (?) & Allemoney (?)
Location(s): Charleston; Beaufort Street; King Street; Wentworth Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/36(A)
Title: "A Plan of Bell-Mont situated on Charleston Neck in St. Philip's Parish and State of So Carolina, containing 185 1/4 acres, divided into 14 lots: Belong: to the estate of Charles Pinckney Esquire deceased."

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
from an actual Survey taken in August 1785 by Jo

**Date:**
**Size:** 55 by 30
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** Charles Pinckney; Joseph Russell; R.K. Payne; James Donnovan; Jn Bowen
**Location(s):** Charleston Neck; Bell-Mont; Public road into Charleston; Long Point; Magnetic Meridian
**Parish:** Philips
**Types:**
**Reproduction:**

**Original page number in plat book:**
**Notes:** "the lines of the above plat renewed by me Sept 1842. R.K. Payne

**Folder:** 47/12E/36(B)
**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/36(A): "State of South Carolina Sumter County I hereby certify a tract of land containing Four thousand Four hundred acres, more or less known as the 'Sand Hill' tract of Est: of John Singleton; lying on Half-way Swamp, Shanks &

**Date:**
**Size:** 52 by 39
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** John Singleton; Robert Brown; William Ramsey; Wm. H.B. Richardson; J. Dyson; B. Manning; D. DuBose; John M. Tindall; Robert Broun; Richard I. Manning; J.S. Richardson; L.M. McRoy; E.D. Richardson; D. DuBose Burke
**Location(s):** Sumter County; Sand Hill; Half-way Swamp; Shank Creek; Taver Creek; Santee River; Great Bay; Tavern Creek
**Parish:**
**Types:**
**Reproduction:** C,

**Original page number in plat book:**
**Notes:** "copy from Original by H.A.D. November 20th 1873."

**Folder:** 47/12E/37(A)
**Title:** "copy of plat of lands of Christopher Gadsden made 1806 by J.R. Purcell 6 wharf lots & 197 back lots. See City Surveyors plat Bk. No. 1 p. 40. Many if not all these lots were sold to settle estate of C. Gadsden under case in Equity entitled Gadsden vs.

**Date:**
**Size:** 71 by 31
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** Christopher Gadsden; J.R. Purcell; Wm. Drayton; Henry Laurence; Mazyck; Ellis; Josiah Smith; Mrs. White; Thos. Doughtly; Jas Mackie; Thos McCalla; Robert Harelhurst; Wm Hall; John F. Grimke; F. Nelson; F. Woolfe; D. Cannon; B. Booth; W.J. Gadsden; G. Gadsd
**Location(s):** Charleston; Cooper River; East Bay Street; Middle Street; Washington Street; Marsh Street; Concord Street; Canal or Dock; Market Square; Anson Street; George Street; Laurence Square; Wall Street; Minority Street; Vernon Street; Inspection Street; Alexande
**Parish:**

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "A plat like this with notes & [illegible] rec'd: R.M.C.O. Plat Bk: C. p. 3, & as annexed to conveyance from: Wm. Drayton to Wm. Wrightman 28 Apr: 1817. Bk: B.9.p. 3 of 23 lots on this plat i.e. nos. 72.82.88.90.91.92.93.96.97.98.99.100.101.102.106.107.11

Folder: 47/12E/37(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/37(A): "Plat of Union Wharf No. 2."
Date:
Size: 62 by 0
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): E.B. White; Robt L. Pinckney; D.B. Williams; Jos Prevost; Wm. Keith
Location(s): Charleston; Union Wharf; Pinckney Street; Concord Street; Williams Wharf; Channel of Cooper River
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "resurveyed and copied from E.B. White's Plan by a scale of 25 feet to the inch by Robt L. Pinckney." "Mesne & Conveyance office. Charleston District I certify that this is a correct copy of a plat attached to a deed from D.B. Williams & others to Jos P

Folder: 47/12E/38(A)
Title: "Plat of Oakvale Plantation situated on Johns Island Charleston County state of South Carolina. belonging to the Est of Charles L. Trenholm decd containing 271 acres of High land and 364 9/10 acres of marsh surveyed Dec. 30th 1873. (Signed) W. Hume Survey
Date:
Size: 48 by 27
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Charles L. Trenholm; W. Hume; Louis J. Barbot
Location(s): Johns Island; Oakvale Plantation; Charleston County; Ravenswood; Stone River; Saxby Plantation
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Charleston Sept 2nd 1876 at the request [of] Mr. Trenholm I have carefully measured the plat and calculated the area bounded red & marked C & find it to contain 1.97 acres of high & marsh land. (signed) Louis J. Barbot City Engineer."

Folder: 47/12E/38(B)
Title: "Plat of Oakvale Plantation situated on Johns Island Charleston County state of South Carolina. belonging to the Est of Charles L. Trenholm decd containing 271 acres of High land and 364 9/10 acres of Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
marsh surveyed Dec. 30th 1873. (Signed) W. Hume Survey

Date:
Size: 47 by 26
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Charles L. Trenholm; W. Hume; Louis J. Barbot
Location(s): Johns Island; Oakvale Plantation; Charleston County; Ravenswood; Stone River; Saxby Plantation
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Charleston Sept 2nd 1876 at the request [of] Mr. Trenholm I have carefully measured the plat and calculated the area bounded red & marked C & find it to contain 1.97 acres of high & marsh land. (signed) Louis J. Barbot City Engineer." NOTE: Appears to b

Folder: 47/12E/38C
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/38(A): "Plat showing the location of the Charleston and Savannah Rail Road in relation to the lands of Mr. G.J. Crafts on the west side of Ashley River, in Charleston District, State of South Carolina. in part surveyed, and in

Date:
Size: 53 by 40
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): G.J. Crafts; John Diamond; E.B. White; Provost; G. Simmons; G.C. Haywood; Hanckel
Location(s): Charleston District; Charleston and Savannah Rail Road; Ashley River; Turnpike Road; New Bridge; Ashley River Road
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: NOTE: Appears to be duplicate of 47/12E/32(B).

Folder: 47/12E/39(A)
Title: "General Plan of Lands purchased by Patrick Hinds from Wm. Wragg and Henrietta his Wife -- Attached to conveyance from Patrick Hinds to Isaac Dacosta February 28. 1775. Recorded R.M.C.O. Book B. no. 5. p. 202."

Date:
Size: 41 by 29
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Patrick Hinds; Wm Wragg; Henrietta Wragg; Isaac Dacosta; Fitzsimons; C. Ash
Location(s): Charleston; King Street; Broad Path; St. Philips Street; Liberty Street; Wentworth Street; Quarter House
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**Folder:** 47/12E/39(B)
**Title:** "Plat showing subdivisions made by C.C. Grumlo (?) of Lots purchased of the city and known in Parker plat of July 10th 1849 of the subdivisions of City Marsh Lands by the nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5."
**Date:**
**Size:** 42 by 35
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** C.C. Grumlo (?); Charles Parker
**Location(s):** Charleston; Rutledge Street; Broad Street; Rutledge Place
**Parish:**
**Types:**
**Reproduction:** C,
**Original page number in plat book:**
**Notes:** "Copied [sic] for the City Engineer from the Original made by Charles Parker. Dated Nov 12th 1852. January 20th 1871." NOTE: Appears to be a fragment.

**Folder:** 47/12E/39C
**Date:**
**Size:** 56 by 50
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** Rev. Wm. Percy; B.E. Percy; A.E. Jessen; A.E. Lewis; I.B. Gueran; Robt K. Payne; Wm. Aiken; I. Dun
**Location(s):** Charleston Neck; Elliott Street; Coming Street; Percy Street; Boigard Street; Rose Lane; Laurel Street; Line Street
**Parish:**
**Types:**
**Reproduction:** ,
**Original page number in plat book:**
**Notes:** "Plat referred to in report of Commissioners 23 June 1848."

**Folder:** 47/12E/40(A)
**Title:** "copy of Play of Thomas D. Condy's lands in Cannonboro from the plat of Charles Parker, City Surveyor, made in March 1858."
**Date:**
**Size:** 29 by 24
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** Thomas D. Condy; Charles Parker; DeSaussere; William Hume
**Location(s):** Cannonboro; Ashley Street; Bee Street; Rutledge Avenue
**Parish:**

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: C
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: C
Notes: "Copied by [illegible] DeSaussere from a copy made by William Hume.

Folder: 47/12E/40(B)
Title: "A plan of Pineland belonging to estate of James Gaillard and sold during summer of 1881. A tract of 8 acres sold to Mrs. H.P. Gourdin at $2 - acres - B 115 acres sold to F. Connor for $115. C a tract of 167 acres sold to Jrs. H.P. Gourdin for $500. D a

Date: 
Size: 26 by 24
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): James Gaillard; H.P. Gourdin; F. Connor; John G. Gaillard; Louis Gourdin; W. Henry Sinkler; J.W. Porcher; John N. Davis; Mrs. Witsell
Location(s): Eutawville; Fountain Hill Plantation; Congareer Road; St. Juliens Plantation
Parish:
Types: C
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: C
Notes: "copied 10 March 1883 from plat in possession of Louis Gourdin - H.A.D."

Folder: 47/12E/40C
Title: "three lots & wharf and dock being part of a body of land formerly belonging to Richard Beresford Esq and delineate on East Bay in the City of Charleston and State of South Carolina [illegible] each shape form & mark as represented by this plat from a sur

Date: 
Size: 32 by 15 1/2
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Richard Beresford; Capt. Blake; Champney; Joseph Purcell
Location(s): Charleston; East Bay Street; Charleston Harbor
Parish:
Types: C
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: C
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/40(D)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/40(A) [handwritten document]:  'EXPLANATION Uncleared oak & hickory Land contains 500 acres cleaned ditto including the Settlement F. Tenanted by Thomas Blackmon a savannah [sic] to be hereafter described contains . . .55 acres Pi

Date: 
Size: 74 by 50
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Thomas Blackmon; William Tock; Thomas Far Junior; Margaret Beard; Francis Roche; James

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
G. Wiare; Wm. Fludd; James McKerry; Jas Sinkler

Location(s): Wampie (?) Pond; Wamoo
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/41(A)
Title: "PLAT of two pieces of land situated on the west of Summerville Colleton County. the part A contains Seventeen acres formerly known as Duke's farm. B. contains Forty four & 1/4 (44 1/4) acres and known as the Gadsden Farm. Now owned by Capt. Henry Card
Date: 
Size: 40 by 29 1/2
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Duke; E. Gadsden; Capt. Henry Card; Thos. R. Flud; H.A. Middleton; Nelson Duncan; Clark; Alston
Location(s): Summerville; Colleton County; Duke's Farm; Gadsden Farm
Parish:
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/41(B)
Title: NOTE: Appears to be duplicate of 47/12E/41(A).
Date: 
Size: 40 by 29 1/2
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Duke; E. Gadsden; Capt. Henry Card; Thos. R. Flud; H.A. Middleton; Nelson Duncan; Clark; Alston
Location(s): Summerville; Colleton County; Duke's Farm; Gadsden Farm
Parish:
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/41C
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/41(A): "the above plan represents 547 as. of l. in St. Johns, B. Co. Chlston: Dist: and known by the name of Brackery sold by Capt. J. theus to John Price, at whose request I have resurveyed the same. 16 March 1807. J. Palmer."
Date: 
Size: 53 by 15

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Capt. James theus; John Price; J. Palmer; Rosanna theus; Mary theus; Jas. Sinkler

**Location(s):** St. Johns Parish; Brackery; Little Dorchele (?); Santee River

**Parish:** St. Johns

**Types:**

**Reproduction:**

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** "John Price to Thos Tunno (?) w. 7. p. 444. Release 17 July 1807. Brackery, 547 acres: as per plat annexed with Deed by Rosanna theus per exec: Mary theur to Jno. Price date 14 May 1807."

**Folder:** 47/12E/41(D)

**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/41(A): "Pursuant to direction I have laid out for Mr. Jno. N. Davis a tract of land containing 81 acres situated in St. Johns Parish Berkley near a branch called Dandy Run being part of an Earlye [sic] Survey known as the Thomps

**Date:**

**Size: 21 by 21**

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** John N. Davis; J.S. Rhett; Wm J. Thomson; Smith; Peter Gaillard; Newman; Lelme (?)

**Location(s):** St. Johns Parish; Dandy Run; Berkley County

**Parish:** St. Johns

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** "J.S. Rhett & Wm J. Thomson to John N. Davis v.10.p. 635. Convey: 1 Jany 1839 81 acres in St. Johns B.B. a above."

**Folder:** 47/12E/41E


**Date:**

**Size: 25 1/2 by 24**

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** theo. Gourdin; Saml T. Gourdin; Danl Ravenel; S.J. Gourdin; E. or R. Davis; Danl Barcree (?); J. Gourdin; Jas Mims; Wm Manley; Wm Ranson (?) Davis

**Location(s):** Charleston District; orangeburg; Santee River

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:**

**Folder:** 47/12E/41(F)

**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/41(A): "South Carolina: I do hereby certify for theodore L. Gadsden a

Types: A = simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B = property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
tract of land containing five hundred and forty five acres, (surveyed for him the 19 day of June 1839) situate in Charleston District, on Eutaw Creek, waters of

Date:
Size: 25 by 21 1/2
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): theodore L. Gourdin; Thos S. Janes; Louis Gourdin; theo L. Gourdin; W.R. Davis; Samuel Porcher; William Sinkler
Location(s): Charleston District; Eutaw Creek; Santee River;
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "copied 29 Jany 1883 from Original plat in possession of Louis Gourdin nexed to Grant to theo: L. Gourdin dated 2 Sept. 1839, recd: Secy of State off: Grant Bk. O. no. 6. p. 422. H.A.D."

Folder: 47/12E/42(A)
Title: Untitled/undated plat of lands along Ashley River.
Date:
Size: 40 by 30
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Guignard; Edward Lightwood; Gabriel Guinard; Daniel Cannon
Location(s): Ashley River
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/42(B)
Title: "copy of Plat of two lots on King Street belonging to Arthur Blake Esquire surveyed Dec 1875 by Simons & Howe Engrs & Surveyors."
Date:
Size: 27 by 22
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Arthur Blake
Location(s): Charleston; King Street; SCRR; Shepherd Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/42C
Title: "This plan exhibits the shape & form of a piece or parcel of land containing seven and a half acres

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
& is part of a body of land called the Grove belonging to Robert Gibbs Esq situated on Charleston Neck on Ashley River & is about two miles distant from th

**Date:**
**Size:** 27 by 21
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** Robert Gibbs; John Beal; Mary Baker; Joseph Purcell; Bamfield
**Location(s):** Charleston Neck; the Grove; Ashley River; Congress Street; Village of Washington; King Street Road
**Parish:**
**Types:**
**Reproduction:** ,
**Original page number in plat book:**
**Notes:** "in the R.M.C.O. the above plat is indexed under the little Village of Washington."

**Folder:** 47/12E/42(D)
**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/42(A): "This Plan exhibits the shape & form of a tract of land containing eighty acres, exclusive of the Great Marsh on its front to Ashley River, but including the small parcels of Marsh a,b. & c., being part of a body of land
**Date:**
**Size:** 54 by 41
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** George Abbot Hall; Robert Gibbes; Daniel Hall; Daniel Legare; Christopher Williman; Joseph Purcell; Charles Parker; M.J. Keith
**Location(s):** Charleston Neck; Ashley River; the Grove; Washington; Moultrie Street
**Parish:**
**Types:**
**Reproduction:** ,
**Original page number in plat book:** 1880
**Notes:** "Recorded 20 Sept: 1793. Copied Dec: 1880 from K.no. 6. p. 68. R.M.C.O. by H.A.D." "Note--I certify that the Original of this plat has been exhibited to me by Charles Parker Esqr, & find on comparing them that there is an error in the course of the South

**Folder:** 47/12E/43(A)
**Title:** "PLAN of a Farm on Ashley River known as the Grove situate on the south side of Grove Stret Ward No. 8 in the City of Charleston containing in the whole Forth eight 6/10 acres viz Highland including fully reclaimed . . .33 2/10 Marsh land about to be Gran
**Date:**
**Size:** 48 by 48
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** Amelia Rose; Margaret Rose; Anna Maria Rose; Robert K. Payne; F.A. Forde
**Location(s):** Charleston; Ashley River; the Grove; Grove Street
**Parish:**
**Types:**
**Reproduction:** ,

Types: **A**= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; **B**= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; **C**= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; **D**= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12E/43(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/43(A): "A Plan of a tract of land situated on Charleston Neck S. Philip's Parish & State of South Carolina the property of Mr. Arthur de Bardeleben -- containing 154 2/10 acres of high land & 136 acres of Marsh -- Divided into tw
Date:
Size: 53 by 39
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Arthur de Bardeleben; William Cooke; Dr. Tucker Harris; Banfield; Thomas Greene; John Gibbs; Free Judith
Location(s): Charleston Neck; Ashley River; the Rat Trap; Broad Road to and from Charleston
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Copied from a plat in R.M.C.O. Book C. no. 6 p. 500 annexed to a Release from Arthur de Bardeleben to William Cooke." "Note: the broken lines coloured red shew the boundary agreed upon between Dr. Harris & Mr. A. DeBardelben [sic] to be the true & fixe

Folder: 47/12E/44(A)
Title: Undated/untitled plat of various lots along Logan and Friend Streets in Charleston.
Date:
Size: 36 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Gibbes; Othniel Beale; Philip Prioleau; Samuel Prioleau; Elijah Prioleau; Thomas Elliott; John C. Faber; John Potter; John Beale; Philip Moser
Location(s): Charleston; Logan Street; Friend Street; Broad Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/44(B)
Title: Undated/untitled plat of John C. Faber's land along Tradd and Broad Streets in Charleston.
Date:
Size: 37 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John C. Faber; Joseph Purcell; Hannah Bull; John Beale; Dr. Philip Moser
Location(s): Charleston; Tradd Street; Broad Street; Friend Street; Logan Street
Parish:
Types:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction: C.
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "copied from Joseph Purcell Plat, March 1806, of John C. Faber's lands, between Tradd & Broad Streets, and extending from Friend Street on the East to Logan Street on the West. R.M.C.O. Bk. S. no. 4. p. 62."

Folder: 47/12E/44C
Title: "copy of Plat annexed to conveyance from Mary Smith to James Fowler of a lot of land on the East side of Church Street (part of Original lot no. 102), being the lot on which the Mariner's Church and the two houses [illegible] South of it [illegible]. See

Date:
Size: 23 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Mary Smith; James Fowler; William Screven (?)
Location(s): Charleston; Church Street; Mariner's Church; Vanderhorst Creek; Baptist Congregation
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C.
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "from a Plat of the part conveyed by the Executor of James Fowler to the Baptist Congregation, on 14 September 1755, see same Book R no. 3. page 362. the part conveyed to the Baptist Congregation, is the northern part of the above lot, and measured 46 ft

Folder: 47/12E/44(D)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/44(A): "PLAN of lands belonging to the estate of Blake, surveyed and laid out into 138 building lots in December, 1881; by John K. Gourdin, Surveyor. to be sold at Auction, Tuesday, April 18th, 1882, by Cochran & Alexander."

Date:
Size: 28 by 21 1/2
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Blake; Cochran & Alexander; John K. Gourdin
Location(s): Charleston; King Street; SCRR
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/44E
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/44(A): "PLAN of lands belonging to the estate of Blake, surveyed and laid out into 138 building lots in December, 1881, by John K. Gourdin, Surveyor. to be sold, at Auction, Thursday, April 13th, 1882, by T. Pinckney Lowndes."

Date:
Size: 31 1/2 by 25 1/2

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Blake; T.Pinckney Lowndes; John K. Gourdin; Mary Riker; DeSanssere
Location(s): Charleston; Meeting Street; SCRR
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/45(A)
Title: "Plan of two lots on the east side of Smith Street, showing the lines of occupation and subdivision, made at the request of Mr. T. Grange Simons.  S. Lewis Simons, Surveyor.  Note--the Red line shows the true line, the Black, the line of occupation.  to b
Date:
Size: 42 by 33 1/2
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): T. Grange Simons; S. Lewis Simons; E. Coffin & Co.
Location(s): Charleston; Smith Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/45(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/45(A):  "PLAT of six Lots of Land, marked A, B, C, D, E, F, situated on Lincoln Court, leading from the East side of Rutledge Avenue, between Bogard and Line Streets, Ward 8, Charleston, S.C.  to Be offered at Auction, on Tuesday
Date:
Size: 43 by 28
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Frederick J. Smith; E. Coffin & Co.
Location(s): Charleston; Rutledge Avenue; Lincoln Court
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Dated December 27, 1884.

Folder: 47/12E/45C
Date:
Size: 53 by 38

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John K. Gourdin; Fraser; Hayne
Location(s): Charleston; King Street Road; Division Street; Charleston Neck; Hebrew Cemetery
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/46(A)
Title: "PLAT of 56 Lots on West Side of Meeting Street, A Little North of Romney St., to Be Sold at Auction, Thursday, 12th March 1885, at the Postoffice, by R.M. Marshall & Bro., Auctioneers."
Date:
Size: 60 by 43
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): R.M. Marshall & Bro.
Location(s): Charleston; Meeting Street; Romney Street; S.C. Railroad Road; 1st Street; 2nd Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/46(B)
Date:
Size: 56 by 38
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Stephen Bull; Daniel H. Tillinghast; Hobson
Location(s): "Charleston; Market Place; Burying Place, Old Church Yard; Archdale Square; Capt. Hewitt Square; Sir P Colleton's Square; Meeting House Street; the White Point
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "State of South Carolina office of Sec of State -- I, RM Sims Secretary of State do certify that the foregoing is a true copy of a plat as recorded in this office on page 10 of Book of Plats of Towns and Villages. Witness my hand and th Great Seal of the

Folder: 47/12E/46C
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/46(A): Undated/untitled plat of General Christopher Gadsden’s land in Charleston.

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Type: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
Folder: 47/12E/47C
Date:
Size: 31 by 14
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Charles Parker; Cannonsboro Mill Co.; Jonathan Lucas
Location(s): Charleston; U.S. Arsenal; Doughty Street; Palmetto Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "copied 7 July 1879 H.A.D."

Folder: 47/12E/47(D)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/47(A): "Plan of two lot of land lying & being on the East side of Meeting Street. the one numbered A. belonging to W.C. Gatewood, the other numbered B the property of Dr. J.W. Schmidt. at the request of W.C. Gatewood I have ca
Date:
Size: 37.5 by 27
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): W.C. Gatewood; Dr. J.W. Schmidt; R.L. Pinckney; Dr. Gleise (?); Abraham Roulain; J.K. Tass; G.C. Goodrich
Location(s): Charleston; Meeting Street; Shakespeare Hotel; Charleston Gas Light Co
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:

Folder: 47/12E/48(A)
Title: "Plan Showing the form & dimensions of lot of land on the West side of Rutledge St: between Bull & Bennett St: being part of lot 143 in plan of Harleton, now the property of J.W.Hale. surveyed at the request of the owner Charleston So Ca 13 May 1878. Lou
Date:
Size: 31 by 23
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Louis J. Barbot; M.S. Inglesb; J.W. Hale
Location(s): Charleston; Rutledge Street; Bull Street; Bennett Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notes: "copied 2 June 1880 from plat in City Surveyors office"

Folder: 47/12E/48(B)
Title: Untitled/undated plat of lots between Meeting Street and Cumberland Street.
Date: 
Size: 33 by 24
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection 
Name(s): 
Location(s): Charleston; Meeting Street; Cumberland Street
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: 
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12E/48C
Title: "Section (?): Vestry of St. Mary's Church, which was sent to Board of Field officers 4th Brig: with letter dated 5 Sept: 1877 proposing to purchase from the Board of the 'strip of land' adjoining St. Lawrence Cemetary [sic] on the South. Proposition decli
Date: 
Size: 31 by 27
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection 
Name(s): Peter J. Barbot; Board of Field officers
Location(s): St. Mary's Church; Magnolia Cemetary [sic]; Carrington Street; Lee Street; German Cemetary [sic]; St. Lawrence Catholic Cemetary [sic]; Parade Ground
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: 
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: "copied 26 Jany. 178 [sic] from plat in possession of Peter J. Barbot."

Folder: 47/12E/48(D)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/48(A): "Plat of Land belonging to theodore D. Wagner Esqr situate in Christ Church Parish containing 231 54/100 acres exclusive of Marsh & lands for which a grant is to be taken surveyed in March 1853 by Robt L. Pinckney. R.M.C.O
Date: 
Size: 37 by 23
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection 
Name(s): theodore D. Wagner; Robt L. Pinckney; McCourt; Pearce; Whitesides
Location(s): Christ Church Parish
Parish: Christ C
Types: 
Reproduction: 
Original page number in plat book: 

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notes: "This is the North eastern Portion of the Plantation under examination. H.A.D."

Folder: 47/12E/48E
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/48(A): "Rough diagram 238 of part of Myrtle Grove about to be purchased by Jackson Washington[n] from Mrs. R.K. E. Patyens (?) & intended to show lots to be conveyed by him to parties unnamed."
Date: 
Size: 33 by 23
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Jackson Washington; Mrs. R.K.E. Patyens (?); Giles Dimans (?); Gregoire; Guy Smalls; Anthony Gadsden; Jeane (?) Gaillard; Scipio Gaillard; Stoney
Location(s): Myrtle Grove
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: 
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12E/48(F)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/48(A): "Plan of a Plantation or tract of land situate on the sea shore Christ Church Parish lettered A & B. the part A was sold to Plowden Weston & is now again to be conveyed back by Thos: Legare to the present owner the whole
Date: 
Size: 37 by 22 1/2
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Plowden Weston; Thomas Legare; Moses Whitesides; Robt K. Payne; Barrough (?)
Location(s): Christ Church Parish
Parish: Christ C
Types: 
Reproduction: 
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: "Plat B. A. No. 1. p. 120."

Folder: 47/12E/48(G)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/48(A): "the plan of a Plantation in Christ Church Parish & State of South Carolina belonging to the estate of Thomas Whitesides deceased containing in all two hundred and twenty three acres, viz.: A. 166. B. 3. & C. 25 acres from
Date: 
Size: 39 by 23
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Thomas Whitesides; John Diamond; John Whitesides; Charles Pinckney; Nicolas Venning
Location(s): Christ Church Parish
Parish: Christ C
Types: 
Notes: 
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: "This is the South E & W portion of the Plantation under examination. H.A.D."

Folder: 47/12E/49(A)
Title: "Plat of A Tract of Land situated in Christ Church Parish & State of South Carolina containing Five hundred acres exclusive of Sands and marsh now belonging to N.B. Denning Esqr. from a resurvey made in December 1845. Warren DuPre Suvr."
Date: 
Size: 44 by 40
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): N.B. Denning; Warren DuPre; C.R. Parker; F. Gregoire; N.B. Venning; G.F. Kinlock; William Matthews; Whitesides; William Pearse
Location(s): Christ Church Parish; Copohee Sound
Parish: Christ C
Types: 
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: "Note: the lines coloured Red are the new Lines run by C.R. Parker in July 1863 the continuous Line between Kinlock and Gregoire was established by their direction as their boundaries at the same time in lieu of the pointed piece running down to the beach"

Folder: 47/12E/49(B)
Title: "Plat of a part of the estate of White, now known as Richfield Plantation situated on Johns Island S.C. the property now or lately of the estate of Dr. Jenkins Roper. the Plantation is divided off into farms - as shown -- at the request of [blank]. Fred"
Date: 
Size: 39 by 30
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): White; Dr. Jenkins Roper; Frederick J. Smith; E.B. Bayan
Location(s): Johns Island; Richfield Plantation; Mullet Hall; Black Ground Road; Cocked Hat Public Road; Old Road; Yellow House Tract
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12E/49C
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/49(A): "Plan of a plat or tract of land situate on the Sea shore Christ Church Parish known in the partition of the Est: of [blank] Whitesides by the no. 1. 2. & 3, containing in the whole Eleven hundred and fifty eight 2/10 acr"
Date: 
Size: 73 by 33
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** theodore D. Wagner; Robt K. Payne; Whitesides; theodore G. Stoney; Rosa M. Stoney; Charles Cooper; Giles Simmons (Simons); March Freeman; Venning; McCourt; Rev. Mr. Cater  
**Location(s):** Christ Church Parish; Sea Side Plantation  
**Parish:** Christ C  
**Types:**  
**Reproduction:** C,  
**Original page number in plat book:**  
**Notes:** "Note: This plat has never been recorded and is without date, Mr. T. D. Wagner owned the Plantation, which is called 'Sea Side' between the subdivisions A.B.C.D.E.F.G.H.K. were laid of [sic] by request Mr. theodore G. Stoney in 187 [sic] for sale to freed"  

---  

**Folder:** 47/12E/50(A)  
**Title:** "This is a copy of a plat found among the title deeds to a plat in Williamsburgh County (now Gourdin's depot) sent DeSanperre & Son to examine the title for Mr. N.J. Pittmann, who proposes to purchase from Messrs R.E. Fraser of Georgetown So. Ca. & Hinsan  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 34.5 by 16.5  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** DeSanperre & Son; N.J. Pittmann; R.E. Fraser; Hirsan & Cummings; John Gaillard; P. Porcher  
**Location(s):** Williamsburgh County; Gourdin's Depot; Georgetown; New York; Pen Branch; Santee River  
**Parish:**  
**Types:**  
**Reproduction:** ,  
**Original page number in plat book:**  
**Notes:**  

---  

**Folder:** 47/12E/50(B)  
**Title:** "So Carolina WmBurg District Pursuant to a request of Philip J. Porcher I have surveyed several tracts of land sold by Peter Taylor to Philip Porcher, & John Gaillard to Philip Porcher, and supposed to be connected as follows, and as represented by the Pl  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 53 by 24  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** Philip J. Porcher; Peter Taylor; John Gaillard; Jo Sessions; N.T. Pittmann; R.E. Fraser; William Staggar; theo Gourdin  
**Location(s):** Williamsburgh; Georgetown; New York; Pen Branch; Santee River  
**Parish:**  
**Types:**  
**Reproduction:** C,  
**Original page number in plat book:**  
**Notes:** "copied by H.A.D. 4th Augt: 1881 from plat found among title deeds to a Plantation in Williamsburgh Co. about to be purchased by Mr. N.T. Pittmann from R.E. Fraser of Georgetown So. Ca."  

---  

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
& Hinsan & Cummings of New York, sent to DeSanperre & Son for examina

Folder: 47/12E/50C
Title: "So Car. Pursuant to a Writ directed to the Surer: Genl: by his Excy: the Right Honble Lord Charles Greville Montague Gov: & dated 5 April 1768, I have caused to be admeasured and laid out into John Guillard Senr: a tract of land containing one hundred an

Date: 
Size: 24 by 11
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Charles Greville Montague; John Guillard; P. Francis Brennan
Location(s): Craven County; Prince Frederick Parish; Santee River; Johnson Island
Parish: Pr Fred
Types: 
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 

Folder: 47/12E/50(D)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/50(A): "This is plat of Geo: Addisons lands sold by Jas: Redding See abstract for Wm. H. Smith."

Date: 
Size: 45 by 28 1/2
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Geo Addison; Jas Redding; Wm H. Smith
Location(s): Harris Street; Jackson Street; Nassau Street
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: , 
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12E/50E
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/50(A): "copy of R.K. Paynes Plat, August 1851, of lands of Est. Robert Limehouse, on Meeting, Line & Shepherd Streets: this being a subdivision into 18 lots of the three lots designated on Sobieskis plan of the Lines as nos. 33.

Date: 
Size: 39 by 22
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): R.K. Payne; Robt Limehouse; Sobieski; Philip Buckheit (?); John Culbert
Location(s): Charleston; Meeting Street; Line Street; Shepherd Street
Parish: 
Types: 
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction: 
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12E/51(A)
Title: "Tract of land lying situate and being on the South side of Line Street, having such form and
dimensions as shown by the above Plan, boundaries colored yellow; and containing 4.40 acres. surveyed
at the request of Captain T. O'Brien and Mr. S.D. Hutson.
Date: 
Size: 54 by 36
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Captain T. O'Brien; S.D. Hutson; Louis J. Barbot
Location(s): Charleston; Line Street; President Street; Payne Street; Thompson's Gardens
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: 
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: "Note: the division Lines will gived 2 12/ acres to each half exclusive of the erroneous fence lines
and encroachments. I would mark C d the line most desirable, making it square to Line Street."

Folder: 47/12E/51(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/51(A): "Plat of Water Lots South of Tradd Street Ward no. 2 numbered
from 1 to 20 as shown by Yellow boundary made by order of the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund of
the City of Charleston and sold by Messrs Leiths & Bruns auc
Date: 
Size: 54 by 48
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Leiths & Bruns
Location(s): Charleston; Tradd Street; Sinking Fund; Rutledge Street; Lynch Street; Gadsden Street;
Council Street
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: 
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12E/51C
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/51(A): Untitled/undated plat of 18 lots in Charleston along Council,
Rutledge, Tradd and Gibbes Streets.
Date: 
Size: 48 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Chisholm; Addison; Henry A. Middleton
Location(s): Charleston; Council Street; Rutledge Street; Tradd Street; Gibbes Street; New Street;

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on
architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building
plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Savage Street; Lynch Street; South Bay

Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/52(A)
Title: "the above plat represents a duplicate of Stephen Bulls Esqr Plat of the North West part of Charleston, his being made by a scale of three hundred and thirty feet in one inch, and this by a scale of one hundred and twenty in one inch. the Situation trees

Date:
Size: 85 by 42
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Stephen Bull; George Stanton; Danl Tillinghast; Trott; R M Sims; Robt Fenwick; Wm Royham; Jno Barksdale; Majr Bourne; Henry Simond; Nicholas Marden; Sarah Williams; Edith Simmons; Charles Burnham; Peter Gerard; George Raynor; Charles Barden; Hobson; Cumin
Location(s): Charleston; Street by the Market; Archdale Street; the Old Church Yard
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "NB. No. 123 is the Northward of Guards lot by its certificate as land & own [sic] is Mr. Trott's Grant and in my plat marked B." "State of South Carolina office of Sec of State I R M Sims Secretary of State do hereby certify that the above is a true copy

Folder: 47/12E/52(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/52(A): "the above plat represents a lot of land on South Bay in the City of Charleston & Ward no. [blank], measuring in front on South Bay Street 135 feet: & hath such shape Butttings & Boundings as the said plat represents. Ce

Date:
Size: 42 by 22
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Wm Brailsford; Chas Lining; Peter Smith; Capt. Blake; Christopher Williman
Location(s): Charleston; South Bay Street; Ashley River
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "above annexed to a conveyance dated 23 May 1815, from Exix & Exor: Chas: Lining to Peter Smith. R.M.C.O. Bk. L. no. 8. p. 127." "copied 24 Dec: 1879, H.A.D."

Folder: 47/12E/52C
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/52(A): "surveyed by me Charles Parker city surveyor June 1. 1831. Plat

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
attached to conveyance from Jno. S. Bird to Isaac S. Bailey dated 9 June 1831. R.M.C.O. Bk. A. no. 10. p. 526."

Date:
Size: 42 by 16
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** Charles Parker; Jno S. Bird; Isaac S. Bailey; Dougherty; James Poyas; Christopher Williman
**Location(s):** Charleston; South Bay Street; Ashley River
**Parish:**
**Types:**
**Reproduction:** C.
**Original page number in plat book:**
**Notes:** "copied 24 Dec: 1879 H.A.D." "is same lot as shown on preceding [sic] plat" [47/12E/52(B)]

**Folder:** 47/12E/52(D)
**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/52(A): Untitled/undated plat of lots along Quince (Anson) Street and Cock (Loocock) Street.
**Date:**
**Size:** 35 by 31
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** George Forrest; Lightwood; Karwan (?); Latham; Downes; Ch Loocock; Coates
**Location(s):** Quince (Anson) Street; Cock (Loocock) Street
**Parish:**
**Types:**
**Reproduction:** ,
**Original page number in plat book:**
**Notes:**

**Folder:** 47/12E/53(A)
**Title:** "Charleston South Carolina June 15. 1849 at the request of the Master in Equity - Jas: W. Gray I have surveyed the lands at the West end of Queen Street commonly known as Sifley & Mintzings (?) Saw Pit Lot which in this plan is bounded with yellow. Back
**Date:**
**Size:** 75 by 46
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** Jas W. Gray; Charles Parker; Jno E. Rivers; Geo W. Cooper; J.C. Blum; Alex Calder; Joshua Lazarus; C.C. Trumbo; Wm Janes; James O'Sullivan; David Loper; Lewis Trapmann
**Location(s):** Charleston; Queen Street; Sifley & Mintzings (?) Saw Pit; Back Street; Short Street
**Parish:**
**Types:**
**Reproduction:** C,
**Original page number in plat book:**
**Notes:** "copied 16 April 1881 from R.M.C.O. Plat Bk. A. p. # 48. H.A.D. from deed to which plat has relation see R.M.C.O. Bk. C. no. 12 p. 231."

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12E/53(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/53(A): "Plan of a lot on Ashley, Calhoun and Mill Streets the property of Wm. P. Hall Esqr: divided at the request of Mr. L.D. DeSanperre Jany: 1881. 20 ft: per inch. Simons & Howe Suvs:"
Date:
Size: 50 by 26 1/2
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Wm P. Hall; L.D. DeSanperre; Simons & Howe; R. Thomas; J.B.E. Sloan
Location(s): Cannonsboro; Ashley Street; Calhoun Street; Mill Street; Rutledge Avenue
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C.
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "copied from Original 31 July 1881 H.A.D." "This land formed part of Cannonsboro & is half of square bounded by Calhoun, Ashley, Mill & Rutledge Avenue. See Abstract Bk: no. 6 for title lot G. sold to R. Thomas by J.B.E. Sloan Trustee March 1881."

Folder: 47/12E/53C
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/53(A): "Charleston South Carolina Plan of two lots belonging to M.C. Levy, one being on King S. 21 5/ front x 114 5/ deep. the other on Market Street 20.2 ft. front x 50.3 ft deep. surveyed by me in 1882. John K. Gourdin Surv
Date:
Size: 34 by 16 1/2
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): M.C. Levy; John K. Gourdin; Kennedy; Cantwell; Walsh
Location(s): Charleston; King Street; Market Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "N.B. the Alley on the Market Street lot is the property of M.C. Levy and is included in that lot. John K. Gourdin."

Folder: 47/12E/53(D)
Date:
Size: 30 by 23
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Daniel Senf Tharin; John Watson; Lewis Senf Tharin; George Keenans; L.P. DesCoudes; Peter Crowell; Jeremiah Crowell
Location(s): Charleston; Columbus Street; Meeting Street
Parish:
Types:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Folder: 47/12E/54(A)
Date:
Size: 49 by 39
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): D. Cooper; M.F. Kennedy & Bro.; S. Lewis Simons
Location(s): Charleston; Payne Street; Line Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/54(B)
Title: "these Lots are on the North side of Columbus Street, midway between Bay Street and Cooper River or Town Creek; on which is situated the City Wharf, and the So. Ca. Railway property. the Charleston Cotton Factory, N.E.R.R. Depot, C. & S. Rwy. Depot, the N
Date:
Size: 45 by 24
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Cochran & Alexander; Deignan
Location(s): Charleston; South Carolina Railway; North-Eastern Railroad; Columbus Street; Bay Street; Cooper River; Town Creek; City Wharf; Charleston Cotton Factory; N.E.R.R. Depot; C. & S. Rwy. Depot
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/54C
Title: on the reverse side of 47/12E/54(A): "Charleston June 14, 1885. at the request of Mr. William Middleton, I have surveyed six lots on New & Tradd Streets belonging to him numbered from 32 to 37 as above represents each lot being bounded with yellow. Ch
Date:
Size: 35 by 22
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): William Middleton; Charles Parker; Jas: Simons; Harriet H. Simons; Wm Simons; Henry

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Wagener; Joseph Purcell; Henry Middleton; Arthur Middleton; Robert Limehouse; James M. Wilson; Charles Greville Montague; John Tromp
Location(s): Charleston; New Street; Tradd Street; Council Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "copied from what appears to be the Original plat by Parker, lent to us by Mr. Jas. Simons who is the legal adviser of Harriet H. Simons (wife of Wm. Simons) with measurements of title to lots nos. 34 & 35 about to be sold to Mr. Henry Wagener for whom we
Folder: 47/12E/54(D)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/54(A): "Charleston June 14, 1855. at the request of Mr. William Middleton I have surveyed Six lots on New and Tradd Streets, belonging to him, numbered from 32 to 43 as above represented, each being bounded with red. Signed Ch
Date:
Size: 30 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): William Middleton; Jas: M. Wilson; Charles Parker; Purcell; Robert Limehouse
Location(s): Charleston; New Street; Tradd Street; Council Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:
Folder: 47/12E/54E
Title: on reverse side of 17/12E/54(A): "Copied from plat amongst muniments of title to lot on East side of New Street belonging to Mrs. Harriet H. Simons, about to be sold to Mr. Henry Wagener. by H.A.D. 9 April 1881."
Date:
Size: 40 by 26.5
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Harriet H. Simons; Henry Wagener; A. Middleton; James St. John; John Crokatt; Saml Smith
Location(s): Charleston; New Street; Tradd Street; Ashley River Marsh; Broad Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "on the Back of plat from which this copy is made, is written 'Plan of Town Lotts [sic] October 1766."
Folder: 47/12E/55(A)
Title: "to Be Sold at Auction, on Tuesday, the 14th March, 1882, by Louis D. DeSaussure. Plan of a Lot

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
of Land situated in the City of Charleston, on the East Side of Rutledge Avenue, between Race and Congress Streets, surveyed and subdivided into lots, on 1st

**Date:**
**Size:** 43 by 31

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Louis D. DeSaussure; C.N. Averill; A. de Caradeuc

**Location(s):** Charleston; Rutledge Avenue; Race Street; Congress Street

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:**

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:**

---

**Folder:** 47/12E/55(B)

**Title:** "PLAN of Lands belonging to the estate of Blake, surveyed and laid out into 138 building lots in December, 1881, by John K. Gourdin, Surveyor."

**Date:**
**Size:** 43 by 35

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Blake; John K. Gourdin

**Location(s):** Charleston; King Street; Meeting Street; S.C.R.R

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:**

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:**

---

**Folder:** 47/12E/55C

**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/55(A): Untitled/undated plat of lots along Beaujains (?) Street, Wilson Street and Smith Street.

**Date:**
**Size:** 48 by 30

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** E.C. Steele; Smith; Jacob Barrett; McHugh; Douglas; R.S. Asher; England; Maj; Champlin; C.O. Witte

**Location(s):** Smith Street; Beaujains (?) Street; Magazine Street; Franklin Street; Wilson Street

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:**

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:**

---

**Folder:** 47/12E/55(D)

**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/55(A): "This property is now known as Valle Crucis, the Convent &

---

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
School of the Ladies Ursuline Community of Columbia, and under contract to be sold and conveyed to such corporation by Ellison S. Keitt Esqr. It is situated in R

**Date:**

**Size:** 39 by 25

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Ladies Ursuline Community of Columbia; Ellison E. Keitt; Thos C. Veal; Wade Hampton; E.J. Fisher; Mrs. R. Adams; T. Pinckney

**Location(s):** Columbia; Valle Crucis; Statesburg Road

**Parish:** Richland

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** ,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** "surveyed for E.S. Keitt Esq by Thos C. Veal Arch. September 29, 1860." "That part of Co. South of Col. & Statesburg road contains 261 acres."

**Folder:** 47/12E/56(A)

**Title:** Untitled/undated plat of lots along Smith, Beaujains (?) and Urban Streets.

**Date:**

**Size:** 59 by 39

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** P. O'Donnell; E.C. Steele; C.O. Witte; Powers; Peter Gerard; P. Gunn; Major Champlin; B.A. Rodrigues; England; R.S. Asher; Douglas; McHugh; Jacob Barrett

**Location(s):** Smith Street; Beaujains (?) Street; Magazine Street; Urban Street; Pitt Street

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** ,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** Note: Similar to 47/12E/55C.

**Folder:** 47/12E/56(B)

**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/56(A): "This plat represents the Square bounded by Calhoun, Rutledge, Bennett and Lynch Streets in the City of Charleston, and fixing the lines of said streets and the location in said Square of a lot about to be sold by E.J. Wi

**Date:**

**Size:** 36 by 31

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** E.J. Wiss; Mary Riker; Louis J. Barbot; Naylor; Charles Parker; Thomas Bennett; A.J. Smythe; E.G. Cart; DeSausure; Hume & Tennent

**Location(s):** Charleston; Calhoun Street; Rutledge Street; Bennett Street; Lynch Street; Bennets Mill Pond

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** ,

**Original page number in plat book:**

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notes: "copied from Original 3 Augt: 1880 by E.G. Cart for DeSausure." "Note by H.A.D. This lot is part of lot no. 146 in Naylor's plan of Charleeston. the subdivisions are taken from plan of Bennetts Mill Road by Charles Parker (2 July 1855) made for Thomas B

Folder: 47/12E/56C
Title: on reverse sid of 47/12E/56(A): "copy of Barbot's plat of land bought by Mrs. Riker's Trustee from E.J. Wiss, dated 2 Augt: 1880, & showing true line of streets. Mrs. Riker's lot is within red lines. . .see copy in plat Bk of DeSaus. Original attached t

Date:
Size: 14.5 by 14.5
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Barbot; Mrs. Riker; E.J. Wiss; A.J. Smythe
Location(s): Charleston; Calhoun Street; Rutledge Street; Lynch Street; Bennett Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: 
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/56(D)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/56(A): "Plan of Nineteen lots fronting on Calhoun & Rutledge Streets surveyed Jany: 12 1871 by Wm Hume Surveyor."

Date:
Size: 31 by 20.5
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Wm Hume; Thomas Bennett Sr; Thomas Bennett Jr; Buist & Buist (?); R. Stane; Jas Doran; Jas Fisher; Charles Parker; Wilmot DeSaupere; Mary Riker
Location(s): Charleston; Calhoun Street; Rutledge Street; Bull Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "N.B. This is the plat by which these lots were sold under order of Court in Bennett vs. Bennett in 1871 for settlement of Governor Thomas Bennett est:, conveyances made by his executors. Not recorded." "copied 23 Octo 1871 by H.A.D. from one of plats u

Folder: 
Title:
Date:
Size:
Surveyor:
Name(s):
Location(s):
Parish:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Reproduction: ,

Original page number in plat book:

Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/56E
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/56(A): "copy of plat annexed conv: Heirs of May Barksdale decd to Miss Mary Barksdale Bk. 8 no. 8. p 47. We the subscribers nominated by Charles Simons Esq & Miss Mary Barksdale to estimate what in our opinion is the present

Date:
Size: 28 by 24
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): May Barksdale; Mary Barksdale; Charles Simons; Thos Roper; Geo Chisolm
Location(s): Charleston; East Bay Street; Tradd Street
Parish:
Types: C,
Reproduction: C,

Notes: "Has also agreement for division, Mary Barksdale takes part colored red Charles Simons (as Trustee of Sarah or husband?) the part colored brown & yellow dated 20 Sept: 1811, signed Mary Barksdale Chas: D. Simons"

Folder: 47/12E/56(F)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/56(A): This plan exhibits the shape & form of a lot of land in the City of Charleston, situate on the East side of Friend Street in Ward no. 11 belonging to Wm Price Esqr: B&B Northwardly on a lot belonging to [blank], Eastwardly

Date:
Size: 22 by 16
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Simon McIntosh; Thomas Martin; William Price; Benjamin Smith; Mrs. Jane Smith; Joseph Purcell; James Carsen
Location(s): Charleston; Friend Street; Laid Street
Parish:
Types: C,
Reproduction: C,

Notes: "Attached to Release dated 21 July: 1797 by Wm Price to Jas: Carson. R.M.C.O. Bk. N. no. 7. p. 275." "copied 4 May 1883 H.A.D."

Folder: 47/12E/57(A)
Title: "So Ca. Society Lands in Ansonborough."

Date:
Size: 43 by 35
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Types: A = simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B = property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.

Name(s): South Carolina Society; John Burn; John Harth; Job. Palmer; Saml Lane; Jas Baker; Martin Waring; Dowling; May Spears; Jas Miller; Alex L. McGregor; Wm Roach; Jas Peppin; Rowland Harard; Antoin F. Delasenchere; Benj Longstaff; theo Gaillard; Ed Wells; Jos

Location(s): Charleston; Ansonborough

Parish:
Types: 
Reproduction: 
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Note: List of 25 conveyances, including names, description of lots and where conveyances recorded. See also 47/12E/57(B).

Folder: 47/12E/57(B)
Title: "Plan of the land belonging to the South Carolina Society situate at Ansonborough in the City of Charleston containing 164994 square feet, 3 3/4 acres & 1644 sq.: ft: Butting and bounding and as represented on this Plat 10th day of September 1789."

Date:
Size: 44 by 36
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Purcell; Simons & Howe; John Ancrum; William Roach; Daniel Legare; Robert Howard
Location(s): Charleston; Ansonborough; Society Street; Meeting Street; Quince Street; Anson Street; Centurion Street

Parish:
Types: 
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Note by H.A.D. This is probably Purcell's subdivision of the So. Ca. Society lands in Ansonborough but most likely only a rough draft of the copy of the plat furnished to the Society. It agrees very nearly with a more finished plat upon the back of whi

Folder: 47/12E/57C
Title: "This plan represents lot A of Ansonborough owned by John Rutledge, through which he opened Federal, now Society Street, from Meeting to King and subdivided lot A into 50 smaller lots as here shown, lot A being the plan of Ansonboro recorded in the Secy:

Date:
Size: 47 by 37
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s): Charleston; Ansonborough; Federal Street; Society Street; Meeting Street; King Street; Wentworth Street

Parish:
Types: 
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "According to a plat (made by Henry Lamble purporting to be from measurements made by him
about 1881 or 1882) in office of City Assessors, of the block bounded by Society, King, Wentworth & Meeting Street (copy in our plat Bk.) the distance from King to M

Folder: 47/12E/57(D)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/57(B): "Plan of a lot situate on orange Street: in Ward no. 2 belonging to the est: Jas. R. Pringle. Resurvey in March 1847. R.L. Pinckney"
Date:
Size: 17 by 15
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Jas. R. Pringle; R.L. Pinckney; Mrs. H. Inglesby; W. Carrere
Location(s): Charleston; orange Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "R.M.C.O. Plat Bk. A. p. 29" "copied 4 May 1883 H.A.D."

Folder: 47/12E/57E
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/57(B): "Line of division colored yellow in the plat Mr. Gamage in accordance with the Original division between Mary Barkesdale & Charles D. Simons on 24 Sept: 1811 (the same being recorded in Book S no. 8 p. 47). surveyed May
Date:
Size: 29 by 14
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Ed. Gamage; Mary Barkesdale; Charles D. Simons; Charles Parker; Moses Levy; John Mchellage (?); Thos. Barkesdale; Thos. Martin; Sarah Barkesdale (Simons); Thos. Costello
Location(s): Charleston; Tradd Street; East Bay Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "note by H.A.D. as as to all land shown by plat Thos: Barkesdale from Assignees Thos: Martin A.7. 380. Thos: Barkesdales will 22 May 1800 Prob: Ct: Bk devises lots to his two daughters Mary & Sarah see also U.7. p. 428. Sarah married Chas: D. Simons see m

Folder: 47/12E/57(F)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/47(B): "copy of plat annexed to Release dated 22 Dec: 1768 from Exors: Alex: Petrie to Alex: Rigg. R.M.C.O. Bk: T. n. 4.p.456 copied 28 April 1883 H.A.D. and shows parts of town lots nos. 229 & 178, bought by Alex: Petrie 7 Oc
Date:
Size: 52 by 13
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Alex. Petrie; Alex. Rigg; Saml: Carn; Elizabeth Harvey; Chas. Pinckney; John Forbes; Philip Hawkins; James Laurens; Rachel Barret; Alex. Baron; Henry Laurens; John Stuart; Thos. Heyward

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Location(s): Charleston; orange Street; Broad Street; Tradd Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/57(G)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/47(B): "Done by order of the Committee on Widening Streets after the late great fire in Charleston -- May 1862. Scale. 40 ft.per inch. John S. Branch City Surveyor."
Date:
Size: 58 by 19
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John S. Branch; Committee on Widening Streets; Louis J. Barbot; Holmes; P.J. Holland; Thos. Surtis; C.F. Levy; Chas. Carrere; Berry
Location(s): Charleston; Tradd Street; Legare Street; Friend Street; Broad Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "copied from Original by H.A.D. Sept: 6th 1873" "the blue lines and figures giving the shape and dimensions of lots on the East side of the street were added to the plat to show their areas. the red line shows the proposed widening and projection of the

Folder: 47/12E/58(A)
Title: "A Plan of two lots of land in the City of Charleston in Ward no. 2, one lying on the South side of Queen Street, & the other on the West side of Union Street, showing the buildings & all the improvements thereon, belonging to Mr. John R. Mauran bounded b
Date:
Size: 36 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John R. Mauran; Jos. Purcell; Chas. Pinckney; Ed. Tash; Bushman; Ed. Fortune; Jno. Geo. Wurdeman; Wm. H. Gibbes; Wm. Faber; Lehre Sheriff; Thos. Ferand; Bernard Dierson; Hanby; Frisch; Patrick Duncan; Chas. LaCosta; W.H. Guilliard; John Mullins; Francis R
Location(s): Charleston; State Street; Union Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Copied 20 March 1884, by H.A.D. who adds the following information. the above is part of lots A & C on plat of Pinckney partition (see other plat of Pinckney lands) dated 1724 and is part of those lots conveyed by Chas: Pinckney to Ed: Tash, and is the

Folder: 47/12E/58(B)
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Title: "Rough plat compiled by us (DeSanpere & Son) showing the subdivision of the Pinckney lots A. & C. and location therein of lot under examination' attached to abstract of title for Edward Fortune Abstract Bk: no. 6. p. 59 made March 1881. Lot W. above pla

Date:
Size: 35 by 20.5
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): DeSanpere & Son; Pinckney; Edward Fortune; Moses Mitchell; Mauan & Bushman; P.A. Poincignon; Tash; Elliot
Location(s): Charleston; State or Union Street; Queen Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: 
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Being on East line adjoining W., & 68 1/2 ft on West line, the lines of lot are defined by the street, by a wooden fence on the East, by a wooden house on the South line in lot R. and by a heavy brick wall on the West, terminating at a brick house, which

Folder: 47/12E/58C
Title: "This plat is annexed to conveyance dated 29 November 1813 from the State Bank, South Carolina Society Ann Ferguson, [illegible] C.3. Frish, theophilus Elsworth, Gerard & Admix Est: J. Syme Wm: Hasell Gibbes A. Poincignon J. Wurdeman Daniel Cruikshanks C.

Date:
Size: 80 by 26
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): State Bank; South Carolina Society; Ann Ferguson; Frish; theophilus Elsworth; Gerard; J. Syme; Wm. Hasell Gibbes; A. Poincignon; J. Wurdeman; Daniel Cruikshanks; C. Fitzsimmons; Henry Leliffor; Jno. Slater; Jno Staney; J.S. Barker; Wm. DeBow; Sarah Lesco?
Location(s): Charleston; Motte Street; Union Street; Amen Street; Broad Street; Linguard Street; Market Street; Queen Street; Church Street; State Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "surveyed in March 1812 by J. Wilson City Surveyor" "Describes A.A. 21 Dec: 1811, for widening Motte & Union Streets as per plan Annexed Proceedings of Commissioners under said act. Attached to deed is a paper showing assessments on lot owners." "copie

Folder: 47/12E/58(D)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/58(A): Untitled/undated plat of lots along Society, Wentworth, King and Meeting Streets in Charleston, South Carolina
Date:
Size: 35 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Location(s): Charleston; King Street; Society Street; Wentworth Street; Meeting Street; Centenary Church
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Copied from plat in City Assessors office, (made by Henry Lambe [sic]) 6 Nov/84. H.A.D."

Folder: 47/12E/58E
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/58A: Untitled/undated plat of lots along Meeting, Quince, Anson and Society Streets in Charleston, South Carolina
Date:
Size: 49 by 46
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Anscrum
Location(s): Charleston; Meeting Street; Quince Street; Anson Street; Society Street; Centurian Street; Federal Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/59(A)
Title: "'estate of Robert Martins land Ward no. 7 City of Charleston surveyed by Chas: Parker 1853'"
"N.B. This plat was made for purpose of partition sale in Case of M.S. Martin exix: Robt: Martin vs. D. Aiken et al. 29 March 1853. See Abstract of title for
Date:
Size: 31 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): M.S. Martin; Robert Martin; D. Aiken; Thos. W. Tobin; Philip Petrinovich; Chas. Parker; S.L. Simons
Location(s): Charleston; America Street; Amherst Street; Drake Street; Reid Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: Copied from plat in possession of S.R. Simons Survy: 2 May 1884. NOTE: Plat includes inset:
"Rough copy from plat of Hampstead has nothing to do with Parkers. H.A.D." 10 by 4. Identifies Drake, Amherst, Reid and America Streets.

Folder: 47/12E/59(B)
Title: "Plan of a lot of land situate on the N.W. corner Warren and St: Philips Ward no. 6 being part of lot no. 39 in Purcell's plat of the subdivision of the Radcliffe lands, formerly belonging to the estate of Mrs.

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Shephard Wilson decd: and by her will left

Date:

Size: 26 by 24

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Name(s): Purcell; Radcliffe; Mrs. Shephard Wilson; Mrs. S.F.S. Marian

Location(s): Charleston; Warren Street; St. Philip's Street; Radcliffe Street; Coming Street

Parish:

Types:

Reproduction: ,

Original page number in plat book:

Notes: "the area a.b.c.d. forms a part of the corner which is [blank] of the whole area of the block bounded by Radcliffe, Warren, St. Philips & Coming Streets & is to be surrendered to the [blank] of the corner lot up (on?) the removal of the building now upon

Folder: 47/12E/59C

Title: "Plat of a block bounded by Warren, Radcliffe, St. Philips & Coming Streets the property of Mrs. Sheppard Wilson decd: the lot at the S.E. cor: of the [blank], being part of the lot no. 39 left by will to Mrs. S.F.A. Marian. the area a.b.c.d. forms a par

Date:

Size: 27 by 27

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Name(s): Mrs. Sheppard Wilson; Mrs. S.F.P. Marian; Louis J. Barbot

Location(s): Charleston; Radcliffe Street; Warren Street; St. Philips Street; Coming Street

Parish:

Types:

Reproduction: ,

Original page number in plat book:

Notes: "Reference to the plat on the next page will show this to be erroneous in dimensions given of lots 44.43.42.41.40.39 in their depths from St. Philips St."

Folder: 47/12E/59(D)

Title: "Wilson vs. Wilson. the figures in black are those given in the titles conveying the property to Alex: B. Wilson. the figures in red, on the front line, are the dimensions found by comparing the total length on St. Philips St: as given by the said title

Date:

Size: 49 by 26

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Name(s): Alex. B. Wilson; Purcell; W.B.W. Howe Jr; Augt: T. Wilson; Sophia F.S. Wilson; H. Witt

Location(s): Charleston; Radcliffe borough; Warren Street; Radcliffe Street; St. Philips Street

Parish:

Types:

Reproduction: C,

Original page number in plat book:

Notes: "copied 29 Nov/84" "the above plat & note are on file in the Court of Common Pleas with the

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
papers in case of Alex: B. Wilson vs. Augt: T. Wilson et al filed 14 Jany 1879, for mortgage & sale of lands passing under will of Mrs: Sophia F.S. Wilson. in the

**Folder:** 47/12E/59E  
**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/59(A): Untitled/undated plat of lots along Union and Queen Streets in Charleston, South Carolina  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 36 by 24  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** Beauchamp; Mitchell; S. Pinckney; J. Pinckney  
**Location(s):** Charleston; Union Street; Queen Street  
**Parish:**  
**Types:**  
**Reproduction:** C  
**Original page number in plat book:**  
**Notes:** "copied from R.M.C.O. Bk. C.C. p. 192 See Abstract Bk no. 6 p. 33. Above being rough copy of Pinckney Partition of 1746."

**Folder:**  
**Title:**  
**Date:**  
**Size:**  
**Surveyor:**  
**Name(s):**  
**Location(s):**  
**Parish:**  
**Types:**  
**Reproduction:**  
**Original page number in plat book:**  
**Notes:**

**Folder:** 47/12E/59(F)  
**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/59(A): "the above represents the partition plat between Charles Pinckney (heir at law of Mary Belson widow of Thomas Pinckney See Bk: E. p. 326) 2d son of Thomas Pinckney & his nieces & nephew children of Maj: Wm. Pinckney, date  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 38 by 24  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** Charles Pinckney; Mary Belson; Thomas Pinckney; Wm. Pinckney; Mary Pinckney; Sarah Pinckney; Francis Robinet; Ed. Tash; M aurau & Bushman; Elliott; Elizabeth James; Henry James; H.D. Buerhaus; Louisa Buerhaus; Ed. Fortune  
**Location(s):** Charleston; Queen Street (Dock Street); Union Street  
**Parish:**  
**Types:**

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

**Folder: 47/12E/59(G)**

**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/59(A): "A plan of two lots of land in the City of Charleston in Ward no. 2, one lying on the South side of Queen Street, & the other on the West side of Union Street having the buildings, & all the improvements thereon. Belongi

**Date:**

**Size:** 27 by 20

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** John R. Mauron; Jos. Purcell; Francis Robinet; Ed. Tash; Geo. Urudiman (?)

**Location(s):** Charleston; Queen Street; Union Street

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** "copied 20 March 1884 H.A.D."  "annexed to deed R.M.C.O. Bk. C. no. 7 p. 160 Lehre Sheriff to Geo: Urudiman (?) 6 Octo 1800."

**Folder: 47/12E/60(A)**

**Title:** "Part of large plat annexed to deed Simons to Price 14 Nov 1805 W.7.448."

**Date:**

**Size:** 43 by 36

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Benj. Blackman; Charles Rogers; Col. Flud[d]; E. Swan; Wm. Fludd; Lightwood

**Location(s):**

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** ,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:**

**Folder: 47/12E/60(B)**

**Title:** "Part of large plat annexed to deed Simons to Price 14 Nov 1805 W.7.448."

**Date:**

**Size:** 43 by 36

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** E. Swan; Thomas Blackman; Henry Purkey; Benjamin Blackman

**Location(s):**

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** ,

**Original page number in plat book:**

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notes:

**Folder:** 47/12E/60C  
**Title:** "Part of large plat annexed to deed Simons to Price 14 Nov 1805 W.7.448."
**Date:**  
**Size:** 42 by 36  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** Samuel Duboise; Elizabeth Wildes  
**Location(s):** Betseys Pond  
**Parish:**  
**Types:**  
**Reproduction:** C  
**Original page number in plat book:**  
**Notes:**  

**Folder:** 47/12E/60(D)  
**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/60(A): "the above plat represents 547 acres in the St. Johns Parish Berkeley County Charleston District and known by the name of Brackey sold by Capt. James theus to John Price Esq, at whose request I hae resurveyed the same, hav  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 36 by 23  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** Capt. James theus; John Price; Js. Palmer; Thos. Trunno; James Sinclair  
**Location(s):** Charleston; Brackey; St. Johns Parish; Santee River; Road to Nelson's Ferry; Little Dawchee  
**Parish:** St. Johns  
**Types:**  
**Reproduction:** C  
**Original page number in plat book:**  
**Notes:** "copy plat annexed convey: Jno Price to Thos: Trunno 17 July 1807 R.M.C.O. Bk.: W.7.p.444."

**Folder:** 47/12E/60E  
**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/60(A): "Plat of New Dawchee Plantation containing 920 acres, delineated. the swamp tract north of Santee River of from two to three thousand acres has not been lately surveyed. Purchased by Thomas Gaillard March 21 1815."
**Date:**  
**Size:** 43 by 29  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** Thomas Gaillard; Mary Gaillard; Rosannah theus; C. St. G. Sinkler; theo. Goudin; Jas. Richardson; Daniel Flud[d]  
**Location(s):** New Dawchee Plantation; Santee River; Eutawville; Ash Hill; Brackey; Old Dawhee Plantation; Nelson Ferry Road; Eutaw Road  
**Parish:**  
**Types:**

Types:  
A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings;  
B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture;  
C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans;  
D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction: C.
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Above copied 28 Oct 1895 from plat annexed to convey: from Mrs. Mary Gaillard exix Rosannah theus to Thomas Gaillard 1 June 1816, recorded R.M.C.O. Bk. P. 8. p. 252. 3 June 1816." "Above copied from Original in possession of C.St.G. Sinkler Esq of Eutawvi

Folder: 47/12E/60(F)
Date:
Size: 31 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Gibbes & Morrison; W.P. DeVeaux; W.M. Porcher; Harmon
Location(s): St. Stephens Parish; Berkeley County; Santee River; Gaillard Island; Old River
Parish: Stephens
Types:
Reproduction: C.
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "St. Stephens 1000 acres Tax $210[.]09 North Santee East Harmon South W.M. Porcher & DeVeaux West Santee" "St. Stephens 1000 acres Tax $210.09 North Santee East Harmon South W.M. Porcher & DeVeaux West Santee"

Folder: 47/12E/61(A)
Title: "copy of a Plat of Radcliffeborough on Charleston Neck: Surveyor's name not given."
Date:
Size: 40 by 19
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s): Charleston Neck; Radcliffeborough; Radcliffe Street; Warren Street; Vanderhorst Street; Coming Street; Smith Street; St. Philips Street; King Street; Ann Street; John Street; Hutson Street; Tobacco Inspection; Commons
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C.
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Recorded in Register of Mesne Conveyance office in Book A. no. 8. p. 239."

Folder: 47/12E/61(B)
Title: "copy Plan of lots belonging to the estate of Thomas Radcliffe sold under Decree of the Master in Equity 1814. W. Hasell Gibbes Master in Equity."
Date:
Size: 18 by 15
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Thomas Radcliffe; W. Hasell Gibbes

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Location(s): Charleston; Radcliffe Street; Coming Street; Vanderhorst Street; Warren Street; Smith Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Recorded in R.M.C.O. Bk. H. no. 8. p. 239."

Folder: 47/12E/61C
Title: "Charleston S.C. Plan of nine (9) in Dec 1881. John K. Gaudin D.S."
Date:
Size: 30 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Mrs. J.D. Ward; John K. Gaudin; Faber
Location(s): Charleston; Amherst Street; Drake Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Recorded in March 1882 R.M.C.O. Plat Bk: C. p. 31." "copied 5 Apl: 1894 H.A.D." "all in red ink is in pencil on Original as recorded -- H.A.D."

Folder: 47/12E/61(D)
Title: "Above rough sketch, from p. 23 this book, of lots 61-64 of Hampstead which all belonged to Henry Laurens--see my list Hampstead land."
Date:
Size: 30 by 26
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Henry Laurens; James Donavan; John Mitchell; Thos. S. DuBose; John White; Jno. L. Norvell; Henry F. Faber; Jos. W. Faber; R.J. Middleton; E. Barnwell Heyward; Mrs. Joanna D. Ward; Joshua J. Ward; Jno. R. Tobin; Gaudin
Location(s): Charleston; Hamptead; East Bay Street; Amherst Street; Drake Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "He [Henry Laurens] conveyed lot 64 to to [sic] James Donavan 1786, R.M.C.O. J. 5. p. 349; Lot 61 to John Mitchell 1770 R.M.C.O. Bk: G.4.p. 350. I have not traced chain of title to these lots between above sales by Henry Laurens & 1831. they appear to h

Folder: 47/12E/61E
Title: "This plat & deed conveys a lot 172 ft: 6 in on West line, 200 ft: on South line, 56 ft: 6 in on Smith St: & 60 ft: on Vanderhorst. Reference to plat on next page will show the lot claimed for trust estate of Mrs. Riker is really less than called for by
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Date:
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Mrs. Mary Riker; Mrs. C.J. Cranch; Chas. U. Cranch; Wilmotts DeSanpere; David Riker; Kennedy
Location(s): Charleston; South Street; Vanderhorst Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Conveyance 30 Mar: 1845 Chas: U. Cranch Trustee of Mrs. C.J. Cranch & children to Wilmotts DeSanpere Trustee of Mrs. Mary Riker. All that certain piece parcel or lot of land situate lying and being in the City of Charleston in the State aforesaid, measuri

Folder: 47/12E/62(A)
Title: Undated/untitled plat of lots along Tradd Street and Limehouse Street in Charleston.
Date:
Size: 47 by 43
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Thomas Shubrick; William Rigby Naylor; Thomas Ferguson; Jos Purcell; Charles Parker; Payne; Williamson; Holmes
Location(s): Charleston; Tradd Street; Limehouse Street; Council Street; Conseiller's Creek
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "the heavy black lines shew the figures and dimensions of the lots designated in the Original plan or model of Charles Town, by the nos. 95. 96. 245. 246." "the heavy blue lines shew the figures and dimensions of the subdivision made for Thomas Shubrick

Folder: 47/12E/62(B)
Title: "copy Plat annexed to Feoffment 4 September 1755 from Adam Daniel to George Sommers, R.M.C.O. Bk. V.v. p. 668."
Date:
Size: 39 by 28
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Adam Daniel; George Sommers; John Daniel
Location(s): Charleston; Cooper River; Granville Bastion
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "See also Bk. L. p. 288."
Folder: 47/12E/62C
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/62(A): "Plan of Charleston. surveyed and laid out in 1770 by Wm. Rigby Naylor."
Date:
Size: 46 by 30
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Wm. Rigby Naylor; Cannon; Peter Manigault
Location(s): Charleston; Ashley River; Montague Street; Wentworth Street; Pitt Street; Manigault Street; Beaufain Street; Coming Street; George Street; Smyth Street; Rutledge Street; Lynch Street; Gadsden Street; Bane Street; Bull Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: "N.B. All the lots between Manigault & Wentworth Streets and to the Westward of Pitt Street, are 121 ft 4 in. front and 212 ft 4 in deep -- between Wentworth and Beaufain Streets and to the Westward of Pitt Street are 120 feet 4 in front and 212 ft 6 in d

Folder: 47/12E/62(D)
Date:
Size: 38 by 36
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Alston; Rob. K. Payne
Location(s): Charleston Neck; Cannonsborough; Hutson Street; Thomas Street; Lucas Street; Boundary Street; Calhoun Street; Bennett Mill Pond; Ashley Street; Mill Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: "N.B. I have not been able to learn whether the Figure abc&d belongs to the Lots or not -- the fence on Thomas Street ten inches at Lucas St. encroachment and more as you proceed to Boundary St. -- " "copied from Original 31 July 1881 H.A.D."

Folder: 47/12E/63(A)
Title: "Copied from Joseph Purcell Plat, March 1803, of Mrs. Maxwell' [sic] land between Tradd & Broad Streets, extending from Friend Street on the East, to Logan Street on the West. R.M.C.O. Bk. H no 7 p 386."
Date:
Size: 35 by 20 1/2
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Joseph Purcell; Maxwell; George Chisolm; Philip Moses; Susannah McDonnell; Charles Elliott

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Rowand; David Deas; Henry Deas

**Location(s):** Charleston; Tradd Street; Broad Street; Friend Street; Logan Street

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:**

**Folder:** 47/12E/63(B)

**Title:** "copied from Plat R.M.C.O. Book G. p. 192. Annexed to Agreement 23 March 1735 to lay out Friend Street Recites Whereas Samuel Prioleau is seized of a lott [sic] of land on the South side of Broad Street known as no 181, & also of a half part of no 198 sit

**Date:**

**Size:** 36 by 21

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Samuel Prioleau; Elizabeth Fairchild; William Fairchild; Richard Hill; Mary McKeun; Henry Bedon; Isaac Holmes; Catharine Smith; Joseph Elliott

**Location(s):** Charleston; Friend Street; Broad Street; Tradd Street

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:**

**Folder:** 47/12E/63C

**Title:** Undated/untitled plat of lots along Friend and Broad Streets in Charleston

**Date:**

**Size:** 35 by 21

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Thomas Elliott; John Crokett; James St. John

**Location(s):** Charleston; Friend Street; Broad Street; Tradd Street

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** ,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:**

**Folder:** 47/12E/63(D)

**Title:** on reverse side of 47/12E/63(A):  "Plan of Charleston surveyed and Laid out by William Rigby Naylor 1770"

**Date:**

**Size:** 53 by 43

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** William Rigby Naylor; William Harleston; Charles Parker; Isaac Harleston; Peter Manigault;

**Types:** A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Isaac D. Edward; Thomas Bennett; Daniel Cannon

Location(s): Charleston; Bane Street; Coming Street; Beaufain Street; Wentworth Street; Montague Street; Bull Street; Gadsden Street; Lynch Street; Rutledge Street; Smith Street; Pitt Street; Manigault Street

Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,

Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Copied from a Plan in the possession of Wm Harleston -- Charles Parker November 28th 1825"
"Note See the Petition of William Harleston and Isaac Harleston August 27 1773 in the office of Clerk of Common Pleas -- with general plan -- conforming to this --

Folder: 47/12E/64(A)
Title: "A Rare Chance for a Cheap Home 18 Building Lots" Undated advertisement for sale of lots of land.
Date:
Size: 73 by 46
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s): South Carolina Railway; North-Eastern Railroad; State Road
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12E/64(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/64(A): "the Village of Hampstead the above plat represents a Plan of the Village of Hampstead situate in Charleston Neck and surveyed at the request of Henry Laurens Esq.
Butting and Bounding on a Branch from Cooper River called
Date:
Size: 67 by 44
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Henry Laurens; James Reid; James Donovan; Jno Clifford; Watson; Daniel Blake; William Davis; Danl H Tillinghast; Black; Egan
Location(s): Charleston Neck; Village of Hampstead; Cooper River; Town Creek; Broad River
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "A true copy from the Original in my office Danl H Tillinghast Sec Genl" "State of South Carolina office of Sec of State I RM Sims Sec of State do certify that the above is a true copy of a plat as recorded in this office see page 12 of Books of Towns and

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12E/65(A)
Title: "Plat of Tract of Land owned by Nicholas B. Venning Esq State of South Carolina. at the request of Mr. N.B. Venning I have surveyed a tract of land situate on the seaboard of the Parish of Christ Church Charleston District, containing five hundred and si
Date:
Size: 54 by 39
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Nicholas B. Venning; J.M. Farrel; Barkesdale; Warren DuPre; W.P. Knox; George F. Kinlock; Ann Gregorie
Location(s): Charleston District; Christ Church Parish; Copahée Sound; Georgetown Road; College Tract; Sands Marsh Sound; Myrtle Grove
Parish: CC
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "This Plat comprises the greater portion of what is commonly called the College Tract. the corner marked H has not yet been determined for the want of proper information, the Sands Marsh Sound & Island have not also been surveyed Warren DuPre Surv." "the

Folder: 47/12E/65(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12E/65(A): "Plat of the Village of Hampstead Copied after Beckman's Plat of 1787 Recorded in the office of the Register of Mesne Conveyances of Charleston District in Book T no. 10. p. 288."
Date:
Size: 65 by 48
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Beckman; Gadsden; Henry Laurens; C.H. Simonton
Location(s): Charleston District; Village of Hampstead; Meeting Street Road; Nassau Street; Hanover (Amherst) Street; America Street; South Street; Drake Street; Bay Street; North Creek; Cooper River; Columbus Street; Bull Street; Rope Walk Causeway; Reid Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:

Folder: 47/12E/66(A)
Title: "Plan of subdivision into 101 building lots the property of Danl: Cooper and Jno Stokein on President-Ashley & other projected streets, to be sold at auction by Reeves & McTurevur (?) Real estate brokers on Apr 28th 1892."
Date:
Size: 64 by 37
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Name(s): Daniel Cooper; Jno Stokein; Louis J. Barbot; Reeves & McTurevur (?)
Location(s): Charleston; Rutledge Avenue; Boigard Street; Kennedy Street; Ashley Street; President Street; Payne Street; Rosemond Street
Parish:
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "I have examined the projected streets and find them laid of the required width and directions with reference to existing streets. Louis J. Barbot C.C.E. Charleston South Carolina Cefied 10th 1892."
"copied from plat of Reeves & McTurevur (?) auctioneer
Folder: 47/12E/66(B)
Title: "the above Plat represents a Plan of the Village of Hampstead Charleston Neck surveyed at the request of Henry Laurens Esq. Butting and Bounding East on a branch of Cooper River called Town Creek, to the South on Capt. James Reids land formerly a part of t
Date:
Size: 75 by 49
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Henry Laurens; Capt. James Reid; William Davis; Ephraim Mitchell; Charles Parker; Fred. Stoll; James Donavan; Blake; John Clifford; John Watson; William Huger Fitzsimmons
Location(s): Charleston Neck; Village of Hampstead; Cooper River; Town Creek; Broad Road; Reid Street; King Street; Front Street; Small Creek
Parish:
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "This plan was given to me by [blank] [illegible] while acting as Deputy Surveyor General at the office in Charleston. He stated that this was the only certified copy of the Original, which had been lost, that he knows of, & therefore considered it a val
Folder: 47/12F/1
Title: "Plan of a tract of land situate in the Parish of St. James Goose Creek. containing 270 acres. belonging to the Goose Creek Church. surveyed May 1888. Simons & Huger CE & Suvr."
Date:
Size: 16 b7 16
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Goose Creek Church; J.J. Bee; S.G. Stoney; Simons & Huger
Location(s): St. James Parish; Goose Creek; Goose Creek Bridge; New Public Road; Old Public Road
Parish: St. James
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Tracing made by S.G. Hovey Jr. from above Feb 17 - 1915."
Folder: 47/12F/2
Title: "Map Ararat Farms. situate St. James Goose Creek Parish Berkeley County So Ca. on the Carolina, Atlantic & Western Ry. (15 miles from Charleston S.C.) . . . Area - as shown on map - exclusive of marsh. surveyed Feb 1915. Rene Ravenel."
Date:
Size: 67 by 39
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Carolina Atlantic & Western Ry.; Rene Ravenel; Mallard; S.S. Bee; Jno. E. Poppenheim
Location(s): Ararat Farms; St. James Parish; Goose Creek; Charleston; Easter Creek
Parish: St. James
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction:
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/3
Title: "Map showing the location and boundaries of th tract of land known as 'Boone's Barony' on the West side of the Edisto river in the Parish of St: Bartholomew in South Carolina: donated by the State of South Carolina in 1782 to Major General Nathanael Green
Date:
Size: 55 by 42
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Nathanael Greene; General Marion; Major Fraser
Location(s): Boone's Barony; Edisto River or Pon Pon River; St. Bartholomew Parish; Pon Pon Chapel of Ease; "Burnt Church;" Jacksonboro; "Pear Hill;" "Hayne Hall;" "Green Meadows;" "Mount Pleasant;" "Pine Hill;" Parkers Ferry; "Waley's;" Public road to Savannah; Horse
Parish: Bart
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Compiled from old maps and deeds by Henry A.M. Smith." "Explanation: [symbol] Scene of encounter between the forces under General Marion and Major Fraser 13th August 1781. [symbol] Site and graveyard of the Pon Pon Chapel of Ease to the Parish Church o

Folder: 47/12F/4
Title: "Map showing the location and plans of the Ashepoo Barony granted 12 December 1702 to Landgrave Edmund Bellinger for 6000 acres situated on the South West side of Ashepoo River in the old Parish of St. Bartholomew in Colleton County, South Carolina."
Date:
Size: 68 by 56
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Edmund Bellinger; Barnard Elliott; Peter Bohun Postell; George Bellinger; John Bellinger; Margaret Bohun; Wm Webb; Elizabeth Bellinger
Location(s): Ashepoo Barony; Ashepoo River; St. Bartholomew Parish; Colleton County; "Temple;"
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction:
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:
Public road from Ashepoo Ferry to Salkehatchie; Atlantic Coast Line Railroad; Chessy Creek; Edmondsbury; Beef Creek; Combahee Ferry; Cheehaw; andalusia settlement; Ferry to C

Parish: Bart
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Compiled from old maps and deeds by Henry A.M. Smith." "This map reduced one-half of Original size." "Explanation: the map is a compilation from maps of subdivisions, no map having been found of the barony as granted but as near as may be gathered from t

Folder: 47/12F/5(A)
Title: "Plan of a Plantation at Bob Savannah belong[ing] to the estate of Adam Ewing Esq dec. St. Paul's Parish."
Date:
Size: 50 by 47
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Adam Ewing; Mattew Garner; John McLaughlin
Location(s): "Bob Savannah;" Charleston
Parish: St. Paul's
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Explanation: "1652 [acres] belonging to Mr. Adam Ewing -- named Bob Savannah within district of Charleston & [illegible] in december 1795."

Folder: 47/12F/5(B)
Title: on reverse side of 47/12F/5(A):  Untitled/undated map of Plantation of Bob Savannah.
Date:
Size: 50 by 47
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): James Fisher; Edward Blake; Perry; Adam Ewing; James Woolbred; McLaughlin; John Drayton; Ben Stead (?)
Location(s): "Bob Savannah"
Parish: St. Paul's
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/5C
Title: Untitled/undated two-page drawing with names.  NOTE:  Included with 47/12F/5(A).
Date:
Size: 34 by 23
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
Name(s):
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/5(D)
Title: Untitled/undated xerox copy of names (mostly illegible) and partial map. NOTE: Included with 47/12F/5(A).
Date:
Size: 30 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Marten; Moses Morton; Joseph Boon; Thomas Bar
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Bequeathed to the S.C. Historical Society by Judge Henry A.M. Smith"

Folder: 47/12F/6(A)
Title: Untitled/undated (but bearing words "WRAGG of Sou" at top) drawing/map of lands and geographical features.
Date:
Size: 62 by 45
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Wragg; Wm Brown; Gadsden; Crookman (?); Henry Ravenel; Chas Ferrand
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/6(B)
Title: Untitled/undated drawing/map of land/properties (included with 47/12F/6(A)).
Date:
Size: 55 by 42
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Danl Ramsey; Ralph Izard; Isaac Chambler (?); George Wilkie
Location(s):
Parish:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.

**Folder: 47/12F/6C**
**Title:** Untitled/undated drawing/map of land/properties and geographical features (included with 47/12F/6(A)).
**Date:**
**Size:** 55 by 42
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** Benj Mayah (?); Benj Smith; Saml Prioleau; John Ball Holmes; Charles Grover
**Location(s):**
**Parish:**
**Types:**
**Reproduction:** ,
**Original page number in plat book:**
**Notes:**

**Folder: 47/12F/6(D)**
**Title:** Untitled/undated drawing/map of lands granted in 1700s (included with 47/12F/6(A)).
**Date:**
**Size:** 38 by 30
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):** Francis Noble; John Flood; Jno Ward; Jones; Thorogood; Singleton
**Location(s):**
**Parish:**
**Types:**
**Reproduction:** ,
**Original page number in plat book:**
**Notes:**

**Folder: 47/12F/7(A)**
**Title:** Xerox copy of "Document" of South Carolina Historical Society: "unrelated diagrams of Plantations evidently in connection with the Baronies"
**Date:**
**Size:** 32 by 21
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s):**
**Location(s):**
**Parish:**
**Types:**
**Reproduction:** ,
**Original page number in plat book:**
**Notes:**
Notes:

**Folder: 47/12F/7(B)**
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of two properties (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date: 
Size: 39 by 28
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Thomas Elwes
Location(s): 
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

**Folder: 47/12F/7C**
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of various properties (names illegible) (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date: 
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): 
Location(s): 
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

**Folder: 47/12F/7(D)**
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of various properties along Goose Creek (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date: 
Size: 45 by 43
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): B. Crookman (?); John DuPont; Henry Green; John Bowan Wilkins; Gabriel Manigault; John Bowan; Archer Smith
Location(s): Goose Creek
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

**Folder: 47/12F/7E**
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of various properties (included with 47/12F/7(A)).

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
McKenzie; Benj Gibbes  
**Location(s):**  
**Parish:**  
**Types:**  
**Reproduction:** ,  
**Original page number in plat book:**  
**Notes:**

**Folder:** 47/12F/7(I)  
**Title:** Untitled/undated diagram of various properties and geographical features (included with 47/12F/7(A)).  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 58 by 51  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** Cheves Logan  
**Location(s):** Gadsden Road; Moncks Corner  
**Parish:**  
**Types:**  
**Reproduction:** ,  
**Original page number in plat book:**  
**Notes:**

**Folder:** 47/12F/7(J)  
**Title:** Untitled/undated diagram of Tom's Hall and Grove Hill (included with 47/12F/7(A)).  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 32 by 20  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):**  
**Location(s):** Moncks Corner Road; "Grove Hill;" "Tom's Hall"  
**Parish:**  
**Types:**  
**Reproduction:** ,  
**Original page number in plat book:**  
**Notes:**

**Folder:** 47/12F/7(K)  
**Title:** "Carolina Is by virtue of a warrt under the Hand & seal of [illegible] James Morris Esq late Gov (?) [illegible] 23 Feby 1702/3 I have measured & c to Abraham Dupon 420 acres of his [illegible] in Berkley Co of South Carolina (rest illegible). 21 day of M  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 39 by 30  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** Abraham Dupon; James Morris  
**Location(s):** Berkley County  

**Types:** A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/7(L)
Title: "at the request of the Executor of John oneill and Margaret Riddle formerly Margaret oneill
[illegible] a plantn & c owned by Henry oneill deceased father of said John and Margaret -- which plantn
was purchased by said Henry oneill of Samuel Hanlen (?) &
Date:
Size: 36 by 23
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John oneill; Margaret oneill Riddle; Henry oneill; Samuel Hanlen (?); Richard Singleton
Location(s): "Grove Hill"
Parish:
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/7(M)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of King Street and Meeting Street (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date:
Size: 40 by 22
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Dr. Tucker Harris
Location(s): "Hayfield Farm;" King Street; Meeting Street
Parish:
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/7(N)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of Plantations (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date:
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Wragg; Lucock; Williamson; John C. Ball; John B. Holmes
Location(s): "Spring Grove;" "Cypress Grove"
Parish:
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Folder: 47/12F/7(O)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of properties (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date: 
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): George Vilhower (?); Cannon
Location(s): "Live Oak Hill"
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/7(P)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of properties (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date: 
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Palmer
Location(s): "Hickory Hill"
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/7(Q)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of properties (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date: 
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): 
Location(s): "Richmond"
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/7R
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of properties (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/7(V)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of properties (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date:
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/7(W)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of properties (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date:
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/7(X)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of properties (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date:
Size: 48 by 41
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Isaac Matte; Thomas Broughton (?)
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12F/7(Y)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of White Hall (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date:
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Ball
Location(s): "White Hall"
Parish:
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/7(Z)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of Hickory Hill (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date:
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Genl Gadsden; John Broughton (?)
Location(s): "Duckon;" "Hickory Hill"
Parish:
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/7(AA)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of properties (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date:
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John DuPont; George Smith; John Brown; Chas Johnston; Nat Baudreau (?)
Location(s): "Cow [illegible]"
Parish:
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/7(BB)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of Blue House (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date:
Size: 33 by 20

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Dr. Gadsden; G.S. Osall (?); Benj Swope (?); G.F. Delorme (?)
Location(s): "Blue House"
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/7(CC)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of properties (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date: 
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Thos Flood; Rich Singleton
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/7/DD)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of Parker land (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date: 
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Parker
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/7(EE)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of four properties (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date: 
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Colleton; Alex Broughton (?); John Broughton (?); William Middleton
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/7(FF)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of two properties along Cooper River (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date:
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Wilkins; Aaron Lucock; Peter Gray
Location(s): Cooper River
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/6(GG)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of properties (included with 47/12F/6(A)).
Date:
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Pinckney; Philip Sikes (?); Crookman (?)
Location(s): 
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/7(HH)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of Plantations (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date:
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Chas Tennant; Chas Johnston; Wm Tennant
Location(s): "Hickory Hill;" "Mulgrove;" "Bradford"
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/7(II)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of properties along Cooper River (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date: 
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Hugh Swinton (?); Peter Tomplet (?); Mary Tomplet (?); Nat Bourdeau (?)
Location(s): Cooper River
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/7(JJ)
Title: Untitled/undated diagram of Spring Grove (included with 47/12F/7(A)).
Date: 
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Wragg; Jno C. Ball; Mary Broughton (?)
Location(s): "Spring Grove;" "Chesterfield;" "Cypress Grove"
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/8(A)
Title: South Carolina Historical Society "Document: Tracing: Part of 'Bugby' Plantation on Bohiket River; Tracing 124 a St: James Goose Creek sold to Chas Hair 1764." "Subject: Tracing -- Spring Hill, Dockson Moepahoe; Tracing - 52 a on Charles Town Neck known a
Date: 
Size: 35 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Chas Hair; John Drayton
Location(s): "Bugby" Plantation; St. James Parish; Goose Creek; "Spring Hill;" "Dockson;" Charleston Neck; "Pickpocket"
Parish: St. James
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/8(B)
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes


McMasters bought from Rebecca Norman SW on James Lenox" (included)

Date:
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Henke; Joseph Wragg; Andrew McMasters; Rebecca Norman; James Lenox; John Singleton; William Hair
Location(s): Moncks Corner
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C.
Original page number in plat book:

Folder: 47/12F/8C
Title: "Annexed to Release from John Drayton & Margaret his wife to Andrew Tesch & Peter Quinand (?) 15 Sept 1757 SS. P. 191 of 52 acres on Charles Town Neck known as Pickpocket" (included with 47/12F/8(A)).
Date:
Size: 38 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Drayton; Andrew Tesch; Peter Quinand (?); Wm Freeman; Charles Sheppheard; Dr. Gibson; Capt. Thomas Gadsden
Location(s): Charleston Neck; "Pickpocket"
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/8(D)
Title: Untitled/undated drawing/map of various Plantations (included with 47/12F/8(A)).
Date:
Size: 74 by 62
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Richard Singleton; Joseph Horman; Baggby; Bryant Rayley; Edw Keating; Robt Daniel; Colleton; Capt. Jas Younge; Alex Hisbett
Location(s): "Spring Grove" Plantation; "Dockon" Plantation; "Moepahoe;" "Mulberry" Plantation
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12F/8E
Title: "at the request of Mr. Julian Mitchell I have surveyed the above tract of land situated on Wadmalaw Island formerly a portion of the Bugby Plantation and have found it to contain 1030 acres of High land 169 acres of marsh and about 8 acres within Winburn
Date: 
Size: 52 by 43
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Julian Mitchell
Location(s): Wadmalaw Island; "Bugby" Plantation; Winburn Creek; John's Island; Bohiket River; Bugby Bridge; Public road from Bear Bluff to Charleston
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/9(A)
Title: Untitled/undated "Document" of South Carolina Historical Society. "Tracing of grants to Edmund Bellenger - Francis Young & others Shows Cooper River - Sullivants Cr[eek] & onsaw Cr[eek]" "Tracing - grant to Richard Berresford Tracing - plat of two tracts
Date: 
Size: 36 by 22
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Edmund Bellenger; Francis Young; Richard Berresford; John Johnson; Francis Roche; Thomas Colleton
Location(s): Cooper River; Sullivants Creek; onsaw Creek; Clements Ferry Road; Long Point Creek
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/9(B)
Title: "A Memorial of -- Thousand Eight Hundred and -- Six acres of Land being part of within Tract of Land Entered in the Auditors [sic] office this 26th Day of September 1737. Devised and bequeathed unto Francis Roche by the will of -- Arthur, he being Heir a
Date: 
Size: 68 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): William Lord Craven Palantine; Edward Tynte; Thomas Colleton; Peter Colleton; Dominick Arthur; Michiel [sic] Mahon; Maurice Mathews; Tho Broughton; Henry A. DeSanssure; Isabelle DeSanssure; Capt. Thomas Akin; Robert Quash; Ebenezer Roche; Elias Ball; andr
Location(s): Cooper River
Parish:
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "by vertue of a special order, under the Hand and Seal of the Rt Hon:ble William Lord Craven Palatine most Honble: Duke of Bedford & ye Rest of ye Lords Proprietors of ye Province of Carolina Baring [sic] Date the fourteenth [sic] Day of April one Thousand

Folder: 47/12F/9C
Title: "Plat of Two tracts belonging to John Johnson in all high [total: 162.75] Marsh [total: 72.5] [overall total: 235.25]. Plat made by John Diamond."
Date:
Size: 52 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Johnson; John Diamond; Charles King
Location(s): Long Point Creek; Bellmont Farm; Road to Clements Ferry
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/9(D)
Title: "Plat annexed to grant to Richard Berresford for 600 acres"
Date:
Size: 49 by 35
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Richard Berresford; Charles King; Thomas Burton; Thos Padgett (?); Richard Codmer (?); Blundell; Samuel Commander
Location(s): Cooper River; Pine Island
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "in margin of gran[t] marked 'in possession of Charles King a heir at-law as appears in Richard Berresford's will"

Folder: 47/12F/9E
Title: "Plat annexed to grant to Edmund Bellenger of 14 acres called Hog Farms (?) warr: 16 April 1644 cerrd 17 May 1694 by Jos Purcell Sur Gen."
Date:
Size: 68 by 49
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Jos Purcell; Edmund Bellenger; Capt. William Howett; Wm Swen (?); M. David Maybank; Barth. Brown; Hannah English; Francis Young; Benjamin Staniard; Charles Filbin

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Location(s): Cooper River; Hog Island Creek; "Hog Farms" (?); onsaw Creek; Sullivants Creek
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Memo Bk 1. p. 30 annexed to deed from Edmund Bellenger to Charles Filbin "Memo: Bk 4. p. 378. Plat annexed to deed from Francis Young to [illegible] Roche"

Folder: 47/12F/10(A)
Title: Untitled/undated "Document" of South Carolina Historical Society "Tracing - plat of 'Woodstock' Plantation gr to Francis Giguilleat (?) 1690 & John Stone 1697" "Tracing - Plat o lands [illegible] of Gooscreek [sic]" "Subject - Two tracings - 1 Raphoe Baro
Date:
Size: 35 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Francis Giguilleat (?); John Stone; John Bayley; Havendon Walker
Location(s): Woodstock Plantation; Raphoe Barony; Santee River; Charleston
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/10(B)
Title: "MAP showing the location of the tract of 831 acres belonging to Sr Hovendon Walker and commonly called his Barony situated near the line of the Southern Railway about 19 miles from the City of Charleston South Carolina compiled from old plats and deeds b
Date:
Size: 33 by 23
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Sr Havendon Walker; Southern Railway; Richard Saltus; Charles Canley
Location(s): Charleston; Road to Summerville; Hovendon Walker Barony' Goose Creek; Public road to Dorchester
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: NOTE: Map is on left side of 47/12F/10C.

Folder: 47/12F/10C
Title: "MAP showing the location and plan of the Barony called Raphoe Barony containing 12000 acres laid out to Landgrave John Bayley, situated on the South side of Santee River in the old Parish of St. John Berkeley, in South Carolina -- Taken from an old copy f
Date:
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.

Size: 33 by 23
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Bayley; John Strode
Location(s): St. Johns Parish; Berkeley County; Raphoe Barony; Santee River; Eutaw Springs; Lawson's Pond; Nelson's Ferry; Belvedere; Brackey; Old Dorchee; New Dorchee; Walnut Grove; Road to Charleston
Parish: St. Johns
Types: C
Reproduction: C
Original page number in plat book: 47/12F/10(B)

Folder: 47/12F/10(D)
Title: "Plan of Land on the NW side of Goose Creek in St. James Parish Charleston Dist. Copied from Jos Purcell Plan [on reverse side]."
Date: 51 by 42
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Jos Purcell; Pinckney; Gideon; Huger
Location(s): St. James Parish; Goose Creek; Otranto
Parish: St. James
Types: C
Reproduction: C
Original page number in plat book: 47/12F/10F

Folder: 47/12F/10E
Title: copy WB Guerard Charleston July 6th 1883 this is a true copy of Originals in possession of Wm Ravenel Prest of the Woodstock [illegible] Company"
Date: 48 by 45
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): W.B. Guerard; Wm Ravenel; Francis Giguilleat (?); John Stone; Miss Elyn Porter; Col. Keckley; Martin Fulmer; Ralph Izard; A Gasden; John Parker
Location(s): Woodstock Company; Dorchester Road
Parish:
Types: C
Reproduction: C
Original page number in plat book: 47/12F/11(A)

Folder: 47/12F/11(A)
Title: Untitled/undated "Document" of South Carolina Historical Society "Tracing - gr - to Owen Davis - 1684 shows Philip Parmenter's land annexed to gr - Peter Viccare" "Tr - land of Charles T. [illegible] 1851" "[Tracing] Land of Thomas Fullwer 1810 on Ashley

Date:
Size: 35 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Owen Davis; Philip Parmenter; Peter Viccare; Thomas Fuller; Cattle; Pringle; Jarvis; Thos Martin; John Bourqueau (?); Peter Despartes; Paul Hyacinte Perrault
Location(s): Ashley River; Bellemont; Wappoo Creek; Governor's Creek
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/11(B)
Title: Untitled/undatd map of various properties along Ashley River
Date:
Size: 74 by 38
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Robt Gibbs; John Brown; Mrs. Lesad; Peter Lesad; Chas Hill; Wm Whittacer
Location(s): Ashley River; Wappoe Creek; Mill Creek; Governor's Creek
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/11C
Title: "p. 6. p. 33 copy plat annexed to deed of Sears (?) 29 Sept 1795 from John Clement to Thos Martin John Bourgneaf (?) Peter Despartes & Paul Hyacinte Perrault"
Date:
Size: 54 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Clement; Thos Martin; John Bourgneaf (?) Peter Despartes; Paul Hyacinte Perrault
Location(s): Long Point Creek; Road to Clements Ferry; PublicRoad from Charleston
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/11(D)
Title: "Plan of 450 acres of high land & a piece of marsh on Ashley River (the number of acres is

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
uncertain) being part of 1886 acres resurveyed by me for Thomas Fuller [illegible] in Jany 1804 John Diamond Survr."

**Date:**

**Size:** 41 by 33

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Thomas Fullwer; John Diamond; John Julian Pringle; John Broman; William Cattle; Joseph Cole

**Location(s):** Ashley River

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:**

**Folder:** 47/12F/11E

**Title:** "Plat of Bellmont Farm containing 186 95/100 acres made by Wm Hume 29 April 1873"

**Date:**

**Size:** 36 by 32

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Wm Hume

**Location(s):** Bellmont Farm; Public road to Charleston

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:**

**Folder:** 47/12F/11(F)

**Title:** "I.14. p. 125. annexed to deed from Charles F. Lowdes (?) to James Cones (?) 1 July 1861 of 173 acres"

**Date:**

**Size:** 33 by 20

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Charles F. Lowdes (?); James Cones (?); W.C.B. Northrop; Richard Roper; Huger; C.J. Beckman; Wm O'Neill

**Location(s):** Ashley River; Accabee Creek; Elliott's Creek

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:**

**Folder:** 47/12F/11(G)

**Title:** "Map of 100 acres laid out to Owen Davis by the S West upon a creek & upon land not run out --

**Types:** A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
the [illegible] branch of the T of Cooper river to the N East [illegible] & to the N West runs out in the South east upon land of Philemon Parmenters warrant 25

**Date:**

**Size:** 30 by 15

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Owen Davis; Philemon Parmenter

**Location(s):** Cooper River

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C.

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:**

**Folder:** 47/12F/12(A)

**Title:** Untitled/undated "Document" of South Carolina Historical Society "Tracing - Plat of Spring Grove Plantation & letters pertaining to same"

**Date:**

**Size:** 35 by 22

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):**

**Location(s):** Spring Grove Plantation

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C.

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:**

**Folder:** 47/12F/12(B)

**Title:** Untitled/undated plat of various properties along Jacksonboro (Public Road) to Charleston

**Date:**

**Size:** 26 by 20

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Henry A.M. Smith; Tenah Richardson; D. Gordon; Morgan

**Location(s):** Jacksonboro (Public Road) to Charleston

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C.

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:**

**Folder:** 47/12F/12C

**Title:** Plan of part of a Plantation called Spring Grove situate in old St. Pauls Parish Colleton County. the part comprised in this plan contains Five hundred and thirty four (534) acres -- formerly belonging to Francis Bailey and now to Henry A.M. Smith 1900."

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Meggett: "Dear Mr. Meggett:- I had it clearly on my mind that Mr. Taylor had set down on the map the lines of the small tracts of land on the Spring Grove tract, but I

Date:
Size: 27 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Henry A.M. Smith; Taylor; J.W. Meggett
Location(s): Spring Grove Plantation
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O.
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/12(G)
Title: (typed) Letter dated December 30, 1911 (Charleston S.C.) from Henry A.M. Smith to J.W. Meggett: "Dear Mr. Meggett:- I wish you would get hold of W.J. Newton, and see if he has paid the taxes on the Cordray property. I wrote him some time since that on t

Date:
Size: 27 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Henry A.M. Smith; J.W. Meggett; Cordray; W.J. Newton
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/12(H)
Title: (typed) Letter dated January 8, 1912 from Henry A.M. Smith to J.W. Meggett: "Dear Mr. Meggett:- I enclose you pencil copy of the Spring Grove map showing the three small tracts as marked off by Mr. Taylor. A. containing 10 acres was sold to Mary Ann Howa

Date:
Size: 26 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Henry A.M. Smith; J.W. Meggett; Mary Ann Howard; Taylor; Peggy Glover; Mary Washington; Ishmael Washington
Location(s): Spring Grove Plantation
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O.
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12F/12(I)
Title: (typed) Letter dated January 12, 1912 from Henry A.M. Smith to J.W. Meggett: "Dear Mr. Meggett:- Please do not fail to see Newton about the payment of the taxes on the Cordray land. I do not think they have been paid, and on application I find that there
Date:
Size: 26 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Henry A.M. Smith; J.W. Meggett; Newton; Cordray
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O.
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/13(A)
Title: Untitled/undated South Carolina Historical Society "Document" "Tracing - misc plats - List below names mentioned James Brunson, 1757 - Margaret O'Neal, 1746 Wm Flud, 1776 - Joseph Wragg - Charles Cantey, 1756 - Josiah Brunson 176[] Subject: Samuel Dubois
Date:
Size: 36 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): James Brunson; Margaret O'Neal; Wm Flud; Joseph Wragg; Charles Cantey; Josiah Brunson; Samuel Dubois; Thomas Lynch; Chovin & Childress; Philip Perot; Evan Hopkins; James (?) Beard; Mrs. Susannah Bee; Wm. Legg; Wm. Moultrie; Thos. Elm; John Parker; David R
Location(s): Windon Hall
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/13(B)
Title: Undated/untitled plat of various properties
Date:
Size: 49 by 29
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Isaac Lewis; Capt. Gough; John Genoux (?); John onnsall (?)
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Evan Hopkins
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "vol. 6 p. 241"

Folder: 47/12F/13(G)
Title: "Chovin & Childress cert Mch 1758"
Date:
Size: 23 by 16
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Chovin & Childress; Evan Hopkins
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "vol. 6 p. 340"

Folder: 47/12F/13(H)
Title: "Grant to Samuel Dubois for 350 acres Cer - 4 April 1771"
Date:
Size: 23 by 16
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Samuel Dubois; Gabriel Marion; Charles Cantey; McKelvey
Location(s): Road to Nelsons Ferry
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "vol. 9 p. 426"

Folder: 47/12F/13(I)
Title: "Grant surveyed for Thomas Lynch 1st Aug 1758" (1800 acres)
Date:
Size: 48 by 32
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Thomas Lynch
Location(s): Brookmans Creek
Parish:
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "vol. 6 p. 368"

Folder: 47/12F/13(J)
Title: "Grant to Wm Flud of 1000 acres in St. Johns Parish cert - 5 Novr 1770"
Date: 
Size: 31 by 24
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Wm Flud; Thomas McKelvey
Location(s): St. Johns Parish; Lawsons Point
Parish: St. Johns
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/13(K)
Title: "for Samuel Dubois cert 16 July 1773"
Date: 
Size: 32 by 24
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Samuel Dubois; Robert Ervin; McKelvey; William Flud; David Mull
Location(s): 
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "vol. 9 p. 225"

Folder: 47/12F/13(L)
Title: "400 acres to Josiah Brunson in Berkley County on a place called Wachee (?) Cut 5 May 1760"
Date: 
Size: 24 by 16
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Josiah Brunson; Martin Gaillard
Location(s): Wachee (?) Cut; Berkley County; Santee River
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "vol. 7 p. 103"

Folder: 47/12F/13(M)
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Title: "1000 acres surveyed for Mr. Charles Cantey in Cranessburg (?) cert 18 Aug 1756"
Date:
Size: 31 by 24
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Charles Cantey; James McKelvey
Location(s): Cranessburg (?); Santee River
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction:
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "vol. 6 p. 128"

Folder: 47/12F/13(N)
Title: "12000 acres laid out to Joseph Wragg as assignee of Richard Shillon (?)" (other names illegible)
Date:
Size: 46 by 38
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Joseph Wragg; Richard Shillon (?)
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction:
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/13(O)
Title: "200 acres laid out to James Brunson in Berkley Cty - near the waters of Santee at a place called Wampee Pond cert 7 Mch 1753"
Date:
Size: 23 by 16
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): James Brunson
Location(s): Berkley County; Santee; Wampee Pond
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction:
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "vol. 6 p. 284"

Folder: 47/12F/13(P)
Title: "Grant to Wm Flud cert 12 Apr 1771"
Date:
Size: 24 by 16
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Name(s): William Flud; Samuel Dubois; Charles Cantey; James McKelvey
Location(s): Road from Nelons Ferry to Charleston
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: "vol. 15 p. 168"

Folder: 47/12F/13(Q)
Title: "Plat - surveyed for Margaret oneal in Berkley Co: 64 on [illegible] acres or not? Laid out surv 30 July 1746"
Date:
Size: 24 by 16
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Margaret oneal
Location(s): Berkley County; Santee; Wampee Pond
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: "vol. 4 p. 315"

Folder: 47/12F/13R
Title: "Philip Perot Cert 16 Aug 1757" (100 acres)
Date:
Size: 24 by 16
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Philip Perot; Gabriel Marion
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: "vol. 6 p. 265"

Folder: 47/12F/14(A)
Title: Untitled/undated South Carolina Historical Society "Document" "Plat - Village of Washington Charleston Neck - 1798 owned heirs of Daniel Legare Subject Plat of Washington Race Track on Grove Tract - owned by Charleston Jockey Club Map of St. andrew's Town
Date:
Size: 36 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Daniel Legare; Charleston Jockey Club
Location(s): Village of Washington; Charleston Neck; Washington Race Track; Grove Tract; St.

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/14(B)
Title: "Map showing the location and plans of the towns called Ashley Ferry Town and St. Andrews Town situated on the south side of Ashley River about seven miles from the City of Charleston compiled from maps and deeds by Henry A.M. Smith"
Date:
Size: 38 by 31
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Charles Jones; William Cattell
Location(s): Ashley Ferry Town; St. Andrews Town; Ashley River; Charleston; Draytons; Church Lane; Church Street; Fort Bull; Atlantic Coast Line R.R.; Church Creek; Coppain Creek; Public road to Charleston
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "NOTE: the map of Ashley Ferry Town is from an old map purporting to be a copy of the Original and appears to be correct. the station on the railway called 'Draytons' is located approximately on the lot numbered 16. the map of St. Andrews Town is also fr

Folder: 47/12F/14C(1)
Title: (on left side of 47/12F/14C(2)): "This plan exhibits the shape & form of two adjoining lots of land in the Village of Washington on Charles [sic] Neck & known & distinguished in the plan of that part of said Village lately laid out into lots by the heirs"
Date:
Size: 36 by 29
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Daniel Legare; Daniel Martin; Charles Banks; James Gadsden; Thomas Gadsden; Christopher Williman; Joseph Purcell; Danl Smith; Thomas Waring; Martin Waring; May Waring
Location(s): Village of Washington; Charleston Neck; Huger Street; Congress Street; Pinckney Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Recorded in Bk: X no. 6. p. 256 this 27 day of April 1798 & examined by Danl Smith Reg." "copied 27 Octo 1884 by H.A.D." "This plat recorded as above is annexed to convey: dated 5 Nov: 1798 from heirs & residuary Devissee of Danl Legare to Thos & Martin W

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12F/14C(2)
Title: (on right side of 47/12F/14C(1)): "This plan exhibits the shape & form of a piece or parcel of land containing 8 9/10 ac: part of the Grove tract situate on Charleston Neck near Ashley River in Charleston District & State of So. Ca. which said piece or p
Date: 
Size: 36 by 25
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Robert Gibbes; Jockey Club; Washington Race Course; Christopher Williman; Joseph Purcell; John Gibbes; Dani Smith
Location(s): Charleston Neck; Grove Tract; Ashley River; Moultrie Street
Parish: 
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: "Recorded & c in Bk: T. no. 6 p. 170. 19 June 1796 Dan'l Smith Reg" "This plat annexed to convey John Gibbes exor Robert Gibbes to Christopher Williman"

Folder: 47/12F/15(A)
Title: Untitled/undated South Carolina Historical Society "Document" "Tracing 'Springfield' lands, St. andrew's and Coppain Creeks Tracing of Tipseeboo alias Clear Spring Map by Purcell - 1794 Subject - Plat of Haye's Plantation Map by Purcell 1792 Tracing - area
Date: 
Size: 35 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): William Stephens (the Elder); Col. Horsie; Charles Martyn; James Simons; Joseph Purcell
Location(s): Springfield; St. andrew's Creek; Coppain Creek; Tipseeboo; Clear Spring; Haye's Plantation; Isle of Wight
Parish: 
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/15(B)
Title: "Plat made by Purcell May 1806 - of land belonging to Charles F. Martyn intended to be conveyed to James Simons"
Date: 
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Charles F. Martyn; Dr. Edward Jones; James Simons
Location(s): Clear Spring
Parish: 
Types:
Reproduction: ,

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/15C
Title: "Laid out to Wm Stephens the Elder of the Isle of Wight the third barony for Col. Horsie"
Date:
Size: 74 by 37
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Wm Stephens (the Elder); Col. Horsie
Location(s): Savannah River; Isle of Wight
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "p. 35"

Folder: 47/12F/15(D)
Title: "Outline of plat annexed to deed from John Parker Sr to John Parker Jr dated 31 Decr 1792 (recorded H.G. p. 491). Plat of Hayes Plantn containing 932 acres part of body of land belonging to John Parker Eq [sic] Plat made by Joseph Purcell December 1792"
Date:
Size: 54 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Parker Sr; John Parker Jr; Joseph Purcell; Mrs. Susannah Bee (other names illegible)
Location(s): Haye's Plantation; Fontainbleau
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/15E
Title: "Map of Tipseeboo alias Clear Spring made by Purcell in July 1794"
Date:
Size: 58 by 29
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Purcell; William Bohan Baker (other names illegible)
Location(s): Tipseeboo; Clear Spring; San Pitt Creek
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12F/15(F)
Title: "Springfield lands St. Andrews Par[ish] conveyed 7 May 1812 from survey of John [illegible] in survey of John Parker (?)"
Date:
Size: 49 by 33
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Parker (?); W. Middleton (other names illegible)
Location(s): Springfield; Coppain Creek; St. andrew's Parish
Parish: andrew's
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "copy annexed to deed from GW Gray [illegible] to Henry B. Toomes (?) [illegible] C.11 - p. 93 dated 26 Decr 1838"

Folder: 47/12F/16
Title: "Charleston Light & Water Co. Plan showing the level of Goose Creek to 10 1/2 and 12 1/2 feet above ocean tide respectively at Goose Creek Dam"
Date:
Size: 85 by 71
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Jenkins orphanage; Thos. Frost; Woodstock & Ingleside Mining Co.; Sam'l Stoney; H.A.M. Smith; Witte; Parson; Otronto Club; Mallard; H.E. Young; Lee; Mitchel; Waylie; Davis; Grant; Nixon; C.L. & W. Co.
Location(s): Goose Creek; Goose Creek Dam
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: the American Pipe Mfg Co. Engineers and Contractors 112 N Broad St., Phila., Penn.

Folder: 47/12F/17(A)
Title: Untitled/undated South Carolina Historical Society "Document" "Blue Print - 'Spring Grove' - 1911 Property of J.P. Clark - Berkeley Co - 727.3 a - 10 ch 1 in - Subject Blue Print - 'Jericho & Button Hall' - 2858 a - [illegible] Stono Swamp - St. Paul's - p
Date:
Size: 35 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): J.P. Clark; Robert Rowand
Location(s): Spring Grove; Jericho; Button Hall; Stono Swamp; St. Paul's Parish
Parish: St. Paul's
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notes:

**Folder**: 47/12F/17(B)
**Title**: (blue print) "A Plan of Jerico and Button Hall Plantations containing in the whole 2858 acres 20 Hundredths - the property of Robert Rowand Esq - situated on Stono Swamp in the Parish of St. Paul Charleston District etc etc from a survey taken in April 179
**Date**: 
**Size**: 70 by 54
**Surveyor**: H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s)**: Robert Rowand; Joseph Purcell; John Boyles; John Sommers; George Sommers; Humphrey Sommers; William Ferguson
**Location(s)**: Jerico Plantation; Button Hall Plantation; Stono Swamp; St. Paul's Parish; Charleston District; Savanna Plantation; Golden Grove Plantation
**Parish**: St. Paul's
**Types**: 
**Reproduction**: 
**Original page number in plat book**: 
**Notes**: Note: Total contents of Jerico 1751.20 acres. Total contents of Button Hall 1107 acres. Contents of two Plantations: 2858.20 acres.

**Folder**: 47/12F/17C
**Title**: (blue print) "Spring Grove Property of J.P. Clarke Near Woodstock Sta - Sou Ry. Berkeley Co - S.C. Scale 1 inch = 10 chains 751.3 acres"
**Date**: 
**Size**: 52 by 30
**Surveyor**: H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s)**: J.P. Clarke; Von Kolnitz; C.G. White; J.P.C. Jr.; W.R. Pinckney; McKewn; Sottile; Kennedy; Riggs; Cole; Alex Smalls; Southern Railway; Stewart; Bellman; Wishner
**Location(s)**: Spring Grove Plantation; Berkeley County; Woodstock Sta; Woodlans; Windsor Hall
**Parish**: 
**Types**: 
**Reproduction**: C, 
**Original page number in plat book**: 
**Notes**: "Traced by J.P.C. Jr. - June 1911 - from map by W.R. Pinckney - Survey of April 15, 1911."

**Folder**: 47/12F/18(A)
**Title**: Untitled/undated South Carolina Historical Society "Document" "Upper Ashley River Tracing of proposed town of 'Radnor' on Combahee River 2 chns = 1 in Subject of location & lines of Landgrave Abel Ketelby's barony 17 12/13 part in St. Paul and part in St. G
**Date**: 
**Size**: 35 by 21
**Surveyor**: H.A.M. Smith Collection
**Name(s)**: Abel Ketelby
**Location(s)**: Ashley River; Radnor; Combahee River; St. Paul's Parish; St. George Parish; Colleton
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12F/18(B)
Title: "MAP showing the location and lines of the tract of land called Landgrave Ketelby's Barony granted to Landgrave Abel Ketelby 23 July 1711 and 20 Feby 17 12/13 situated partly in the old parish of St. Paul and partly in the old parish of St. George Dorchester
Date: 
Size: 110 by 84
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Abel Ketelby; Thomas Hepworth; John Raven; John Ward; Thomas Drayton; Benjamin Stead; Thomas Waring; Amerinthis Farr; Peter Taylor; Wm Bull; Stephen Bull; William Elliott; Benjn Waring; Dr. Oliphant; Joseph Blake; Henry A.M. Smith
Location(s): Ashley River; Landgrave Ketelby's Barony; St. Paul Parish; St. George Dorchester Parish; Colleton County; Walnut Hill; Horse Savannah Road; Delamar's Road; Parker's Ferry to Charleston; Wallace's Creek; Bob's Savannah; Drayton's; Cane Acre; Congregational M
Parish:
Types: C
Reproduction: C
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: "Note - This map with and continues the map annexed to the Article on the Ashley Barony published in the South Carolina Historical and Genealogical Magazine Vol. XI p. 76 for April 1917"
[pinned to map handwritten note: "This Map reduced to two-thirds of

Folder: 47/12F/18C
Title: "South Carolina the above Plat represent the Form and Shape of one Hundred acres of Land or thereabouts situated in Granville County on the Southwest side of Combahee River butting and bounding to the Northeastward the said River to the Southeastward on C
Date: 
Size: 98 by 49
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Palmer; Stephen Bull; John Mabryne; Wm Bull
Location(s): Granville County; Combahee River; Radnor
Parish:
Types: 
Reproduction: 
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/19(A)
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Title: Untitled/undated South Carolina Historical Society "Document" "Plat - Vanderhorst - [illegible] showing bridge and Vanderhorst Creek Plat - 1792 Farm Goosecreek and showing many names of ownership Subject Plat of 'Bella Vista' owned by George Tunno 1787

Date:
Size: 35 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Vanderhorst; George Tunno
Location(s): Vanderhorst Creek; Goose Creek; Bella Vista; Goose Creek Road; Back River Road
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/19(B)
Title: "PLAN of [illegible] Farm by Richard Sarney (?) . . . .1387 acres . . . .1792 by C. Hateby (?)"

Date:
Size:
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Baugh; Broughton; Francis Huger; John Coming Ball; Samuel Prioleau
Location(s): Medway River; Back River; Chicken River; Back River Plantation; Cypress Grove; Road to Cypress Grove; Cedar Swamp
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/19C
Title: "A Plan of a Body of land called Bella Vista - belonging to George Tunno Esqr situated on Goose Creek in the Parish of St. James Charleston District from a Survey taken in Feby 1787 containing in the whole 1888 acres"

Date:
Size: 80 by 52
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): George Tunno; Ralph Izard; Peter Smith; Thomas Smith
Location(s): Bella Vista; Goose Creek; St. James Parish; Charleston District; the Elms; St. James Church; Foster's Creek Landing
Parish: St. James
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12F/19(D)
Title: Untitled/undated map of various Vandervorst properties (in Charleston?)
Date: 
Size: 53 by 49
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Joseph Vandervorst; Elias Vandervorst; William Vandervorst; Thomas Lynch; Jno Vandervorst
Location(s): Charleston (?); Church Street; Meeting House Street
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/20(A)
Title: South Carolina Historical Society Document "Plan of Woodland in St. James Goosecreek belonging to Edward H Edwards - Tracing Plat 63 a High Land Charleston District belonging to Elias Ball re-survey 1806. Subject Plat 250 a laid out to Peter Vidal (?) Oct
Date: 
Size: 35 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Edward H Edwards; Elias Ball
Location(s): St. James Parish; Goose Creek; Charleston Distrit; Colleton County; Edisto River; St. Thomas Parish; St. Denis Parish
Parish: James
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/20(B)
Title: "the Plan of 63 acres of High Land & Low Land situated in the District of Charleston and State of South Carolina belonging to Elias Ball Esqr and intended to be conveyed to the Vestry of St. Johns Parish Berkley as a Glebe for Biggin Church & Strawberry Ch
Date: 
Size: 25 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Elias Ball; John Diamond; Chas de Tollanaine (?)
Location(s): Charleston District; St. Johns Parish; Berkley County; Biggin Church; Strawberry Chapel; Watboo Bridge
Parish: St. Johns
Types: 
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: NOTE: on back of document 47/12F/20(B): "copy Plat - Glebe Lands St. John Parish Rectory"
**Folder:** 47/12F/20C  
**Title:** Untitled/undated plat of various properties along Cooper River  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 54 by 34  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** Robert Johnston; Walker; Mary Russell; Thomas Dearington; John Dearington; Brabant; Rev. A. Garden; Rev. Robert Smith; James Marion; Detart (?)  
**Location(s):** Cooper River; Effers Creek  
**Parish:**  
**Types:**  
**Reproduction:** ,  
**Original page number in plat book:**  
**Notes:** "K. No. 3 - p. 117"

**Folder:** 47/12F/20(D)  
**Title:** "Plat of 250 acres laid out to Peter Vidal (?) [illegible] on the Nwest on said Vidal Neat part on Owen Davis & part on Solomon Primmer (?) S.E. part on said Primmer (?) & part on Peter Pantavis (?) land Warrant - plat cert - 8 October 1700 annexed to gra  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 28 by 21  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** Peter Vidal (?) ; Owen Davis; Solomon Primmer (?); Peter Pantavis (?)  
**Location(s):**  
**Parish:**  
**Types:**  
**Reproduction:** ,  
**Original page number in plat book:**  
**Notes:**

**Folder:** 47/12F/20E  
**Title:** "Carolina This Plat represents the Shape and form of Nine thousand Eight Hundred acres of land which according to a warrant-to-sue indicate under the [illegible] of the Hon Joseph Morton (?) [illegible] the rest of the Deputies (?) of the Rt Honorable tra  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 72 by 49  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** John Smith; Ann Smith; Mar Matthews  
**Location(s):** Colleton County; Edisto River  
**Parish:**  
**Types:**  
**Reproduction:** ,  
**Original page number in plat book:**  
**Notes:** "Record Memo Bk vol. 1 p. 500 (?)"

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12F/20(F)
Title: "Plan of Woodlands belonging to the estate of Norman (?) Parker Esq deceased & situate in the Parish of St. James Goose Creek Charleston District State of S.C. now the property of Edward H Edwards Esq Having such bounds and markers as are expressed and con

Date:
Size: 45 by 32
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Edward H Edwards; William Moultrie; Barnard Bee; Norman (?) Parker
Location(s): St. James Parish; Goose Creek; Charleston District; Road to Charleston
Parish: St. James
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/20(G)
Title: Untitled/undated drawing of various properties along Road to Charleston

Date:
Size: 19 by 15
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Collins;
Location(s): Road to Charleston
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/21(A)
Title: South Carolina Historical Society Document "9000 a - 1735 - Ch Dist - Monck's Corner belonging to John Dawson re-survey 1785 Subject Plat of Hyde Park & Bucks Hall - Tracing"

Date:
Size: 35 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Dawson
Location(s): Charleston District; Monck's Corner; Hyde Park; Bucks Hall
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/21(B)

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Title: Untitled/undated plat of various properties, including lands belonging to H.A.M. Smith
Date: 
Size: 82 by 46
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Henry A.M. Smith; Postell; A. Boyle; John D. Boyle; Ferguson
Location(s): "Hyde Park;" "Good Hope;" "Haigs;" "Maroons;" "Somers;" "Somers Hall;" Wallace's Creek; Snake Island; "Buck Hall;" Public road from Parker's Ferry to Charleston; St. Paul's Church; "Cotton Hall"
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/21C
Title: "This plan represents the form & marks and Boundings of a Plantation or tract of land containing six Hundred acres, now belonging to John Dawson Esq situate in th District of Charleston in the State of South Carolina at a village commonly called Monck's C
Date: 
Size: 39 by 24
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Dawson; Joseph Foyt (?); Lebass (?); Thomas Monk; John Diamond; John Colleton; Stephen Brown; Benjamin Singleton
Location(s): Charleston District; Monck’s Corner; Hyde Park; Bucks Hall
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/22(A)
Title: South Carolina Historical Society Document "Lands of H.A.M. Smith situate between Ashley & Edisto Rivers Subject Blue Print Oak Forest & Jeny"
Date: 
Size: 35 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): H.A.M. Smith
Location(s): Ashley River; Edisto River; Oak Forest; Jeny
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12F/22(B)
Title: (blueprint) "Plan to be annexed to agreement between Henry A.M. Smith and E.P. Burton Lumber Co. showing line of railroad to be constructed over the lands of said Henry A.M. Smith under said agreement. Being the line over a tract near the Ashley River kn
Date:
Size: 72 by 48
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): H.A.M. Smith; E.P. Burton Lumber Company; John Diamond; Vardell; D.C. Presly; Gantt; G.A. Trenholm; J.E. Heape; J.H. Knight; F.G. Moorhead; Sarah R. Westcoat; Julius J. Westcoat
Location(s): "Oak Forest;" "Jeny;" Dorchester County; "Cedar Grove;" Eagle Creek; "Tranquil Hill;"
Road to Goose Creek; St. George Parish Dorchester
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/22C
Title: "Sketch Map This plat is the property of Henry A.M. Smith Charleston S.C."
Date:
Size: 104 by 90
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Henry A.M. Smith
Location(s): Edisto River; "Buck Hall;" "Good Hope;" "Spring Grove;" St. Paul's Church; Road from Parker's Ferry to Charleston; Parker's Ferry
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/23(A)
Title: South Carolina Historical Society Document "Plat - 'Uxbridge' 666 1/2 a - on Ashley River; St. George Dorchester - Colleton Co - resur 1877 - Scale 10 ch- "
Date:
Size: 35 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s): Ashley River; "Uxbridge;" Colleton County; St. George Dorchester
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12F/23(B)
Title: "at the request of Miss Huger & Ravenel we have resurveyed Uxbridge, situate in St. Georges Dorchester, Colleton County, on the west bank of Ashley River, according to an old plat by Barbz, Survr Genl, and a partial resurvey by R.L. Pinckney Simons & Howe
Date:
Size: 46 by 30
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Huger; Ravenel; Barbz; R.L. Pinckney; Simons & Howe; Newton; William Middleton; Wragg Smith
Location(s): "Uxbridge;" St. Georges Dorchester; Colleton County; Ashley River; Middleton Place; Newton Creek; Road from Charleston
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Note: there are some grounds for believing that the west line might have been a continuation of the west line of Middleton Place, and then Uxbridge would contain a large number of acres; and Mr. Newton after he had sold to Mr. William Middleton said he wou

Folder: 47/12F/24(A)
Title: South Carolina Historical Society Document "Abstract Title to Green Farm Christ Church property of Lockwood A. McCants 185[] Subject a map sur W.A. Stall 1892 267 a. - near Summerville betw Dorchester & Eagle Creeks Scale 10 ch: 1 in"
Date:
Size: 35 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Lockwood A. McCants; W.A. Stall
Location(s):
Parish: Ch Ch
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/24(B)
Title: "MAP of property surveyed for W.A. Stall - situate between Dorchester & Eagle Cr'ks Near Summerville, Dorchester Co S.C. Lines designated by W.A. Stall. Scale: 1' = 10 Chains. Contains 247.0 ac. by Louis F. LeBleux Jan 7th 1892 copy 1914. by Rene Ravenel
Date:
Size: 28 by 17
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): W.A. Stall; Louis LeBleux; Rene Ravenel; Hutchinson; Gantt; Groverman
Location(s): Dorchester Creek; Eagle Creek; Summerville; Dorchester County; Ashley River

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/24C
Title: "Abstract of Title to Snee Farm in christ church Parish agreed to be purchased by Wm McCants from Benjamin F Hunt Jr Dr. Wm M Hunt George B Hunt William Mootry & Jane B his wife devisees of the late Wm Mathewes for $3000."
Date:
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Wm McCants; Benjamin F. Hunt Jr; Dr. Wm M Hunt; George B Hunt; William Mootry; Jane B Mootry; Wm Mathewes; Benjamin Law; Dr. White; John Allen; James White Chirurgeon; Sarah Chirurgeon; John Allen; Ann Allen; John Savage; Ann Allen Savage; William Scott; C
Location(s): Snee Farm; Christ Church Parish
Parish: Ch Ch
Types: Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: NOTE: Original six-page handwritten document, signed by Edward McCrady and dated March 1853.

Folder: 47/12F/25(A)
Title: South Carolina Historical Society Document "Plat of Middleton Place adjoining same - Archibald Brown - 'Cedar Grove' A Jenys land Subject Plat 500 a Piece Land re-sur 1774 by Jos Purcell part of 800 1704 to Alexander Delanotte 2 Blue Prints - 'Cherry Hill'
Date:
Size: 35 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Alexander Delanotte; Jos Purcell; Archibald Brown
Location(s): Middleton Place; "Cedar Grove;" Jenys; St. Thomas Parish; Berkeley County; "Cherry Hill"
Parish: Thomas
Types: Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/25(B)
Title: Untitled/undated plat of Cedar Grove (1106.72 acres) and Jenys
Date:
Size: 50 by 37
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Daniel Keller; Saml Wilson; John Wright
Location(s): Ashley River; Cedar Grove; Jenys
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/25C
Title: Untitled/undated plat of various properties along Ashley River
Date:
Size: 49 by 36
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Middleton; Thos Hooker; Thos Waring; Leonard (?) Brown; William Izard; Baker
Location(s): Ashley River; "Spring Farm"
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/25(D)
Title: "Middleton Place West Side of Ashley River - St. Andrews"
Date:
Size: 49 by 44
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): William Cattell; Middleton; John Matthews
Location(s): Middleton Place; Ashley River; St. Andrews Parish; Path from Horse Savanna
Parish: Andrews
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/25E
Title: (blue print) "MAP of 'Cherry Hill' Plantation situate in St. Thomas Parish Berkeley Co. S.C. Area: - 780.0 acres. surveyed for A.C. Tuxbury Lubr. Co. May 1913. by J.T. Kollock F.E. Scale 1 inch=20 ch" 
Date:
Size: 33 by 26
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): A.C. Tuxbury Lumb Co; J.T. Kollock
Location(s): "Cherry Hill," French Quarter Creek; Fresh Water Creek; "Benevento" Plantation; Cooper River; "Cedar Hill" Plantation; Clements Ferry Road
Parish: Thomas

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Folder: 47/12F/25(F)
Title: (blue print) copy of 47/12F/25E
Date: 
Size: 33 by 26
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): A.C. Tuxbury Lumb. Co; J.T. Kollock
Location(s): "Cherry Hill;" French Quarter Creek; Fresh Water Creek; "Benevento" Plantation; Cooper River; "Cedar Hill" Plantation; Clements Ferry Road
Parish: Thomas

Folder: 47/12F/25(G)
Date: 
Size: 44 by 31
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Jos Purcell; Alexander Delamotte; Capt. Johnson Lynch; Thomas Karwon; Isaac Lesesne; Thos Akin
Location(s): "Cherry Hill;" Pine Land Tract; Blessing Tract
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/26
Title: copy of map of battle during Tuscarora War: "After the Trenches were carried on with good success and a Triangular Blockhous[] finished att A and a Battery att B so high that from them they might Fire over the Enemies Fort and Mine carried under the Enem
Date: 
Size: 60 by 48
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Coll James Moore; Coll Mitchel; Capt. Maul; Capt. Canty; Capt. Hastings; Capt. Maurice Moore; Col. Mackey
Location(s): Nooherooka Fort; Connectah Creek Branch; Hammasee Batterie; Mulbry Battery; Tuskarora Groves; Charikee Battery
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/27(A)
Title: Untitled/undated [South Carolina Historical Society] document "Tracing - Rough draft - land St.
Andrews lot - G.S. Cripps - annexed to deed Thos Hunt: Com Equity to Dr. Henry Richardson 1817
Tracing - Plat of part of Cadders Tract adjoining Jerico plantatio
Date:  
Size: 35 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): G.S. Cripps; Thos Hunt; Dr. Henry Richardson; Thomas Rose; Stephen Bull; Purcell; Dr.
Abram Baron; John Broughton; Sir Peter Colleton; Thomas Broughton
Location(s): St. Andrews Parish; Jerico Plantation; Cadders Tract; Mulberry
Parish: Andrews
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/27(B)
Title: "Original Plat of Mulberry"
Date:
Size: 52 by 25
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Peter Colleton; Thomas Broughton; Sir John Colleton
Location(s): Mulberry
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "4423 acres granted to Peter Colleton Mch 5th 1680 by him conveyed Nov (?) 20th 1708 to
Thomas Broughton - also 300 acres conveyed to Thomas Broughton by Sir John Colleton Being part of
12000 acres being Barony of the lands Sir John Colleton"

Folder: 47/12F/27C
Title: "Rough draft of Land in St. Andrews Parish belonging to estate of G.S. Cripp Esq [illegible] J.
Wilson"
Date: 
Size: 52 by 36

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on
architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building
plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): G.S. Cripp; J.Wilson; Thomas Hunt; Dr. Henry Richardson; Thos Middleton
Location(s): St. Andrews Parish; Hickory Hill; Ashley Ferry Road; Thos Middleton estate
Parish: Andrews
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Record in V.8.p. 126" "Annexed to deed from Thomas Hunt Commissioner in Equity to Dr. Henry Richardson dated 11 Febry 1817"

Folder: 47/12F/27(D)
Title: Plat of Jerico Plantation of Henry A.M. Smith
Date:
Size: 26 by 19
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Bowins (?) Jr; Henry A.M. Smith; Mrs. Helen Sipeitz (?)
Location(s): Jerico Plantation; Cadders Tract
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Part of 'Cadders Tract' purchased from Joseph [illegible]"

Folder: 47/12F/27(E)
Title: "Plat of tract of land containing 459 acres viz 421 high & 38 acres marsh - per plat ? of Joseph Purcell March 1791"
Date:
Size: 49 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Joseph Purcell; Thos Rose; Stephen Bull; William Mewhenny; Thomas Hooper; William Bellenger
Location(s): Ashley River; Stony Point; the Camp
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/27(F)
Title: "John Broughton Esq 1104 part of Mulberry Plantation [illegible] to Sir Peter Colleton in the year 1680"
Date:
Size: 49 by 29
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Name(s): John Broughton; Sir Peter Colleton; Jn Diamond (?); Sir John Colleton; William Mitchell; Arthur Middleton; Col. Isaac Matte; Thos Broughton; Edward Newcot (?)
Location(s): Mulberry
Parish:
Types: 
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: "from a resurvey in March 1793 by Jn Diamond (?)"

Folder: 47/12F/28(A)
Title: Untitled/undated [South Carolina Historical Society] document "Tracing - location & site of Old Moncks Corner & Somerton compilation by HAMS - 40 ch = 1 in Tracing - location & boundaries of Barony called Okeetee or Devil's Elbow St. Luke's Parish - Beaufort
Date: 
Size: 35 by 29
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Sir John Colleton
Location(s): Moncks Corner; Somerton; Okeetee Barony; Devil's Elbow Barony; St. Luke's Parish; Beaufort County; Raphoe Barony; St. John's Parish; Berkeley County; Santee
Parish: St. Lukes
Types: 
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/28(B)
Title: "Sketch Map showing the location and site of Old Moncks Corner and of Somerton compiled from old maps by Henry A.M. Smith - scale 40 chains per inch"
Date: 
Size: 41 by 28
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): H.A.M. Smith; Atlantic Coast Line RR
Location(s): Old Moncks Corner; Somerton; Somerton Plantation; Santee Canal; Wadboo Barony; Biggin Creek; Road to Stony Landing; Fairlawn Barony; St. John's Church; Road to Strawberry Ferry; Berkley County; Road to Charleston; Fairsight Plantation; Battersea Plantation
Parish: St. Johns
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/28C1
Title: (left side of 47/12F/28C2) "MAP showing the location and lines of the tract of 831 acres belonging to Sir Hovenden Walker and commonly called his Barony situated near the line of the Southern Railway

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
about 19 miles from the City of Charleston, South Carol

**Date:**

**Size:** 53 by 30

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Sir Hovenden Walker; Southern Railway; Charles Cantey; Richard Saltus

**Location(s):** Charleston; Sir Hovenden Walker Barony; St. James Goosecreek Parish; Public road from Dorchester to Goosecreek Station; Public road to Charleston; Summerville; Old Road to Dorchester

**Parish:** St. James

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C.

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** "EXPLANATION the so-called Barony is bounded by the solid black lines. the dotted line is the division between the Saltus and Cantey grants."

**Folder:** 47/12F/28C2

**Title:** (right side of 47/12F/28C1) "MAP showing the location and plan of the Barony called Raphoe Barony containing 12000 acres laid out to Landgrave John Bayley, situated on the South side of Santee River in the old Parish of St. John Berkeley in South Carolina.

**Date:**

**Size:** 53 by 26

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** John Bayley; John Strode

**Location(s):** Raphoe Barony; Santee River; Battlefield of Eutaw; Lawson's Pond; Road to Charleston; Belvedere; Eutaw Springs; Nelson's Ferry

**Parish:** St. Johns

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C.

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** "NOTE: the barony is contained within the solid black lines. the dotted lines denote 1200 acres granted to John Strode in 1705."

**Folder:** 47/12F/28(D)

**Title:** "MAP showing the location and boundaries of the barony called Okeetee or Devil's Elbow Barony situated in old St. Luke's Parish in Beaufort County, South Carolina about 12 miles from the Town of Beaufort granted for 12000 acres on 5th December 1718 to Sir

**Date:**

**Size:** 42 by 27

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** Sir John Colleton; James Peart

**Location(s):** Okeetee Barony; Devil's Elbow Barony; St. Luke's Parish; Beaufort County; Town of Beaufort; Bear Island; Harry Yonge Island; Fording Island; Buck Point; F. Hunting Island; Port Royal Sound; Daw's Island; Pinckney Island; Callibague Sound; Mackay's Creek; C

**Parish:** St. Lukes

**Types:**

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Reproduction: C,

Original page number in plat book:

Notes: "Reduced from map made by James Peart in 1786 and located on the U.S. Coast Survey map of the locality by H.A.M. Smith. Scale 80,000 - i.e. 792 of an inch = 1 mile"

Folder: 47/12F/28E
Title: Plat of various lots and streets in Town of Beaufort
Date:
Size: 57 by 49
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): John Woodward; Wm Lybard; Geo Livinstone; Eliz Wigg; Gordon; Beswick (?) Mulvyne; John Bryan; John Hazzard; Robert Bur Williamton; Rich Woodward; Col. Blake Hudson Woodward; Grimbol
Location(s): Town of Beaufort; Duke Street; Prince Street; King's Street; Meeting Square; Church Square; Harrington Street; Monson Street; Bladen Street; Adventure Street; Hamar Street; Newcroft Street; Graves Street; Port Royal Street; Charles Street; Newcastle Stre
Parish:
Types: C

Folder: 47/12F/29(A)
Title: Untitled/undated map showing routes taken by Colonels Barnswell and Moore in 1711/12 in North Carolina and South Carolina
Date:
Size: 60 by 48
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Col. John Barnwell; Col. James Moore; Col. Maurice Moore; W. Noel Lansbury
Location(s): Sulivants Island; Ashley River; Charleston; St. Julien's; Cooper River; Black River; Pedee River; Sante River; Waggomau River; Cape Fair River; Eno River; Saxapahaw River; Avamanchee River; Keowee; Tatoeo Fort; Waxau's; Catawha's Sutarees; Wateree River; C
Parish:
Types: C

Folder: 47/12F/29(B)
Title: "Plan of Several tracts of land situate in the St. Bartholomews parish South Carolina. Compiled from C.C. Pinckney TrePoy L. Lewis Simons Charleston So. Car. August 1883"
Date:
Size: 137 by 110

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Name(s): Prentiss; Schmidt; Charleston & Savannah Railway; Jennings & Co; Mrs. M. Glover; E. Witswell; Chas Lee; C.C. Pinckney; WSC Ryan & Co; Peeples; L.W. McCants; B.F. Davis; Bryan; G. Padgett; T.D. Garvin; B.H. Rutledge; Miles

Location(s): Pon Pon River; Edisto River; Jacksonboro; "Hoats"; "Walter"; "Elliotts"; Ashepoo Ferry; Ashepoo River; "Jessamine Grove"; "Buzzard Roost"; Prides Bridge; "White Marsh"; "Glebes"; "Guerard"; "Samson's"; "Warner"; "Brown"; "Harrison"; Shoe Creek; "Dodge"; "

Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C.
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/30(A)
Title: (blueprint) Untitled/undated architectural drawing of building interior (e.g., doors, windows, stairs).
Date:
Size: 25 by 14
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/30(B)
Title: Untitled/undated architectural drawing (pencil) of building interior (e.g., doors, stairs).
Date:
Size: 30 by 23
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: NOTE: Similar to 47/12F/30(A).

Folder: 47/12F/30C
Title: Untitled/undated line drawing (pencil).
Date:
Size: 31 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12F/30(D)
Title: Untitled/undated architectural drawing (black ink) of building interior (e.g., doors, windows, stairs).
Date: 
Size: 28 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: NOTE: Same drawing (different medium) as 47/12F/30(A).

Folder: 47/12F/30E
Title: Untitled/undated architectural drawing (pencil) of building interior (e.g., doors, stairs).
Date: 
Size: 36 by 24
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: NOTE: Similar to 47/12F/30(A).

Folder: 47/12F/31(A)
Title: (blueprint) "Property of LaFollette, Robson, & others on Big Coal River and Coal Fork of Cabin Creek in Boone and Kanawha Counties. Scale 1" 1000 Ft. March 1919"
Date: 
Size: 123 by 60
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Allen Foster; B.E. Cooper; J. Ferrell; LaFollette; Robson; Irving Sutphin; E.D. Coon; Sidney White; T.L. Broun; C&O R.R.; Pritchard; Shonk Land Co.
Location(s): Big Coal River; Horse Branch; Haggie Branch; Long Branch; Laurel Creek; Setho; Kanawa
County; Boone County; Coal Fork; Laurel Fork; Sand Lick Branch; Cabin Creek; Joes Creek

Parish:

Types:

Reproduction: ,

Original page number in plat book:

Notes: "M.W. Venable & Son Civil & Mining Engr's Charleston West Virginia Marh [sic] 1919"

Folder: 47/12F/31(B)

Title: (blueprint) "Property of LaFollette, Robson, & others on Big Coal River and Coal Fork of Cabin Creek in Boone and Kanawha Counties. Scale 1" 1000 Ft. March 1919"

Date:
Size: 123 by 60

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Name(s): Allen Foster; B.E. Cooper; J. Ferrell; LaFollette; Robson; Irving Sutphin; E.D. Coon; Sidney White; T.L. Broun; C&O R.R.; Pritchard; Shonk Land Co.

Location(s): Big Coal River; Horse Branch; Haggie Branch; Long Branch; Laurel Creek; Setho; Kanawha County; Boone County; Coal Fork; Laurel Fork; Sand Lick Branch; Cabin Creek; Joes Creek

Parish:

Types:

Reproduction: ,

Original page number in plat book:

Notes: NOTE: Same document as 47/12F/31(A).

Folder: 47/12F/32(A)

Title: Map of "South Carolina (Charleston County) James Island Quadrangle"

Date:

Size: 76 by 67

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Name(s):

Location(s):

Parish:

Types:

Reproduction: ,

Original page number in plat book:


Folder: 47/12F/32(B)

Title: Letter from W.A. Clark, President, the Carolina National Bank, to Henry A.M. Smith (June 1, 1921). Description of properties on map (47/12F/32(A)). 4 pages

Date:

Size:

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12F/32C
Title: "Description of James Island Plantations prior to 1860." Description of properties on map (47/12F/32(A)). 4 pages
Date:
Size:
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): H.S. King; L.F. Behling; Mc Caleb Sauls; C.L.W. King; J.K. Lindor
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/33
Title: (fragment) Drawing of land lines, including river and creek, in Colleton County.
Date:
Size: 20 by 16
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s):
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: O,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: "(copy of Certificate) South Carolina - I hereby certify that I have resurveyed all the land lines, and also the River and Creek lines, as best I could, and according thereto ascertain the above represents tract of land to contain Eight-Hundred (810) and

Folder: 47/12F/34
Title: Untitled/undated drawing of Harrisons Island (119.24 acres) by W.G. Guerard Civil Engineer.
Date:
Size: 38 by 31
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Dr. J.W. Kirk; W.B. Guerard; B.E. Guerard; Simons & Huger
Location(s): Harrison's Island; Beaufort County; Colleton River; St. Luke's Parish

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Parish: St. Luke's
Types:  
Reproduction: ,  
Original page number in plat book:  

Folder: 47/12F/35(A)  
Title: Untitled/undated drawing of property "sold to Dr. Shepard March 1889 [signature illegible]"  
Date:  
Size: 29 by 25  
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection  
Name(s): Dr. C.W. Shepard  
Location(s): Road to Stono Bridge  
Parish:  
Types:  
Reproduction: ,  
Original page number in plat book:  
Notes:  

Folder: 47/12F/35(B)  
Title: Untitled/undated drawing of PocoSabo - property of Edmund C. Bellenger (630 acres) in 1839.  
Date:  
Size: 44 by 29  
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection  
Name(s): Edmund C. Bellenger; Dr. Fraser  
Location(s): PocoSabo; Beef Creek; Public road from Charleston; Public road to Ashepoo Ferry  
Parish:  
Types:  
Reproduction: ,  
Original page number in plat book:  
Notes:  

Folder: 47/12F/35C  
Title: "Plat of barony excepted in Act of Parliament b&B S by the River May E by Marshes of Monkeys Creek N by Ocatee Creek W by Capt. John Gascoigne & Capt. Charles Adispell (?) plat 28 Nov (?) 1711"  
Date:  
Size: 78 by 62  
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection  
Name(s): Capt. John Gascoigne; Capt. Charles Adispell (?)  
Location(s): Port Royal Island; May River; Monkeys Creek; Ocatee Creek  
Parish:  
Types:  
Reproduction: ,  

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

**Folder:** 47/12F/36  
**Title:** "Plat A Tract of Land belonging to Mr. Palmer Lockwood situated on Cooper River, above Read Fertilizer Works containing 195.5 acres - surveyed by Simons- Mayrant Co June, 1905"  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 56 by 46  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** Palmer Lockwood; Read Fertilizer Works; Simons-Mayrant Co; Geo. W. Williams; C.B. Jenkins (?); David Hargrove; H.C.L. Lindsey; David Huger (?); W.R. Mayrant  
**Location(s):** Cooper River; Charleston County; Berkeley County  
**Parish:**  
**Types:**  
**Reproduction:** ,  

**Original page number in plat book:**
Notes: (on reverse side) "City Laws 1916 - C.B. Jenkins (?); David Hargrove; H.C.L. Lindsey; David Huger (?); W.R. Mayrant"

**Folder:** 47/12F/37  
**Title:** "Plat of Windsor Hill situated in Berkeley County S.C. the Property of the Hon. J. Adger Smythe containing 1232 1/4 acres exclusive of reservation around Grave Yard. surveyed 1901 by Simons & Maynant CE Surv"  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 58 by 34  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** J. Adger Smythe; Simons & Maynant; anderson Fischer; Von Kolnitz; Louis Dunneman; Ladson; H. Mensing  
**Location(s):** Windsor Hill; Berkeley County; Ashley River; Road to Ladson's  
**Parish:**  
**Types:**  
**Reproduction:** ,  

**Original page number in plat book:**
Notes:

**Folder:** 47/12F/38(A)  
**Title:** South Carolina Historical Society "Document Tracing - Area on O'Katie Creek Barony laid out to Robert Wright on May River Subject Tracing - area owned by Nathaniel Green - formerly 'Boon Barony' 1883"  
**Date:**  
**Size:** 28 by 21  
**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection  
**Name(s):** Robert Wright; Nathaniel Green  
**Location(s):** O'Katie Creek; May River; "Boon Barony"

Types:  
A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings;  
B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture;  
C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans;  
D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/38(B)
Title: "Plan of lands owned by Est Gen Nathaniel Green formerly 'Boon' Barony taken from a Compilation made by S. [illegible] in 1883"
Date:
Size: 38 by 17
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Nathaniel Green; J.A. Gavin; Warley Miles
Location(s): "Boon Barony;" "Forlorn Hope;" Parker Ferry Road; Edisto River; Round Road; Pon Pon; Green Meadow
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/38C
Title: "Barony owned by Robert Wright Assignee of John Beresford"
Date:
Size: 76 by 51
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Robert Wright; John Beresford
Location(s): River of May; Days Creek
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/38(D)
Title: "Nothing on Map to designate but supposed Barony [?] next to Devil's Elbow between O'Katie & May River"
Date:
Size: 68 by 48
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s):
Location(s): Devil's Elbow; O'Katie; May River
Parish:
Types:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): James Child; Francis LeJan; H.A.M. Smith
Location(s): Childsbury Town; Cooper River; Berkeley County; Bay Street; Mulberry Street; Church Street; Market Street; Forster's Street; Square Street; Ferry Street; Craven Street; Blackwell's Street; Fort Hill
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "the names of none of the streets appear on the map. According to later maps by Francis LeJan the street on the river was Bay Street then follow in order Mulberry Street, Church Street, Market Street, Forster's Street and Square Street - all 66 feet wide

Folder: 47/12F/39(D)
Title: (on right side of 47/12F/39C) "MAP of Childsbury being a copy taken from a copy made by Mr. A.G. Rose from an old map in the possession (in 1893) of Elias Ball Esq."

Date:
Size: 31 by 23
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): A.G. Rose; Elias Ball
Location(s): Childsbury; Child's Square; Square Street; Dixe's Square; Forsters Street; Market Street; Church Street; Mulberry Street; Bay Street; Colledge Square
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "N.B. the copy map does not appear to be drawn to scale. This map reduced one-third of Original size."

Folder: 47/12F/40(A)
Title: South Carolina Historical Society "Document annexed to marriage settlement betw William Hart & Catherine Simons 1994 [sic] on Eastern Branch of Cooper River Subject Plat of baronies laid out to Joseph Wragg Coosa Hatchie & Tulinfenney (?) Plat of Jasper ba

Date:
Size: 35 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): William Hart; Catherine Simons; Joseph Wragg
Location(s): Cooper River; Coosa Hatchie Barony; Tulinfenney Barony; Jasper
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder: 47/12F/40(B)
Title: "Plat annexed to marriage settlement between William Hart and Catherine Simons (his wife) recorded in off Hist - Comm Book Marriage Settlements No. 2 - p. 280-281 - being a plat made by Goddard & Sturges June 1794"
Date: 
Size: 50 by 34
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): William Hart; Catherine Simons; Goddard & Sturges; John Bryan; Archibald Brown; Daniel Lesesne; G. Manigault; Thomas Ashby; John Ashby; William Barnett
Location(s): Cooper River; Camvers; the Blessing; the Camp; Club House; Pomplio Hill
Parish:
Types: 
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/40C
Title: "Baronies laid out to Joseph Wragg Coosaw Hatchie Barony & Tulifinney (?) Barony:
Date: 
Size: 76 by 72
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Joseph Wragg; John Dawson
Location(s): Port Royal River; Coosaw Hatchie Barony; Tulifinney (?) Barony
Parish:
Types: 
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/40(D)
Title: "Part of the West line in Jasper Barony & the south line of Wragg Barony with the corner"
Date: 
Size: 36 by 32
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Edmund Jasper; Edmund Bellinger; Jos Denby; Thos Hayward; Middleton
Location(s): Jasper Barony; Wragg Barony
Parish:
Types: 
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/40E
Title: Untitled/undated note on Walker Evans & Cogswell Co. stationery: "Savannah Ga Leases James
Bullock to Archibald Bullock Oct 5, 1767, 500 acres Grenvill County, 300 acres known as Recess"

Date: 
Size: 14 by 8
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Walker Evans & Cogswell Co; James Bullock; Archibald Bullock
Location(s): Savannah Georgia; Grenville County; “Recess”
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: 
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/41(A)
Title: South Carolina Historical Society "Document unlabelled plat - on east branch of Port Royal River Plat of Barnaby Bull’s land Subject Plat - 20 lots of land betw St. Philip Morris & King Streets - 1876"
Date: 
Size: 35 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Barnaby Bull
Location(s): Port Royal River; St. Philip Street; Morris Street; King Street
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: 
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/41(B)
Title: Untitled/undated map of properties along Port Royal River
Date: 
Size: 63 by 46
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Thos Innis (?); John Palmer
Location(s): Port Royal River; Road to Beaufort
Parish: 
Types: 
Reproduction: 
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: 

Folder: 47/12F/41C
Date: 
Size: 48 by 36
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): H. Ronan; A.S. Stockman; O.E. Johnson; Gass; Henry Landon (?); Ann Morris; R.K. Payne; H. Lamble
Location(s): Charleston; King Street; Morris Street
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Platt Book a.1.59" "Copied from plat in City Surveyors office by H. Lamble 7 Feb [torn]"

Folder: 47/12F/41(D)
Title: Untitled/undated map of properties along Cumbee River
Date:
Size: 54 by 27
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Hugh Bryan; Barnaby Bull; Francis Krump (?)
Location(s): Cumbee River
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/42
Title: "Plan of Harleston surveyed and Laid out by William Rigby Naylor 1770"
Date:
Size: 76 by 50
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): William Rigby Naylor; Charles Parker; S. Harleston; J. Corbett; E. Harleston; Daniel Cannon; Peter Manigault; Brown
Location(s): Charleston; Bull Street; Ashley River
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: C,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: "Copied from a Plan in the possession of [torn] Harleston Charles Parker Noember 20, 1825"
NOTE: on reverse side: "Plan of Harleston of Charleston Rigby Naylor Surv"

Folder: 47/12F/43(A)
Title: "Plan of Edward Frost Plantation in St. Andrews"
Date:
Size: 41 by 22
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Edward Frost

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**Location(s):** Old Town

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** ,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** "Smith Case File 238"

**Folder:** 47/12F/43(B)

**Title:** "Plan of 200 acres annexed to Golden Grove Plantation belonging to estate John Somers part of 860 acres granted to Edmund Bellinger"

**Date:**

**Size:** 20 by 15.5

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** John Somers; Edmund Bellinger

**Location(s):** Golden Grove Plantation

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** C,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** 'copied from plan in handwriting of [blank] made about 1791" "Smith case File 50"

**Folder:** 47/12F/43C

**Title:** Letter from J.D. Taylor to H.A.M. Smith (November 7, 1891):  "Osborn, S.C. to H.A.M. Smith Esq Charleston, S.C. Dear Sir:  As requested I return these plats - inclosed herewith.  I am sure Mr. Behling claims all West of New Road, in fact his residence is

**Date:**

**Size:** 20 by 12

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):** J.D. Taylor; H.A.M. Smith; Behling

**Location(s):** New Road

**Parish:**

**Types:**

**Reproduction:** ,

**Original page number in plat book:**

**Notes:** "Smith Case File 50"

**Folder:** 47/12F/43(D)

**Title:** Untitled/undated map of properties along Ashley River

**Date:**

**Size:** 20 by 16

**Surveyor:** H.A.M. Smith Collection

**Name(s):**

**Location(s):** Ashley River; Brick Yard Creek

**Parish:**

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Folder: 47/12F/43E
Title: "A 200 acres part of a Grant of 860 acres to Edmund Bellinger & by him sold to George Somers and by the last laid out to John Somers as a part of Golden Grove.  B 380 acres part of a grant of 860 acres to Edmund Bellinger & by him conveyed to George Summe
Date: 
Size: 28 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Edmund Bellinger; George Somers; John Somers; Ferguson; St. Lo Mellenchamp; Jms Downs
Location(s): Golden Grove; Button Hall; Somers Hall; New Road
Parish: 
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: "Smith Case File 50"

Folder: 47/12F/43(F)
Title: Untited/undated map of various properties.
Date: 
Size: 43 by 32
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Lynch Horry; Mrs. Wm Mck. Parker; S.J. Magwood; N.H.S. Toomey (?)
Location(s): 
Parish: 
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes: NOTE: one-quarter of map (lower right-hand corner) is missing.

Folder: 47/12F/43(G)
Title: South Carolina Pursuant to an order of the Honble Thomas Broughton Esq Lieutenant Governor and His Majestys Honble Council bearing Date the Twenty-Ninth Day of May 1735, I have admeasured and marked as line [illegible] the Town Ship of Purysburg and Six M
Date: 
Size: 33 by 20
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Thomas Broughton; Hugh Brysen
Location(s): Purysburg (Purrysburg)
Parish: 
Types:
Folder: 47/12F/43(H)
Title: "A Plan of a Tract of Land containing 1000 acres situated in Charleston District on the West-side of Wassamsaw (Wassamassaw) Swamp late belonging to the estate of Andrew Broughton esq and now belonging to William Hasel Gibbs esq. from a Survey taken by John Diamond in
Date: 
Size: 31 by 21
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Andrew Broughton; William Hasel Gibbs; John Diamond; Nathaniel Broughton; Rutledge
Location(s): Charleston District; Wassamsaw Swamp; Wassamsaw Road; Tupelo Swamp
Parish:
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

Folder: 47/12F/43(I)
Title: Untitled/undated drawing of properties along Ashley River near Village of Dorchester
Date: 
Size: 46 by 22
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): Mrs. May Middleton; Lewis Popinhenin (?); Thos Young; Mrs. Waring; Dr. Tucker
Location(s): Village of Dorchester; Ashley River; Goose Creek; Eagle Creek
Parish:
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/43(J)
Title: "Plan of 3013 acres of Land on Wassamsaw Creek belonging to the estate of G. Manigault. surveyed March 1786 by John Lewis."
Date: 
Size: 55 by 24
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): G. Manigault; John Lewis
Location(s): Wassamsaw (Wassawmassaw) Creek
Parish:
Types: 
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book: 
Notes:
Notes: "Copied January 1817 by Charles [illegible]"

Folder: 47/12F/44(A)
Title: (blueprint) "Plan of Sandy Hill the property of William Washington Esqr situated in Saint Pauls Parish Colleton District and State of South Carolina. Resurveyed March 1840 by [illegible]"
Date:
Size: 74 by 53
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): William Washington; John Doyle
Location(s): Sandy Hill; St. Paul's Parish; Colleton District; Blue House
Parish: St. Paul's
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

Folder: 47/12F/44(B)
Title: (blueprint) "Plan of Sandy Hill the property of William Washington Esqr situated in Saint Pauls Parish Colleton District and State of South Carolina. Resurveyed March 1840 by [illegible]"
Date:
Size: 74 by 53
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): William Washington; John Doyle
Location(s): Sandy Hill; St. Paul's Parish; Colleton District; Blue House
Parish: St. Paul's
Types:
Reproduction: ,
Original page number in plat book:
Notes: NOTE: Same blueprint as 47/12F/44(A).

Folder: 47/12F/45
Title: (blueprint) "Condensed Map of Lands of J.P. Clarke Berkeley County, South Carolina"
Date:
Size: 52 by 30
Surveyor: H.A.M. Smith Collection
Name(s): J.P. Clarke; Clarke & Koester; von Kolnitz; H.A.M. Smith; Wm. Ayers; G.W. Garvin; Crovat; A.R. Young; B.H. Rutledge; Johnson; Ficken; Waring; Heins; Hertz; Stello; Jacob Steiber; Thos Riggs; Emerson; Ladson; Wishner; Sottile; McKewn; C.G. White; Dunneman;
Location(s): Berkeley County; Windsor Hill; Spring Grove; Midland Park; Summerville Ladson Road; Goose Creek; Blue House Road; Otranto Club; Atlantic Coast Line; Whale Branch; Creek Field Road; Summerville State Road; Ashley Phosphate
Parish:
Types:
Reproduction: ,

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Original page number in plat book:
Notes:

**Folder: 47/12F/46**

Folder contains copies of maps and plats by H.A.M. Smith that were published in the *South Carolina Historical and Genealogical Magazine*. Included is a map of Childsbury, plan of the town of Edmundsbury, plan of Wadboo Barony, Hobcaw Barony, and others. Does not include all those published.

**Folder: 47/12F/47**

Folder contains 9 unidentified tracings by H.A.M. Smith.

Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.